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Abstract

Numerous industry reports and publications have acknowledged the dramatic
transformation of the British music festival industry over the last two decades,
with the emergence of what has been described as a new 'boutique' model in
festival production. Using a selection of boutique events, this study reveals a nexus
of British events culturally aligned with the 'N0 Spectators' ethos of Nevada's
Burning Man. How far it is possible to claim that the politics of Burning Man has
transformed participation at festivals in Britain, is a question central to this
investigation.

Documenting the emergence of a transatlantic politics of participation, this study
explores the relationship between Nevada's Burning Man and British festival
culture. Firstly, a theoretical chapter surveys literature from interdisciplinary
fields, identifying concepts previously utilized in the interpretation of festival and
carnival forms. This analysis exposes the differences in audience engagement
implied by contrasting carnival types, which form key conceptual frameworks
throughout the investigation. Following this preliminary, a discussion of the
concert-model event reveals the impetus for 'No Spectators' and critiques uniform
interpretations of festival audiences as 'active'. Through the discussion of its
milieu, production values and interpretive discourses, an examination of Burning
Man exposes a fusion of participative precept and praxis. Retaining a set of
indicators for extreme participation, a detailed case study investigation of
Cambridgeshire's Secret Garden Party exemplifies an attempt at achieving a
similar synthesis. The idealizing discourse of Secret Garden Party is presented as a
form of positioning that, despite producing a broader posture of authenticity that
rejects commoditization and sponsorship, is subordinated by commercial
necessity. Underlining Britain's inevitable de-radicalization of'No Spectators',
these findings are contextualized by a critical examination of the contemporary
festival industry and boutique sector, concluding with an action-research-based
analysis of the author's own festival, Raisetheroof.

The assumption that the participative doctrine of Burning Man is active beyond the
boundaries of its own official international network is confirmed by the
investigation. The placement of this event as exclusively responsible for the
reproduction of 'No Spectators' outside of Secret Garden Party is, however,
presented as problematic. This study concludes by recognizing a synergy of
demographic, economic and cultural factors responsible both for the emergence of
the boutique festival industry, and the idealization of participation discernable
within it.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Music Festivals and the Spectator

The steep rise in the number of festivals in Britain between 1990 and 2010 is a fact

acknowledged by both mainstream and industry-specific media. Superseding an

era of free festivals and raves, this proliferation could be interpreted as the

ubiquitous commercialization of a culture, legitimizing that which would have

occurred, previously, 'under the radar'. Despite some departure from the new age,

many festivals nonetheless still paraphrase the idealizing discourses associated

with the 1960s and '70s counterculture, inheriting those mixtures of activism and

pleasure credited to the iconic Woodstock in the United States, and Glastonbury in

the United Kingdom. It is, perhaps, testament to the explicit way in which the '70s

pop festival is remembered - with its outspoken campaign slogans - that the

comparatively subtle politics of participation discernable today is easily

overlooked.

With reference to the letters page of a newspaper, Walter Benjamin once

claimed that the apparatus employed by any artistic medium is wholly improved

when it is able to transform consumers into producers, or spectators into

collaborators.' To a large extent, this simple logic encapsulates the ideology of the

phenomena central to this investigation. Unfolding annually on a dry lakebed in

the Nevada desert, Burning Man (BMhereafter) offers an enduring example of the

festival as social experiment. Generating a social praxis through synergizing

participative ideals with event production, it offers its attendees a critical, though

fleeting, utopla.s Central to its philosophy is an idiomatic rejection of the spectator.

1Walter Benjamin, 'The Author as Producer', in Michael W. Jennings, Howard Eiland and Gary
Smith, eds, Selected Writings, vol. 2, part 2, 1931-34, trans. by Rodney Livingstone (Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 2003), p. 741, p. 777, quoted in Claire Bishop, ed.,
Participation (London: Whitechapel, 2006), p. 11.
2 Praxis is taken from the socialist Antonio Labriola who called Marxism the 'Philosophy of praxis'
in Socialism and Philosophy, trans. by Ernest Untermann (Chicago: Kerr. 1912). This study employs
the concept to indicate ideologically informed practice in the context of festival cultures.
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Included in this renunciation is the presentation of passivity as a malaise, a side

effect of the materialism guilty of reducing potential participants to consumers. As

a resolution to this problematic, a democratized approach to event production

attempts to harness audience labour in the transformation of its desert venue into

a civic, convivial space.t This system seeks to temporarily reverse a social

dilemma, a fact that audibly chimes with the radical skepticism Victor Turner

credits to the liminality of ritual celebration+ Engendering the subjunctive mood of

possibility, the liminal festival is a 'betwixt and between' condition, furnishing

society with the opportunity to 'look honestly at itself'f Turning the role of the

festivalgoer as consumer on its head, the social milieu of BMcasts a skeptical eye

on the brand of consumerism on which its external social structures are based.

That the festive form occupies a critical space between hegemonic and counter-

hegemonic forces is a common interpretive theme across disciplines; and though

festival is often placed as conspicuously affirming or contesting external

hegemonies, this study points also to the contestation of intra-event modes of

participation that are symbolic of external states of being. In this sense, the

'extreme' participation prioritized at BM,and at Cambridgeshire's Secret Garden

Party (SGPhereafter), can be considered an embodied form of socio-political

action."

The placement of the spectator as a symbol of a negative hegemony

delivers, automatically, an implicit critique of the approaches to event production

that are considered spectator inducing. The presentational performance

propagated by the concert-model event, described in Chapter 3, operates via a

number of necessary assumptions rejected by the 'No Spectators' idiom: that

genuine performance is virtuosic performance; that the role of the audience

3 The term 'democratization' is used throughout the study. It does not refer to a political system of
voting but instead to the process of making event production accessible to the audience.
4Victor Turner, 'Liminality and the Performative Genres', in John MacAloon, ed., Rite, Drama,
Festival, Spectacle, Rehearsals Toward a Theory of Cultural Performance (Philadelphia: Institute for
the Study of Human Issues, 1984), pp. 19-41 (p. 22).
5 Ibid., p. 21, p. 40.
6 'Extreme participation' is an umbrella term employed in this study to refer to both theatrical
engagement (which might include wearing costumes or interacting with performance artists) and
involvement in production (which includes the creation of installations and theme camps,
discussed in Chapters 4 and 5). The conceptualization refers to participation in non-musical
activities (workshops etc.), but includes music activities where the participant is the star (for
example, in karaoke-style games). 'Extreme participation' is also occasionally described as 'extra-
spectatorship'.
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member equates to that of the fan and therefore that of the spectator; and for both

of these reasons, that the audience member is logically subordinate to the

prescribed artists on stage. In actuality, spectatorship might form a relatively

minor role in the festivalgoer experience. Nevertheless, these assumptions are

essential to the commercial structure of most music events, and their reproduction

relies on a number of crucial separations: between artist and audience, but also

between producers and consumers. As Chapter 4 maintains, it is this system that

stands accused of subverting audience creativity in the politics of BM,and it is this

system that the celebration attempts to reverse.

BMis a cornerstone case study of this investigation, yet its deployment is

chiefly intended to illuminate, by way of example, the dynamics of participation at

work within a growing sector of cultural events in the UK. Concerned with

audience-to-artist distinction in the convivial setting, the 'patterns oftheatricality',

carved out by Vicky-Ann Cremona in her examination of Maltese carnival, are

employed in the interpretation of comparable patterns within music festival

culture." Explained in more detail at Section 2.7, Cremona evidences the way in

which contrasting event designs unwittingly promote or limit the theatricality of

the audience. These dynamics can, as the following study shall testify, also be used

purposively to erode performance distinctions, in an effort to realize a socio-

political ideal. This study will augment her work by examining the extension of this

principle to organization, in the management, build and production of festival

events.

Presenting BMas a vanguard of extreme participation, seeking to transform

its audience 'into the art that it experiences', this study aims to expose and

examine the significance of comparable events in the UK.8 The 'No Spectators'

doctrine central to the discussions in Chapter 4 has been subject to a sizeable

quantity of scholarly enquiry. And yet, that there exists an aligned contestation of

the spectator in the UKis, to the best of the author's knowledge, without academic

recognition. Addressing this gap in sociocultural research, Chapter 5 shall explore

7 Vicky-Ann Cremona, 'Carnival as a Theatrical Event', in Vicky-Ann Cremona, Peter Eversmann,
Hans van Maanen, Willmar Sauter and John Tulloch, eds, Theatrical Events: Borders, Dynamics,
Frames (New York: Rodopi, 2004), pp. 69-90.
8 Hakim Bey, TAZ:The Temporary Autonomous Zone, Ontological Anarchy, Poetic Terrorism (New
York: Autonomedia,1991), p. 40.
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the ways in which SGPis explicitly tied to the politics of BM.As later shown, the

critical discourse of SGPdoes not float, in the words of Vivienne Burr,like a

balloon, over and above its social milieu." Both case studies shall testify to a

discourse embedded in spatial construction and organizational structure, as well

as the latent semiotics of promotional presentation. SGPserves to exemplify the

promotion of the extreme participant, yet it should not be viewed as exclusive in

its co-option of BM-inspired praxis. With respect to a number of socio-economic

shifts identified in Chapter 5,whether or not it is possible to place BMas the

source of appropriated ideology and praxes discernable within British festival

culture, with respect to SGPas well as other events identified within the boutique

sector, also orients this study. Following naturally from the establishment of a

cultural nexus inclusive of BMand festivals in Britain, how far the participative

ideal characteristic of the former is de-radicalized through commercial co-option is

also an issue crucial to the research.l''

1.2 Key Questions

This investigation proceeds, then, from the hypothetical assumption that a 'No

Spectators' doctrine has come to influence participation at music festivals in the

UK.Its chief concern is to understand the relationship between BMand the British

festivals that are not recognized members of its international network. It asks: to

what extent have festivals in the UKappropriated BM's politics of participation? If

it is possible to argue that there are events that are either significantly influenced

by BM,or are 'BM-like' due to an indirect process of cultural exchange, further

questioning is inevitably presented following the identification of

contemporaneously specific modes of engagement, within this cultural nexus.

These overarching issues can be broken down into a number of questions, which

are addressed within the scope of this study:

9Vivien Burr, Social Constructionism, 2nd edn (London: Routledge, 2003), p. 75.
10Wendy Ann Clupper, 'The Performance Culture of Burning Man' (unpublished doctoral thesis,
University of MaryJand, 2007).
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• How is the politics of participation at BMbuilt upon a rejection of the

spectator?

• In what ways do the event's programming, production and audience

resonate with this position?

• How far does a similar politics manifest itself within the social milieu of

SGP?

• To what extend does SGPde-radicalize the 'No Spectators' idiom of BM?

• In what ways it is possible to argue that BMhas also significantly influenced

participation at other British festivals?

• How far is extreme participation at festivals in Britain both limited and

shaped by the contemporary socio-economics of the music industry?

1.3 Background to the Research Project

Discounting the numerous experiences that have occurred outside of academia

would present a fallacious account of the background to this research project

Numerous types of participation within festival culture, over a period of twelve

years, have shaped the understanding of the author; perhaps foremost as a

festivalgoer, but also as a festival reviewer, volunteer, employee and organizer.

Though there are too many relevant experiences to be listed here, the way in

which the leisure, practice and scholarship of the author have synergized in the

fruition of this study is detailed in this section.

My inaugural festival experience took place at the now-discontinued

Homelands at Matterley Bowl in Winchester, at the tender age of fifteen, yet it was

Glastonbury 2002 that would spark a deeper preoccupation with their

sociocultural function in society. There could be found a blurring of boundaries

between entertainment, politics and social experimentation; the alternative
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lifestyles and eco-politics performed within this convivial setting exemplified, as

described by George McKay,'politics as pleasure'J! By the time Iwas studying for

my first degree in Philosophy, I had launched a festival-inspired club night that

integrated bands, DJs,stalls, art installations and workshops, and later

performance art and dance, which was organized alongside studies. Chapter 6 of

this investigation evidences the later use of this event in conjunction with the

research.

In 2006 a dissertation entitled Visionary Neo- Tribes? Resistance, Ideology

and the Events Collective was completed, which explored the intersections of

politics, music and event design at feminist gigs in Leeds, for a Masters in Events

Management These broad themes would continue to influence the interests of the

researcher. The relationship between politics and pleasure at contemporary eco-

festivals in Britain formed a preliminary occupation of the initial PhD research;

working at the Sunrise Summer Solstice Celebration, an event that adopted an

exhaustive approach to green festival production, in part inspired this preliminary

approach. Two developments would occur that would see this focus superseded by

an interest in extreme participation and an investigation of the relationship

between BMand British festival culture. The initial surveying of literature soon

revealed that though there was little scholarly investigation regarding

contemporary eco-festivals, they had a documented history. Notable eco-events,

such as the BigGreen Gathering, were rooted in the early Green Gatherings at the

Glastonbury site.12 Eco-politics and festival culture had not been entirely neglected

by the academy, and while a fresh perspective of the contemporary eco-events

would have undoubtedly supplemented the existing literature, the subject area no

longer maintained the allure of uncharted territory. Correspondingly and with

some luck, working at a number of events and attending others for pleasure

furnished me with sufficient knowledge to detect an area of research more fertile,

and to me, more intriguing. In 2008, I was employed as the production manager of

an interactive performance installation that toured a number of summer music

festivals across the UK,including Glade, RockNess, Electric Picnic, Bloom and

11 George McKay. Glastonbury: a Very English Fair (London: Victor Gollancz, 2000).
p.161.
12 Ibid., p. 174.
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Bestival.P This was a formative experience that exposed the way in which

audience-centric features were utilized by festivals in the cultivation of immersive

and playful modes of participation. Despite competing with high-profile musical

acts, these features were often promoted conspicuously by the hosting festival, and

were deployed to garner attention from the press. The contemporary proliferation

of festivals had also resulted in an apparent new categorization - the 'boutique'.

Simultaneously, a discourse and approach to production had emerged that seemed

to idealize participation and resist spectatorship. Despite the fact that most

festivals did not comfortably sit within one model or the other, two contrary event

designs could be discerned: one commercially relied upon the presentational

performance system, while the other provided a critical alternative to the

spectatorship implied by this system. Attending BMin 2009, and SGPin 2010,

galvanized the way in which participation at the latter could be viewed as the

result of transatlantic appropriation. As a leading event, SGPwas also influencing

other festivals and a playful, theatrical mode of participation seemed increasingly

fashionable at a number of British festivals. These experiences culminated in the

hypothesis that aspects of festival participation and event production discernible

in the UKare, at least in part, evidence of BM's influence. With all the militancy,

emancipating language and symbolic practices characteristic of the Nevada event,

its connections with Britain suggested an emergent phenomenon of ideological

exchange, while supporting the syncretistic fusion of politics and conviviality,

historically credited to British festival culture.

1.4 Scope of the Study

This study is inclusive of the following parts:

1) A literature review and historiography.

13 This was the 'BigLove Inflatable Church', a performance installation that allowed audience
members to get 'married' in mock wedding ceremonies, with actors posing as vicars and
bridesmaids.
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2) An industry overview of music festivals in the UKand a focused

examination ofthe sector described as 'boutique'.

3) The analysis of BMand SGPas in depth case studies, followed by a brief

investigation of other events within the BM-inspired cultural nexus.

4) The management and analysis of Raisetheroof(RTR hereafter) as action

research.

This is a project concerned with revealing a cultural relationship between BMand

festival culture in the UK,yet it does not seek to account for every event

exemplified by it. It does not aim to be exhaustive; therefore it does not include

every event described as 'boutique', every British festival influenced by BM,nor all

those with parallel characteristics. The investigation does seek to identify those

events most conspicuously demonstrative of the hypothesized relationship at the

centre of the study. Following the case study analysis of BM,the limitations of the

research have confined the realization of this aim to a single, in-depth, case study

investigation of the British festival most pertinent to the investigation (SGP).

However, the study attempts to sketch out a far broader nexus of British festivals

influenced by BM's paradigm of participation; as such, Section 5.4 dedicates some

time to their analysis, while meaningful links to other events relevant to the

enquiry are also made in Chapters 6 and 7.

Following the establishment of key analytic themes regarding archaic and

contemporary festival forms, as presented in the literature review in the next

chapter, this project traverses three interlocking hypotheses. First, is the notion

that festival attendance has been problematically generalized with the status of

creativity. Using examples of concert-model events, the argument begins by

critiquing the suggestion that all popular music festivals are carnivalesque, which

the author argues is symptomatic of the distorting influence of scholarly

interpretations of 1960s subcultures, and the urge, following the work ofTheodor

Adorno, to reinstate cultural participants with determinism. By examining claims

regarding the 'active participation' of the audience, the need to redress this

stereotyped frame by recognizing the presentational performance tradition
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underpinning concert-model events, is argued. This forms a crucial preliminary to

understanding how the case study events present themselves as alternative

offerings.

An analysis of BMthen exemplifies the 'No Spectators' idiom, which refers

to the socio-political sentiment at the heart of this study. Presenting the audience

as performers and producers, over spectators, and fragmenting the construction of

festival space via the inclusion of theme camps and diversified attractions, the

festival attempts to collectivize production. Attention is fragmented and

theatricality is embodied as attendees are invited to perform through costume and

engage with interactive installations. At BM,'No Spectators' is both implicit to its

civic spatial construction and an explicit organizing ideal. The case study event is

thus hypothesized as an alternative to the standardized participation, performance

separations and spectator-inducing entertainments implied by its perceived

antithesis, the concert-model event.

Retaining the discourses and praxes of the first case study as key indicators

for the resistance of spectatorshlp, the second half of the study devotes its

attention to examining the idealization of extreme participation in the UK.This is

supported by a close case study analysis of SGP,an analysis of similar phenomena

elsewhere within British festival culture, and the action-research-based analysis of

the author's own event, RTR.The relationships between these events are explored,

in accordance with the primary research objectives. The culmination of this

project, in Chapter 7, concludes with a final consideration of the research aims as

outlined in Section 1.2, in view of the findings overall. For further research, this

chapter also locates various points of interest relating to the theorized relationship

between BMand festivals in Britain, which could not be adequately considered

within the scope of this study.

1.5 A Deductive-Interpretive Epistemology

The epistemology underpinning this study leans towards a constructionism that

frames 'truth' as a social, and therefore human, creation: truth is both relative and

shaped via discourses. Reality, when framed in this way, necessitates certain types
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of questions and renders others obsolete; recognizing a multiplicity of truths, how

meaning is constructed is a question that takes precedence in a study such as this.

Similarly, whether a particular claim is true or false becomes less important than

explaining what is true for whom, and in what context. Epistemological

frameworks are not chosen arbitrarily but are logically bound to certain types of

enquiry; in this case, the project examines the injection of'spectatorship' with

socio-political meaning and the idealization of its constructed antithesis:

'participation'. The project thus falls naturally within the social constructionist

framework - it concerns a system of meaning created by a culture, operative

within, and reproduced by, its social milieu.

Emphasizing the influence of an American event, the findings of this

investigation are informed by a series of comparisons. Applying the participatory

modes carved out in the literature review, the first comparison provides an

analytic contrast: presentational performance and spectatorship are described as

characteristic of the Western concert-model festival, while BMaccounts for the

quasi-politicized rejection of spectatorship. This part of the project attests to an

ideological antithesis between the two event types, while setting up a conceptual

frame of interpretation. The second distinction is able to utilize the first

hermeneutically; by laying out the first two models, the 'middle-ground'

combination of presentational and participative elements at SGPbecomes

identifiable. The action-research-based analysis in Chapter 6 also proceeds by

comparison; its explanatory power results from an ability to highlight meaningful

consistencies and deviations from the case study events. From a macro

perspective, therefore, this study proceeds via a discursive, and analytic,

comparative method.

Ofcourse, the investigation did not commence with a methodological

strategy as neatly sequential as this. As perhaps most researchers in the

humanities and social sciences come to find, attempts to follow a prescribed or

inductive order of activity were thwarted by frequent and necessary revisions to

the research question, usually after experiences in the field. Thus, what actually

took place was decidedly deductive, for the research questions, as well as the

answers, emerged from the investigation itself. Kurt Lewin's paradigm model of

progress, a 'hermeneutic-interpretive' spiral Melissa Trimingham credits with
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illustrating the circularity of knowledge generation, offers an effective

representation of the approach assumed here.l+ Lewin's model illustrates the way

in which the evolution of understanding refines research focus; we return to our

point of entry research questions time and again, and these change, consolidating

as the project grows and understanding develops. This offers a fitting model for

the reflexivity of the research design adopted here, which began with a very loose

set of foci that would later crystallize into a deep-slice, sociocultural study. As

argued at Section 1.3, it would also be erroneous to omit mentioning the direct and

extra-academic experiences at festivals, in both a work and leisure capacity, which

occurred outside the predicted frame of the study but nevertheless came to inform

its direction in very significant ways. Evidence for the 'porous' parameters of this

deductive-interpretive approach is the way in which BMcame to be, somewhat

accidentally, integral to the investigation. Prior to attending, ideas regarding how

the event might have been important were largely intuitive, for the focus was at

that early stage only tentatively oriented towards issues of participation and

British festival culture. Deductions made from attending this event sharpened the

focus of the study; in no small part, therefore, the arguments found here emerged

from the researcher's critical interpretation of direct experiences.

1.5.1 Methodological Approach

AsMcCalland Simmons posited, the debate regarding qualitative and quantitative

methodologies is really a debate over the status of 'the subject',15Arguing for or

against subjectivity is somewhat fruitless before recognizing that types of research

necessitate certain methodologies, rendering others unsuitable. Entire disciplines

have been critiqued for taking up the broad empirical method of investigation

without asking whether a deeper understanding of the participant experience, as

might be gained through the qualitative method, might present a more efficient

way of arriving at the same research goal. Festival research is no exception.

14 Melissa Trimingham, 'A Methodology for Practice as Research', Studies in Theatre and
Performance, 1st ser., 22 (2002). 54-60 (p. 56).
15George J. McCall and J. L. Simmons, eds, Issues in Participant Observation, a Text and Reader
(California: Addison-Wesley, 1969). p. 2.
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Holloway et al., for example, pose this criticism of research in events management;

oriented towards the issues of optimization that are characteristic of its

disciplinary roots, events research has been slow to consider the qualitative

method for better understanding the experience of the events-participant.ts And

yet, Holloway et al. de-emphasize the problematic inconclusiveness of the

participant experience when explored in relation to certain types of research

questlons.t? For example, though the audience might serve as the conduit for

theatre's socio-political efficaciousness, as Baz Kershaw notes, 'attempt[ing] to

prove that this kind of performance efficacy is possible, let alone probable, is

plagued with analytical difficulties and dangers'Jf In the event of adopting an

experiential framework for exploring issues such as this, a conclusion that theatre

is not efficacious could mask the inappropriateness of the method for revealing the

nature of its efficacy. Despite the appeal of methodologies grounded in

conventional empiricism, both Holloway and Kershaw suggest that attempts to

measure and quantify phenomena are inappropriate to many types of research

endeavours.

This study is informed by a limited number of informant interviews, yet it

does not assume an experiential framework of explanation and thus does not

comprehensively review how festivalgoing is considered by festivalgoers: the

project does not, and does not attempt to, determine how far the audiences at BM

and SGPconsciously problematize spectatorship. Obtaining a greater degree of

audience perspective might have enriched the enquiry, yet achieving the primary

research goals with an adequate depth of explanation and analysis meant that it

was unadvisable to extend the scope of the study to this area. Adopting an

experiential framework to explore participation at the case study events (and

those discussed at Section 5.4) is, then, suggested as a potential area of further

research that might significantly build upon (or indeed, serve to refute) that which

is argued here. This project focuses instead upon the construction of meanings

16 Immi Holloway, Lorraine Brown and Richard Shipway, 'Meaning not Measurement: using
Ethnography to bring a Deeper Understanding to the Participant Experience of Festivals and
Events', International Journal of Event and Festival Management, 1st ser., 1 (2010), 74-85.
17 Ibid.
18 Baz Kershaw, The Politics of Performance: Radical Theatre as Cultural Intervention (New York:
Routledge, 1992), p. 1.
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outwardly and conspicuously operative within the social milieu produced by the

case study events. Thus it is chiefly interested in the event space, promotional

literature, brand positioning and programming design implicated by the

idealization of participation located at the core of the research focus. Despite the

constructionist lean of these occupations, a degree of inference regarding

contemporaneous audience experience ought to be made. It is true that festival

attendance is motivated by various factors as basic as geography, yet it is logical to

deduce, without quantifying levels of awareness, that the act of attending these

events (and spending up to £195/$300 per ticket) indicates a level of compliance

with the discourses investigated in this study.

Broadly adopting a qualitative approach, a limited degree of pre-structuring

was imposed on the research design. As Miles and Huberman contend, excessive

structuring is inappropriate for social phenomena both understudied and

complex.'? The choosing of interview participants did not follow a prescribed or

standardized method; neither did the interviews themselves keep to a rigidly

structured schedule. Proceeding in this fashion was necessitated by an open-ended

research model that, as Dean and Eichhorn argue, makes a virtue of non-

standardization by making room for the refinement or redirection of the enquiry,

based upon information coming in from the field.P The adoption of a flexible

research design should not, however, be viewed as conducive to the abandonment

of the empirical method, which essentially derives knowledge from sense

experience. Indeed, since much of the study is deduced from observation, either of

direct events or of related artefacts, its outcomes do not rely on abstracted

theorizing but are informed by the systematic collection of case study evidence.

Though quantitative methods are not generally utilized in this investigation,

Chapter 5 is also augmented by some supporting quantitative data taken from

industry reports, and Chapter 6 quantifies a selection of RTRvolunteer data in

order to reflect upon issues of gender and festival production.

19 Matthew B. Miles and Michael Huberman, Qualitative Data Analysis: a Sourcebook of New Methods
(California: Sage, 1984), p. 27.
20 John P. Dean, Robert L. Eichhorn and Lois R. Dean, 'Limitations and Advantages of Unstructured
Methods,' in McCall and Simmons, eds, Issues in Participant Observation, a Text and Reader, pp. 19-
22 (p. 20).
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It is certainly arguable that deductive field research shares the logic of

positivist empiricism, yet objectivists would state that problems with the

qualitative method emerge at the points of direction and interpretation. Adopting a

flexible and open-ended design invariably allows the researcher a key role in

deciding what is and is not relevant and grants them the interpretive power to

place emphases on particular issues over others. Aside from the criticisms weighed

up by the researcher herself, it is true that most pieces of qualitative research do

not have within them methods for measuring the extent to which particular

readings may be inadvertently over- or underemphasized, based upon the

subjective opinions and political leanings of its author. As such, Dean and Eichhorn

are able to state that the fundamental drawback of qualitative methodologies is the

'great danger' of erroneous impressions, distorting the data and guiding the

research.s! The scenario they describe might lead some to infer that this 'danger'

is, for many kinds of research, a probability:

[Theresearcher's] own personal characteristics or personality needs may
attract himto have stronger relationships with certain kinds of informants than
with others, and thus prepare the way for his receivingan undue amount of
information frompersons who are biased toward one point ofview.22

It is the epistemological orientation of a study that determines the extent to which

this poses a valid criticism. If attracting those whom share in a particular discourse

helps to achieve a research goal by bringing that system of discourse to light, the

onus of direction and guidance is well placed with the qualitative researcher.

Researcher involvement could be considered conducive to bias; but this 'bias'

should also be credited with providing a gateway to those actors and contexts

crucial to exploring the research phenomena. This is the defence upon which the

methodology here is built; and though indeed the social spaces examined relate to

the author's own event and so to the author, in this context, these consistencies are

placed as research qualifications, rather than the opposite. A further elaboration of

this defence is provided in Position of the Researcher, in Section 1.5.7.

21 Eichhorn and Dean, p. 21.
22 Ibid.
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1.5.2 Research Design

Some extra-academic involvement of the researcher with the researched was

utilized as a boon to data collection, though mixed methods and triangulation were

also employed to reduce the possibility of biased interpretations and to ensure

broadly informed research outcomes. Taking the principle of 'triangulation' to

indicate a mixture of distinct methods, rather than a strict trio characteristic of its

traditional use in mathematics, this study provides a triangulated reading of its

subject following the implementation of multiple data-gathering tools.

The initial excavation of literature provides a theoretical overview of the

subject and introduces the issue of spectatorship within the broader politics of

festival culture. This review, and indeed the summation of the project, was

necessarily inter-disciplinary and comprises several sequential parts; first, a

selective review of archaic and contemporary festival and carnival manifestations

from around the world exposes a set of foundational interpretive themes. Then, a

focused historiography forges connections with these themes and the development

of modern festival culture in Britain, between the late 1950s and the mid to late

1990s. At Section 2.5, a brief analysis of ideologically loaded, communitarian

festivals provides a background to the research phenomena, while a review of neo-

tribes, subcultures and scenes provides a critical overview of the language and

concepts employed in the discussion of popular cultures, at Section 2.6. As

deductive research, this endeavour was not undertaken for the purpose of creating

a rigid framework for interpretation, but rather, incorporates an explanatory

language and potential frameworks into a conceptual springboard - enabling later

analyses to revisit the identified issues of experimentation, spectatorship and

theatricality, while reflecting on fresh insights generated from the investigation

itself.

The second tool comprises an analysis of contemporary phenomena,

including in depth case study analyses of BMand SGP.It was a fortunate aspect of

these events that such a choice of data and data-gathering options were available.

The relationship between these events is contextualized with conjectures on other

festivals and the broader festival industry, which are supported by various
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secondary sources and direct observations, throughout the latter half of the thesis.

The term 'case study' is frequently used in reference to BMand SGP,yet they

should not be viewed as exemplifying samples that can be uniformly generalized to

other phenomena, but rather are presented as operating at the centre of the

idealizing politics under investigation.

Action research constitutes the final method employed in the research

design. This incorporated a number of subsidiary tools, which are discussed in

more detail in Section 1.5.5 and Chapter 6. By reflecting on the author's own

construction of similar social milieu, insights regarding the balance between

participative and presentational elements helped address, in particular, the issues

of commercial appropriation, de-radicalization and economic contingency as

outlined in the research questions set at Section 1.2. This tool identified

weaknesses in the relationship hypothesized at the start of the research, yet it also

synthesized and underlined some core research findings. In summation, both the

case study analyses of SGPand BM,and the execution of my own event as action

research, employ multiple tools designed to capture different types of data, in

order to yield a rounded perspective of the phenomena in question. The following

sections now turn to a more detailed examination of these methods.

1.5.3 Two Case Studies

It has been suggested that dichotomizing the quantitative and the qualitative might

be fruitfully replaced by instead asking: what kinds of information are relevant to

the research question?23 In addition, one might usefully ask: what information is

realistically available for collection? With regard to the former, choosing BMand

SGPas case studies was not exactly, as GinaWisker ascribes to the standard case

study, based upon their ability to provide variations to exemplify the 'issues in

question'Z! Since SGPand BMare events that in large part comprise the research

focus, the question of relevance in case study selection is a moot point What was

important was the selection of intra-event data, of which there was a range

23 McCall and Simmons, p. 6.
24 Gina Wisker, The Postgraduate Research Handbook: Succeed with your MA, MPhil, EdD and PhD
(Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2001), p. 216.
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potentially fruitful in meeting the constructionist-epistemological aim of analysing

the 'negotiated social order'.25

Due to information availability, the data used to inform analyses varied

widely between the two case study events. There is a small selection of festivals,

such as the Notting Hill Carnival, that are not neglected by the interests of

academia. This is especially true of BM;as an apparently radicalized and

experimental cultural form, widely viewed as a concentration of Californian

creativity, it is unsurprising that it is of interest to researchers. Publications on the

festival include books, theses and journal articles. Consequently the investigation

of BMprincipally makes use of existing scholarly works on the subject. The author

is able to reflect on the event with clarity, and has used some observations to

inform the arguments of Chapter 3, yet it seemed sensible to employ the scholarly

works of those who have based their analyses on many years of observations and

interviews.

Unlike BM,the vast majority of festivals go unnoticed by researchers, but

for those entering uncharted territory, there is a wealth of information at their

disposal that is reasonably easy to obtain. Bonnie Morris and Eder et al.,both

conducting ethnography at feminist festivals, were able to supplement their

informant interviews with document analysis and participant observation, taking

field notes on the spectrum of activities available.w Eder et al. do not reflect upon

any issues of access to the field, though the nature of this fieldwork would have

likely been closed to male researchers.s? With regard to the second case study,

there were no issues of access; participating as a member of the public was easy to

do as a credible festivalgoer. In the convivial space of the festival, participant

observation was conducted without instigating any suspicion, and various

documents that have yielded a significant quantity of relevant data were collected

at the 2010 event. Despite relatively few issues of access, the majority of SGP's

analysis concentrates on the construction of meanings by analysing materials

25Gareth Morgan and Linda Smircich, 'The Case for Qualitative Research', Academy 0/ Management
Review, 4th ser., 5 (1980),491-500 (p. 497).
26 Donna Eder, Suzanne Staggenborg, and Lori Sudderth, 'The National Women's Festival: Collective
Identity and Diversity in a Lesbian-Feminist Community',Journal of Contemporary Ethnography, 23
(1996),485-515; Bonnie J. Morris, Eden built by Eves: The Culture o/Women's Music Festivals
(California: Alyson Publications Inc, 1999).
27 Eder et al.
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relating to, but obtainable outside of, the festival itself. Access to information for

documentary analysis was rendered relatively easy, for there was a large quantity

readily available in the public domain: festival programmes, advertisements and

web sites were available either in paper form or at the click of a button. All of the

2010 SGPe-newsletters were collected, as well as relevant newspaper and

magazine articles, reviews and previews published between 2008 and 2010, and a

thorough analysis of the literature found on the website was also conducted in

early 2011. Though none are specifically referenced in this study, You Tube videos

of the case study events also served as indirect observation, or as McCalland

Simmons describe of supporting documents - as 'surrogate informants'Z" allowing

the author to observe a number of festival moments outside her direct experience.

Despite the small number, two informant interviews proved invaluable to the

examination of SGP.29A semi-structured interview guide was used, yet the

interviews were exploratory and thus were conducted with the low degree of

instrumentation recommended for investigative, as opposed to confirmatory,

research.t?

1.5.4 Action Research

Action research has been described as the 'most extreme' of the hermeneutic-

interpretive methods, for the researcher is intimately involved with the researched

and with the interpretation of outcomes.t- In the majority of cases the method is

used for the purposes of researching optimization, yet its broad application has

induced accusations of ambiguity, and the 'doubling up' of business practices as

action research has been problematized as lacking the rigour and research

standards expected elsewhere.P It is true that the organization ofRTR in 2010, as

a pre-existing event, doubled up as action research, yet the event was not intended

28 McCalland Simmons, p. 4.
29 The identities of the interviewees have not been disclosed, though some information regarding
their background and relevance to the study can be found in Appendix 8.2.
30 Miles and Huberman, p. 43.
31 Trimingham, p. 59.
32 Colin Eden and Chris Huxham, 'Action Research for Management Research', British Journal of
Management, 7 (1996), 75-86 (p. 75).
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to stand alone as research, but rather constituted one of a set of tools incorporated

into an overall strategy for tackling the research questions, as summarized at

Section 1.5.2. Outcomes have not been reliant upon this method, but are broadly

informed - as such, the problem of rigour identified by the critics of action

research is not entirely applicable here, given the inclusiveness of this project's

methodologies.

Prior to detailing the use of RTRas action research, the pre-existing

relationship between the event and the research project ought to first be clarified.

Organizing a festival as part of a research methodology might have been consistent

with scientific orthodoxy if it was planned and executed after the initial research

had commenced, as a considered experiment executed solely for the purposes of

answering a list of pre-considered questions. Nevertheless, it was in no small part

the practice of organizing RTRthat aided the generation of research questions and

the impetus to study the broader phenomenon of similar, extended milieu. That

something like the converse is also true frustrates encapsulating a directional flow

of influence, for the observation of other boutique festivals has invariably had an

impact on the author's approach to event production. For this reason, defining the

causal connections between RTRand the broader research project begins to

resemble deciding between the chicken and the egg: it is a circular, impossible

undertaking. Research and practice in this case are better understood as operating

via a symbiotic relationship. Prior to purposively utilizing RTRas action research,

theorizing on boutique events while organizing one of my own were two activities

that naturally shaped each other. This is not entirely dissimilar to a relationship

that might exist, for example, between composition practice and research: at one

time it is abstract and implicit, at another it is explicitly drawn into focus as part of

a conscious methodological strategy. Academic scholarship and extra-academic

experiences often intersected prior to and during this project, and those synergies

of knowledge, practice and experience have proven crucial to its direction.

Research linearity is thus better replaced with a return to Levin's spiral model of

progress; organizing RTRprior to and then alongside the framed investigation

aided the deductive-interpretive generation of knowledge, which informed the

broader project. As a legitimate methodology in performance studies, this was

deemed suitable for addressing the research questions.
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1.5.5 Optimizing Raisetheroof ior Research

RTRis an annual event founded and organized by the researcher. It was launched

in Wales in 2004, and later moved to Leeds in 2005, where its launch and

development coincided with the author's completion of an MScat the UKCentre

for Events Management At the time of writing, RTRhas spanned a total of seven

years and approximately thirty shows. Throughout this time, as different

audiences and music scenes have been implicated by the event's changing

geography, it has morphed from a student dance music night in Wales to a genre-

diverse indoor festival located at the centre of the West Indian population in

Chapeltown, Leeds. Its home at the Leeds West Indian Community Centre, coupled

with the venue's reputation for dub and reggae events, were circumstances that

naturally lent themselves to the programming of live dub, reggae and ska acts,

though the event has included folk, electronica, hip-hop, vaudeville and various

other styles of live music, with DJsmixing styles ranging from rocksteady through

to balkan, jungle and drum and bass. Bythe time RTRarrived in Leeds, the 'indoor

festival' format had been trialed in Cardiff with a 400-capacity event on a Thursday

night in 2004, which sold out and made a profit of £1500. Following its move to

Leeds, RTRgrew from a 200- to a 1000-attended event, over several different

venues and a period of five years.

The optimization of RTRfor the research project was possible because the

author's research and practice relating to festivals had become increasingly

convergent following the commencement of PhD research. Prior to the booking of

a nationally known act to perform at the event in 2010, the promotional discourse

of RTRwas already comparable to that of the case study events; participation and

interactivity were similarly idealized and for that reason (as is the case at BM)

headline acts that would absorb audience focus were avoided. This pre-existing

synergy is clear in the festival mission statement that was published on its web

pages:
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Project Raisetheroof is based on the principle that the more you involve a
community in producing its own cultural events, the more relevant and
colourful those events can be [...] Inspired by the boutique festival movement,
we're excited by spaces that erode the distinctions between artist, audience,
producer and consumer; and that is exactly what we attempt to create at
Raisetheroof. Though we will bring you top-notch live bands, shift your focus
from the stage and you will be pleasantly surprised.P

The event's pre-existing relationship to the research project was a latent one that

precluded its explicit articulation as 'action research'; a strong degree of

established synergy between research and organizational focus meant, therefore,

that a transformation of the event to suit research goals was unnecessary. Three

principal developments were made to optimize the event for better addressing the

research questions; an extended area was introduced, allowing the event's

programming to better replicate the features characteristic of the case study

events, efforts to recruit and place volunteers were strengthened into an

operational strategy and a nationally known act was introduced where none had

played before. These optimizations are detailed at greater length in Chapter 6.

In addition to underlining the insights generated earlier in the investigation,

employing RTRas action research calls attention to the way in which the co-option

of BM-inspired discourses and praxes are shaped, and limited, by the intra and

extra organizational environments. This insight, though specific to RTR,is

extrapolated to the broader industry in order to further explain the adoption, and

transformation, ofthe 'No Spectators' ethos in Britain. Thus, RTRwas employed as

action research to address the following questions:

• What are the outcomes of attempting to realize a participative ideal through

democratizing performance and production?

• In what ways does the inclusion of a nationally recognized act on a festival

billing influence the event dynamic and the achievability of a participative

ideal?

33 Roxanne Yeganegy, 'Project Raisetheroof: A Participative Project', Project RaisetheroofBlog
<http://projectraisetheroof.wordpress.com/> [accessed 12 May 2010].
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• How far do these outcomes reinforce or deviate from the case study

findings?

• How might the outcomes of RTR relate to the broader festival industry?

1.5.6 Data Collection, Reflection and Analysis

Poor quality action research can, Eden and Huxham argue, emerge from the

erroneous assumption that practice in a given industry alone constitutes valid

research.t+ They claim that the label of 'action research' is often affixed to practices

that are, alone, contrary to the attributes of reliable research, providing an excuse

for 'sloppy' outcornes.w It is certainly arguable that Eden and Huxham

underemphasize the inevitability of difference between the aims and objectives of

the organization versus research, yet adopting their stance, which requires some

integration of these spheres, stands to reason. Teasing out the pertinent aspects of

a given practice through supporting data collection, reflection and use of theory,

strengthens both practice as research and practice-based research, and is

consequently the approach adopted in the culmination of Chapter 6. As

demonstrated by Nelson's model, the embodied knowledge of practice is only one

third of three forms of knowledge generation conducive to high-quality action

research." The author's festival was not repeated in the way suggested in Figure 1,

yet this tripartite representation effectively models the way in which management

as research utilized conceptual frameworks and critical reflection.

34Eden and Huxham, p. 75.
35lbid.
36Robin Nelson, 'Practice-as-research and the Problem of Knowledge', Performance Research, 11th
ser.,4 (2006), 105-116 (p.113).
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KNOW THAT

PRAClITIONER ACTION RESEARCH

Figure 1: Nelson's Model for Quality in Action Research
Robin Nelson, 'Practice-as-research and the Problem of Knowledge', Performance Research, 11th
ser.,4 (2006),105-116 (p.113).

Against Nelson's contention that there are some practices that cannot be

articulated using language alone, Trimingham argues that despite the relevance of

all practice to research, practice does not constitute research until it produces

analysis, commentary, clarity and linguistic validtty.t? The two scholars vary on

this point, yet they both emphasize the need to supplement practice with other

tools to facilitate reflection and theory generation. Following this

recommendation, Chapter 6 evidences the aspects of event design that were

developed in order to explore the foci under study, yet these do not stand alone as

research but were captured and analysed to address the questions set at the start

of the study. Supporting tools included a research journal kept during the eight

weeks preceding the event, which took place on the 7 October 2010, and the

collection and analysis of several hundred photographs and five hours live footage,

with the addition of interviews with key participants post event. Also at the

37 Trimingham, p. 54.
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disposal of the author were supporting documents and information, including

crew lists and cash-flow sheets, that helped quantify the practical realization of a

democratized approach to production. Combined, these methods provided a

wealth of material with which to aid the generation of theory crucial to quality

action research, as argued by Trimingham, Eden and Huxham.t"

1.5.7 Position of the Researcher

Sections 1.3 and 1.5.5 briefly explained that, as festivalgoer and organizer, the role

of the author overlapped with 'the researched'. Since the methodological use of

extra-academic participation in a culture is not without pitfalls, a more detailed

examination of its use in this study is provided here, in a broader discussion of the

position of the researcher.

It is true that the author's attendance at SGP and BM occurred after the

commencement of the research, yet it ought to be made clear that the use of the

latter as a case study event occurred following attendance as festivalgoer first and

researcher second. That this rendered the researcher part of the culture under

study would be a claim not without justification; and if one were to adhere to a

traditional ethnographic approach, pre-existing involvement in a culture as a

'native' would be seen as a disqualification for conducting unbiased and

disinterested research.t? It is also true that personal interest in the 'No Spectators'

ethic idiomatic of the event, and its partial alignment with the brand of my own

event influenced the direction of the research. Such circumstances render the

project potentially vulnerable to the legitimate critique of the 'fan as researcher'

methodology.w Problematized by both Andy Bennett and Kevin Hetherington, the

approach stands accused of advocating and romanticizing cultures, failing to

present characteristics with critical reference to the researchers' own, potentiaIIy

distorting, influence on research outcomes+! Bennett in particular points to a

38 Trimingham, p. 57; Eden and Huxham, p. 78.
39 Andy Bennett, 'Researching Youth Culture and Popular Music: a Methodological Critique', British
joumal of Socioloqy, 3rd ser., 53 (2002),451-466 (p. 460).
40 Ibid.
41 Bennett, 'Researching Youth Culture', p. 460; Kevin Hetherington, New Age Travellers: Vanloads 0/
Uproarious Humanity (London: Cassell, 2000), p. 10.
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trend in cultural studies for 'younger researchers' to report uncritically on music

subcultures, erroneously crediting the effort as 'research'<' For Bennett, this is

exemplified by the 'intelligent fanspeak' used in Antonio Melechi's account of rave,

to 'fill in' for critical engagement with issues of access, objectivity and field

relatlons.P Similarly, Bennett is critical of Sarah Champion's 'one-dimensional

voice' that narrates the suppression of rave in Wisconsin, and cannot help but

perpetuate the 'self-assumed rightness of the movement'i+' It is this lack of

reflexivity that is really at the heart of the problem identified by Bennett, rather

than the fan-as-research methodology itself. He is critical of the 'contrast-pairings'

that inevitably make their way into such discussions (mainstream/underground,

etc.), yet their interpretation as discourse achieves some critical distance between

the researcher and the researched. Instead of simply adopting the language of the

culture being studied, Bennett suggests that quality research might instead present

this language as constructed discourse meaningful to that culture. Similarly, it is

the constructionist framework adopted here that enables the researcher to place

critical distance between herself and the research topic. From the outset, the study

has presented facts and analysis without adopting a position that asserts any

judgments of value; presenting the idealization of extreme participation as 'good'

or 'emancipating' is not the aim of the author, neither is a presentation of the

spectatorship it rejects as 'bad' or 'alienating' intended. The aim is to make clear,

without judgment for or against, the discourses and milieu that constructs this

system of associations, to posit some explanations as to why spectatorship is

problematized within this system, and to offer some evaluation of how far this

critique relates to a broader pattern of participation observable within

contemporary festival culture. Whether or not the beliefs within this system are

supportable is not at issue here, and thus it is hoped that the study fails to assume

the authorial one-dimensionality that Bennett critiques of Champion's research.

That there is a spectrum of ways a researcher might be 'involved' in a culture, in

varying levels of intensity, is not emphasized in Bennett's critique - though this in

42 Bennett, 'Researching Youth Culture', p. 452.
43Ibid., p. 457.
44 Sarah Champion, 'Fear and Loathing in Wisconsin' in Steve Redhead, Derek Wynne, and Justin
O'Connor, eds, The Clubcultures Reader: Readings in Popular Cultural Studies (Oxford: Blackwell,
1997), cited in Bennett, 'Researching Youth Culture', p. 452.
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large part determines whether involvement is or is not a hindrance to a critical

capacity. It is worth stating here that my prior involvement with the case study

events does not, in my view, qualify me as a 'fan'. It was minimal, particularly in

comparison to the years of involvement upon which credible BMscholars have

based their publications.

More problematic than potential attachment to the case study events as a

fan, were the conflict of interests that arose, not infrequently, from the dual role of

event manager and researcher. This was drawn into focus during the exploratory

interviews that were conducted for the second case study event, SGP.It was

originally my intention to interview as many members of the SGPmanagement

team as possible, including the managing director Freddie Fellowes, until it was

felt that my role in organizing RTR,if disclosed, might have aroused suspicion and

negatively influenced how the research was viewed by the interview respondents.

This was particularly pertinent given the degree of brand synergy between RTR

and SGP- though RTRis comparatively small, any investigation of its growth

makes clear an intention to expand the event in the future, and thus any interviews

with the organizers could have been cynically viewed as commercial espionage; a

way of gathering insider knowledge for the purposes of improving RTR.If this had

been considered the case, it is feasible that the quality and validity of the

interviews would have been compromised. Since indeed RTRdoes draw influence

from the case study events, this conflict of interest rendered it unwise to conduct

further interviewing under the guise of research, and made necessary the

exclusion of information that could not be accessed in the public domain, with the

exception of one interview.

The above conflict of interest was largely hypothetical; as a pre-empted

issue, conflict itself was avoided. Nevertheless the researcher's role as an events

manager and researcher did present other difficulties with data collection. The use

of RTRas research and the conversion of practice into usable and meaningful

information were not without considerable challenges. That they often arose from

the need to meet both organizational and research aims supports Eden and

Huxham's warning that the separate process of reflection demands 'extensive'
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periods of time in addition to the practice itself.45The reflections diary was built

into the research practice, becoming a routine undertaken every couple of days.

The difficulty, however, was sparing the time for any activity that did not deal

directly with the running and promotion of the event in the knowledge that

£10,000 was at stake, constituting the total savings of the author, plus borrowings.

The recoup and optimization of this fund depended on sufficient time dedicated to

promotion, since promotion translated directly into ticket sales. Under this

financial pressure it was difficult to adopt the mindset: necessary for reflection,

before allocating time was even considered. Consequently at the most intense

period of promotion in the week preceding the event, a gap occurred in the

research diary. It also became clear that many of the activities undertaken in the

preparation of the festival had little relevance to the research foci - this was

because daily actions constituted the basic tasks involved in event production. It is

therefore the case that a large proportion of the activity reflected upon was not

directly relevant to the research questions. This was less serious than the fact that

any time spent on it inevitably diverted the researcher from the actions that

directly increased the likelihood of recouping and making money. Since the event's

organization was to some degree already a gamble, the conflict of the author's own

interests here had potentially dangerous consequences in terms of financial loss.

Fortunately the event did sell out and all cash was recouped. Furthermore, the

methodology employed in Chapter 6 yielded data that both augmented and

underlined earlier theorizing, which to a large extent justified the risks involved in

adopting the 'manager as researcher' role.

45 Eden and Huxham, p. 81.
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2. Navigating Festival Cultures

2.1 Understanding Festival

It is without doubt that almost all human societies are punctuated by festival

modes of celebration, despite their diversity in appearance and form. Following

the research direction and method set in the preceding chapter, presented here is

an orienting excavation of the scholarly attempts to understand the meaning and

purpose( s) of festival, both immediate and underlying. Beginning with an analysis

of interdisciplinary theories relating to a broad range of cultural events, this

chapter draws together literature from modern history, sociology and

anthropology; and from cultural, theatre and performance studies. Though this

wide examination does not attempt to be exhaustive, it distils a key point of

significance: festivals can be employed to serve many purposes, both hegemonic

and counter-hegemonic, and their liminal nature engenders the capacity to

reimagine or reverse social parameters. As the discussion shall demonstrate, how

far this temporary disordering of daily life constitutes a cathartic or dynamic

influence on both the individual and society is a question that remains both

contentious and answerable only with respect to the inevitable individuality of

festival events. Upon this conceptual foundation, a historiography pulls into focus

specific works relating to British festival culture between 1956 and the late 1990s.

This is an exercise that establishes the historical contingency of participation at

festivals - which remains an underlying, though no less significant, interpretive

theme for the discourses later examined. Included also is a focused discussion, in

Section 2.7, of the politics of participation and spectatorship relating to cultural

events. Furnishing the enquiry with the theoretical tools required for framing the

phenomena presented in Chapters 4 to 6, the difference between spectatorship

and theatricality, as two contrasting modes of audience behaviour implied by

different celebratory forms, here illuminates the mechanics of engagement and
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reception (or 'patterns of theatricality', as described by Cremona]! that correlate

with the discourses characteristic of the case study events. Crucially, these cultural

patterns provide a way of identifying and interpreting the politicization of

spectatorship, which lies at the heart of the study.

2.2 Discourses of Interpretation

An attempt to pinpoint a temporally bounded origin of 'festivalesque' forms would

be a fruitless endeavour. Carnivals, festivals and their contemporaneous

behaviours are not limited to time and place; they exist in some form or other,

wherever (and whenever) people do. Consequently, scholars are wary of the

fallaciousness in naming a point of emergence, preferring to state with suitable

ambiguity, that carnival is 'an ancient and resilient cultural form',2 Most

interpretations point to its folk, communitarian qualities; at its base level festival

'celebrates [..,] the unofficial, uncanonized relations among human beings that

nonetheless exist'f

Owing to the troubling inconsistency between events described as 'festival',

the descriptive and analytic material relating to them vastly outweighs that which

attempts to actually define the term+ Problematically, clarification beyond basic

principles has occasionally led to a form of pigeonholing that prioritizes particular

types of festival over others, as authentic, Beverly Stoeltje exhibits, perhaps, the

same Western tendency to overemphasize solemn ritual forms of which Victor

Turner complains in his 'Frame, Flow and Reflection: Ritual and Drama as Public

Llminality'f A degree of variation between festive forms is recognlzed,s yet Stoeltje

disregards the popular and fails to delineate the sacred from the profane, claiming

that 'most festivals provide the opportunity for religious devotion', with a central

1Cremona, pp. 69-89.
2 Beverly J. Stoeltje, 'Festival', in Richard Bauman, ed., Folklore, Cultural Performances, and Popular
Entertainments (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992), pp. 261-99 (p. 261).
3 David K. Danow, The Spirit of Carnival: Magic Realism and the Grotesque (Lexington: The
University Press of Kentucky, 1995), p. 3.
4Alessandro Falassi, ed., Time out of Time: Essays on the Festival (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1987), p. 3.
5Victor Turner, 'Frame, Flow and Reflection: Ritual and Drama as Public Liminality',Japanese
Journal of Religious Studies, 4th ser., 6 (1979),465-99 (p, 469).
6 Stoeltje, p. 261.
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purpose of ancestor worshlp.? Given the etymology of the term 'carnival', which

points to the pre-Lenten festivities of Roman Catholicism," one might deem some

preoccupation with the sacred acceptable. Nevertheless, broadening the definition

of festival to include the profane, as well as the sacred, is a sensible and necessary

preliminary to this investigation.

We are left, then, with a single word that stands for an assortment of

formations, including public, private, sacred and profane forms, alongside those

that 'sanction tradition and introduce innovation'i? Variation is also symptomatic

of an inevitable context-dependency, which can be understood via Hans van

Maanen's visualization of concentric circles, radiating outwards from the

'theatrical event'J? The central circle of context relates to that which is the most

immediate in a given performance, while the wider fields of the outer circle,

constituting the 'political, economical, judicial and ideological' event environment,

frame the perceptions of the audience and their 'aesthetic worlds'J!

Milton Singer was the first to describe festival as a 'cultural performance',

viewing it as a form of media that carries 'culture content'Js Content and its

interpretation, however, fluctuate over time - as can the organizational nucleus of

an event itself. Abner Cohen's in-depth study of the Notting Hill Carnival, for

example, evidenced its dynamism as it came to be dominated by different

committees.P In his account and analysis of Afro-Venezuelan celebration, David

Guss also points to the reconfiguration of meanings cast by the same event,

repeated over time. From this, it is possible to deduce that a single event analysis is

likely to have a limited shelf life; for, in his words, 'the same form [...] can easily

oscillate between religious devotion, ethnic solidarity, political resistance, national

7 Stoeltje, p. 261.
8Abner Cohen,Masquerade Politics, Explorations in the Structure of Urban Cultural Movements
(Oxford: Berg, 1993), p. 3.
9 Falassi, p. 3.
10 Hans van Maanen, model presented to the Theatrical Event Working Group (1999), cited by
Jacqueline Martin, Georgia Seffrin, Rod Wissler, 'The Festival is a Theatrical Event', in Cremona et
al., Theatrical Events, pp. 91-110 (p.100).
11 Ibid.
12 Milton Singer, ed., Traditional India: Structure and ChanBe (Philadelphia: American Folklore
Society, 1959), xii, in John MacAloon,Rite, Drama, Festival, Spectacle: Rehearsals Toward a Theory of
Cultural Performance (Philadelphia: Institute for the Study of Human Issues, 1984), p. 4.
13Abner Cohen, p. 4.
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identity, and even commercial spectacle'J! His account of Peru's Corpus Christi

illustrates further the fact that a single event can fulfil dual or even contradicting

purposes - the event was 'co-opted' by local religions, while proving equally useful

for the 'subversive display of ethnic identity and repressed beliefs'. IS It is clear that

the multiplicity of interests surrounding cultural events - from political parties to

the media, all 'tearing at [their] meaning' - renders them irreducible to a single

interpretive model.w

Recognizing the need to allow for 'polyphonic' interpretations of festival.'?

on account of the fluidity of their contexts and uses, need not extinguish the

capacity to make any incisive claims. Despite their heterogeneity and propensity

for change, they can be understood via a number of common themes. Recurring in

anthropological and sociological works is an observation of the extraordinary way

in which they 'incorporate' time,18 which for Stoeltje, is 'in at least two

dimenslons'J? Firstly, it is argued that they are necessarily cyclical, annual

celebrations, and thus relate to the movement ofthe cosmos.s? Through their

repetition and regeneration of identity, they also 'emphasiz[e] the past'.21 Some of

the earliest interpretations sought to identify the way in which religious festival

provided a crucial marker for sacred time - for the canonical sociologist Emile

Durkheim and his protagonist Roger Caillois, festivals carved out the distinction

between the sacred and profane dimensions of social life, by enabling modes of

experience that contrasted to everyday, working days.22 Religious festivals helped

to shape 'two worlds, the sacred and profane [...] rigorously defined only in

relation to each other [...] mutually exclusive and contradlctory'.P A theme

similarly pertinent to festivals of antiquity, as the anarchist philosopher Hakim Bey

14 David M. Guss, The Festive State: Race, Ethnicity and Nationalism as Cultural Performance
(California: University of California Press, 2000), p.l0.
15 Ibid.
16 Ibid., p. 21.
17 Ibid., p. 10.
18 See Roger Caillois, Man and the Sacred, trans. by Meyer Barash (Glencoe: The Free Press of
Glencoe, 1959); Emile Durkheim, 'The Positive Cult' in The Elementary Forms of Religious Life
[1915], trans. by Carol Cosman (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), pp. 243-88; Emmanuel Le
Roy Ladurie, Carnival: A People's Uprising at Romans 1597-1580, trans. by Mary Feeney (London:
Scolar Press, 1980), p. 306; and Hakim Bey, p. 109.
19 Stoeltje, p. 267.
20 Ibid.
21 Ibid.
22 Caillois, p. 99.
23 Ibid.
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describes of the pre-Christian saturnalia: these were events that lay 'outside the

scope of "profane time'" and as such, were the 'measuring-rod[s] ofthe calendar'<!

Explanations must, in view of secular formations, at least partly dispense with

theories of the sacred, yet the notion that festival continues to offer 'time out of

time' maintains an intuitive logic.25For it is not only entering the sacred that

marked the festival event, but also the temporary rejection of mundane time - the

suspension, argues Johann Huizinga, of 'normal sociallife'.26 These events are

necessarily distinguished from the everyday, and from 'other kinds of doings'P

The activities undertaken during festive time are potentially less significant than

the negation of the everyday routine.P' a fact similarly applicable to other forms of

leisure, including holidays abroad. Anthropologist Alessandro Falassi recognizes

the characteristic intensity and excess of festival, which 'carries to the extreme

behaviours that are usually regulated by measure'; as 'stylized' versions of

ordinary life, they 'heighten semantic meaning'Z? Quoting Leo Frobenius, Huizinga

argues that festivals see man 'play[ing] the order of nature as imprinted on his

consciousness'P?

Proceeding from a Durkheimian functionalism is the claim that festival

celebration comprises a necessary ingredient of social glue, interpretable as a

'uniform expression of a collective consclousness'A! a hegemonic 'mechanis[m] for

the maintenance of "social solidarity"'.32 Whether or not one concedes to its

uniform status, it is logical that, like Huizinga's play, festival satisfies the

'communal ideals'33 that Stoeltje claims 'serve purposes rooted in group life'.34

The capacity for festival to dissolve the social hierarchies that prevail outside it

supports the claim that it operates via the unofficial relations between men (and

24 Bey, p. 109.
2S Falassi, p. 7.
26 Iohan Huizinga, Homo Ludens: a Study of the Play Element in Culture (London: Routledge & Kegan
Paul, 1949), p. 31.
27 Willmar Sauter, 'Introducing the Theatrical Event' in Cremona et al., Theatrical Events (New York:
Rodopi, 2004), pp. 3-14 (p. 11).
28 Ibid.
29 Falassi, p. 3.
30 Leo Frobenius, Kulturgeschichte Afrikas, Prolegomena zu einer historischen Gestaltlehre;
Schicksalskunde im Sinne des Kulturwerdens (Leipzig, 1932), quoted in Huizinga, p. 34.
31 Guss, p. 3.
32 Alfred R. Radcliffe-Brown, Structure and Function in Primitive Society (New York: Free Press,
1965), p. 164, in Guss, p. 3.
33 Huizinga, p. 27.
34 Stoeltje, p. 261.
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women),35 re-establishing relationships amongst strangers.w Johann von Goethe's

early accounts of carnival drew into focus their temporary abandonment of class

segregation.t? for Mikhail Bakhtin, this was both essential to carnival and

tantamount to the exposure of social distinction as false. Hierarchy was replaced,

albeit temporarily, with an authentic experience of equality - there was an

"unmasking" and [a) disclos [ure) of the unvarnished truth under the false claims

and arbitrary ranks'.38 As Graham St John remarks of Turner, this unvarnished

truth serves to distil an 'ineffable affinity' between 'co-limtnars',"? Such claims

similarly allude to an instinctive and underlying camaraderie that reveals itself

through festival, and transcends the arbitrary distinctions that order the social

world outside it.

The observation that the communitarian purpose of festival is heightened

during times of social crisis, from the social 'disenchantment' of the Renaissance, to

the postmodern crises of identity in a fragmented and globalized age, proceeds

again from a functionalist frame of interpretation. How a response to social anxiety

came to express itself through festival forms was brought into focus by David

Picard and Mike Robinson in Festivals, Tourism and Social Change: Remaking

Worlds.40 Referencing the work of Delumeau, Picard and Robinson claim that social

ruptures are always followed by celebratory periods, exemplified by the

Renaissance plays, theatre and costume parties which, by 'recreating the idea of

Eden', offered up a 'nostalgic react[ion) to the "disenchantment" ofthe world'r'!

Following the navigation and mapping of the world in the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries, the notion of an Eden on earth was dispelled, leaving the world

'abandoned and naked' and in need of revised 'signs and meaning'i+t

3S Danow, p. 3.
36 Abner Cohen, p. 3.
37 Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, 'The Roman Carnival' [1789], in Falassl, Time out of Time, pp. 13-34
(p.13).
38 Krystyna Pornorska, 'Foreword' in Mikhail Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World, trans. by Helene
Iswolsky (Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1984), vii-xii (x).
39 Graham St John, 'Alternative Cultural Heterotopia and the Liminoid Body: Beyond Turner at
Con Fest', The Australian Journal of Anthropology, 12th ser., 1 (2001),47-66 (p. 48).
40David Picard and Mike Robinson, eds, Festivals, Tourism and Social Change: Remaking Worlds
(Clevedon: Channel View Publications, 2006), p. 6.
41Jean Delumeua, History of Paradise (Urbana: University of Illinois, 2000), cited in Picard and
Robinson, p. 6.
42lbid.
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The potential for festival to strengthen disparate or threatened

communities is a recurring theme in scholarly works relating to contemporary

formations.t! Interpretations of Robert Lavenda's study of carnival in Minnesota

point to the nostalgic experience of 'community' they provide, in the face of urban

sprawl and the overcommercialization of Amerlca+' These events generated 'a

social order through which community life [could] be carried out'.45 Similarly,

those festivals identified by Picard and Robinson that are 'increasingly tied to

promoting the spatial setting', reverse the loss of identity considered symptomatic

of globalizing forces.w Nicola Macleod also supports this when she observes a

revived self-consciousness and pride in the host communities of fesnvals.s" The

subtext similarly discernable in the work of Lavenda, MacLeod, and Picard and

Robinson communicates the deployment of the festival form to resolve or reverse

problematized aspects of modernity. The examples they cite are thus interpretable

as distinctly postmodern cultural forms, emerging from the 'delegitimation' of the

modern world view.4BThis sensitivity and critique of the modern is, as later

illuminated in Chapters 4 to 6, applicable to the events central to this study - for

their discourses equate spectatorship with a passiveness symbolic of a perceived

modern dilemma.

A temporary solution to the marginalisation and discrimination of social

groups has also been credited to events such as Canada's Desh Pardesh/" which

illustrate, as do the Pride events that occur in most large cities in Britain, how

festival is often used purposively to generate visibility, and to challenge social

stereotyping and perceived misconceptions. As claimed by Guss in his discussion

of Venezuelan celebration, where a group has lacked a cohesive sense of identity

43 See Frederick Errington's review of Robert Lavenda, Corn Fests and Water Carnivals: Celebrating
Community in Minnesota (Washington/London: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1997) inJournal of
the Royal Anthropological Institute, 4th ser., 4 (1998), 842-43; Saphira Linden, 'A Festival of Light: a
High School Healing Arts Event Celebrating the Ethnic Diversity of the School Community', Arts in
Psychotherapy, 3rd ser., 24 (1997), 255-59; Sharon Fernandez, 'More than an Arts Festival:
Communities, Resistance and the Story of Desh Pardesh', Canadian Journal of Communication, 1st
ser., 31 (2006), 17-34; Abner Cohen; and Guss.
44 Errington, p. 842.
45 Lavenda, p. 97, in Errington, p. 842.
46 Picard and Robinson, p. 3.
47 Nicola E.MacLeod, 'The Placeless Festival: Identity and Place in the Post-Modern Festival', in
Picard and Robinson, pp. 222-37 (p. 224).
48 Jean-Francois Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition: a Report on Knowledge, trans. by Geoff
Bennington and Brian Massumi (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1984), p. 37.
49 Fernandez, 'the Story of Desh Pardesh',
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and history, festival events are performances that can be deployed to construct

'notions of tradition though enactment, symbolism and a "theatricalization" which

abjures any mention oftrue historical conditions and replaces them with the

staged creation of a mythic, detemporalized past'.so With a diaspora of participants

descended from African slaves, the Fiesta de San Juan created a 'culture of

memory', reversing the denial of history 'that others accepted as a birthright'J!

This is similarly applicable to the Notting Hill Carnival- though there exists

varying accounts of its inauguration, that it began the same year that the slaves

were emancipated in 1834, was an emphasized narrative at the 1984 event.S2 The

origins of the festival remain unclear, yet the mythologizing of this particular

account exemplifies the fact that the construction of histories meaningful to the

celebrants may preside over historical accuracy.

The festival of San Juan and the Notting Hill Carnival generated shared

histories, yet festival forms have also been used to unite culturally and ethnically

disparate peoples in a postmodern age of diversity, as evidenced in Saphira

Linden's account of the Festival of Liqht. in the United States.P Faced with the need

to accommodate pupils from numerous religions, the Festival o/Lightwas intended

to create a sense of shared spirituality and meaning without incorporating

doctrines from institutional religions. Claiming that the event helped to build a

sense of commonality between those of different ethnic and religious backgrounds,

Linden states that there 'emerged a better understanding of the diversity of the

community through the shared experience's+ The way in which festival embodies

creative responses to social crises strengthens Stoeltje's claim that they are able to

maintain links (real or mythologized) to the pastSS - for histories and traditions

can be revived, or newly mythologized, via festival forms. It would be logical to

deduce that this is made possible by the dissolution of arbitrary social divisions

that characterizes Turnerian thought, for the collective belief in a 'mythic past'

must surely be precluded by a propensity for consensus. Underlying these claims is

the notion that, via an entanglement with the social crises that Sauter would place

50 Guss, p. 14.
51 Ibid., p. 25.
52 Abner Cohen, p. 5.
53 Linden, pp. 255-59.
54 Ibid., p. 258.
55 Stoeltje, p. 267.
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in the outer circle of the event context, implicitly or explicitly, festivals embody

response=

2.3 Hegemony, Catharsis and Reversal

The capacity to respond has given rise to the contested claim that festival harbours

counter-hegemonic potentialities. At least for the duration of carnival during the

Medieval period, it was possible to witness the ritual rite of 'inversion' or 'role

reversal' that Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie describes in his Carnival: A People's

Uprising at Romans 1597-1580, a 'central nerve impulse of carnival which sent

time flowing backwards, and rendered everything topsy turvy',57 It is true that Le

Roy Ladurie does not elaborate on the former observation - though the 'topsy-

turvy' world of carnival is a widely recognized concept, originating from the works

of Mikhail Bakhtin.w Employing the literature of Rabelais, Bakhtin depicts carnival

with base, folkloric and grotesque qualities. Within this 'popular-festive system of

images', he claims, is the symbolic uncrowning and mockery of the King, who

represents the structure, order and hierarchy that prevails in the world of

'officialdom' - of which carnival is the antithesis.t? Rooted in the ancient

saturnalia, of which ritual beatings, uncrownings and travesties were

characteristic, the 'uncrowned king becomes slave', and the clown serves as the

'necessarily short-lived "regent'''.60 Following Bakhtin, the reversal of normative

behaviour has also been elaborated as characteristic of early modern carnival and

various other carnival forms by a number of scholars.s! Goethe notes the gender

inversion of early modern carnival in 1787 and 1788; men would dress up as

women, caress other men, and 'allow themselves all familiarities with the women

they encounter[ ed], as being persons the same as themselves's" Described by

Falassi as an inversion of the 'significant terms which are in binary opposition to

56 Picard and Robinson, p. 5.
57 Le Roy Ladurie, p. 190.
58 Mikhail Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World, trans. by Helene Iswolsky (Indiana: Indiana University
Press, 1984).
59 Ibid., p. 197.
60 Bakhtin, pp.198-199; Danow, p. 4.
61 See Falassi, p. 4; Goethe, p. 13; Danow, p. 3; Stoeltje, p. 268; and CaiIlois, p. 114.
62 Goethe, p. 18.
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the normal life of a culture',63 similarly for Stoeltje, inversion relates to the

'symbolic manipulation' of 'hierarchical societies [...] declar[ing] egalitarianism for

the duration of the festtval'A'

Pervading the accounts of inversion are depictions of its convivial quality;

inverted forms and spectacles are delivered in a 'spirit of mockery'65 that, through

instigating the 'corrosive laughter' that Michael Holquist describes in his prologue

to Rabelais and His World, temporarily disarms the power of authortty.s- Le Roy

Ladurie's claim that satire was a principal characteristic of carnival between the

sixteenth and nineteenth centuriess? is supplemented by the work of Peter Burke,

whose extensive account of carnivalesque parody and playfulness, in the form of

mock sermons, weddings and edicts, saw carnival underline the social order of

early modern Europe, through its subversion/" This spirit of mockery is a jubilant

destruction that, symbolically, makes room for a rejuvenated sociality and

pervades even the most grotesque beatings and thrashings in the work of Rabelais:

Bloodshed, dismemberment, burning, death, beatings, blows, curses, and
abuses-all these elements are steeped in 'merry time', a time which kills and
gives birth, which allows nothing old to be perpetuated and never ceases to
generate the new and the youthful. This interpretation is not Rabelais' abstract
conception; it is, so to speak, immanent in the traditional popular-festival
system of images which he inherited. He did not create this system, but it rose
in him to a higher level of historical development.e?

Such claims make possible the notion that carnival is a 'world in travesty',

subordinating official culture by subverting its 'embedded features' and

'commonly held values'." It is claimed that the presence of such themes in

literature, film or theatre, constitutes a reappearance of the carntvalesque.t!

Arguments thus far frame carnival as a liminal stage of anti-structure - allowing, in

63 Falassi, p. 4.
64 Stoeltje, p. 268.
65 Danow, p. 3.
66 Michael Holquist, 'Prologue', in Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World, xiii-xxiii, (xxii).
67 Ladurie, p. 313.
68 Peter Burke, Popular Culture in Early Modern Europe (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2002), p. 185.
69 Bakhtin, p. 211.
70 Danow, p. 3-4.
?llbid.
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the words of Turner, 'creative latitude for collective scrutiny of the

contemporaneous social structure, often with lampooning liberty', allowing people

to 'stand back from their lives and weigh their quality'." This distance makes

possible the 'mutability of people, culture, and life itself.73 Apervading notion is

the way that renewal logically proceeds from the corrosive inversion of carnival -

as claimed by Stoeltje, festival involves a shift towards 'frames that foster the

transformative, reciprocal, and reflexive dimensions of life',"! The symbolism of

carnival denotes 'the primordial chaos before creation'," while 'its hero and

author is time itself, which uncrowns, covers with ridicule, kills the old world [...]

and at the same time gives birth to the new'.76For Bakhtin, from whom these

discourses proceed, carnival is an emancipating and counter-hegemonic force, a

fact conspicuous in his claim that the Renaissance was a 'direct "carnivalization" of

human consciousness, philosophy and literature',"? There existed, for Bakhtin, a

'very real' struggle between the world of carnival and the 'medieval

church/state'." Supportive of this claim are the intersections of protest and

carnival reported by Le Roy Ladurie, who claimed that the carnival at Romans was

the 'climax of a vast regional revolt',"? Similarly, Burke argued that 'those excluded

from power saw carnival as an opportunity to make their views known and so to

bring about change'P?

Consequently the counter-hegemonic efficacy of carnival, for Bakhtin and

Turner, transcends the realm of latent semiotics. Carnival did not merely encode

the notions of destruction and change, but in the words of David Guss, offered a

very real 'counter-hegemonic performance of political subversion'J'! His own

accounts of the Venezuelan celebrations serve to underline the way in which the

accepted purpose of festival was often hijacked to produce statements contrary to

the hegemonic structure of the day - and ultimately, served to undermine it. It is

this efficacy that, according to Turner, renders public liminality dangerous in the

72 Victor Turner, 'Frame, Flow and Reflection', p. 475.
73 Falassi, p. 4.
74 Stoeltje, p. 263.
7S Falassi, p. 3.
76 Bakhtin, p. 207.
77 Ibid., p. 273.
78 Holquist, xxi,
79 Le Roy Ladurie, p. 181.
80 Burke, p. 203.
81 Guss, p. 28.
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eyes of 'whatever powers-that-be who represent and preside over established

structure'. B2

Bakhtin's 'utopian vision of the folk' leaves the carnivalesque open to a

charge of romanticism.B3 Indeed, to ignore the claims against the efficacy of

carnival would be to distort and overemphasize, perhaps, its counter-hegemonic

potential - for there are a number of scholars who interpret the same phenomena

as a cathartic release necessary to maintaining the social order, which may be

exploitative or oppressive. Aswe have seen, the apparent unification created by

carnival can affirm the world external to it, or deviate from it in a way that might

be considered counter-hegemonic. And yet, the fleeting and temporary nature of

this deviation has lent itself to the view that this moment of rupture is ultimately

hegemonic, for it is interpretable as an outlet for revolutionary energy; in the

words of Burke, carnival is a 'means for the subordinates to purge their

resentments and to compensate for their frustratlons'J't

Indeed there is no small amount of evidence demonstrable of the fact that,

throughout history, festivals and carnivals have not only been tolerated, but that

behaviours rendered illegal elsewhere are, during festival time, temporarily

licensed (though not always explicitly so). In the words of Stoeltje, there is a

'licensed relaxation of norms and rules' [my ernphaslsj." and this is as true ofthe

carnival described by Goethe in the year 1787 as it is of McKay'sGlastonbury at the

turn of the millennium. The former states that the police ruled with a 'slack hand',

permitting all behaviours 'short of blows and stabs',B6while the latter suggests that

the scale of drug taking at Glastonbury more or less constitutes weekend

decriminalization.s? The breadth of this licensed relaxation certainly augments

claims to a radicalliminality responsible for producing a skepticism of 'cherished

values and rules',BByet this permissiveness also makes possible the claim festivals

allow forms of licensed excess and disorder, which ultimately functions to prevent

disruptive change occurring on a more fundamental and far-reaching level.
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Michael Bristol sustains this view when he claims that festival allows the

oppressed to unleash 'accumulated resentment' in order that they might be 're-

incorporated within the repressive regime'P? In the same vein, Terry Eagleton

compares carnival to a 'revolutionary work of art' when he states that both forms

are disturbing, and yet, 'relatively ineffectual'P? These arguments depict the festive

form, then, as an experiential medium that inevitably diffuses the frustrations of a

marginalized people, deactivating them from engaging in a more substantial and

effective political discourse. Augmenting this is the evidence for cases where

periods of anti-structure have only served to alter social structure in a way that

weakens the possibility for spontaneous public liminality. Kevin Hetherington, in

his critique of Turner, reminds us that the celebrations at Stonehenge were

followed by the introduction of legislation to prevent similar gatherings taking

place."! Hetherington does not wholly support the cathartic view, yet this

observation bolsters the hegemonic interpretation of carnival and invites Cohen's

question, of'whether popular culture is an "opium of the masses", inspired by the

ruling classes as part of the dominant culture, [or] whether it is a counter culture,

an ideology of resistance and oppositicn'F' Though both arguments are

problematic, that consumption is interpretable as creative action, with the

potential for meaningful resistance, is a consideration that has significantly

undermined the former.

Arguments that emphasize catharsis and the reassertion of hegemony

following carnival constitute what Iwill refer to as 'safety-valve' theories,

reappearing in literature dealing with a diversity of festival forms.f? Notably,

Anatoly Lunacharsky put forward the safety-valve metaphor while researching the

social role of laughter.?' According to Holquist, 'that carnival was a safety-valve for

passions the common people might otherwise direct to revolution flew directly in
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the face of the evidence Bakhtin was then comptltng'v? He maintains that this work

galvanized Bakhtin's desire to show that, contrary to the safety-valve theory, the

licensing of carnival by authorities merely demonstrates their deference to the

carnivalesque:

The sanction for carnival derives ultimately not froma calendar prescribed by
church or state, but from a force that pre-exists priests and kings and to whose
superior power they are actuallydeferringwhen they appear to be licensing
carnival.w

Such an argument justifiably undermines the mutual-exclusivity of the 'hegemonic'

versus the 'counter-hegemonic' interpretation - for what might have the

appearance of the former, might actually have the effect of the latter. Given the

'polyphonic' nature of festival, which 'oscillates' between different meanings and

uses." it is likely that festival has the capacity to simultaneously serve hegemonic

and counter-hegemonic purposes. The previously mentioned festival of San Juan

provides a colourful illustration of how this was rendered possible by the

competing interests of its participants, which included the exploited (the slaves)

and the exploiters (the slave-masters). The festival lasted for three days, and

constituted the only leisure time that the slaves were permitted throughout the

entire year. It was their single, yearly experience of freedom - and for this reason,

provided a crucial opportunity for plotting escapes and rebellions. This is where

the festival's counter-hegemonic capabilities were located; these occasions were

threatening to slaveholders, yet taking away their single experience of relief from

their 'insufferable social condition' was considered all the more dangerous."

It may be logical to deduce that the overall effect of the festival of San Juan

was a hegemonic one, yet it would also be fallacious to ignore the pockets of

resistance and counter-hegemonic action that the temporary freedom of the event

made possible. Following a recognition of the multiple purposes of carnival, one

might be inclined to support Turner's claim that 'public liminality can never be

95 Holquist, xviii
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tranquilly regarded as a safety valve, mere catharsis, "letting off steam"'99 - if it

were not for the fact that his conceptualization is problematically based on an

idealized community that fails to recognize the competing interests and tensions

that often underlie carnival and festival forms. The fact that a festival can be

counter and hegemonic bolsters the criticisms levelled against Turner by Graham

St John in his application of the limen to ConFest in Australia. Interpreting Turner

as questionably 'essentialist', St John highlights the way in which Turner depicts

liminality only in its dynamic relation to the structure outside it - neglecting the

'contexts of contestation [...] within events'.10oSt John cogently advances the claim

that Turner's liminal ritual rarely relates to actual events but rather offers a 'pure,

ideal category' that wrongfully 'disregard[s] "complicated" performance spaces

and intra-event strife'.lOl Supporting this is Cohen's point that real events fall

considerably short of the idealized 'communitas', for they are complex and

'characterized by contradictions [...] by themes of conflict as well as consensus'iw-

To interpret carnival as a space of shared consensus that may deviate or reinforce

the social structures outside it implies a kind of neutral ground intra-event,

'independent of the distribution and operations of power'J?" Neither religious

cults nor festival events have, argues St John, been found to be immune from

plurality and conflicts. Based upon this argument proceeds his replacement of

liminality with an adaptation of Michel Foucault's 'alternative cultural

heterotopia',104 which depicts a broad patchwork of communities, practices and

beliefs that can simultaneously coexist and compete at the festival:

As alternative lifestylers are connected to a matrix consisting of diffuse,
sometimes openly antagonistic, sometimes submerged vectors [...] the 'culture'
consists of a plurality of contradictory and/or complementary discourses and
practices - often expressed through heterotopias lOS

99 Victor Turner, 'Frame, Flow and Reflection', p. 474.
100 St John, p. 47.
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St John's perspective might offer a more realistic depiction than the ideal type

elucidated by Turner, yet it need not be considered inconsistent with the premise

that the escapism, inversion and excess associated with carnival together imply a

space of potentiality, and thus, social experimentation. These themes are later

explored, throughout Chapters 4 to 6, in specific relation to the idealization of

audience participation.

2.4 Ordered Disorder: An Analytic Historiography

Contention regarding the counter-hegemonic capacity of festival as liminal space

plays into the issues of authenticity that flavour no small portion of the discourses

relating to the conspicuous spread of festival culture, in the latter half of the

twentieth century. Within these discourses can be found an assumption, both

posited and critiqued, that authenticity is compromised when entrepreneurialism

appears to 'co-opt' the festival impulse, in an inevitable conflict between

'corporatization and the carnivalesque'.106 Wrangling of this kind can also be

interpreted as a hegemonic/counter-hegemonic discussion not dissimilar to that

formerly presented, for it is only in appearing to undermine an imagined 'true' and

counter-hegemonic purpose, that the commercial festival is placed as inauthentic.

And thus, the analytic historiography presented here does not dispense with those

themes, but rather, casts them again in relation to the rise of British festivals and

festival culture between 1956 and the mid-to-late 1990s.

As stated, it would be questionable to pinpoint an historical emergence of

the festival form. Yet it is possible to identify the origin of the modern pop festival,

as we know it today - i.e. one that comprises open-air camping, and a programme

of amplified popular music that lasts a weekend or more. The outdoor festivals of

jazz at Beaulieu, which ran between 1956 and 1961, helped establish this event

format in the UK.I07Launched by Lord Montagu as a means for generating income

to help preserve the Beaulieu estate, according to McKay,Lord Montagu had

106 Dave Laing, 'The Three Woodstocks and the Live Music Scene', in Andy Bennett, ed.,
Remembering Woodstock (Hampshire: Ashgate, 2004), pp. 1-17. p. 16.
107 McKay. Glastonbury. p. 2.
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intended to create something similar to America's Newport Jazz Festival-

demonstrating the cultural nexus between the Britain and the United States which

(as the relationship between the case study events will show) remains pertinent to

this investigation. lOB By the mid '50s and beyond, what McKay describes as a

'festival culture' had well been established.t?? It is true that opposition from the

police and residents from the local area would eventually blight the events at

Beaulieu - elsewhere, however, pop festivals would begin to take hold.

The 1960s were marked by the emergence of the leisure culture, a post-war

increase in disposable income and a generation of youth looking to distinguish

themselves from their parents via patterns of consumption.U'' These conditions

were ideal for festivals and concerts to grow exponentially, in both size and

number. Quoting Jeremy Sandford, McKay connects the emergence of festival

culture during the 1960s with the spread of hippie sensibilities,111 This was

marked by the transformation of festival audiences from jazz enthusiasts, to the

hippies,l1z who were open to a wider range of musical styles and propagated

sentiments we might today associate with the 'new age'. The diversification of

popular tastes was, for Michael Clarke, exemplified by the Richmond Jazz Festival,

an event that widened its roster to include blues, and by 1965, was patronized by

an estimated crowd of 33,000 to watch the Yardbirds.113 The event was

characterized by the first 'familiar elements of festival culture: open air culture and

lifestyle, loud music, crowds of young people, camping out, over-indulgence and

local opposttlon'Jt+

The hippie culture that developed during the 1960s is perhaps best

remembered for promulgating peace and love, and for its association with radical

politics, which were either implicit to the experimentation with alternative

lifestyles (such as communal living) or explicit in the support of anti-Vietnam and

(later) environmental campaigns. Both ofthese aspects were made visible through
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festivals during the late '60s, most prominently at America's Woodstock-

prompting the conceptualization of what came to be described as a politics of

pleasure - 'play power', or 'party and protest'.115 For some, this amounted to an

expressive revolution.116 Festivals also came to be viewed as arenas of new age

spirituality that revived rejected knowledge. For Christopher Partridge, if festivals

in the 1960s were not directly responsible for re-mystification in the West, they

certainly manifested the 'occultural significance' of the era.U7

1969 came to be viewed as a peak of the '60s counterculture and the

inaugural year for the mass festival. 1969 saw Woodstock take place near the town

of Bethel, in upstate New York, while the Isle ofWight Festival, launched the same

year, was viewed as Britain's counterpart. Following this was the launch of

Glastonbury, which, with small beginnings, would grow to become one of the

largest festivals in the world. These events allow McKayto claim that it was not

until the end of the 1960s, and the early 1970s, that festivals became a particularly

popular arena ofleisure and experimentation.us The scale ofthese events might

suggest a departure from the folk carnival forms discussed at the outset, yet David

Laing continues to frame their significance with the carnivalesque: following a

discussion ofWoodstock and the Isle ofWight Festival, he claims that '[a festival]

shares [...] the impetus towards the reversal of everyday systems and

structures'Jt? Given this claim, that rather implies an opposition between festival

and the dominant systems of capital that reign outside it, it is not surprising that

scholars speak of a conflict between commercialization and the carnivalesquet-? -

though often it seems that greater emphasis is put upon the latter quality. To

reduce the growth of festival culture during the '60s to hippie idealism and a

desire to experiment would, however, gloss over the entrepreneurialism that

fuelled the launch of new festivals. Taken as a whole, youth culture during the '60s

and the growing ability to express fandom through the purchasing of records and

concert tickets was a commercial opportunity for festival organizers and concert

l1S McKay, Glastonbury, p. 165.
116 Robert Hewison, TooMuch:Art and Society in the Sixties (London: Methuen, 1986), p. 225, in
Kershaw, p. 15.
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promoters, as well as the radio programmers and record labels.P! Viewing festival

culture through the lens of commercialization makes possible the claim that the

Woodstock event - however steeped in the ideology of an emerging new age

culture - also induced the commodification ofrebellion.122 Though this might have

proved, as Frith argued, that 'the world of hip could only be commercial hip',123

this did not resolve the tension between the idealism and commercial opportunism

unavoidably involved in festival organization - of which the objections to the

subsequent and more overtly commercialized Woodstock events serve to

underline.P! The way in which festival culture attempts to reconcile idealism and

commerce is not an issue isolated to its presentation here, but remains an

important theme throughout the following chapters. The analyses of the '60s and

'70s pop festival depict a problematic hybridization of business and idealistic

considerations, yet the later investigation of the 'boutique' market found in

Chapter 5 will demonstrate an integrated model: the 'bespoke' and 'independent'

positioning feeds into both the unique selling points of the boutique event and, in

large part, its idealizing discourses. However, as Chapters 5 and 6 maintain, the

realization of an enshrined ideal may be limited by commercial considerations.

The growth of licensed and unlicensed festivals in the 1970s coincided with

a nomadism that helped establish a 'festival circuit', catering for the counterculture

through trading in alternative books and whole foods.125Maintaining a politically

responsive air, it is perhaps unsurprising that a purposive and by and large

successful union of politics and pleasure was discernable when the RockAgainst

Racism concerts emerged during the 1970s. Responding to the growth of the

National Front, the (RAR)events today constitute perhaps the most robust

historical examples of popular music impacting politics, by effectively terminating
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the growth of a racist movement spearheaded by the National Front.126It is also

arguable that a free festival culture of unlicensed and quasi-political music events

became a marked aspect of the 1970s, as did the emergence of new age travellers.

Hetherington depicts festivals (both free and licensed) as existing almost

symbiotically with the travelling culture, for they combined 'part alternative

lifestyle, part youth subculture and part new social movement' in a 'lifestyle and

politics emerg[ing] out of the 1960s counterculture'Js" Indeed, McKayclaims that

the solstice and green events in Glastonbury reveal that the origins of its major

event are found 'within the free festival zeitgeist of the early 1970s'.128

Many free festivals would have passed peacefully, though sometimes they

took place without landowner permission; and, if attended by large numbers, free

festivals alarmed the local populace. Clarke holds the rise of the festival

responsible for animating the social division between festivalgoers and the local

residents: provoking 'bewilderment, anxiety, resentment, hostility, and not a little

rank jealousy on the part of straight society'. This was true, in part, for both

licensed and free events.P? Local opposition to festivals continues to exist in

contemporary times, yet one might also deduce that the bewilderment reported by

Clarke, in 1982, has been replaced by a certain expectation that music festivals will

take place, following their proliferation at the turn of the millennium, detailed in

Chapter 5.

Attempts to curtail free festivals via legislation were largely unsuccessful

during the 1970s. Aproposed Night Assemblies Bill failed, though a substantial

effort was made to prevent the Isle ofWight Festival from taking place using the

Isle ofWight County Council Act in 1971.130 With a few exceptions however, the

police generally adopted a strategy of containment, rather than suppression.P! In

his analysis of social exclusion in rural Britain, David Sibley supports the claim that

126 Derek B. Scott, The Ashgate Research Companion to Popular Musicology (Farnham: Ashgate,
2009), p. 8.
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the '60s and '70s can be thus framed as an era more tolerant of free festivals than

the era superseding it.132

Clarke's account of the parliamentary battle between those who wanted to

suppress the Isle ofWight Festival and those who sought to defend it, exemplifies

not only the kind of contestation that characteristically surrounded pop festivals

during the early 1970s, but also the struggle to interpret the devotion to music and

abandonment oftraditional values, exhibited by the many thousands of young

festival attendants.Pt Supporters of the festival linked a 'lost sense ofbelonging'l34

caused by secularization with a notion that the festival was tantamount to a

Dionysian religion of the young:

In the vast crowd at a festival like this [...] they are absorbed into something
bigger than themselves, something above themselves - a mass emotion, if one
likes to call it that - which is a substitute for religion.135

The tensions illustrated by Clarke further depict the opinions sharply divided by

festivals, for the view that they ought to be valued as a new form of religion was

rather at odds with the view that they encouraged squalor, sinful promiscuity and

other morally questionable behaviour. Despite these attitudes, by the end of the

1970s festivals were not only recognizable as a popular form ofleisure, but would

later be swelled by the convergence of rave and festival cultures. As Hetherington

claims, this merging followed the decline of 'mutual suspicion of each subculture

by the other'.136

The rise of free festivals saw the emergence of a culture that operated

outside of the strict regulations applied to licensed events. Particularly for the

solstice celebrations at Stonehenge, free festivals sustained and exacerbated the

tensions between the counterculture and the governing authorities in Britain. With

a spiritually loaded emphasis upon the neolithic stones, the celebrations there

132 Sibley. p. 226.
133 Michael Clarke. pp. 51-61.
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intersected elements of new age spirituality, politics and hedonism, critiquing the

commercial structures of its external world with the motto, 'fuck all for sale'.137

Elsewhere festivals had grown up around the reception of well-known acts in

music that would play upon amplified stages, while the celebrations at Stonehenge

were idealized as a return to the medieval fair or carnival; accompanied by a

'syncretist mix of religious beliefs'.13BIt is no accident that their surge in popularity

at a site of Druidic significance coincided with the spread of new age sensibilities,

which comprised elements of Druidism and Paganism. The 1970s and '80s free

festivals were, for Partridge, particularly 'occultural' in their preoccupation with

alternative spirituality. Employing this dimension of festival culture to sustain his

broader argument for the re-mystification of the West, it is also an aspect that he

considers wrongfully de-emphasized in the work of Hetherington.P?

Despite the fact that the solstice events at the site had taken place for many

years, the celebrations grew so dramatically, in the 1980s, that they prompted

decisive action from the National Trust and Margaret Thatcher's Conservative

government.tw There emerged a marked tension between, on the one side, the

Wiltshire County Council, the police and the National Trust, and on the other, the

new age travellers and festivalgoers.141The celebration at Stonehenge became

considered a human right; for many, this was based on religious grounds.

What has come to be known as the 'Battle of the Beanfield' saw tensions

reach a climax in 1985, and police violence towards the solstice celebrants at this

event has since been considered demonstrable of a marked shift in attitudes and a

decline of tolerance towards free festival culture on the part of the authorities.142

For some, these events represented far more than disagreement over the use and

protection of the stones, but typified the incompatibility between the negative new

age stereotype and a particular and idealized notion ofthe English idyll.143New

agers and travellers were often perceived pessimistically for their apparent

rejection of the work ethic and participation in drug culture. The traveller was, as
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Hetherington claimed, a 'spectre' in the imagination of the public, for (s)he

inspired 'social anxieties about social order'<+' Both Sibley and Hetherington apply

Stanley Cohen's 'folk devil' to illustrate why the suppression of free festivals was

inextricably linked to social anxieties regarding travellers.t+f Tellingly, 1985 is

considered the year that the events at Stonehenge 'came to a head', and the press

were the most preoccupied with the subject of travellers between 1985 and

1986.146 The mid-'80s can be thus interpreted as a peak oftension and conflict

within free festival culture, marked by the British government's purposive tactics

of suppression.

During this time, Glastonbury had maintained friendly relations with the

organizers of the Stonehenge celebrations, and had indeed built their own 'stone

circle' for displaced celebrants yet, following the suppression of the solstice, McKay

notes a 'bifurcation' occurring as the 'respectable fundraising' of Glastonbury

became necessarily distinct from the radical and anarchical Stonehenge.l+?

Nevertheless, Glastonbury remained a politically responsive event, and began to

forge links with political campaigns during the early 1980s, with a general policy of

offering space to campaigners with 'left and liberalleanings'_148 Significantly, the

CND became conspicuously associated with the festival in 1981, and later,

environmental movements came into play.149 Glastonbury had become, for many,

the legitimate face of the counterculture, and though some profits were donated to

campaigns, the event was a business that developed a firm commercial structure.

What Glastonbury came to offer, was the 'weekend hippie' experience. Citing

Andrew Blake, McKay recognizes the way in which the festival became an

opportunity for a touristic and temporary indulgence of an alternative lifestyle,

'gazing at the authentic'Jw Such an observation remains pertinent to

contemporary festivals - for many of the events that have fuelled the post-

millennial expansion of the licensed festival industry claim to offer, with a Similarly
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diversified program of arts, a 'mini Glastonbury' experience. These arguments are

presented in greater detail, in the investigation of boutique festivals in Chapter 5.

The 1980s was a decade that saw the continued spread of unlicensed raves,

which proceeded to occupy the first half of the 1990s. Abrief analysis of rave is

necessary, for, as mentioned previously, festival and rave were two cultural forms

that were frequently indistinct. The raves that emerged in the mid-to-Iate '80s

coincided with the emergence of acid house as a popular form of dance music.

Repetitive beats and electronic sounds formed the aural backdrop to the

clandestine invasion ofwarehouses and various unlicensed premises. There

remain differences between the two cultural forms, yet rave tapped into a drug-

fuelled hedonism not obviously dissimilar to that which is observable at licensed

dance music events today, excepting an illegitimate status that rendered them,

particularly in the eyes ofthe media, explicitly deviant. It would be wrong to imply

that raves were and are the only celebratory events of questionable legality - yet it

is true that the scale of unlicensed raves in the '80s and '90s, and the attention they

received from the press, rather marks their illegitimacy as particular to the era.

The hedonism of '80s and '90s rave remains a dominating theme mythologized via

nostalgic portrayals in film and other forms of popular culture.

Scholars have balanced the romanticism of this view by recognizing the

entrepreneurialism that (like the emergence of the pop festival during the '60s and

'70s) similarly fuelled the culture. For Matthew Collins, this was the subversive

culture of selling Ecstasy, which employed a Thatcherite 'blueprint for

achievement', while inverting its morality. lSI This is a view sustained by Mary

Anna Wright's claim that raves encouraged ambition and enterprise.W

Unsurprisingly, the prevalence of Ecstasy as the new and widespread drug of

choice within dance and club cultures was legitimized neither by the press nor the

authorities. By the mid '80s, the policy on merely containing unlicensed music

events had changed, and the government and police were no longer prepared to

turn a blind eye.1S3 This being the case, Melechi notes that legislative acts during
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the '80s and '90s effectively criminalized raves and free festivals, and attendance

became a more pronounced act of dissent.154

The suppression of rave instigated its commercialization into club culture,

marked by the growth of brands such as Cream, Slinky and Gatecrasher, into the

late '90s and well beyond. These brands made no serious attempt to extinguish the

use of Ecstasy, for the drug had become almost synonymous with the environment

in which they operated; rather, these brands provided a legitimate corporate front

for Ecstasy culture. It is also the case that unlicensed rave did not cease despite the

rise of the 'superclub'. Some became simultaneously more clandestine and overtly

radicalized, by incorporating 'anti-state ideas and anarchtsm'A's Squat parties

would hybridize anarchism and a 'freedom to party' slogan, that often asserted

itself using ideas borrowed from Hakim Bey. Published in 1991, The Temporary
Autonomous Zone: Ontological Anarchy, Poetic Terrorism, often shortened to 'TAZ',

assumed a new age pantheism via its proclamation of the 'oneness of being', while

adopting an adversarial stance to the consumption and rationalism seen as

predominating Western modernity.t= Unlicensed festival and rave was often

ideologically subsumed under Bey's offered solution - the subversive aesthetics of

a poetic terrorism=" Hiswork prioritizes the counter-hegemonic potentiality of

carnival behaviours - particularly when he states that 'the last possible deed is

that which defines perception itself, an invisible golden cord that connects us:

illegal dancing in the courthouse corrldors'Jw Bey's festival is necessarily

illegitimate in its capacity to revive what he sees as a stifled civilisation. 'Festal

culture', he claims, must be 'removed and even hidden from the would-be

managers of our leisure'; for poetic terrorism to succeed, one must refrain from

'perform[ing] with Rockefeller grants and police permits for audiences of culture-

lovers'.159In Bey's idealized pirate utopia, the concept of 'audience' disappears

following the reclamation of art:

154Antonio Melechi, 'The Ecstasy of Disappearance', in Steve Redhead, ed., Rave Off: Politics and
Deviance in Contemporary Youth Culture (Aldershot: Avebury, 1993), pp. 29-40 (p. 37).
155 Hetherington, p. 7.
156Bey, p. 2.
1571bid.
158 Ibid.
159Ibid., p. 16.
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If art has died, or the audience has withered away,then we find ourselves free
of two deadweights. Potentially,everyone is now some kind ofartist and
potentially every audience has regained its innocence,its ability to become the
art that it experiences.tw

'Innocence' here does not refer to moral purity, but instead describes a return to

the state of beginning, where the social actor has not yet been absorbed into

'audiences of culture lovers' but holds the potential to become, instead, both artist

and object of art.161Describing the TAZas a 'pirate utopia', Bey declares that 'we

cannot strive for what we do not know', and thus the communitarian and

experimental living albeit temporarily offered by festival is - thematically

consistent with the works of Bakhtin and Turner - crucial to envisaging alternative

futures in the real world, and thus is able to stimulate changes to the external

social structure.vs

This may be broadly true on an ideological plane, yet it is also the case that

unlicensed raves actually effected structural change that contributed to their

prevention. As previously argued, moments of counter-hegemony can promote the

reassertion of hegemonic order. The introduction of legislation specific to the

suppression of rave was the result of the Criminal Justice Act (CJA)in 1994, which

was raised in response to Castlemorton, a rave of quite staggering proportions.

This congregation of some 20-25,000 saw the counterculture realize, for McKay,

'their collective strength and potential',163 yet it was also responsible for inducing

decisive legislative action that would make it much more difficult for (even much

smaller) events to take place again.

Since then, the CJAhas become notorious for its apparent 'cultural fascism',

effectively criminalizing a particular style of music played in an open space over

others.v+ The suppression ofthe 'repetitive beat' is thus described by McKayas an

'appalling attack on youth culture'.165Wright claims that this attack 'united' ravers

160Bey, p. 16.
161Ibid.
162Ibid., p. 101.
163McKay, Glastonbury, p. 37.
164Ibid., p. 34.
1651bid.
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in protest,166yet it is generally held that unlicensed rave and festival culture did

not return to the scale and notoriety of the events at Stonehenge and

Castlemorton. Some interpretations of the CJAlegislation and its impact allude to a

degree of inevitability, given the socio-economic environment of the times. Sibley,

for example, cites the growing cynicism towards materialism and the rising

unemployment during the Thatcher era as a likely explanation for why festivals

and rave swelled to such a scale, as would see the culture emerge as a 'new,

threatening minority'.167Steve Redhead sustains this argument when he directly

links the hedonism of rave to the 'hard times' of the country.168That rural raves

should be considered threatening in the first instance, however, is a result of their

transgression of the imagined, hegemonic boundary between the urban and the

sacred countryside.t=? Applying Foucault's conception of the 'practical sacred',

Sibley underlines the way in which the sacralization of the English countryside, as

similarly discernible in racist and imperialist discourses, is a strategy that

demarcates those who belong from those that do not.170Writing in 1997, Sibley

describes the CJAas 'the most recent instance of a move by the state to confirm the

boundaries of an imaginary rural community through the identification of a

number of partahs'J"! In practical terms, Sections 47 to 49 of the CJAoutlined the

new 'powers in relation to raves', which enabled a police officer to dispel a

gathering often or more people if they were suspected to be awaiting a rave.1n

Rave culture is the only culture specified in the legislation, yet the CJAwas also

intended to curtail the activities of a much broader spectrum of people, Including

animal rights activists and travellers.Ft

It would be wrong to understate the significance of these historic incidents.

However, despite the creation of the CJA,the impact of free festivals should not be

reduced to this legislative change in favour of a Conservative hegemony. It may be

the case that the free festival ought, as Bey argues, to be viewed as a 'peak

experience', and that a return to normality - even a normality that makes festival

166 Wright, p. 239.
167 Sibley, p. 227.
168 Steve Redhead, 'The End of the Century Party' in Steve Redhead, ed., Rave Off, pp. 1-6 (p. 4).
169 Sibley, p. 227.
170 Michel Foucault, 'Of Other Spaces', Diacretics 16th ser., 1 (1986),22-27, in Sibley, p. 219.
171 Sibley. p. 221.
172 lbid., p. 222.
173 Ibid., pp. 221-22.
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less possible - fails to erase the minutiae of intangible shifts that have occurred. In

the words of Bey, 'you can't stay on the rooftop forever [... but] a difference is

made'.174 It is likely true that despite the suppression of rave and free festivals,

they provided an experience that would help cement the unprecedented demand

for music festivals discussed in Chapter 5, for the next twenty years. Furthermore,

though it is not always possible to avoid ambiguity in attempting to locate and

define the nature of this relationship, there is some consensus regarding the logical

correlation between taking Ecstasy and a questioning of authority.175 Converging

with an attitude of 'peace, love and unity', Wright claims that this questioning

filtered into the psychological fabric of everyday life.176And thus, a lack of overt

slogans and associations with activist campaigns should not always be viewed,

necessarily, as evidence for political lrnpotency.t?? and likewise, it is claimed,

ravers should not be considered hedonistic nihilists, and 'deserters of the

subcultural cause', simply because the 'old language' of resistance and

empowerment is less audible.178 Following this, Collins returns to the

interpretations of carnival with the claim that rave culture represented a mission

to 're-appropriate consciousness, to invert, however briefly, a kind of utopia',179

while Hillegonda Rietveld credits the 'rave-cult' with a 'statement of anti-

consumerism, pro-vulgarity, anti-rationalism, anti-phallocentrism [...] emit[ing] a

definite counter-cultural "air" or appearance'As?

This section has presented rave, the licensed festival and the free festival as

cross-pollinated cultural forms. Previous research places them, like the carnival,

within debates regarding deviance, socio-political efficacy and the construction of

meanings. Some of the interpretations regarding the history of festival can be

critiqued for a utilization of essentialist mainstream/underground contrast-

pairings, and a Marxist lens of interpretation over-reliant on counter-hegemonic

theories of explanation.P! And yet, the history presented above furnishes the

study with concepts that remain pertinent to the analysis of festival culture today.

174 Bey, p. 101.
175 Wright, p. 22B.
1761bid.
177 Collins, p. 5.
178 Melechi, p. 37.
179Collins, p. 5.
180 Hillegonda Rietveld, 'Living the Dream', in Steve Redhead, Rave Off, pp. 41-7B (p. 55).
181Bennett, 'Researching Youth Culture', p. 462, p. 452.
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Partridge's 'occulture', that emphasizes the re-enchanting discourses and practices

operating within this realm, is augmented by Section 4.4 in the broader study of

BM,as ritual practices and an alignment with Eastern spirituality demonstrate the

continued reproduction of occulture within festival space. Associated first with the

squat parties of the '90s, the philosophy of Bey,which seeks to transform

audiences into the producers of art, is also one that finds particular expression in

the case study events later explored. As outlined in this section, the peak of free

festival culture and the beginnings of its incorporation provides a crucial

background for grasping the contemporary context in which the case study events

operate. As later chapters shall confirm, this is also a necessary prelude to

understanding the politics of participation they engender.

2.5 Idealism as Praxis: Utopian Space

If it is possible to claim that utopianism in literature reimagines reality, enabling

readers to temporarily de-naturalize themselves from the dominant mode of

being,lB2it is possible to follow that (in the vein of Bey), a utopian event might also

produce a clearer perspective of the social state which we accept as the everyday.

Experiential or imagined, utopias provoke through the inconsistencies between

'the dreamed City and the present',lB3 revealing the arbitrary nature of the socio-

psychological parameters that bound fields of possibility. As Bronislow Baczko

states, festivals are 'able to secrete, so to speak, utopian aspirations and images'.lB4

They can be understood, then, as a screen 'on which are projected the dreams and

models of an alternative society',lBSa metaphor that will prove relevant to the

idealizing milieu later explored.

Whereas the previous sections discussed, theoretically, the liminal,

carnivalesque and counter-hegemonic capacities of festival, the purpose of this

section is to exemplify, with two festivals, the transformation of idealizing

182Patrick Reedy, 'Keeping the Black Flag Flying: Anarchy, Utopia and the Politics of Nostalgia' in
Martin Parker, ed., Utopia and Organization (Oxford: Blackwell, 2002), pp. 169-187 (p. 170).
183Bronislaw Baczko, Utopian LiBhts: The Evolution of the Idea of Social Proqress, trans. by Judith L.
Greenberg (New York: Paragon House, 1989), p. 4.
184Ibid., p. 177.
185Baczko, p. 178.
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discourses into practice, or praxis. This propensity is most prominently marked by

those events that integrate idealism with the design and shaping of its social

milieu. Through its diversity of features, Australia's Nimbin, for example, is

described by McKayas an event not dissimilar to that which inspired St John's

adaptation of Foucault's 'heterotopta'Jw Marrying a participative ideal with a

democratized ownership structure, the organizers encouraged the colonization of

festival space by participating contributors. This was evident in the creation of a

shared-ownership scheme - which offered festivalgoers the choice to purchase

festival space.187 The case study events do not allow participants to purchase land,

yet the ideologically loaded nature of this communitarian scheme nonetheless, as

later chapters will reveal, significantly parallels the ethos at the centre of the study.

In addition, the way in which the 'multiple utopics' of diversified festival space

actually embodies the participative ideal is a theme particularly pertinent to the

case study events explored in Chapters 4 and S.18B

Afusion of ideals and spatial construction may be even more pronounced

when a festival acts out a specific socio-political stance, such as the lesbian-

feminist event, the Michigan Womyn's Music Festival. This event comprises a

concentration of feminists, offering a unique experience of separatism difficult to

achieve at any other time during life outside of the festival. As stated by author and

festivalgoer Bonnie Morris, 'we go because festivals offer the possibility of what

our lives could be like year-round if we lived each day in a matriarchy actively

striving to eliminate racism and homophobta'Jw At the festival, almost everyone

volunteers in some capacity or other, and thus, producers and consumers are

indistinguishable. Reinforcing the utopian themes of Baczko and Patrick Reedy,

this Michigan event animates an idealized social vision.P? The experiences

garnered, in this enactment of separatist feminism temporarily achieved, create a

culture 'with its own legends, language, and customs', which became part of a

broader 'lesbian code'J'" The examples posited here demonstrate the need to

extend, as recommended by Burr, the notion of discourses to include the non-

186McKay, Glastonbury, p. 13.
1871bid.
188St John, p. 52.
189Morris, xiii.
190Reedy, 'Keeping the Black Flag Flying'; Baczko, Utopian Lights.
191Morris, p. 156.
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textuaJ192- for the physical, structural and social milieu of the festival have the

capacity to idealize, and thus, are encoders of symbolic content. The collectivized

approach to production observable there, and the alteration of performance

distinction this creates, reveals also a key theme that remains pertinent to the

praxes revealed in later chapters.

2.6 Neo-Tribes, Subcultures and Scenes

The study of popular music is attended by numerous attempts to understand how

and why popular cultures correlate with particular sensibilities, styles and

patterns of consumption. This project has shifted from a generalized study of how

music is received by the 'masses', to examining how music has become a

distinguishing factor in the construction of differentiated social groupings - from

'teenagers to subcultures to scenes and to neo-tnbes'J'" Troublingly, it may be the

case that such discourses on the subject are emerging slower than the rate at

which their subject matter is developing. When Michel Maffesoli claimed that

'sociality is structurally deceptive, unknowable' in 1996, he could not have

foreseen the most compelling transformation of sociality via its online

digitalization, following the advent of social networking sites only a decade

later.194It is true that online social networks neither replace nor add anything

fundamentally new to human socialization; these networks have always existed,

though in the invisible sort of way that Maffesoli theorized. What sites such as

Facebook provide, is a wellspring of visible evidence regarding the way in which

human beings are grouped in terms of certain correlations with music, festivals

and other interests, as well as the circumstantial ties of geography, schooling and

work. Until the implications of this are fully understood and integrated into the

discussion, it is certainly arguable that the conceptualizations of neo-tribes,

subcultures and scenes are incomplete. Nevertheless, this section aims to provide a

succinct overview and discussion of the key themes that have occupied

192 Burr, p. 75.
193 Scott, p. 7.
194 Michel Maffesoli, The Time of the Tribes: The Decline oflndividualism in Mass Society, trans. by
Don Smith (London: Sage, 1996), p. 5.
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sociocultural theorists in their attempt to understand how music preferences

might relate to issues of identity, class and shared experience. This preliminary is

important in exploring the social mechanics potentially applicable to the ticket

buyers responsible for the spread of music festivals, an issue later explored in

Chapter 5.

The use of the word 'subculture' remains entrenched within fields of

sociology and cultural studies, yet it is a concept that has been largely refuted by

the successors of Dick Hebdige, who founded the term in Subculture: the Meaning

ofStyle.195 Seeking to understand youth delinquency, as well as the teddy boys,

mods and rockers of the 1950s and '60s, Hebdige perceived forms of cultural

appropriation, which he largely understood in terms ofworking-class resistance.

Against Adorno's view of the indoctrinating effects of popular culture, this

interpretation depicted an expressive politics afforded by popular music and its

attendant sociality, and would become thematic for the Birmingham Centre for

Contemporary Cultural Studies (CCCS).Subsequent researchers would come to

find numerous examples of 'subcultures' inconsistent with the themes emphasized

by the CCCS- for example, utilizing working-class frustration as an explanation of

the subculture failed, in one sense, to consider the way in which punk was rooted

in 'the art-school avant-garde'.196 Andy Bennett also supported Angela McRobbie

and Jenny Garber's critique of the neglect of women and domestic life from

accounts of the subculture, a neglect which helped the CCCSdepict subcultures as

rigidly defined social groups, rather than groups that one might step into, and then

out of, upon re-entering the horne.t?? This can be viewed as the distorted result of

the academic tendency to be drawn towards sensational areas of research, and to

concentrate on subjects that imply political and resistive significance, while giving

little credence to what appears mundane and everyday. Such an imbalanced view

of culture is largely considered a fundamental weakness to the subcultural theory

propagated by the CCCSschool of thought.

195 (London: Methuen, 1979).
196 Gary Clarke, 'Defending Ski-Jumpers: a Critique of Theories of Youth Subcultures', in Simon Frith
and Andrew Goodwin, eds., On Record: Rock, Pop and the Written Word (London: Routledge, 1990),
pp. 68-80 (p. 72), cited in Andy Bennett, 'Subcultures or Neo-Tribes? Rethinking the Relationship
between Youth, Style and Musical Taste', Sociology, 33 (1999),599-617 (p. 602).
197 Angela McRobbie and Jenny Garber, 'Girls and Subcultures: an Exploration' in Richard Hall and
Tony Jefferson, eds., Resistance Through Rituals (London: Macmillan, 1984), pp. 209-222, cited in
Bennett, 'Subcultures or Neo-Tribes?', p. 602, p. 604.
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Similarly, the relationships between subcultures, style and youth - ties that

were once considered fundamentally important - have since been contested. It is

true that subcultures have emerged as a youth phenomenon in the majority of

cases, yet subcultures also age, and not every member loses subcultural identity as

a result. For this reason, Scott is supportive of David Hesmondhalgh's critique of

the 'privileging ofyouth',198 Later scholars have also dismissed claims regarding a

'homology' between the fashion and music of the subculture. As Bennett states,

young people have become 'less concerned with the fit between visual style and

musical taste',199which is unsurprising given the emergence of popular music

cultures that are not obviously associated with style. This does not necessarily

mean that certain commonalities in dress should be ignored, but the contention

that this tendency encoded rebellion and a rigidly defined group status, became

questionable. Reitveld, for example, noted that ravers did not adhere to high street

fashion. She admits that this could be viewed as 'a premeditated gesture of

resistance by a traditionally marginalized category', yet it is far more likely, she

states, that 'the dress sense of the raver was not a style of conscious choice that

posed and possessed a threat'.2oo

The relationships between subcultures, style and youth are likely

fluctuating cords that can be invisible, or definitive, depending on the culture in

question; as the fragmentation and diversification of festival culture shall later

show, it has become increasingly difficult to 'frame' subcultures with a set of neatly

transferable tendencies. Nevertheless, despite the evidence against the CCCS,one

must concede to a degree of symmetry between style, musical taste and youth in

many cases. Evidently, where a nuanced fashion is most pronounced and cohesive

within a group, the level of symmetry to a style of music appears greater - for

example, goths and skatepunks are aligned to quite specific types of fashion and

genres of music, whereas rave culture today is organized around a much broader

definition of 'dance music' no longer restricted to the genre of acid house. Without

strict adherence to rigidly defined musical sensibilities, one might argue that

subcultural style is less pronounced. The direct relationship between music and

198 David Hesmondhalgh, 'Subcultures, Scenes or Tribes? None of the Above', Journal a/Youth
Studies, 8th ser., 1 (2005),21-40 (p. 38), in Scott, p. 6.
199 Bennett, 'Subcultures or Nee-Tribes?', p. 613.
200 Rietveld, p. 53.
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style has likely been weakened by the far greater availability of music today,

accessed online and for free. Because of this there is, perhaps, less investment in

and attachment to particular musics than there would have been when records

consumed a greater portion of an individual's disposable income. The relationship

between style and music must therefore depend, somewhat, upon the degree of

music exposure and access - and thus, while explanations from the CCCSmight

have been more appropriate for the early subcultures, applying them to

contemporary manifestations has become awkward. This ought not suggest that

the relationship between subcultures and style should be completely dispensed

with. Instead, as Bennett states, this relationship ought to be viewed as 'infinitely

malleable'.201

Crucially, that the subculture is resistive, and therefore automatically a

counter-hegemonic phenomenon, is an assumption taken for granted by the CCCS,

and is further deconstructed by scholarly accounts of the examples that illuminate

its inadequacy. Bennett agrees with Jenkins' contention that 'the concept of

subculture tends to exclude from consideration the large area of commonality

between subcultures [...] and implies an often deviant relationship to the dominant

culture'.202 Consistent with the previous analyses of festival culture, Jenkins points

out that subcultures can affirm as well as deny the dominant culture.s?" This was,

according to Bennett, rather ignored by the CCCS,which disregarded mainstream-

centred subcultures due to a perceived absence of counter-hegemonic potentia1.204

It is arguable, again, that the sociocultural theory of the subculture did enter the

dangerous terrain of overemphasizing a desired truth (the subculture as

resistance) over actuality - util~zing the ideological hegemony was also, as Bennett

states, an obstacle to the development of fieldwork, applying characteristically

Marxist concepts 'weakly comprehended by the social actors involved'.20s

For some scholars, the concept of the 'nee-tribe' resolves the erroneous

imposition of categorical dividing lines for phenomena that are, in fact, dynamic,

201Bennett, 'Subcultures or Neo-Tribes?', p. 613.
202Richard Jenkins, Lads, Citizens and Ordinary Kids: Working Class Youth Lifestyles in Belfast
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1983), p. 41, in Bennett, 'Subcultures or Nee-Tribes?', p. 603.
203Ibid.
204Bennett, 'Subcultures or Nee-Tribes?', p. 604.
205Bennett, 'Researching Youth Culture', p. 452.
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fluid and emergent.s'" Maffesoli's nee-tribe emerges from a critique of the mass

individualism 'doxa' of postmodern sociology and, according to his supporters,

provides a better way of understanding phenomena that are, essentially, unstable.

As Maffesoli points out, neo-tribes crystallize from the masses, yet there is also

freedom for individuals to move between them.207Maffesoli presents a dual

rejection of identity governed by class, and identity governed by the individual.

The latter, he argues, wrongly presents postmodernity as a 'the withdrawal into

the self, the end of collective ideals, the public sphere'.2oBSuch a position ignores

the patchworks of identity and the 'developing social forms oftoday',209 the

'ambiences, feelings and emotions' that underpin tribalized orientations.210

Contrary to 'individualist logic', built upon the notion of a 'separate and self-

contained identity', Maffesoli depicts social groupings as affectual, utilizing truths

dependent on the orientation of the tribe: relative truths. And thus, he is able to

claim that the neo-tribe operates via an 'aesthetic paradigm [...] in the sense of a

fellow feeling'.211An understanding of neo-triballsm, for Maffesoli, must coincide

with a new cognitive era; whereas the rational era was characterized by

individuation and separation, the 'empathetic period' will be marked by the lack of

individual differentiation.212

Andy Bennett and Rob Shields are supportive of Maffesoli's work, which

prioritizes a shared, though fluid, state of mind, condensed from the 'homogeneity

of the mass'.213According to Bennett, Maffesoli's nee-tribalism is accentuated by

mass consumerism - and, 'that it should become acutely manifest in the closing

years of the twentieth century', he argues, is down to the 'sheer range of consumer

choices which now exist'.214This suggests that a consumer-oriented society is

loaded with choices that make possible the semiotic construction of cultural

identities, better enabling the emergence of the social nuance, so exemplified by

the neo-tribe. Neo-tribal expression is articulated through style and music

206Bennett, 'Subcultures or Neo-Tribes?', p. 599.
207Maffesoli, p. 6.
208Ibid., p. 9.
209Ibid.
210Ibid., p. 11.
211Ibid., p. 10.
212Ibid., p. 11.
213 Rob Shields, ed., Lifestyle Shopping: The Subject of Consumption (London: Routledge, 1992), p.
108, in Bennett, 'Subcultures or Neo-Tribes?', p. 606.
214Bennett, 'Subcultures or Nee-Tribes?', p. 607.
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consumption and therefore, that the existence of the neo-tribe has a lot to do with

the consumer choice that characterizes the postmodern age, is a supportable claim.

One might concede, therefore, to a relationship between the neo-tribe and

consumer choice, yet it should also be recognized that consumer choices are

outward signs that correlate with inward experience. Goths, for example, might

easily be identifiable through examining their patterns of consumption - but, one

might ask, does it necessarily follow that these patterns alone adequately explains

what it is to be a goth? It is possible that Bennett reduces sociocultural theory to

the outward, measurable and visible signs that attend the ambient states of mind

that are really at the heart of Maffesoli's theory.

Despite providing a detailed and largely coherent critique of the ways in

which cultural phenomena in popular music can be theoretically framed, it is also

possible that Bennett unhelpfully reduces the matter to a semantic debate. By

dwelling upon verbal definitions, parts of his deconstruction serve only to divert

researchers from the issues at hand. After dispensing with the word 'subculture' as

unworkable, Bennett also questions the use of 'group', claiming that its referent

cannot be 'regarded as having a necessarily permanent or tangible quality'.2IS

Bennett may well be overstating the degree to which anyone seriously assumed

permanence and tangibility when discussing social groups. It is also arguable that

challenges to the accepted definitions of the words 'subculture' or 'group' do not

make necessary their total replacement; only a shift in the meaning assigned to the

term. Bennett does not explain why it is not possible to adjust the meaning of the

'subculture' to accommodate fluidity, proposing instead, that we must understand

them as 'a series of temporal gatherings characterized by fluid boundaries and

floating memberships'.216 Nevertheless, one might concede to the fact that since

Maffesoli's neo-tribe takes these credible qualities into consideration, Bennett

rightfully defends it as a replacement of the 'subculture'. Later chapters will

explore the notion that festivals, in particular BM,constitute large crystallizations

of neo-tribal groupings that - in this case - commonly accede to and reproduce a

politics of participation critical of the spectator.

215 Bennett, 'Subcultures or Nee-Tribes?', p. 605.
216 Ibid., p. 600.
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Despite the appeal of Maffesoli's theory, sociocultural theorists have

observed that popular cultures often seem to have less to do with a shared, inner

'ambience', as Maffesoli suggests, and more to do with specific events or scenes.

Implying an even greater level of fluidity than the nee-tribe, scene theory

emphasizes membership within particular settings, over Maffesoli's neo-tribal

sensibilities. Scene theory draws into focus a crucial element of cultural distinction

that is problematically disregarded by the former theories outlined - and that is,

the importance and determinism of space. AsWill Straw developed in his concept

of 'heartland rock', music cultures often 'engage with a heritage of geographically

rooted forms'.217What some might describe as 'subcultures' may indeed be linked

mostly in terms of spatial nuclei; there are certainly groups that may have little

other contact outside of co-experience within geographically specific scenes.

Applications of the theory are, however, not without attendant weaknesses. Dowd

et al. provide a chapter in Music Scenes: Local, Translocal and Virtual that

essentially argues that festivals 'resemble local scenes'.21SExcluding small

community events, it is difficult to concede that this is entirely the case - for many

festivals, including the small-medium events, tend to attract very diverse

audiences from two or three different cities. Peterson and Bennett's similar

application of scene theory also seems to imply a degree of audience cohesiveness,

a mistake similarly suggested by the subculture, and a fact that is doubtfully

applicable to most music festivals. Where festivals are devoted specifically to one

particular kind of music, it may indeed bring 'scene devotees from far and wide in

one place, where they can enjoy their kind of music and briefly live the lifestyle

associated with it'.219This is true of some events, particularly those that attempt to

corner particular niches - though it is also true that many today are in fact

characterized by a varied programme of music and arts, and attract a multi-

generational, varied crowd as a result. It is arguable, therefore, that festivalgoers

217 Will Straw, 'Systems ofArticulation, Logics of Change: Communities and Scenes in Popular
Music', Cultural Studies, 3rd ser., 5 (1991), 368-88 (p. 373), in David Hesmondhalgh, 'Subcultures,
Scenes or Tribes? None of the Above', Journal cf Youth Studies, 1st ser., 8 (2005), 21-40 (p. 27).
218 Timothy). Dowd, Kathleen Liddle, and )enna Nelson, 'Music Festivals as Scenes: Examples from
Serious Music,Womyns Music and Skatepunk', in Andy Bennett and Richard A. Peterson, eds, Music
Scenes: Local, Transloeal and Virtual (Nashville: Vanderbilt University Press, 2004), pp. 149-67 (p.
149).
219 Richard A. Peterson and Andy Bennett, 'Introducing Music Scenes', in Music Scenes, pp. 1-15 (p.
10).
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are more open to experience multiple scenes and cultures in this diversified

context, a claim that is a little inconsistent with Dowd et al.'s depiction of festival

culture. In addition, based upon his research on goths, Paul Hodkinson

demonstrated that the identity of certain groups could remain important

regardless of age.220 Contrary to the fluid membership implied by scene theory,

Hodkinson demonstrated that there was a long-term and lifelong affiliation of

members within the goth culture, despite the adaptations of dress and behaviour,

that accompany ageing.

Itmight be less than satisfactory to conclude with a level of diplomacy and

critique that fails to neatly characterize the nature of music cultures. However, it is

obvious that the goth culture cannot be representative of all subcultures - ifwe are

to retain the term - for not only are there key differences between goths and other

groups that might be considered on a par with them (for example, skatepunks),

goths also appear somewhat unique in their synergizing of emotion, sensibility,

dress and musical preference. This observation might go some way to suggest,

more broadly, the inherent difficulty in addressing the issue of cultural groupings:

the individuality of social function and member motivation is likely to repeatedly

undermine academic attempts to encapsulate their nature. While the

conceptualizations of cultural groupings investigated in this section will be

revisited in relation to the case studies later examined; this consideration

appropriately limits the extent to which the study is able to finitely confirm, or

deny, their validity.

2.7 Key Frameworks: Patterns of Theatricality

Participation at festivals is emphasized in this section as a topic loaded with

authenticating meanings and thus, introduces those concepts featuring most

prominently in the i_nvestigation.Evidenced is the issue of spectatorship

theoretically problematized by various academics, while later chapters examine

the translation of the same concerns into discourses and praxes operating within

festival culture. Importantly, Cremona's 'patterns of theatricality' illustrate the

220 Paul Hodkinson, Goth: Identity, Style and Subculture (Oxford: Berg. 2002).
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characteristics of contrasting carnival types that, as later chapters shall testify,

correlate with the politics of participation at the heart of this study.221

Challenges to the authenticity of festivals can emerge from a consciousness

of the proximal relations between basic stakeholders: producers and consumers,

performers and their audiences. If relationships are seen as exploitative - as John

Hutnyk subtly implies of Womad222 - a festival might be presented as a

masquerade of authenticity, behind which, questionable operations are concealed.

Aswas suggested by Bey,when there appears to be a large degree of separation

between producers and consumers, which might arise from the shift of creative

control from a communal to a restricted ownership structure, a festival event

might be considered no longer an output of its 'community' - particularly if the

event is seen to invite spectatorship over participation. This is in part due to the

interpretation of authentic carnival, which, as Goethe claims, is 'not given to the

people but by the people to themselves'.223 Deducible here is an association of

participant control with the authentic - if the control of an event is leveraged by

'the people', the more audible are claims to its authenticity.

The authentic festival is, then, argued to induce a degree of participation well

beyond observation. Stoeltje also hints at the inverse, when stating that 'if those in

attendance are primarily observers or consumers rather than participants, the

event is not based in the social life of the community'.224Again, this claim proceeds

from the view that reducing participation to observation appropriates control

from the audience, and thus, relegates experience to a mode associated with the

passive:

Festivalactivelyengages the participants. It is this feature that distinguishes
festivalfrom those large-scale forms that maybe observed froma distance or
by television or those events in which the participants passivelyreceive
messagesbut have no choicein their roles.22S

221 Cremona,pp. 69-90.
222 John Hutnyk, Critique of Exotica: Music, Politics and the Culture Industry (London: Pluto, 2000),
pp.19-49.
223 Goethe, p. 14.
m Stoeltje, p. 266.
m Ibid., pp. 262-63.
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Stoeltje provides a somewhat abridged version of reality here, for audiences are

not necessarily confined to one camp over another; Erik Cohen's anthropological

study ofthe vegetarian festival in Phuket, for example, describes a bifurcated

audience at the same event. Cohen examines the transformation of participating

locals into spectacle by the tourist gaze: there are those that watch, and those that

are watched. The watchers are Westerners, and, argues Cohen, 'outsiders to the

culture of the producers'.226 Failing to internalize the ethic ofthe festival, the event

increasingly became 'less a ritual expression of inner devotion and more a

spectacle for the public'.227Cohen's version of events appropriately complicates

Stoeltje's simplified distinction, though he similarly problematizes spectatorship as

a touristic form of weak participation.22B

Marianne Mesnil similarly takes issue with spectatorship, first claiming that

'carnival proper' can no longer take place in the modern industrial city.229If one

adopts a Bakhtinian view of carnival, she claims, its symbolic disruption can no

longer apply, for the decisional centres for politics and values have become distant.

Thus, the hegemonic and counter-hegemonic efficacy of carnival is undermined,

for it is unable to reference, challenge or support a unified structure.P? In this new

environment, carnival changes into something else: a 'folklorised festival', a show

with passive spectators, a 'make-see' and no more a 'make-dc'Zt! Deducible here is

the recurring distinction between spectatorship, aligned with 'seeing', 'looking'

and 'observation', and participation, which Mensil aligns with 'doing'. This is

coherent enough, yet the implication that the latter mode has been completely

extinguished by the modern industrial city is (as shall be later shown) contrary to

many contemporary celebrations that exist today.

The participation one might associate with Mesnil's 'make-do' often

depends not upon the state of the macro social structure, as she implies, but upon

the micro-organisation of the individual event in question. Cremona's investigation

of carnival in Malta reveals that the 'problem' of the spectator has less to do with

226 Erik Cohen, The Chinese Vegetarian Festival in Phuket: Religion, Ethnicity, and Tourism on a
Southern Thai Island (Bangkok: White Lotus Press, 2001), p. 13.
227 Erik Cohen, p. 13.
228 Ibid.
229 Marianne Mesnil, 'Place and Time in the Carnivalesque Festival' in Falassi, Time out a/Time, pp.
184-95 (p. 185).
230 Ibid.
231 Mesnil, p. 185.
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the impossibility of assuming unified, carnivalesque and symbolic references to the

broader social structure, and far more to do with the spatial and organizational

arrangements of the festive event, upon which spectatorship depends. Cremona

distinguishes between two types of carnival, which relate, more broadly, to two

different types of 'eventness'.232 Taking Caillois' labelludus, which he uses to

describe organized and competitive forms of play, Cremona employs the term to

refer to 'highly regulated' carnivals in the Maltese regions ofValletta and Rabat.233

Ludic carnival is juxtaposed with the carnival forms she describes as paidia:

adapting Turner's use of the term to describe unregulated and 'agonistic' forms of

play, the paidian carnival is characterized by spontaneity and interaction between

performers and participants.234 For Cremona, 'theatricality' describes the

performative engagement that arises from this spontaneous interaction.235 The

audience of the paid ian carnival is one that plays a role in theatrical production,

and thus, exceeds the role of spectator. Her investigation of different carnival

formations in Malta depicts the physical arrangements of space as one of a

spectrum of conditions likely to produce or constrain a theatrical, interactive and

performative audience. This premise is reinforced in the investigations of Chapters

3 to 6; consequently, her conceptualization is sustained as a key framework

throughout the study.

Cremona's ludic and paidian can be usefully aligned with Thomas Turino's

presentational and participative modes ofperformance.236 The former mode, like

the ludic carnival, emphasizes the virtuosity and elaborate display associated with

a Western concert tradition, which the latter forfeits in a collectivized and fluid

approach to performance, comparable to the paidian carnival. However, whereas

Turino describes two essentially distinct types of celebration, Cremona

demonstrates that the participative and the presentational can overlap or compete

within the same contextual frame. That carnival can pass from a paidian to a ludic

232Cremona, p. 70.
233Ibid., p. 70-71.
234Ibid.,p. 70, p. 76.
235The term 'performative' has been utilized by scholars to emphasize different meanings. Cremona
adopts the term to indicate the combined performance executed by the audience and the
procession at Maltese carnivals. She states that the term is intended to convey 'the ability and
necessary conditions to perform, as well as the exhibitory and participative quality of the event' (p.
87).
236Turino, Thomas, Music as Social Life: The Politics of Participation (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 2008), pp. 23-65.
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state is exemplified by Cremona's account of the carnival at Valetta, which also

highlights in the clearest terms, how adaptations to convivial space promote or

extinguish paidian 'eventness'.237

The historic Valetta carnival was a spontaneous celebration without a

formal organizational structure, and first took place in the immediate

surroundings of its participants, running through the narrow streets of the city

centre. Such proximity and immediacy induced, what Cremona terms, 'dynamic

interactivity':

The huge numbers of spectators within the narrow streets created a physical
presence and relationship [...] Their togetherness encouraged direct
participation rather than passive watching, giving rise to prompt and
spontaneous interaction with the actors in the cortege.238

Prior to the involvement of the National Festivities Committee in the 1920s, a

government organization, the carnival lacked emphasis on display and

competitiveness, and included non-competitive vehicles with amateur decoration,

which provided platforms for members of the audience to dance upon. By the

1980s the committee had made a number of changes that fundamentally altered

the procession and diminished the performative participation of the audtence.P?

Significantly, the carnival was rerouted to occupy wider streets, physically

separating the spectators from the procession. Cremona does not disregard the

fact that some degree of separation between the procession and the audience had

always existed, and that the intervention was well meant, yet the impact this

proximal change had upon the theatricality of the audience changed the nature of

the event. The expansion of the carnival into wider streets increased the distance

between the audience and the procession, undermining their spontaneous

communication, and the interchangeability of roles that formerly blurred the

dividing lines between performers and spectators. The reroute also moved the

carnival away from the city centre, which shifted the celebration from the 'daily

237Cremona,p. 74.
238Ibid., p. 74.
239 Ibid., p. 73.
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space of the people', something, for Cremona, which was 'at the root of its

theatricality'Jw Demarcation, which allowed only official and authorized

performers to make up the procession, consequently put an end to 'laypeople'

joining it on undecorated, unprepared trucks. This, as well as popular and

improvised comedy, was lost as the festival became increasingly structured and

predictable, and progressively shifted the role of the public from participants to

watchers.>"

Participation does not, then, solely depend upon audience psychology or

necessarily upon whether prescribed performances are sufficiently engaging - the

proximities determined by event design are also important, as the case study

festivals shall demonstrate. The changes made to the Valetta carnival by the

National Festivities Committee makes the fragility of audience theatricality

apparent, for depicted is a state of participation that can be very easily

extinguished by the imposition of changes. In this case, changes resulted in a

subdued audience and a carnival that was 'more solemn, and less popular'.242

As Cremona's distinction between the paidian and the ludic carnival shows,

demarcation and subsequent emphasis on spectacle and virtuosity directed the

attention of the crowd to a prescribed selection of rehearsed actors, while

performance at pre-1920 Valetta was, we might argue, more democratized.

Cremona is not afraid to posit, with conviction, that the demarcation of the former

carnival type alienated the audience through restricting participation to

spectatorship. Government stakeholders are blamed for their impositions on the

celebration, which ultimately, through subverting the audience's role in producing

the theatrical event, undermined the popularity and economic potential that first

attracted them:

Certain features bestow particular qualities on the event which, though not
inherent to the theatre, produce theatricality; [... however] the imposition of
these features can actually threaten the event itself.243

240Cremona,p. 74.
241Ibid., p. 72.
242Ibid., p. 74.
2431bid.
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Patterns of theatricality in Maltese carnival are inextricably linked to the

geography of Malta, for whether or not the government became involved in

carnival depended on their location. Inner-city carnival was quickly recognized as

a money-spinner and a tourist attraction, while those located in the countryside

were never suspected to hold similar potential: their organization was largely left

to the inhabitants of the villages. Because the imposition of structure and

demarcation on city carnival destroyed its popular performativity, the demand for

countryside carnival increased because its paidian qualities were retained.

Preserving a greater degree of audience participation, countryside carnival was

increasingly seen as the authentic formation and tourists were attracted to the

experiences that could be found there.

Crucially, depicted here is a cultural pattern: there is a reassertion of

paid ian celebration, following its limitation elsewhere. It is true that the dynamics

observed within the realm of Maltese carnival may not neatly apply to other

contexts - yet Chapters 3 to 6 illuminate a comparable pattern operating within

music festival culture. The concert-model event described in the next chapter is, as

will be shown, comparable to ludic carnival insofar as the performers and audience

remain necessarily distinct, and little interaction takes place between them. That

the audience of the concert-model event retains expression is without doubt, yet

the overall emphasis upon the staged line-up moderates the emphasis on audience

theatricality. In following chapters, an account of BM's 'participant as performer'

philosophy, and its influence, will demonstrate the extreme participation

increasingly discernable in Britain can be conceptualized as paidian. Following

Cremona, this thesis shall argue, therefore, that there are two.types of 'eventness'

observable within British festival culture, which can be similarly characterized by

the modes of participation they encourage. Yet it ought to be noted here, the points

at which the following investigation departs from the conceptual framework

described in this section: while the ludic and the paidian distinction is employed

throughout, this study is principally concerned with how these modes are

ideologically articulated by the events that subscribe to a 'No Spectators' ethos.

Thus, whereas Cremona's work reveals the 'performative dynamics' that underpin
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'eventness', this study shall demonstrate the symbiosis between the paidian event

and its idealization of extreme partidpatlon.s+'

244 Cremona, p. 76, p. 70.
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3. Problematizing Participation

3.1 Introduction

The debate surrounding audience participation occupies multiple disciplines.

Nonetheless, while Cremona provides a useful delineation of participatory modes

operating within Maltese carnival, less has been done to clarify the 'patterns of

theatricality' found in contemporary festival culture.! Laying a foundation for the

identification of such trends in Britain, this chapter examines festival events

comparable to ludic carnival: described here, as concert-model festivals.

Employing a critical overview of audience theory, that the existing scholarship on

festivals includes some uncritical assumptions regarding their audiences is an

argument central to this chapter. As stated at Section 2.2, festivals have been

likened to the media form through their ability to carry 'culture content'< Despite

the intuitive logic of this observation, reified conceptualizations of the 1960s

counterculture have largely immunized the music festival from the sort of cultural

criticism that has been directed at other mediums, following the work ofTheodor

Adorno." Discussed at the concluding part ofthis chapter, this has to do with a

desire to reinstate the audience with autonomy,' following a trajectory of criticism

leveled against claims to the 'opiate' effects of popular musicf

Concerns regarding the cultivation of thought and behaviour through mass

mediums such as radio and television are responsible for the emergence ofwhat

Biocca describes as a 'spectre'6 of passivity; a ghost emerging from the same fear

1Cremona, pp. 69-90.
2 Singer, xii, in MacAloon, p. 4.
3 Theodor W. Adorno, The Culture Industry: Selected Essays on Mass Culture (London: Routledge,
1991).
4 Frank A. Biocca, 'Opposing Conceptions of the Audience: The Active and Passive Hemispheres of
Mass Communication Theory', Communication Yearbook, 11 (1988),51-80 (p. 55).
slbid.
6 Biocca, p. 56.
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that was once directed, by Naomi Klein, at the 'stadium-rock model of protest',"

Likelymisled by the Live 8 concert, Klein's primary concern was that the celebrity-

endorsed event depoliticized its audience through inviting an inert kind of

spectatorship - which was 'less dangerous and less powerful [than grassroots

dernonstrationsj'f If Klein's argument is supportable, the 'stadium-rock model'

represents a mode of delivery and reception that is relatively impotent with regard

to allowing for creative 'action' on the part of the audience. Despite the

unpopularity of cultivation theory, Klein rightly calls into question how one might

defend the activeness of this audience, when compared to other types of campaign

and direct political action. What the stadium-rock model provides, Klein suggests,

is a standardized method of protest, which removes the 'locus of control'9 from the

crowd, and places it squarely with the television networks, advertisers and

celebrities, that stand to benefit from the production.

Despite Klein's allusions to the spectre of passivity, music festivals have

largely enjoyed freedom from such potentially disparaging interpretations. Their

countercultural heritage appears to broadly exempt them from the criticisms

posed by Klein and the wary proponents of media cultivation theory, perpetuating

the generalized assumption that festivals are participatory, subcultural and

expressive social phenomena that induce a decidedly active mode of engagement.

Despite Frith's brief recognition that Woodstock 'dramatized the total separation

of artists from consumers'i'? the convention of a Western, presentational

performance model reproduced by many music festivals also tends to be de-

emphasized. This assumption is, perhaps, evidence for the distorting effects of

academic as well as popular nostalgia, which tends to revisit Woodstock as a

moment of resistance, while generating a similar frame of interpretation for other

events perceived within 'countercultural' terrain.

This chapter aims to provide a fresh perspective, via a critique of the

uniform determinism broadly granted to festival audiences. Supporting Biocca's

7 Naomi Klein, quoted in Andrew Hanlon, 'Don't Let Celebrity Causes Fool You',CalBary Sun (9
October 2010) <http://www.calgarysun.com/comment/columnists/2010/10/09/1564403l.html>
[accessed 20 November 2010).
8 Ibid.
9 Biocca, p. 67.
10 Frith, p. 222.
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perception of the active and passive audience as meta-constructs.l! demonstrated

here is the need for a delineated typology of participation within music festival

culture. The conceptual replacement of passivity and activity with Cremona's

patterns of theatricality, as detailed at Section 2.7, is supported following an

emphasis on the importance of control in understanding audience engagement. As

the title of this chapter suggests, the arguments here problematize existing

scholarship, while a discussion of the concert-model festival illuminates a

performance system conducive to spectatorship. It is the mode of participation

engendered by this system that is, as argued in Chapters 4 and 5, reversed by the

case study events.

3.2 The Concert-Model Festival

It is difficult to posit a definitive classification of concert-model events, not least

because almost all music festivals include a central main-stage set-up hosting what

can be described as presentational performances. Nevertheless, it is possible to

identify the concert-model where it is most conspicuous within the broader

collection of British outdoor festivals operating today. Following rapid sector

growth in the last two decades, two fundamentally different approaches to

production have become discernable, the extremities of which imply significantly

contrasting modes of participation. What is described here as the concert-model

event, is that which remains largely an appearance-oriented formula. Contrastingly

the boutique festival, which has complicated its programming with visual and

performance art, might emphasize immersive themes, participatory features and

installations, alongside its line-up of acts.P It is only by first establishing the

orthodox and presentational nature of the concert-model event, historically rooted

in a Western performance tradition, that the alternative modes of participation

emerging from the boutique approach can be contextualized and meaningfully

understood.

11Biocca, p. 52.
12Boutique events also emphasize luxury, ecology and intimate scales. A full examination of the
boutique event is provided in Chapter 5.
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The most indicative examples of what can be classified as concert-model

festivals are those at Leeds and Reading, though other examples in the UK could

include Knebworth, Download, Bingley, and the Isle of Wight Festival. Taking the

Festival Republic-owned Leeds Festival as an exemplifying event, focus is generally

geared towards the action that unfolds on the main stage, despite its plethora of

vendors and stages. Featured there is a substantial list of profile bands, largely

from the guitar-based genres of rock and indie, though folk, hip-hop and dance acts

are also included. A sizeable stage and eye-catching logos located either side makes

for an iconic impression of the festival's brand identity, which until 2008 included

the title sponsor Carling. This was abandoned, according to director Melvin Benn,

in order to 'reclaim'13 the festival's original name. Owing to the successful

'commerce-free positioning'14 of the boutique event, this was no doubt also a

competitive move in restoring to the festival an image of independence.

Figure 2: Reading Festival

The counterpart events at Leeds and Reading constitute a festival that relies

wholly upon the programming of acts to guarantee both ticket sales and media

attention. Audience experience is based around convivial sociality as well as music

reception; however, the event relies on a set of nationally and internationally

13 Melvin Berm, quoted in 'Reading and Leeds Festival Drop Carling Sponsorship', Victoria's Jukebox
<http://victoriasjukebox.blogspot.com/2008/01/reading-and-leeds-festival-drop-carling.html>
[accessed 18 January 2010).
14 Mintel Report, Music Concerts and Festivals (August 2008)
<http://academic.mintel.com/ si na tra/ oxygen_academic / search_results / show&/ display /id=4 7985
0/display/id=280413> [accessed 1 May 2009].
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recognized names to induce attendance in the first instance. As the following

figures suggest, an advertising strategy is adopted that is not only illustrative of

the centrality of named music performances, but of the formulaic way in which

these are organized each year.
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Figure 3-4: A Star System

Each programmed selection is presented as a new combination of acts. When the

lists are compared, it is clear that each round is a refreshed choice that considers

both artists entering the market and shifts in the popularity of established and

previously featured acts. Headline performances usually reflect who can be

afforded as well as who is available each summer, though repeat performances are

also common, with positioning on the bill changing as a performer ascends or

descends the ladder of fame and notoriety. Leeds and Reading Festival are concert-

model events because they principally represent a formula for the commercial

utilization of profile artists as cultural capital, which translates into measurable

capital for the promoter.

The parallel between the deployment of profile bands and the movie star in

film provides a useful illustration of the same formula at work within an

alternative industry. That the Hollywood star system is principally an economic
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one is an observation made by a number of scholars.tf for stars constitute assets to

those who benefit from their commercialization.w Redmond and Holmes rightfully

point out that participating in a rock concert constitutes an interaction with

celebrity culture.F while Graeme Turner erroneously omits the gig promoter in his

itinerary of stakeholders in the rock star system.P In today's burgeoning festival

market, stars in music represent sought-after assets for the promoter and event

organizer. As can occur in film, sole attention on acts also engenders simplicity in

event format, allowing the main stage performances to stand out as the dominating

features. This formula is, therefore, fully reliant upon the recording industry's

generation of profile acts. Following the post-rnillennial demise in record sales,

retained here is a business model dependent upon a substantially weakened

industry, resulting in fierce competition between promoters to secure a limited

number of acts.t? When the attractive guarantees offered by the full utilization of

the star system are considered, it is not difficult to understand why this is the case.

As Dyer puts forth, the star offers key commercial capital: stars represent

investment and capital outlay.s? It is true that both festivals and films can fail

despite the inclusion of profile artists, yet many spend an enormous portion of

their overall budgets on their procurement in order to better guarantee income

from the audiences that will be attracted to the cultural product, in consequence.

Stars in both contexts represent, therefore, a crucial business-model component

and offer a commercial safety mechanism. In academic terms, this scenario is yet to

induce a cultural critique of the festival industry, whereas in the realm of film, this

formula stands accused of defusing the impetus to deliver an original and high-

quality narrative.s! In the words of Hortense Powdermaker:

15Richard Dyer, Stars, 2nd edn (London: British Film Institute Publishing, 1998), pp. 10-11:
Graeme Turner, 'The Economy of Celebrity', in Stardom and Celebrity, A Reader (London: Sage,
2007), pp. 193-205.
16 Graeme Turner, p. 193.
17 Sean Redmond and Su Holmes, eds, Stardom and Celebrity, a Reader (London: Sage, 2007), p. 309.
18lbid.
19The disadvantages of this formula have not gone unnoticed by the owners ofthe concert-model
event exemplified here. Festival Republic continues to invest in, launch and purchase their own
boutique-styled events, which so far have included Latitude and The Big Chill.
20Dyer, pp. 10-11.
21lbid.
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The system provides a formula easy to understand and may serve also to
protect executivesfromhavingto pay too much attention to such intangibles as
the quality ofa story or of acting.Here is a standardized product which can be
sold and whichbanks regard as insurance for large profits.22

The star system reproduced by the concert-model festival is comparable to that

which is employed by the Hollywood film industry, and, as the following chapters

testify, lends itself to a form of standardized production that can be similarly

critiqued. Since the formula underpins both the concert-model festival and many

Hollywood movies, that there is a similar failure to consider elements that may not

be vital to its basic commercial function, but might significantly raise the quality of

the product, is a potential claim. In film, stars can render complexity and

originality of narrative unnecessary, for their inclusion in the drama guarantees a

certain number of box office sales. Similarly for the concert-model festival, stars

can also render ancillary attractions unnecessary in commercial terms; it is also

the case that majority expenditure on live acts can leave little for investing in other

areas of entertainment

To argue that this system necessarily deprives its audience would confound

the issue, for it is fully dependent upon music fans to 'fuel the economic enterprise

of celebrity' - of which participation at a concert-model event is clearly a part.23

Despite slow ticket sales reported in 2011, the festivals at Leeds and Reading sell

out almost every year and represent a highly successful commercial model.s! They

can be considered to offer an experiential rite of initiation for teenagers, and many

attend the event to celebrate the completion of their GCSEor ALevel exams. And

yet, this event formula is viewable as one that requires its audience to engage with

the perpetuation of a performance convention that must separate them,

symbolically and physically, from the fields of production. The concealment of

creative production and its removal from the milieu of the audience makes

possible the argument that the role of the audience is restricted to that of the

spectator and consumer. If the concert-model event is spectator inducing there is,

22 Hortense Powdermaker, Hollywood. the Dream Factory: an Anthropologist looks at the Movie
Makers (London: Seeker and Warburg. 1951). pp. 228-29.
23 Redmond and Holmes, p. 309.
24 Sean Michaels, 'Michael Eavis: "Glastonbury is on its Way Out..••Guardian and Observer 2011
Music Season (11 July 2011) < http://www.guardian,co,uk/music/2011/jUl/ll/michael-eavis-
glastonbury> [accessed 15 July 2011].
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perhaps, room for considering GuyDebord's spectacle. He prioritized the mediated

image in the production of social separation, and it is surely conceivable that the

familiar image of the main stage performance constitutes one that is both central

to the festival experience and similarly communicative of a division between artist

and audience.f The impression of the rock star on an elevated stage can be

considered akin, therefore, to the Debordian spectacle Claire Bishop describes, i.e.

one that reproduces a particular 'social relationship between people'Zs This image

of separation is especially characteristic of the concert-model festival, yet the

social division between artist and audience is not, as the following chapters

maintain, a uniform distinction within festival culture.

3.3 The Active Audience: a Critique

Frith's observation that there was a separation of consumers from artists at the

1969 Woodstock, constitutes no more than a single line in his Sound Effectss?

Indeed, emphasizing the spectatorship intrinsic to many festivals is contrary to the

(albeit scant) scholarly opinion existing on the subject. His perspective seems

rather at odds with the broader, though questionable view that outdoor festivals

produce a carnivalesque, participatory and 'active[ly] engag[ed]' crowd, found (for

example) in the work of Laing and Botstein." There, expressivism is evidenced by

crowd sociality, visible jubilation and dance. Problematically, these are behaviours

that become the signifiers of a liberated intentionality that, for the latter scholar,

offer up a sharp contrast to the subordinated silence with which he appears to

label the audience of the concert hall.29 Laing also emphasizes active participation

in his refutation of complaints regarding a 'mismatch' between the 'virtues of Afro-

American music' and the mode of delivery reproduced at the concert-model event,

25 Guy Debord, Society of the Spectacle (New York: Zone Books, 1994).
26 Bishop, p. 12.
27 Frith, p. 222.
28 Laing, p. 7; Leon Botstein, 'The Audience', The Musical Quarterly, 4th ser., 83 (1999) 479-86
(p.481).
29 Botstein, p. 481.
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citing a jubilant, 'Dionysian' crowd as evidence against the artist/audience

separations problematized by Bayles and Frith.i"

Where little engagement is outwardly observable, the participation of the

audience is questioned; when the body assumes an expressive mode, audience

'activity' is assumed. As Bishop suggests, the notion of participation in the arts has

replaced the cerebral act of thinking with a 'paradigm of physical tnvolvemenr.v

Botstein also illuminates the pervading association of cerebral response with

passivity:

The more one listens as if'moved by the contemplation of beauty' the more
passive one must appear; it therefore becomes easier to conceal what one is
thinking or feeling, or whether one is responding profoundly at all to music
being played [...] and that requires the public signals of repose, decorum,
discretion, and silence, which all might well be mistaken for passivtty.v

Problematizing the views of Ezra Pound, whose ideal performance necessarily

occurs 'under glass', and 'on the other side of the footlights, apart from the

audlence'P! Botstein revisits Adorno's critique of Wagner to support the argument

that this separation 'further mystifies the artist beyond Wagner [...] offer[ing] us a

strict regimen of behaviour befitting the so-called spectator, one ideally suited to

utilize concealment'A' The view that this audience can be interpreted via a

mystification of art and the artist is here accountable; however one may define the

notion of 'activity', concert hall audiences are privy to the behavioural regimen

that separates them, necessarily, from the objects oftheir attention. Botstein's

remarks reveal justifiable cynicism towards the notion of passivity, theoretically

consistent with Jaques Ranciere, for, as stated by the latter; the 'paradox' of the

spectator is based upon a 'tricky dramaturgy of guilt and redemption', and

stereotyped oppositions between 'collective and individual, image and living

30 Laing, p. 6-7.
31 Bishop, p. 11.
32 Botstein, p. 480.
33 Murray Shafer, Ezra Pound and Music. The Complete Criticism (London: Faber and Faber, 1978), p.
82, cited in Botstein, p. 479.
34 Botstein, p. 480.
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reality [...] self-possession and alienatlon'As It is surprising then, that Botstein

alludes to the similarly slippery notion of the active audience in his attempt to

dichotomize the inaccessibility of the concert hall performance with the

determinism of the rock concert audience:

In the case of rock concerts [audiences] are so actively engaged in their own
self-expression that, as audience members, they create their own event and
sound. They are also convinced that the 'meaning' of that to which they are
listening is not stable and lies not in the music itself and is certainly not limited
by any authorial intentionality. Rather it is created by the context of the event
and their own personal responses and associations [my emphasesj.w

Beyond the combination of autonomy and context-dependency that can be

inferred from the above, is an essentialist distinction between the audience of the

concert hall and the audience of jazz and rock concerts. Justifiable is the claim that

the rock experience is not limited by authorial intentionality; why this should be

particular to the rock concert is trickier to defend, for employing the comparative

lack of expression that characterizes the concert hall audience as grounds for

denying them similar subjective powers of creation seems illogical. This inference

of creativity on the part of the rock audience, and converse impotence on the part

of the classical, is likely owing to an enduring association between festival and

counterculture. Nevertheless, this distinction utilizes a false antithesis. Botstein's

depiction of the two audience types questionably equates audience expression

with audience control, falling privy to the passive/active meta-constructs

justifiably critiqued by Biocca." Passivity is seen as a form of participation

subordinated to the cerebrum, while activity is expressive, communicative and

intentional. Botstein's emphasis on personal determinism constitutes an unhelpful

retreat into subjectivity; the role of the music 'author' is not wholly denied, yet

(s)he is certainly de-emphasized in favour of the individual, who, merely by virtue

of their ability to experience and express, is granted rather disproportionate

35 Jaques Ranciere, 'The Emancipated Spectator; unpublished conference paper
<http://digital.mica.edu/departmental/gradphoto/pu bl ic/Upload/200811/Ranciere%2 0%2 Ospec
tator.pdf> [accessed 21 July 2011].
36 Botstein, p. 483.
37 Biocca, p. 51.
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powers of determination. Such a view is not independent of the now-critiqued

frame of cultural resistance employed by the CCCSin the interpretation of music-

oriented social groupings, as detailed in Section 2.6. While the subjectivity of

experience cannot be denied, this depiction of the festival audience does not allow

room for recognizing important nuances in festival forms and contemporaneous

modes of participation. The categorizing delineation of the concert hall audience as

passive, and the rock concert audience as active is contrary to the germane view

that they merely exhibit different standards of behaviour implied by contrasting

types of celebration. The intuitive logic of Turner, who recognized that all

celebratory behaviour is framed behaviour, is neglected in this 'liberated'

interpretation of the rock audience." This audience fails to embody the uniformity

of attention that leads Botstein to lament the 'cold, impersonal' concert hall of the

twentieth century.t? though both cultural forms reproduce a presentational

performance ideology. A depiction of the rock audience as the antithesis of that

which occupies the concert-hall neglects, therefore, the commonalities shared by

the social frames in which they exist. Despite their differentiation in the reified

categories of the 'high' and 'popular' arts, they both emerge from the

quintessentially Western and presentational performance tradition identified by

Turino, where in both cases, there is a separation of artist from audience.w

Recognizing the presentational underpinnings ofWestern concerts helps

balance the overemphasis on audience determinism, as problematized here. An

historical bifurcation between the entertainer and the entertained can be

speculatively located; Botstein for example observes a transition from the

command of music as craft by both musician and listener in the eighteenth

century+! to a post-1830 separation, where the 'possessor of convivial craft and

skill' became a listener and spectator, on whom 'great expectations with respect to

aesthetic sensibilities now rested'.42 The presentational performance model

emerged symbiotically with the notion of musical connoisseurship; whether or not

music was understood and appreciated became a matter of social distinction and

38 Victor Turner, ed., Celebration: Studies in Festivity and Ritual (Washington: Smithsonian
Institution Press, 1982), p. 28.
39 Botstein, p. 484.
40 Turino, pp. 139-41.
41 Botstein, p. 480.
42lbid.
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cultural capital. As noted by Turino of presentational and participative

performance in Zimbabwe, following an influx of European culture in the 1930s

and '40s, the former became associated with 'educated people, advanced technical

musicianship, refinement and being "civilized"',43Botstein also relates the

presentational model to the 'elevated' high art forms, yet he neglects the fact that

similar mechanisms of social distinction are at work within the popular realm, The

rock concert audience is not necessarily required to intellectually deconstruct, for

example, the performances of rock and indie at Leeds and Reading Festival, yet

attendance functions as a mark of affiliation with a music culture, distinguishing

the audience member as separate and above the perceived musical 'mainstream',

This similarly represents a system of distinction and connoisseurship co-ordinated

around music performances,

The work of Frith, Michael Clarke, Laing and McKayalso provides ample

evidence for the presentational heritage of the concert-model festival. Emerging

from the jazz club scene (which McKaytraces to a single club in Southampton), the

trail-blazing outdoor festival at Beaulieu arose, in 1959, as a method of presenting

a larger number of acts on the bill, because it could be spread out over several

days,44As discussed in Section 2,4, these events formed a significant preclude to

the establishment of a broader festival culture, Laing similarly depicts festivals as

an extension of the jazz club experience, For jazz audiences accustomed to a single

or limited number of acts at an evening club performance, the outdoor festival

offered multiple acts, and a 'novel method of presenting music',45The pop and rock

festival emerged within the domain of jazz culture, attracting the same audience of

jazz fans,46

Similarly, the relationship between rock music and rock concerts is

evidence for their inextricable existence and a presentational quality; indeed,

concerts arose principally from the realization, by the end of the 1960s, that there

was 'more money to be made out of rock music than out of other forms of pOp',47

Outdoor concerts were methods of capitalizing on the popularity of new music;

43 Turino, p. 139.
44 McKay, Glastonbury, pp. 2-3, Michael Clarke, p. 21.
4S Laing, p. 5.
46 John Hammond and Irving Townsend,John Hammond on Record: an Autobiography (London:
Penguin, 1981), p. 336, in Laing, p. 6.
47 Frith, p. 100.
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they were platforms for the celebration of profile musicians from the outset. The

significance of the festival line-up has not been neglected by all; while Frith notes

that rock musicians became 'new sorts ofidols',48 Arthur Marwick describes music

festivals as the 'join[ing] hands' ofthe 'idolatry' inspired by rock music, and

'nature, love, drugs and mass togetherness'r'? Given the centrality of featured

musicians, Laing's use of Bey's Temporary Autonomous Zone in defining the social

significance of the outdoor festival glosses over those events that are inconsistent

with Bey's conceptualization. As Section 2.4 testifies, not only did Bey's 'TAZ'

necessarily exist outside of economic mechanisms, it also dissolved the

artist/audience distinction by demystifying the performer and democratizing art.50

Contrary to the suggestion of Laing, Bey's TAZis not applicable to most festival

events. There are also problematic inconsistencies between Bakhtin's

carnivalesque and Laing's claims to a 'carnivalesque dimension' and an 'impetus

towards reversal'A' As discussed at Section 2.3, Bakhtin refers to the celebratory

inversion of accepted social norms and hierarchies; in his examination of medieval

carnival, this was characterized by men dressing as women, the elevation of

children to an authoritative status, and by the general mockery of the Church and

of monarchs. The temporary decriminalization of drugs might to some extent be

deemed a contemporary inversion of social rule, comparable to Bakhtin's carnival,

yet the ways in which music festivals actually reproduce systems of hierarchy - by

placing the most expensive featured acts at the zenith of the celebration - is

disregarded by this account. Here, Bey and Bakhtin are deployed in the analysis of

festivals inclusive of those that are, arguably, quite far from their original

conceptualizations. Citing Sue Vice, Laing depicts a fluid boundary between

performers and audience, 52and yet this seems rather at odds with the realities of

many outdoor festivals: featured acts remain as common foci, elevated upon stages

with lighting shows and effects, all of which loom before crowds of tens (or

hundreds) of thousands. Large screens are utilized for close-up images of the

48 Frith, p. 99.
49 Arthur Marwick, The Sixties: Cultural Revolution in Britain, France, Italy, and the United States
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), p. 497, cited in McKay, Glastonbury, p. 12.
50 Bey, p. 40.
Sl Laing, p. 7.
52 Sue Vice, Introducing Bakhtin (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1997), p. 187, in Laing,
p.7.
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artists, manufacturing the artificial sense of intimacy similarly achieved in film,53

while the physical elevation of stage-dwellers communicates to the audience their

ethereal superiority. Arguably, events like this are more closely aligned to a

theatre, rather than a carnival, production. They constitute a physical space that

predisposes spectators to focus on a stage, in a way not dissimilar to that which is

described by GayMcAuley,ofthe theatre audltorlum.t+ It should also be noted that

the physical distance that separates artist from audience is often greater at the

concert-model festival than at the concert hall, as might be the size of the

performance arena. McAuley's depiction of the actor-spectator relationship might

be similarly applicable to the concert-model event, for despite their physical

separation, there are 'complex flows of energy' that pass between them.55 And yet,

these proximities create a space demonstrable of the fact that the mystification of

the artist, described by Botstein, is not exclusive to the classical setting.56

The fact that music festivals are conducive to spectatorship, as

demonstrated above, is erroneously de-emphasized when the creativity of the

festival audience is uniformly magnified. Unpopular as the observation may be, it is

the creative outputs of featured acts, not of the audience, that is central to the

concert-model event The apparent expressivism of the audience does not

demonstrate the transcendence of behavioural regimens, but simply, a revised set

in action. Despite a greater freedom of expression, the members remain subject to

norms and expectations governed by the spatial and contextual setting. At the

concert-model festival there remains a uniformity of participation implicit to its

programming and spatial architecture, and to its concealment of production.

Human labour is responsible for every aspect of its production, yet the appearance

of the handmade is much removed from the visual setting of our exemplifying

twins, Leeds and Reading Festival. In contrast to the events discussed in Chapters

4 and 5, food and drink vendors do not promote lengthy sociality away from the

presentational performances. All aspects of event design reproduce an artist-

centric event conducive to the continued reception of music in one or other of its

53 Andrew Evans and Dr Glenn O.Wilson, Fame, the Psychology of Stardom (London: Satin
Publications Ltd, 1999), p. 35.
54 Gay McAuley, Space in Performance: Making Meaning in the Theatre (Ann Arbor: The University of
Michigan Press, 2000), p. 275.
55 McAuley, p. 247.
56 Botstein, p. 480.
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arena-sized tents and stages, while advertising, decor, staging and branding all

resonate with large-scale and mechanistic, as opposed to individualized or

handmade, production. Contrary to Botstein's claim that the audience 'creates

their own event and sound',51 these standardizing conditions create an

overarching frame of celebration that implies spectatorship, despite both the

expressivism of the audience, and the experiential nuances of individuals.

Consequently, claims to an active audience are, in this context, inherently

problematic.

3.4 Re-Evaluating Participation

Uncritical allusions to the determinism of the festivalgoer are conceptually

descended both from the CCCSschool of thought, and from the theoretical active

audience 'meta-construct', which was already solidifying by the time Woodstock

took place.58 As argued by Biocca, audience passivity is recognized as a

problematic concept in some quarters, yet this is often accompanied by an equally

problematic reassertion that all audiences are active, as the purposive title of

Ranciere's Emancipated Spectator suggests. Biocca, however, goes some distance

to illuminate how the enshrinement of the audience as active goes beyond the

'strident, if not sometimes hollow' claims regarding the 'radical individualism' of

the '60s counterculture.59 The desire to reinstall the individual with action arose

not only from the inability to locate and measure the 'hypodermic'6o effects of the

so-called mass culture, but on a more profound level, sought to reinstate the

classical liberal democratic cltizen.s! This brings to light the politically loaded

aspects of the active audience, the intentionality of which is equated with a

particular type of freedom: choice. Media theory reinstalled the populace with

control, yet its logic was problematic because it represented a narrow notion of

freedom: 'this was a shopkeeper's citizen [...] patrolling the periphery of his or her

51 Botstein, p. 483.
58 Biocca, p. 71.
S9 Ibid., p. 57.
60 Ibid.
61lbid.
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consciousness with a vigilant consumerism'r= Nevertheless, the choice and

intentionality of consumer behaviour was used as evidence against the notion of

the passive, cultivated audience.

It is therefore not difficult to understand why festival audiences have been

declared 'actively engaged',63 when the cerebral processes subject to watching

television and reading newspapers had already been used to qualify the mass

media audience as such. As Ranciere states, 'the spectator is active, as the student

or scientist: he observes, he selects, he compares, he interprets'f+ And yet, all

modes of engagement are problematically rendered active under such a premise.

Biocca rightly points to the absurdity of cerebral intention as a signifier of

'activity'; he asks, should we be surprised that audience members rarely claim that

they engage with the media for no reason?65 Similarly, 'if the existence of passivity

is to be defined by self-reports of unmotivated behaviour, should we be surprised

by its absence?' Biocca justifiably highlights the questionable conflation of 'activity'

with the simple act of thinking; this not only renders activity everything, and thus,

nothing, it also renders the active audience unfalsifiable.s" Consequently he offers

up a dry, though valid witticism: 'for what - short of brain death - would render an

individual a member of the passive audience?'67

Despite the cogency of Biocca, his passivity/activity meta-constructs are

firmly embedded in the discourses central to this study and therefore cannot, and

should not, be dispensed with. However, interpretation and analysis must consider

both the constructedness of these concepts and what the difference between them

actually represents in the social milieu under investigation. Consequently, and

following the conclusions of Biocca, interpretations of audience activity and

passivity are replaced with an emphasis on the 'locus of control', via an

examination of how far audiences directly influence event content.s" This seems

sensible, for, indeed, debates about audience activity usually mask issues of

control. Arguments that label audiences passive, while erroneously implying a lack

62 Biocca, p. 57.
63 Botstein, p. 483.
64 Ranciere, 'The Emancipated Spectator'.
6S Biocca, p. 58.
66 Ibid., p. 59.
67lbid.
68 Biocca, p. 61.
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of intentionality and motivation on behalf of the social actor, actually problematize

the audience's failure to exert influence over the medium or art form in question.

Take the following claim by Stoeltje:

Festival actively engages the participants. It is this feature that distinguishes
festival from those large-scale forms that may be observed from a distance or
by television or those events in which the participants passively receive
messages but have no choice in their roles [rny emphasisl.w

One might elaborate where she does not: choice of role in a festival context could

include that which contributes to production, influencing performances and other

tangible features. Here, a useful definition of activity would not resort to subjective

experience, but would instead relate to whether or not the audience exerts control

over the medium in which they engage. Ofthe television and radio audience,

Biocca posits the same: the debate regarding passivity and activity ought not

depend upon a capacity for thought, 'rather, the question turns on whether the

audience has active control over the structure ofthe information process'."

Equating, or even replacing, interpretations of activity with that of control

better defines the nuanced modes of participation raised in this thesis, and falls

naturally in line with the patterns of theatricality conceptually utilized throughout.

Described at Section 2.7, the paidian and the ludic carnival types are defined

according to the contrasting degree to which the audience is permitted to become

a part of, and thus to control, the carnival production. According to Cremona, ludic

carnival in Malta emphasizes ostentatious display and restricts audience

participation to spectatorship.t! Ifwe equate activity with control, it follows that

there is a low degree of active participation in this context, for the audience exerts

little or no influence in shaping, directly, the content and structure of the carnival.

In Cremona's account, the paidian carnival dissolves ludic regimen through

allowing both prescribed performers and a spontaneous audience to become

theatrical. Theatricality at the paidian carnival extends to an interaction between

69 Stoeltje, pp. 262-63.
70 Biocca, p. 61.
71 Cremona, pp. 70-71.
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the procession and audience, placing the latter closer to the performative core, and

allowing audience members to influence the shape of the event and to shift

between the role of spectator and performer. Audience expression is not sidelined

by elaborate performances but forges the spectacle of the event itself. In this

context, the fact of audience expression, as is deployed by Laing and Botstein in

claims to an active audience, is less important than its role in claiming control over

the carnival production.

The spectatorship and presentational performance mode that characterizes

concert-model festivals point to a frame of celebration that, while permitting a

subjective mind and an expressive body, adopts an organizational and spatial

structure that restricts audience control. Comparable to the ludic carnival, this

control is deployed to reproduce a performance-centric event that is largely

independent of direct audience engagement. In summation, conceptualizing

festival audiences as 'actively engaged' is unhelpful for a number of reasons,

predominantly because the phrase is so generously applied in multiple contexts, as

to render it meanlngless.P Bypassing the pitfalls inherent to the dichotomization

of activity and passivity, later chapters employ the reasoning of Biocca and the

participative modes forged by Cremona to provide, instead, a more plausible

examination of audience behaviour. The following chapter now turns to a

contemporary event that, in contrast to that examined here, exemplifies the

theatrical participation generated by the paidian event.

72 Botstein, p. 483.
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4. 'No Spectators' at Burning Man

4.1lntroduction

Burning Man isn't your usual festival, with big acts booked to play on massive
stages. In fact, it's more of a city than a festival, wherein almost everything that
happens is created entirely by its citizens, who are active participants in the
event1

The above description, featured on the home page ofthe Burning Manwebsite,

alludes to the strange mixture of civic organization and audience-produced

features that characterize the festival. Despite problematic conceptualizations of

the active audience, discussed in the previous chapter, the celebration of the 'active

participant' is here testament to the centrality of this ideal in the discourses

produced by the event. Deploying the reasoning of Ranciere, who identified the

distinction between the passive and the active as a 'dramaturgy' of oppositions

between alienation and self-possession, it is possible to interpret beyond what is

stated here in black and white.s Revealing is the distinction between the 'usual

festival' - which exemplifies the concert model, identified at Section 3.2 - and that

which is 'created entirely by its citizens'. Here, an underlying subtext offers 'an

allegory of inequality'; Burning Man is celebrated as an equalizer of producers and

consumers, allowing its audience the capacity to create, while the concert-model

event consequently becomes associated with the opposite.' Juxtaposing the 'big

acts' and 'massive stages' of the 'usual' festival against the participant-produced

event problematizes both the concert-model star system and the supposed

passivity of its audience.

The spatial, organizational and aesthetic dimensions of Burning Man (BM

hereafter) all resonate with this critical position. Situated in a dry expanse of the

1Burning Man <http://www.burningman.com/> [accessed 24 October 2011].
2 Jaques Ranciere, 'The Emancipated Spectator',
J Ibid,
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Nevada desert, the monolithic main stage of a conventional music festival is

conspicuously absent; instead, convivial space is made up of a milieu of small tents,

stages and geodesic structures littered in close proximity across the sand. Figure 5

is a simplified portrayal of the site's basic layout. Structures are arranged in a

semicircular configuration, with a large open space in the centre home to the

'Man'; a towering effigy skilfully constructed. Longitude and latitude are replaced

with 'times' on a 'clock'. Hundreds of features, lacking clear demarcations on the

land aside from makeshift signage, are marked out on upon a clock-face map given

to attendees as they enter. The white circle, directly underneath the symbol of the

man, represents 'centre camp' - a nucleus of activity within the encampments and

the only place on site where it is possible to purchase anything, though this is

restricted to coffee and ice. On Figure 5, the avenues and streets marked out on the

upper left reference The Body' - a previous theme, chosen for the millennial event.

\
BLACK ROCK CITY

Figure 5: Burning Man City Plan
Image taken from John F. Sherry and RobertV. Kozinets, 'Comedy Of The Commons: Nomadic
Spirituality And The Burning Man Festival', Consumer Culture Theory, Research in Consumer
Behaviour, 11 (2007). 119-47 (p.124).
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Audience-sourced volunteers create the bulk of the structures at BM,which house

thousands of activities, performances and entertainments. These take place over a

week, alongside numerous art installations. Importantly, despite the fact that

music reception is a core pastime for attendees at both BMand the concert-model

event, the former intentionally omits the programming formula of the latter. It is

not incidental that the abundance of music at BMunusually lacks promotional

emphasis, but rather, this approach is crucial to the idealizing discourses that

characterize the event. It is difficult to find any line-up information, and though BM

might be patronized by well-known acts in music who sometimes choose to

perform, this fact remains, in large part, a hidden aspect of the event.

The challenge to the star system here accompanies a more general rejection

of the spectator. As the opening excerpt suggests, there is an attempt to replace the

spectator, constructed as an alienated and subordinated social actor, with the

active participant. Types of activity at BMcan be unpacked via nuanced

conceptions of the immersive, the relational, and the interactive+ though they are

united by an ideal of extreme participation that resonates with the logic of Biocca:

audience activity is equated not only with bodily and individual expression, but

also with an imperative degree of systemic controlf A paidian mode of

engagement, that allows the audience to playa role in creating the festival it

consumes, is the observable outcome of a discourse engendered not only by the

text-based artefacts relating to the event, but by the shape of its social and spatial

milieu.

Illustrating a festival model that is, in many ways, antithetical to that which

is described in Chapter 3, this chapter provides an analytic discussion ofthe BM

event. Following an overview, which considers scholarly interpretations that

emphasize social experimentation and theories of re-enchantment, Sections 4.5 to

4 As mentioned previously, the author's conceptualization of 'extreme participation' is brought
about, in the festival context, by the programming of relational, immersive and interactive features.
Though the aim ofthis study is not to rigidly delineate such overlapping concepts, some
clarification here may be helpful. The author uses the term 'immersive' to emphasize environment
. in the scenic and theatrical shaping of contextual surroundings (for example, through the use of
theme). 'Interactive' is employed to convey installations and performances that follow a controlled
model of artist/audience dialogue, whereas 'relational' refers to performances and installations
that allow for more spontaneous, de-authored contributions from the audience.
S Biocca, p. 61.
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4.7 document the 'No Spectators' idiom in action. Section 4.5 divides its synchronic

praxes into two broad categories, performance and production, yet these fields

should not be considered independent or rigidly defined aspects of the festival.

Section 4.5.1 focuses on expressive theatricality and the re-configuration of the

audience as performers, while Section 4.5.2 emphasizes voluntary systems of

labour and the way in which social milieu is audience-produced: despite this

delineation, these ought to be considered convergent phenornena.e

Analyses of the BMevent are contextualized at Section 4.6 with an

examination of the transnational 'Burner Diaspora',? As shall be seen, BMis widely

considered an annual celebration, yet it has also forged an international network

that allies a scattering of smaller, affiliated events across the globe, which are

officially incorporated into a BMNetwork. An examination of the global reach of

BM's 'No Spectators' idiom presented in Section 4.6 necessarily precludes the

discussion of British, BM-inspired events, so that the cultural relationship between

these two phenomena might be discerned via a process oflogical comparison. As is

later shown in Chapter 5, BMhas influenced the programming and creative

direction of a number of festivals that cannot claim any official connection to the

BMorganization. This chapter provides, then, the material necessary to tackle the

questions and hypotheses central to this investigation: how far has BMinfluenced

participation at music festivals in Britain? And, to what extent does the co-option

of BM-inspired discourses and praxes, at SGPand beyond, de-radicalize their

meaning? Drawing upon both the concert-model event previously discussed, and

the BMevent presented here, these issues are later unpacked using a case study

examination of SGP,an analysis of boutique festival culture in Britain, and RTR

2010 as action research.

The material presented here is the outcome of a methodological approach

to investigating BM,which can be revisited at Section 1.5.3. There, a discussion

defended the utilization of existing scholarly material, despite the author attending

the festival in September 2009. This visit was responsible for the course of the

study, yet it did not constitute premeditated field research. Aside from sporadic

6 Volunteer roles could, for example, involve working in a fancy dress boutique or engaging in
interactive performance.
7 'Regionals Network History', Burning Man
<http://regionals.burningman.com/regionals_history.html> [accessed 23 May 2011).
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jottings, the researcher did not collect a large quantity of field notes and

documentary evidence. As a consequence, direct observations from this visit are

used secondarily to the evidence collected by scholars specializing in the analysis

of this festival. It should also be noted that while the history of BMis briefly

recounted here in Section 4.2, an excellent and detailed history can be found in

Brian Doherty's This is Burning Man: the Rise of a New American Undergrounds and

elsewhere. It is therefore not my intention to regurgitate previous histories, but to

provide a discussion of the existing theoretical work that testifies to its

participative ideal.

4.2 Black Rock City

As the name suggests, BMgathers annually around the colossal effigy of a 'man',

which is ceremoniously burnt on the Saturday night ofthe celebration. With

humble beginnings on a San Francisco beach, BMis a festival of performing and

visual arts that has long been associated with a markedly creative audience.

Roughly 50,000 adults today frequent the event. They are not barred from bringing

children, though it is not generally considered a family friendly environrnent.?

Frequently referred to as 'Black Rock City' and 'the Playa', the prioritization

of installation art in the allocation of funds at BMhas been credited with creating

'more artistic expressions in more media per square foot than anywhere else on

earth'J" A denigration of spectators and the militant promotion of extreme

participation are consistent with the ideals emphasized in scholarly analyses.

These tendencies are attributable to a staunch performance ideology, yet Larry

Harvey, BM's founder, rejects 'ideology' as an appropriate term - preferring to

deploy 'principles' and 'ethos' in describing the socio-political underpinnings of the

event.t! It is without doubt that Harvey himself has, in large part, both instigated

and refined the positions expounded by the event. A rejection of commodification

8 Brian Doherty, This is Burning Man: the Rise of a New American Underground (New York: Little,
Brown and Co.,2004).
9 Not only is the physical environment challenging, but also parents will likely consider many of the
entertainments unsuitable for children.
10 Doherty, p. 2.
11 Ibid., p, 266.
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and a celebration of participation are two such positions conspicuously detailed on

the festival's website and reproduced via the co-operation of participants as they

acclimatize to the ethos. Participants implement these principles with experiential

and creative contributions: they create and interact with theme camps,

installations and performance, they embellish their bodies with costume, and they

donate to the festival through various forms of voluntary labour. BM's clarion call

to reclaim performance does appear to succeed in its own context; boundaries

between performers, artists, producers and consumers are confused, and

spectacular display is spread across installations, vehicles, temporary dwellings

and people.

In Doherty's history, Harvey reflects on the human tendency to mythologize

moments of conception in order to enshrine them in cultural significance: 'they

want first causes in a mystical sense, as if everything radically emanate[s] from

some singular and unconditionally real event'.12 Despite this introspection

regarding the quasi-mystification of 'first causes', Harvey does reveal a deciding

moment of unison between the few friends and family gathered at the first burn of

a stylised wooden man on Baker Beach, in 1986. It would, nonetheless, be

erroneous to reduce BM's history to this first gathering without crediting the

influence of pre-existing happenings, artistic scenes and festive events of the

Californian avant-garde. Harvey was influenced by intellectuals that he knew, and

artists - in particular Mary Grauberger, who hosted art parties on the same beach

as the so-called 'first burn', which ended in the torching of sculptures.P Harvey

attended these events and, according to Grauberger, was struck by the way that

'you could be free, and not have an institution, and create incredible art and burn

it'.14 In 1986 Harvey, who was an 'under-employed' landscape gardener at the

time, built an eight-foot wooden effigy of a man with a friend and carpenter Jerry

James. This effigywas ceremoniously burnt with an attending audience of

twenty.1SThis detail, gleaned from the BMwebsite in 2007 by Wendy Clupper,

differs to the website's collectivized narrative that today replaces Harvey and

12 Doherty, p. 25.
13Ibid., p. 27.
14lbid.
15Wendy Clupper, 'The Performance Culture of Burning Man', p. 39.
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James with 'a group of friends'A" It has been suggested that the effigy was first

meant to represent the end of a relationship between Harvey and an unknown

woman, though there is no 'official line' on this story, only speculation.17 The burn

continued to take place annually with a crowd that grew slowly and steadily, along

with media coverage and contributions from local artists. It remained small during

its first three years, and by 1989, its crowd totalled only 300.18 By this time, the

event had become a collaborative affair between Harvey and the Cacophony

Society, which attempted to playfully disrupt daily routines through 'public

outrageousness, street theatre, bizarre costuming, [and] public acts of

revolutlon'J? The group continues to exist today and, referencing a 'discordant'

quality, could be considered akin to the poetic terrorism championed by Hakim

Bey:

[The Cacophony Society is a] loosely-structured network of individuals, banded
together - as our name suggests - by a common love of cultural noise: belief
systems, aesthetics, and ways of living striking a note of discord against
prevailing harmontes.w

This relationship crystallized the aim to denaturalize participants from the

'prevailing harmonies' of the world outside, despite the retention of a light-hearted

and comedic tone. Harvey's comments regarding the Society also allude to the fact

the BM did not evolve into a participant-focused event over time but was such at

its inception. Recollecting an illegal party that the Society dubbed 'The Atomic

Cafe', Harvey describes an imaginatively themed scenario 'premised on the notion

that a nuclear war had occurred',21 As would grow characteristically strong of the

later BM events, the animation of this theme by attendees was crucial: 'The idea

with Cacophony was always that you were the entertainment. You make your own

16 'Regionals Network History',
17 Doherty, p. 2.
18 lbid., p. 27.
19Ibid., p. 38.
20 'An Introduction to Cacophonous Concepts', The Cacophony Society
<http://www.cacophony.intro.html> [accessed July 7 2010].
21 Larry Harvey, 'La Vie Boheme - a History of Burning Man', Burning Man (24 February 2000)
<http://www.burningman.com/whatisburningman/lectures/la_vie.html> [accessed 9 July 2010].
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show'.22The centrality of the participant coincided with a relational approach to

aesthetics that, as defined by Nicolas Bourriaud, took direct, human interactions as

its 'theoretical hortzon'<' From the outset, early BMevents were consistent with

the challenges to spectatorship found in the cultural spheres of both contemporary

art and theatre. Harvey's creation of 'situations', like the relational art Bourriaud

describes, legitimized unconventional spaces as galleries by collapsing the

'pseudo-artistic' notions of how art should be exhibited.s+ In the field of

performing arts, this also paralleled the pursuit of a theatre 'where spectators will

no longer be spectators, where they will [...] become active participants in

collective performance instead of being passive viewers'.25

That BMtoday is a unique cultural event is not a romantic assertion. The

sprawl of aestheticized encampments, fashioning a surreal explosion of colour and

music onto an otherwise detached and arid landscape, can be likened to a Salvador

Dali painting made real. Many participants are based in California, while some

travel from other American states and further afield. Irish and Scottish themed

areas give the festival a distinct British presence. Expenditure on travelling to BM

from such far-flung places can total thousands of pounds; a sizeable cost matched

by the psychological and physical demands of desert life. A fundamentally unusual

aspect of this annual celebration is its harsh, desert location. During the day, the

heat rises to highs that are difficult to bear; likewise, the temperature drop at night

is severe. It is generally assumed that the choice in venue is owing to the fact that it

is the only area where the State police are willing to overlook the burning of vast

art installations, and other legally questionable (and potentially dangerous)

behaviour. That so many thousands are willing to live in these harsh conditions

testifies to the considerable dedication and reverence attached to the freedom of

experience that this venue permits.

Consistent with the festivals discussed in Section 2.4, BMand its organizing

entity, Black Rock City LLC(BRCLLC),have had to negotiate a path between order

and disorder. Most regulations and policy enforced by the organization emerge

directly from the principles it enshrines. Nonetheless, BRCLLChas also had to

22lbid.
23Nicolas Bourriaud, 'Relational Aesthetics', in Bishop, pp. 160-71 (p. 160).
24 Bourriaud, in Bishop, p. 160.
25 Ranciere, 'The Emancipated Spectator'.
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compromise with the authoritative agencies and 'conservative elements' to which

it is legally beholden.w Black Rock Land Management, a regional organization, and

the USfederal government, maintain the authority to control and protect the land.

Allegra Fortunati reports, as do others, that law enforcement agencies regularly

patrol the event,21It is likely that plain-clothes officers are frequent attendants, for

police presence is not at all conspicuous. Government involvement was less

stringent in the early years, but now authorities exert significant pressure on

BRCLLCto comply with various regulations to ensure legitimacy and survival. The

company has not only had to pour considerable finance into public relations in

order to appease these agencies, but its efforts to accommodate them have

invariably led to a transformation of the event.2B This transformation has resulted

in a smooth operation, which has, generally speaking, failed to extinguish a

countercultural, new age reputation. Whereas the events discussed in Section 2.4

were often at the centre of an oppositional struggle between festivalgoers and the

authorities, BMcan be considered a successful integration of legal requirements,

aesthetics and socio-political values. BMhas, like a city, evolved a necessarily

systemic, and in many ways predictable, 'skeleton', yet the audience-generated

variation within this framework helps to ensure spontaneity and individuality on

the level of experience.

The demographic make-up of BMparticipants has undoubtedly changed

over time as it has grown into an event of global repute. Doherty references,

perhaps, a younger BMwhen he claims that the event 'tiptoes a knife edge between

two dominant alternative outlooks in American underground culture [...] roughly

characterized as punk and hlppie'Z? By the 1990s, Joanne Northrup observed that

she was 'surrounded by an astonishing amount of wealth [at Burning Man] owing

to the economic boom of the late 1990s'.30 Claiming that the event was no longer

based on a majority of 'unemployed poets', she also realized that BMhad become

26 Allegra Fortunati, 'Utopia, Social Sculpture, and Burning Man', in Lee Gilmore and Mark Van
Proyen, eds., Afterburn: Reflections on Burning Man (Albuquerque: The University of New Mexico
Press, 2005), pp. 151-70 (p. 157).
27 Fortunati, p. 157.
28lbid.
2'1 Doherty, p. 169.
30 Joanne Northrup, 'Kaleidoscopic Cortege, Art Cars at Burning Man, and Beyond', in Gilmore and
Van Proyen, Afterburn: pp. 131-49 (p. 140).
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an international event.P I felt, on attending in 2009, that a middle- to upper-class,

international crowd populated the event; there were affluent and educated

attendants of a broad age range, which seemed rather at odds with media allusions

to its neo-pagan, anarchic nature. It is conceivable that the media regularly distort

and overstate the anarchic dimension of the event and its patrons, for in 2001 a

survey found that information and computer technology was, alongside art, one of

the two largest industries occupied by BM participants.t- The high-tech industries

of California are likely to be responsible for this. Indeed, to mark their attendance

at the event, Google founders Larry Page and Sergey Brin used an illustration of

BM's focal installation as the very first embellishment of their universally

recognized 10go.33

Figure 6: Google Doodle
'Doodles', Coogle <http://www.google.com/doodles/finder 11998/ All%20doodles> [accessed 8
January 2012]

That Brin and Page are regular attendants at BM is a fact widely reported. To the

knowledge of the author, there are no interviews with the company's founders that

detail their individual motivations to attend, or their experiences at the festival,

though claims regarding BM's popularity with 'tech types' confirm a cultural

connection between this festival and the workforce at Silicon Valley.t+

Beyond crude facts of age and occupation, the audience at BM is hard to

pigeonhole. Some may come for what they perceive to be sexual liberation, others

are more likely to be interested in the artistic and political appeal of the event; still

31lbid.
32 Fortunati, p. 160.
33 'Google Doodle History', Coogle <http://www.google.com/doodle4google/history.html>
[accessed 26 May 2011)'
34Chris Taylor, 'Talent Hunting in the Counterculture', CNN Money (2006)
<http://money.cnn.com/2006/08/31/technology/BurningManTalent_futureboy.biz2/index.htm>
[accessed 24 October 2011].
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others may consider their attendance a spiritual act. It is difficult to pin down the

commonalities that must underpin the audience of an event as irregular as BM.

That many wear costumes supports the symmetry between subculture and style

discussed in Section 2.6, yet the temporal nature of this activity undermines the

ability to frame the audience accordingly. It might simply be the case that 'Burners'

are driven to attend through an affiliation with the principles of the event." Larry

Harvey's reflection on intentionality could suggest that, given their diversity,

attendees may be defined in terms of their membership in a temporary

community:

This virtual community is demographically diverse. It is multi-ethnic, multi-
racial, and represents a wide range of age groups. It is formed in the image of
the great ecumenical world that surrounds us; a teeming population of
uprooted individuals. In other words, this intentional community that we
create from nothing, and that returns to nothing when we leave, has been
'liberated' from nearly every context of ordinary life.36

Indeed, the hardship and expense endured by festivalgoers indicates a level of

dedication that, despite the geographic disparateness of international attendees,

suggests a neo-tribal identification with the event: it is the 'ambiences, feelings and

emotions' that unite them in considering BM a worthwhile experience.t?

Motivations for attendance are broad, yet the valuing of BM as a kind of aesthetic

or spiritual pilgrimage, that provides emotional sustenance during the rest of the

year, is a recurring theme. This is supported by Katherine Chen's investigation of

volunteer motivations, as one of her respondents states, 'Burning Man allows me

to have the sanity to make it through the year [...] should that be taken away, [the

job] wouldn't be worth it'.38 Despite the experimental nature ofBM, this comment

demonstrates the applicability of the safety-valve theories discussed at Section 2.3;

at least for this respondent, BM seems to compensate for the reality of their daily

regime.

3S Burning Man attendees frequently describe themselves as 'Burners'.
36 Harvey,'LaVieBoheme- a Historyof BurningMan'.
37 Maffesoli,p. 11.
38 KatherineK.Chen,Enabling Creative Chaos: The Organization Behind the Burning Man Event
(Chicago:UniversityofChicagoPress,2009), p. 118.
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The event and its patrons mediate respective values, offering, perhaps,

some logical criteria on which to define the audience: this predominantly

Californian group is liberal, eco-conscious, and not averse to socio-political

discussion. It can be assumed that most of them would reject traditional two-party

politics, though their values are more consistent with the left than with the right.

Audience commonalities are analogous to the ethos that attracts them: they value

art and act out the desire to aestheticize life. Despite the connection between BM

and Silicon Valley, in this sense, the audience at BMcoincides with what might be

described as a 'bohemian' culture, i.e. one associated with a countercultural

lifestyle and the artistic workers ofthe creative class." The combination of

bohemian, technical and international attendees demonstrate that a plurality of

nationalities and occupations comprise the BMaudience. Pinning down a common

audience profile may be as fruitless as pinpointing an 'essential' nature of the

festival. As Davis concedes, 'its diversity and contradictions undermine any

generalizations you might be tempted to make'.4oWhat is clear, nonetheless, is that

this sequestered space has attracted attendees from widely divergent

backgrounds, from anarchistic punks to some of the highest paid blue chip

workers in the world. As the following sections testify, these attendees participate

in creating a critical space that challenges the conventions of presentational

performance and spectatorship found elsewhere in contemporary festival culture.

4.3 The Social Experiment

If carnival inverts the embedded features of the official culture, as is argued by

Danow, one might infer that BMis distinctly carnivalesque.'! If utopianism

denaturalizes the hegemonic reality, by 'imaginatively transcending [...] material

39 The 'creative class' have been described as 'authors, designers, musicians and composers, actors
and directors, craft-artists, painters, sculptors, artist printmakers, photographers, dancers, artists,
performers and related workers' by Richard Florida, 'Bohemia and Economic Geography',Journal of
Economic Geography, 2 (2002),55-71 (p. 59), in Roberta Comunian, Alessandra Faiggion and Qian
Cher Ll, 'Unrewarded Careers in the Creative: the Strange Case of Bohemian Graduates', Papers in
Regional Science, 2nd ser., 89 (2010), 389-411 (p. 390).
40 Erik Davis, 'Beyond Belief, The Cults of Burning Man', in Gilmore and Van Proyen, Afterburn: pp.
15-40 (p. 15).
41 Danow, pp. 3-4.
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limitations', one might also describe BMas a fleeting utopla.s- Indeed, the event is

as potent in its critical discourse as it is in its aesthetic statement. The integration

of idealism and event production as praxis, discussed at Section 2.5 in relation to

Nimbin and the Michigan Womyn's Music Festival, is powerfully characteristic of

BM.Championing a repertoire of slogans that includes 'De-Commodification',

'Radical Self Reliance', 'Radical Inclusion', 'Radical Self Expression', 'No Spectators'

and 'Leave NoTrace',43 there is an obvious attempt to synthesize ideological

tenets, programming and production into a comprehensively participative system.

The avoidance ofthe term 'festival', coupled with emphases on the communitarian

aspects of the event, point to its own positioning as a social experiment.

The use of the environmentally conscious mantra 'Leave NoTrace' is a

powerful example of this, though it is not a slogan unique to BM.The event's total

refusal to manage the majority of festivalgoer rubbish (with the exception of

human waste), and the conspicuous absence of dustbins for general use, is unique,

and surprising: all theme camps and participants are obliged to haul their own

waste back out from the desert and to a local waste-sorting site. Such an approach

to site-wide waste management seems inconceivable elsewhere. The decrease in

event costs that invariably results from such an action might invite cynical

interpretations; indeed it is without doubt that the transfer of responsibility from

organizers to participants is demonstrative of the audience's compliance with

rules that are conducive to their own labour. What undermines subsequent

interpretations of exploitation is the audience's willingness and support of the

'Leave NoTrace' scheme - a fact suggestive of the power of an ethical stance, as

Kate Oakley similarly found in her research on British festival workers, in invoking

free labour and support+'

Regarding the anti-commercial stance of BM,one might at first question

how far this can be labelled irregular due to the fact that (as Chapter 2 made clear)

many music festivals inherit the anti-commercial rhetoric of the 1960s

counterculture, from which they emerged. And yet, a site-wide ban on commercial

42 Reedy, p. 178.
43 Lee Gilmore, 'Of Ordeals and Operas: Reflexive Ritualizing at the Burning Man Festival', in
Graham St John, ed., Victor Turner and Contemporary Cultural Performance (New York: Berghahn
Books, 2008), pp. 211-26 (pp. 214-15).
44 Kate Oakley, 'Better than Working for a Living? Skills and Labour in the Festivals Economy',
<http://www.equalworks.co.uk/resources/contentfiles/3446.pdf> [accessed 23 October 2011].
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exchange, excluding the purchase of tea, coffee and ice from central camp, takes

this 'rhetoric' to such an extreme that the applicability of the term is rather

undermined. Although a commercial structure is necessitated by the financial and

logistical implications of such an event, which at $300 a ticket costs no meagre sum

to attend, the near-total absence of monetary transactions on site radically alters

the festival experience. Participants wander across large expanses ofland without

the valuable appendages that would usually adorn them by way of mobile phones

and wallets, and thus the ever-present wariness of theft vanishes. Festival

experience is no longer punctuated by purchases, and participants become

detached from the material belongings that would, in the outside world, rarely

leave their side. The site-wide absence of monetary transactions references what

has long been considered the ethos of free festival culture, as discussed in Section

2.4. Hetherington, for example, claims that the term 'free festival' itself has always

implied an alternative to the commercial event. He states:

Free festivalsdeveloped not only as a critique of the larger commercialfestivals
but also as a utopian model of alternative society,aimingto offeran ethos of
freedom fromconstraints and an economybased on reciprocity and gift and
around principles ofmutual aid rather than money.«

Interestingly, it is only the formal structure of the BRCLLCthat prevents BMfrom

coinciding with Hetherington's conceptualization. In the absence of commercial

exchange, a gift economy similarly based on reciprocity has evolved. The festival

programme lists many a 'happy hour' at different theme camps dispensing food

and drink at no charge, and often the only belonging needed as one traverses the

site, is a drink-refillable plastic beaker. De-commodification is, perhaps, the most

prominent characteristic that contributes to the interpretation of BMas a

carnivalesque social experiment. Describing the festival to those who have not

witnessed it for themselves, it is the total and unapologetic rejection of commerce

on site which always shocks and intrigues the listener.

Less glaring, though equally unconventional is the praxis that upholds the

principle of immediacy. The task of maintaining an experience of free and

4S Hetherington, p. 48.
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uncontrolled spontaneity, while maintaining quality and fulfilling the

requirements of government, insurers and stakeholders, is not unique to the BM.

And yet, the difference between what BMexplicitly attempts to create, and what

regulatory organizations are conditioned to impose, is uniquely apparent. The

socio-political stance of BMand its founder depicts the mediation of personal

safety through regulatory bodies as symptomatic of a broad, systemic inducement

of passivity over self-reliance. Again, Ranciere's allegories of inequality are

conspicuous here; while mediated safety is viewed as a control mechanism that

incapacitates social actors, an escape from this system is considered emancipating

through reconciling celebrants with control. Freedom from the predictable and

deterministic world predicated by licensing laws and health and safety protocols is

attempted in the creation of an unmediated space where participants are

responsible for themselves, and where the control of personal safety is not

outsourced to the BRCLLC,or to the law.

And yet, BMmust comply with the legalities and regulations that are

necessary to its own preservation. Clearing a path for immediacy through the

employment of legal means, a disclaimer requires a signature from all participants

on entry to the event. This disclaimer asserts the principle of immediacy to

participants, it allows the organization to evade certain protocols and, crucially, it

helps protect BRCLLCfrom harmful litigation. A disclaimer is also stated on the

ticket, as Figure 7 indicates. Information on a more recent ticket for the 2007 event

displays similar details and additionally states that assuming responsibility for the

risks encountered at the event through purchase of a ticket 'release[ s] Burning

Man from any claim arising from this risk'.46

46 A copy of the full text can be found in Appendix A.t.
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Figure 7: Legal Disclaimer
'Burning Man FAQ', TIle Vaults ofErowid
<http://www.erowid.org/culture/burningman/burningman_faq.shtml> [accessed 8 January 2012]

Such a measure is both unique to BMand evidence for the privileging of

immediacy. In 2009, I observed this disclaimer making room for an apparently

meaningful and direct experience, which made some sense of its utilization;

participants were allowed to stand at close proximity to hot ashes following the

all-important burning of the 'man'. Elsewhere, the health and safety protocols of an

event would require areas of potential danger to be immediately rectified by site

crew, or cordoned off and separated from participants. Despite the apparent

superficiality of this detail, the solemnity of those gathered at the ashes

demonstrated a case whereby the enshrinement of immediacy had made room for

action meaningful to participants, whether or not this action is interpretable in

terms of spiritual practice. The proximity permitted here coincides again with the

relational principle that closes the physical separations between art and its

audience, while the traditions that unite in conferring to BMthe status of the social

experiment can also be considered nuanced realizations of the 'No Spectators'

idiom. By awarding the audience member the responsibility of expression,

immediacy, environmental responsibility and gifting, the spectator is transformed

into the producer - a role that includes both aesthetic and civic responsibilities.

Following a discussion of the enchanting aspects of the event, as presented below,

this transformation is explored in greater detail in Section 4.5.
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4.4 Re-enchantment

Detailed in Chapter 2, Picard and Robinson described 'theatre plays, costume

parties and pleasure gardens' as attempts to re-clothe the world with meaning,

following the forces of secularization and disenchantment that.crept across the

Renaissance world.t? The ritualistic, spiritual and quasi-spiritual features

observable at BMmake similar interpretations impossible to disregard. Lee

Gilmore, who completed her PhD on the festival in 2005, relates these features to a

principal theme in her work Gilmore recollects Bakhtin's carnivalesque in the

observation that certain practices, which could fall within a 'spiritual'

interpretation, challenge both secular and religious norms." This comparison is

supported by the fact that these practices sometimes retain a comedic tone, while

others, confusingly, are executed with solemnity. This inconsistency articulates a

rather paradoxical aspect of the festival; notions of spirituality are vital to the

celebration, yet the comprehensive expression of a spiritual monologue is

manifestly avoided. BM offers exhaustive opportunities to engage in new age and

spiritual practices, yet their coagulation into a meaningful whole is repeatedly

undermined.

A plurality of inconsistent messages inevitably weakens the possible

formation of a coherent doctrine, yet this is also moderated by the irreverent

delivery of pseudo-spiritual performances and installations. BM artist Jim Mason

testifies to the simultaneous suggestion and mockery of all things spiritual when

he reveals that the 'earnestness [...] at the core of BM' must coexist with the fact

that the festival 'has always been a spin through jesting and farce and absurdism'i+?

Indeed, it is the 'spiritual farce' that forms the aesthetic horizon for Mason, in his

own artistic contributions to BM.sOSarah Pike also analysed the paradoxical nature

47 Dclurncua, cited in Picard and Robinson, p. 6.
48 Lee Gilmore and Erik Davis, 'Burning Man, Spiritual Hedonism, and the Meaning of Postmodern
Religion' a recorded discussion on Expanding Mind Podcast (14 June 2010)
<http://www.progressiveradionetwork.com/expanding-mind/2010/6/14/expanding-mind-
061710.html> [accessed 13 July 2010].
49 Jim Mason, interviewed in Doherty, pp. 164-65.
so Ibid.
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of BM's dealings with spirituality and religion in the 1990s.51 Theatre

performances and relational installations often comically inverted religious

symbols and practices; frequent also was a presentation of Christian institutional

religion as dogma, while Eastern religions would be referenced as authentic. She

found that the inversion of religion, at times, carried with it a reassertion of new

age values. This is best typified in her recollection of a 'confessional' box that was

carved out in the shape of a nun. Inside the nun was a mirror, on which 'Be Your

Own Messiah', was inscribed.V As is shown in the following chapter, such features

are not unique to BM, but have been co-opted by similarly positioned events in

Britain. The mockery of spiritual earnestness exemplified here justifies Erik Davis'

comments regarding the elusiveness of spirituality at BM:

There was a peculiar kind of spiritual and religious aspect of Burning Man but it
was hard to locate. I mean some things were obvious, there were obvious ritual
elements, back in the day there were even spiral dancers which is a classic form
of pagan ritual, well known to BayArea folks in those zones, but at the same
time there was something deeper and more profound, but it was always very
elusive, in fact in many ways the event and the participants resisted putting on
a very religious or spiritual layer.s!

BM's social milieu contains multiple allusions to 'spirituality without religion'A!

and regularly executes rituals that resist the articulation of spiritual meaning.

Indeed, there are two principal practices that regularly take place at BM which are,

in many ways, the main instigators of spiritual and re-enchanting discourses. The

burn of the wooden effigy, after which the festival is named, is a raucous and

energetic display of fire and explosions, surrounded by decorated vehicles

thumping with music. Despite an absence of specific meaning attached to the

ritual, its repetition since the inception ofthe event has crystallized its centrality

and importance at the celebration. The burn of a 'temple' on the last night is

51 Sarah M. Pike, 'Desert Goddesses and Apocalyptic Art, Making Sacred Space at Burning Man
Festival', in Eric Mazur and Kate McCarthy, eds, God in the Details: American Religion in Popular
Culture (Routledge: New York, 2001), pp. 155-97.
52 Pike, p. 162.
53 'Burning Man, Spiritual Hedonism, and the Meaning of Post modern Religion', a discussion with
Lee Gilmore, hosted by Erik Davis on the Expanding Mind Podcast.
54 Lee Gilmore, 'Theater in a Crowded Fire: Spirituality, Ritualization and Cultural Performativity at
the Burning Man Festival' (unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of California, 2005), pp.
38-79.
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contrastingly solemn. Built afresh every year, the temple is an intricate, filigree-

style structure designed by San Franciscan artist David Best; it is covered in

emotive inscriptions left by participants, and houses photographs and shrines to

lost pets and loved ones. For this reason the temple appears to symbolize death

and loss, a deduction augmented by the silence ofthe crowd. Myown observations

support this interpretation; indeed, a solemn response was so integral to this

ceremony that the audible conviviality of 'virgin' Burners was visibly frowned

upon. The cultivated solemnity of veteran Burners powerfully suggested ritual

over spectacle.

Strengthening the interpretations of Davis and Pike, the spatial location of

BMhas been placed as another indicator of spiritual meaning through its

implication of ordeal. That newcomers worriedly anticipate life in the desert

without the usual amenities of modern living has generated comparisons with

Turner's concept of ritual pilgrimage, in which ordeal is characteristlc.P Gilmore

actually rejects the applicability of Turner here, claiming that BMis 'a para-urban

environment that consciously recreates a familiar "civic" infrastructure'; and that

the experience of ordeal is limited, therefore, by the fact that desert life during the

festival is actually a decadent, luxuriant affair.56 It is true that the festival offers up

everything a person needs, and more - to recount a popular festival motto - 'the

Playa provides'. The extreme ordeal that Gilmore uses to illustrate the comparative

decadence of the BMfestivalgoer does, however, miss the point that ordeal is

relative, and for many of those who travel to the desert, attendance does constitute,
quite possibly, an experience of real danger in a challenging natural environment.

An overemphasis on ordeal would, however, be similarly mistaken in disregarding

the pleasure-seeking motivations of so-called 'pilgrims'J" Awillingness to travel

afar and endure some inconvenience to attend an event centred on a ritualized

burning is bound to produce some justifiable comparisons with pilgrimage, yet it is

likely that hedonistic motivations outweigh the spiritual.

55 Myobservations also support this analysis. Waiting for transportation to the festival from San
Francisco with a group of festivalgoers. there was an atmosphere of excited nervousness that was, I
felt. primarily to do with anticipating the heat of the desert and the relinquishing of showers and
amenities.
56 Gilmore, 'OfOrdeals and Operas: Reflexive Ritualizing at the Burning Man Festival', p. 216.
57 'Pilgrims' is also used as a term to describe Burning Man festivalgoers. although 'Burners' is used
more frequently.
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At BM, the plurality and contradiction of spiritual messages opens up

semiotic space for the creation of new meanings, This playful yet simultaneously

sincere approach to spiritual and quasi-spiritual practice is attributable to the

festival's patchwork of ideologies, where 'all religions and traditions are up for

grabs, and authenticity, authority, and purity are not at issue',sBFortunati

replicates the logic of St John when she reconceptualizes Foucault's 'heterotopia' in

her analysis of BM; spirituality is 'simultaneously represented, contested, and

inverted', instigating 'a wilful jumbling of our ordered and fragmented world'J?

Traditional religious monologues are destroyed as new forms of ritual allude to a

new and subjective spiritualism of the self, BM simultaneously disenchants and re-

enchants, responding to the 'decay of American life today and envision[ing] a

future that is rejuvenative as well as destructive's? It would therefore be futile to

pigeonhole BM with a single enchanting or disenchanting interpretation, Ritual

abounds at BM, yet prioritizing the spiritual as an explanatory discourse rather

sidelines democratization as one characteristic amongst many, as opposed to the

organizing principle it actually represents, An example of this misperception is

aptly demonstrated when Christopher Partridge confuses the participative tenet

with spiritual pilgrimage:

Allattendees are expected to participate [...] participants take this perception
very seriously,even goingso far as to understand their annual journey to the
site in terms ofpilgrimageand expectingtransformation when they get there.si

Partridge conflates two distinct issues here, All the literature and experiential

evidence points to the fact that it is the 'No Spectators' idiom that is central to the

event, while spirituality and ritual represents one element in the 'shopping mall' of

beliefs and practices on offer at BM,To conflate one with the other erroneously

reduces the importance of participation and overemphasizes how far the

spirituality is privileged there, Indeed, it is possible that this aspect of BM is one

that has been generally overstated, Sherry and Kozinet's ethnographic study of BM

58 Pike, p, 165.
59 Fortunati,p. 159.
60 Ibid., p. 172.
61 Partridge, p. 164.
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leads them, like Partridge, to subscribe to a discourse ofre-enchantment that

contextualizes the festival within theories of the new age, neo-paganism,

disestablishmentarianism and new religious movernents.s- Referencing

secularization as a point of departure, BM is represented as offering an antithesis

to a meaningless existence, utilizing spiritual practices to support the rejection of a

world where consumption is a dehumanizing 'existential ground for meaning's!

Similarly, Fortunati recalls John Moore's exploration of rave as a spiritual culture

and points to similarly ritualistic phenomena at BM: 'drum collectives, hypnotic

fire dancing, group rituals'.64 Such a view must be balanced, however, with the

touristic way that many participants actually experience BM. Overtones of

spirituality are prominently characteristic, yet this observation must be tempered

by the fact that reintegration into the 'default world' may render the experience

meaningful at the time, but meaningless elsewhere - many participants could thus

be weekend sptritualists.s" Recollecting the insights found in Section 4.2, it is likely

that a diversity of attitudes to spirituality characterize the crowd at BM. The fact

that the festival produces a mixture of often contradicting messages relating to

spirituality makes likely an audience of spiritualists, people open to spiritual ideas,

and those entirely cynical towards all things religious,

4.5 Extreme Participation as Praxis

Set up by a BM participant, NoSpectators.com is an online community that gathers

under a concise slogan that, in simple terms, 'is about not being a spectator'Je 'No

Spectators' is a clarion call that recurs again and again, offering a clear

demonstration of a discourse that has politicized spectatorship, by its conspicuous

rejection. This stance is central to the festival's presentation as essentially distinct

from the concert-model event:

62 Sherry and Kozinets, 'Comedy of the Commons: Nomadic Spirituality and the Burning Man
Festival'.
63 Ibid., p. 123.
64 Fortunati, p. 155.
6S The 'default world' is festival vernacular used to describe the world outside of the festival.
66 'About', No Spectators <http://nospectators.com/index.php?page=about> [accessed 20 May
2011].
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People new to BurningManoften assume that it's a regular 'festival' as they've
cometo know them,a mostly passive experiencewhere everything is planned,
orchestrated and pre-packagedby the event producers, and attendees just
comeand enjoythe show. In fact,the exact opposite is true [...] the people who
attend BurningManare nomere 'attendees', but rather are activeparticipants
in every sense of the word: they create the city,the interaction, the art, the
performance and ultimatelythe 'experience's?

Here, the associations discussed in Chapter 3 are powerfully apparent: the cerebral

actions that allow one to 'watch' are equated with passivity, while the celebrated

mode of participation exerts control over the structure of the event. Following the

overview presented here, Sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 account for the breadth of

audience control via two themes: theatrical behaviour and dress occupies the

former section, while the latter concentrates on BRCLLC'sunconventional use of

volunteers.

The need to co-ordinate with a group the provision of food and drink for the

duration of BMactually makes difficult the kind of easy attendance critiqued in the

passage above. It is near impossible to attend BMwithout being part of a theme

camp, tour group or community of some kind, which will likely involve a number of

contributions, both creative and practical, which would not occur at a concert-

model festival. Undoubtedly there are some who do not 'run' with the extreme

participation implied by the 'No Spectators' ethos, though this would not be

conducive to what is presented as the authentic experience. Since considerable

expense is involved in attending, a refusal to participate in the way that is

promoted by BMwould make attendance a pointless and costly endeavour. This

being the case, the majority of attendants arrive more than willing to dress up, give

gifts and volunteer in various capacities.

As illustrated by Figure 7 in Section 4.3, Burners are exposed to the 'No

Spectators' slogan before they arrive at the festival, for it is printed in conspicuous

text on the ticket. Given the risks associated with the location it is highly likely that

newcomers will have consulted the website to help organizetheir trip, where the

67 'Participate In Burning Man!', Burning Man <http://www.burningman.com/participate/>
[accessed 20 May 2011].
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slogan is also unavoidable. Participants are then confronted by the 'No Spectators'

idiom in action, the moment they enter the Playa and encounter groups of fancy

dressed 'greeters'. On my arrival there in 2009, the greeters forced the 'virgin

Burners' to exit the coach as it waited in the entry queue, and submit to a mildly

degrading but very humorous initiation procedure that involved rolling about on

the desert floor in front of the veterans who remained on the bus. I was gently

castigated for my comfortable, though distinctly plain attire, while other greeters

shouted 'YOUare the performers!' intermittently. This was a friendly humiliation

that rather reminded me of freshman initiations, a practice that was not only

characteristic of the 'N0 Spectators' ethos, but also, perhaps, quintessentially

American. Upon induction to the encampment, which was organized by a San

Franciscan hostel and tour company, we were told that we were expected to

participate in cooking and cleaning, despite having paid $300 for their catering

services. It soon became clear that the 'No Spectators' idiom extended to all

possible areas, from the minutiae of individual dress to the site-wide gift economy.

For this reason, pigeonholing participation at BM as 'immersive',

'relational' or 'interactive' would fail to exemplify the catalogue of ways in which

'No Spectators' is realized, for each of these terms finds application in its social

milieu. Every year, a different theme inspires related installations, fancy dress

costumes and topics of debate. 'Evolution' and 'Metropolis' have both been used as

thematic springboards for participant creativity, forming conceptual umbrellas for

each event's activities in a way that can certainly be described as immersive.

Following the aesthetic traditions outlined by Bishop, there are both authored and

de-authored approaches to participatory features at BM.68Some performances, for

example, are pre-scripted and involve participants only in the disruptive,

interventionist sense recognized by Bishop, while others are collectively

produced.s? There are also a number of stationary sculptures, which only adhere to

BM's ideal of participation through inviting physical touch. Many installations

imply immediacy and action simply through 'doubling up' to serve a functional

purpose. Traversing the site are 'art cars', which, as their name suggests, are as

much art as they are forms of transport, with vehicles unrecognizable beneath

68 Bishop, p. 11.
691bid.
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transformative, elaborate decoration. The use of costume, theatre, the

aestheticization of the functional and the invitation to interact, touch and climb

into artworks, implies Bishop's 'paradigm' of physical involvement, and reverses

the autonomy of the Dubordian spectacle - for while spectacle abounds at BM,

nowhere are the fields of production detached from the audience,"?

The site-wide expectation to produce, interact and create, promotes what

the author describes as 'extreme participation', transforming the 'No Spectators'

ideal into praxis. As Bishop noted of relational art, the extreme participation at BM

is distinctly, and unsurprisingly, social,"! Interactive performances, immersive

themes and relational installations are transformed into objects of play. It is true

that the 'No Spectators' idiom induces many high-skilled and serious contributions

from volunteers engaging in technical, legal and administrative labour, as detailed

in Section 4.5.2. And yet, the way in which the realization of this ethos creates an

experiential space comparable to the adventure playground is confirmed by both

its aesthetic qualities, and by the audience's behaviour within it.

4.5.1 The Performing Audience

Nowhere is the performing audience more evident than in the use of costume at

BM, an activity that the canonical theories of play have limited to the domain of

children - and, principally, girls.72 Turning this conceptualization of costume on its

head, theatrical dress and costumes are common at BM, despite the

impracticalities of the heat. Consequently, that carnival is a 'performative genre'

conducive to popularized creativity is exemplified, most conspicuously, by this

aspect of the BM event73 The emphasis on radical self-expression and the

banishment of spectators democratizes the obligation to perform amongst all

participants, though what exactly counts as performance is not always clear. It is

likely that this is not accidental, for the organization does not promulgate any

70 Bishop, p. 11.
71 Ibid., p. 10.
72 [anlne Fron, Tracy Fullerton, Jacquelyn Ford Morie and Celia Pearce, 'Playing Dress-Up:
Costumes, Roleplay and Imagination', Philosophy of Computer Games (unpublished conference
paper, 2007), p. 2.
73 Victor Turner, 'Frame, Flow and Reflection: Ritual and Drama as Public Liminality', p. 474.
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defined understanding of performance - only the trope that its interpretation and

enactment is a collective responsibility.

Clupper acknowledges this semantic ambiguity when she claims that BM

'does not resist utilizing performance as a descriptor in diverse ways', in order to

demonstrate an 'ongoing philosophy of subjective meanings'Z! Adegree of

nihilism is bound up in such pure subjectivism (if performance can mean anything

to anyone, it can also mean nothing). Indeed, Clupper herself problematically bases

her conceptualization of performativity at BMon Erving Goffman,who claimed

that performance is 'all the activity of an individual which occurs during a period

marked by [...] continuous presence before a particular set of observers and which

has some effect on the observers'Zf Resonating with the theoretical pitfalls of the

active audience, this claim seems too broad and too steeped in the everyday to

accurately depict the way in which audiences perform at BM- despite the intuitive

logic of Clupper's claims to a 'performance culture'. 76

There are cogent arguments regarding the 'performative' aspects of

everyday communication, yet what happens at BMis markedly distinct from these.

At BMa democratization of performance will always guarantee spontaneity and

unpredictability in terms of individual interpretations, yet participants perform in

a tradition of event-specific ways, forming an ensemble of action that produces

'theatricality and self-conscious displays',"? Some rehearsed and conspicuous

features take the form of participant processions and interactive performances of

music and theatre. There are some presentational performances, but many are

either audience-based (as is the case, for example, for BM's ritualized lamp-lighting

procession) or have an interactive function built in. Illuminating is Gilmore's

description of an opera composed for BM,by Pepe Ozan." Following liaisons with

the BMorganization prior to its execution, Ozan was required to write in more

74Clupper, 'The Performance Culture of Burning Man', p. 115.
75 Erving Goffman. The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life (New York: Doubleday Anchor Books,
1959). p. 22. in John MacAloon. ed., Rite, Drama, Festival, Spectacle, Rehearsals Toward a Theory of
Cultural Performance (Philadelphia: Institute for the Study of Human Issues, 1984), p. 6.
76Clupper, 'The Performance Culture of Burning Man', p. 98.
77lbid., p. 122.
78 Gilmore. 'OfOrdeals and Operas', pp. 220-21.
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opportunities for the audience to become immersed in the performance as actors,

rather than spectators.??

From one perspective, it is the infectious theatricality, brought about

through the physical blend of scripted artists with unscripted audience members

that, like the paid ian carnival, generates Clupper's culture of performance. Yet it is

also arguable that the wearing of costume and unconventional dress generates a

kind of theatrical posture, which transforms interactions and encounters into

moments of performance. Sometimes participants adopt well-thought-out

characters, and some embellish their clothes spontaneously. Subsuming costume

under performance, as the BMdiscourse does, one might cogently claim that this

activity represents the most democratized mode of extreme participation. I do not

recall noticing this phenomenon in 2009, yet it is has also been claimed that it is

not uncommon for participants to take on 'Playa names' to complete their

temporary alter ego, for the duration of the festival.s? The reinvention of the self

through Playa names and costumes is a simple and accessible way of maintaining

the principle of'No Spectators'. Elaborate costumes are not easily available to all,

though there are fancy dress boutiques offering free clothing transformations, in

line with its egalitarian ethos. Newcomers (struggling, perhaps, with getting to

grips with life in the desert) are less acclimatized to the performance ideology,

which is sometimes revealed through the absence of costume. It is also true that in

the hottest hours of the day costume is often abandoned for the minimal and the

comfortable. The event comes to life as the heat recedes at dusk, and at this time of

day many costumes can be observed that are clearly the result of considerable pre-

planning.

Dressing up at BMcontributes to a surreal climate that mixes together

voyeurism and exhibitionism. It is likely that the satisfaction stemming from the

'ingenuity and artistry that goes into creating one's persona' is a motivating factor,

while voyeurism and display are popularized pastimes in the collective enjoyment

of 'seeing and being seen'.81 In the absence of distinguished performers (that

79 Gilmore, 'OfOrdeals and Operas', pp. 220-21.
80 Clupper, 'The Performance Culture of Burning Man', p. 126; Fron et al., p. 2.
81 Fron et al; p. 2; Celia Pearce, 'Seeing and Being Seen: Presence and Play in Online Virtual Worlds',
Online, Offline and the Concept of Presence When Games and VR Collide (unpublished conference
paper, 2006), cited in Fron etal., p. 14.
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comprise the line-up at other festivals), costume offers a system by which ordinary

participants can confer theatrical status on themselves. BMrejects the

conventional performance hierarchy typical of the concert-model event, yet

degrees of visual ostentation and complexity in costumes reveal an unspoken

system of social distinction. Despite the provision of free costume boutiques,

costume is variant and balanced by the impracticalities of the desert, which affects

some more than others. Those with mobile homes are more able to transport

elaborate costumes to the festival, whereas those without their own vehicle will

likely prioritize essentials like food and water, over costume. As Gilmore noted,

there is inequality in terms of access to the resources needed to create

technologically large projects.82 Similarly, access to resources can determine the

extent to which costume is employed, and as a result, the nature of participant

performance. Depicting a system of differential status, Gilmore cites this as

evidence for the fact that, to some extent, Burners 'inevitably replicate society's

class structures'P!

The following chapter bears witness to the fact that the use of costume by

adults as a form of play is hardly a phenomenon unique to BM,and yet it is a

cultural tendency that has received only a modest amount of attention and

analysis. Janine Fron et al. maintain that 'dress-up play' has been largely ignored

by the traditional play theorists, whose analysis begins with the observation that

dressing up has been theoretically dismissed as an activity of small girls, while

Homo Ludens, [ohan Huizinga's treatise on play culture, is 'primarily concerned

with domains of play and culture dominated by males - sports, competition,

warfare, legal and political structures'P' Some attention has been paid to the way

in which clothing often subordinates functionality in favour of encoding particular

meanings. 85 yet little has been done to interpret the playful utilization of costume

at festivals in the West

Lack of adequate and up-to-date analyses has encouraged contemporary

BMscholars to look elsewhere for suitable theoretical applications. The flexibility

82Gilmore, 'or Ordeals and Operas', p. 218.
83lbid.
84Fron et al., pp. 1-2.
85 Werner Enninger, 'Clothing', in Richard Bauman, ed., Folklore, Cultural Performances, and Popular
Entertainments (London: Oxford University Press, 1992), pp. 217-24 (p. 219).
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of identity enabled by costume and name-change has inspired applications of

Turnerian liminality, for costume facilitates 'potentially transformative and

sublime experiences in the context of what might be viewed by outsiders as merely

"entertainment'l'J" Costume at BMmost often takes light-hearted and playful

forms, yet some choices in dress (or the choice not to get dressed, as the case may

be) are interpretable as socio-political transgressions of gender stereotyping and

social expectations of sexual behaviour. Festival literature indicates a liberal ethos

that supports sexual freedom and experimentation. Asignificantly large portion of

transgendered, bisexual and homosexual people attend, and various workshops

and attractions at the festival also cater to those who practise sexual fetishes. As

Chapter 5 shall demonstrate, this aspect of the festival has directly instigated the

introduction of similar features in Britain. The sexualized dimensions of BMare

sometimes exemplified via audience dress. BMis an accepting space that invites

the visual challenges posed by costume:

BurningMan'scarnivalesquemaskingand costume are politicalbecause they
givepermission to drag queens and kings to cross the solid societal lines of
gender, and it givespermission to sexualizedparticipants to wear sex toys on
their bodies in public.t?

Clupper here attempts to employ Bakhtin's concept of inversion to claim that the

reversal of social norms represented by this form of dress constitutes politicized

costume, because there is a challenge to accepted behaviour. This may be

overstating the extent to which meaningful comparison with Bakhtin's work is

possible: in the first instance, cross-dressing and costume in the medieval carnival

temporarily reversed the ubiquitous conventions of the day. There was a playful

swapping of gender ascriptions, which lasted only as long as the topsy-turvy

interval would allow, before normative conditions were fully restored. Conversely,

the gender dissolution evident through dress at BMis linked to more permanent

groups and scenes outside the festival, which offer longer-term forums for socially

transgressive behaviours. Assigning cross-dressing a political label in this context

86 Fronet al., p. 2.
87 Clupper, 'The Performance Culture of Burning Man', p. 90.
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must also be tempered by the observation that BMis a safe haven and a form of

escapism for like-minded people. It does not confront straight society with

alternative values as would, for example, a gay and lesbian pride march through a

city centre. What is claimed to be politically symbolic, then, may constitute also the

sympathetic sharing of mutual socio-political concerns, which arguably ought to

maintain some distinction from the social activism described by Clupper.

Not dissimilar to the reasoning employed by Botstein in his claims about the

active audience, problematized in Chapter 3, is a recurring association between the

performative and the expressive in the scholarship on BM:

[By] creating and participating with interactive art installations, theme camps,
and inventive costuming, Burning Man participants may performatively
express some 'inner vision' and thereby engage in a process of 'self-reflexivity'
that reflects some inner aspect of themselves.w

It is here assumed that expression is crucial to unlocking an otherwise suppressed

part ofthe self, and thus, that catharsis is located in the 'becoming' of individuals.

This assumption is also revealed when Clupper explains the difference between

acting, which predicates fabrication, and performance art, which is interpreted as

the invention of a new variation of the self.89 In this sense, the participative mantra

at BMfurthers the new age celebration of self-expression by conflating its meaning

with the tenets of performance and participation. This creates a version of self-

expression that privileges flamboyancy, theatricality, individuality, decadence and

creativity, as authentic. Conversely, inhibition, passivity and conformity are seen as

inauthentic expressions, ideologically denigrated as the unfortunate result of a

commercial world dependent on the cultivation of human failings.

The self-expression of individuals is idealized at BM,yet to a certain extent,

costume etiquette reproduces a system of conformity. While it is true that the

definition of performance is left open to participant interpretation, the limitations

of BM's framework make only a narrow collection of expressive actions

realistically achievable. These form a performance 'orthopraxis', a set of practices

BB Gilmore, 'Theater in a Crowded Fire', p. 86.
B9 Clupper, 'The Performance Culture of Burning Man', p. 110
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that are enshrined through festival-related websites, forums and literature, in

positive affirmation of the 'No Spectators' ethos.?? The reasoning located in the

previous chapter, which argued that the 'active participation' broadly awarded to

outdoor festivals wrongly de-emphasizes the regimen of behaviour they induce,

must similarly be considered here; one might construct popular performance as

evidence for a liberated audience, yet one must also pay credence to the fact that

there is also pressure to perform. This throws into question whether performance

is a form of self-expression at BM,or a tribalized characteristic that demands its

own kind of conformity. As exemplified below, the use of costume perfectly

highlights a problematic duality of performance as self-expression and conformity:

Burners both use costume and mask to impress and blend in.Somemaywant
to stand out and use the mask or costume (or lack thereof) to draw attention as
an individual,others want desperately to looknormal amongst the freaks."

Clupper depicts costume as a strategy for either drawing attention or blending in,

which might be contested on the basis that for most participants, both functions

are operating simultaneously. It may be the case that self-expression and

conformity are not mutually exclusive utilizations of costume, despite their

contrary connotations. Costume is an affirmation of the broader BMculture - while

variations may serve to express the preferences and sentiments of the individual.

Using expression alone as a qualification for the active audience was

critiqued in the previous chapter. Based on the evidence so far, it may, however,

seem arguable that the systemic control necessary to usefully defining the

audience as 'active' (as suggested at Section 3.4) is removed from the (albeit

costumed) participants at BM.This would, however, only be supportable if the

theatricality of the audience did not formulate the core performative 'fabric' of the

event. Contrasting with Cremona's depiction of the ludic celebration, at BMthe

expression of the audience is not sidelined by ostentatious displays, as would

occur there, but co-opts ostentation through utilizing costume. In the absence of

emphasized performances on elevated stages, the expressive display of the

90 Gilmore, 'Theater in a Crowded Fire: Spirituality', p. 91.
91 Clupper, 'The Performance Culture of Burning Man', p. 89.
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audience on ground level is accentuated. It is also the case that audience

contributions are not restricted to the expressive and the theatrical, for they exist

within a system that allows them, as exemplified by the following discussion, to

shape the event's spatiality and featured attractions.

4.5.2 Democratized Production

BMhas been described both as a 'do-ocracy', and as an (often tense) combination

of collectivist and bureaucratic practlces." To the naked eye, the event certainly

lends itselfto an appearance of being 'one-hundred percent participant

produced'r" though BRCLLCcomprises a structure typical of a festival

organization, whereby a small team of waged employees deploy the labour of a

much larger pool of transient, temporary and seasonal workers, inclusive of

volunteers.t+ Two characteristics offer a sharp contrast to concert-model festivals;

firstly, volunteering takes on socio-political dimensions through its enshrinement

in the 'No Spectators' praxis, and, secondly, volunteers are also ticket buyers. The

latter point is worth emphasizing: despite paying $300 to attend BM,plus travel

costs, there is an encouragement to undertake tasks that would normally be

shouldered by the organization or by volunteers labouring in exchange for a free

ticket.

Quantifying exactly how much voluntary labour is responsible for the

creation of BMis a complex task. BM'swebsite states that it takes 2,000 volunteers

to 'build, run and clean up' the site - and while this figure makes up only a small

percentage of the overall population, this categorization appears to exclude large

areas of production. BM's in-house volunteer recruitment drives focus on practical

areas of voluntary production; for example, box office sales, information desk and

clean-up operations. Volunteers are able to work for the 'Burning Man Art Team',

though in practical and administrative roles that do not include the creation of any

installations. Contributions that do include the creation and execution of art

92 Chen, Enabling Creative Chaos, p. 42, p. BO.
93 'Glade Offers Fans the Chance to Create an Arena or Propose Site Art', eFestivals (2010)
<http://www.efestivals.co.uk/news/10/10030Bc.shtml> [accessed 31 May 2010].
94 Chen, Enabling Creative Chaos, p. 109.
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installations, theme camps, mutant vehicles and live performances are not sub-

headed under BM's volunteer recruitment drive, as these areas operate their own

methods of appllcatlon.w The number of voluntary labourers also involved in these

areas is not published on the festival website. Fortunati, basing her figures on a

2001 audience survey of the event, claimed that 79% of total respondents had

collaborated with other people in an organized camp or theme camp to share

resources, 14% had undertaken volunteer work prior to the event, while 39% had

undertaken volunteer work while at the event.96 From these percentages it can be

estimated, then, that BM today utilizes the labour of at least 19,500 attendants.

That almost half of the total attending population volunteer constitutes a highly

irregular ratio, despite the fact that most arts festivals have come to rely on a

volunteer workforce.?"

It is the diversified, civic approach to production, rather than the narrow

volunteer recruitment drives promoted by BM,which generate an atmosphere of

collective production. Broadly speaking, the layout of the festival follows a

prescribed pattern set to a 'well planned infrastructure and city plan', on which the

celebration takes shape/" As illustrated in Section 4.1, an aerial view generates an

impression of a clock face, yet the festival is experienced as a temporary

community comprising an exhaustive patchwork of entertainments, where it is

possible to find 'anything you'd find in a regular city - art museums, dance clubs,

yoga studios - only in the middle ofthe desert',"? Careful site planning is balanced

with a minutiae of individualized detail found in the participant-led theme camps

and villages, which are each required to support the 'No Spectators' ethos through

encouraging extreme participation. Imaginatively named, camps for the 2010

event included the 'LEtsGO Lounge' (a place to relive your childhood with your

favourite plastic building blocks), 'Liminal Labs' (a Psycho-Geographic Society

interactive mapping project) and the 'Love Puddle Playground' (with games

9S This may be because these areas incorporate a mixture of volunteer labour and donations with
labour and materials funded by BRCLLC.
96 Fortunatl, p. 159.
97 Kate Oakley, 'Better than Working for a Living? Skills and Labour in the Festivals Economy'.
98 Wendy Clupper, 'Burning Man: Festival Culture in the United States - Festival Culture in a Global
Perspective', in Temple Hauptfleisch et al., Festivalising! Theatrical Events, Politics and Culture
(Amsterdam: Rodopl, 2007), pp. 221-241 (p. 229).
99 Jay Michaelson, 'The Truth About Burning Man', Huffington Post (8 September 2009)
<http://www.humngtonpost.com/jay-michaelson/the-truth-about-burning-m_b_279464.html>
[Accessed 28 May 2010].
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including four square, tether ball and dildo jousting).100The BMorganization

functions as a quality controller, undertaking the administrative and legal

facilitation of theme camps, yet design and execution is undertaken by

participants. Effectively, this strategy outsources creative production without

forfeiting income: as the theme camp web pages testify, camp creators are, like

everyone else, required to purchase their tickets.lOl

Art installations, theme camps and art cars are so diverse that their

commonalities can get lost in the sense of disorientation; nonetheless it is possible

to piece together, if not commonalities, artistic tendencies - which pertain to the

fantastical, satirical, transformational and surreal. Continually referenced in

festival texts is the fact that BMvolunteers are largely responsible for the aesthetic

shaping of festival space.102For this reason, some privilege art in the

interpretation of BMas a socio-political statement. This is justifiable, for BM

challenges notions of authenticity in the art world; indeed, the way in which

BRCLLCfacilitates the production of BMby participants resonates with the role of

a curator. Similarly implied by the performance ideology discussed in the previous

section, a challenge to the elitist position of the 'artist' is made in the attempt to

transform festivalgoers into theme camp, installation and art car creators. The

organization's role as curator is crucial to the diversified milieu of the festival and

constitutes the realization of the founder's own explicit aesthetic politics. Larry

Harvey claims, for example, to focus on 'redefining and expanding the notion of

who "artists" are, and what their social role could be in the psychological and

institutional context amidst which they and others work and live'.103Extending the

concept of the artist to all participants, Harvey's approach to aesthetics asserts an

egalitarian principle, which stems from his own critical perception of a mediated,

hierarchical and compartmentalized world.

Aswell as creative roles, participants are invited to work on functional

operations, as technicians, co-ordinators and managers. BM's extensive use of

volunteers is unusual because it encompasses some highly skilled and professional

100 '2010 Theme Camps and Villages', Burning Man
<http://www.burningman.com/themecamps/10_camp_villJ.html> [accessed 2 November 2011].
101 'Theme Camps', Burning Man <http://www.burningman.com/themecamps/> [accessed 28
October 2011].
102 Pike, p. 164.
103 Fortunati, p. 163.
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work Chen's investigation, for example, is demonstrative of the fact that

volunteers have been made responsible for the drafting of legal documentation for

the festival; in addition to the highly qualified people engaged in this task,

technical and engineering teams are also comprised of volunteers.w+ Elsewhere in

the festival market volunteers are utilized only for low-skilled and low-risk work

such as stewarding. though this is often necessitated by a level of volunteer

unreliability from which BRCLLCis far from exempt. Indeed, difficulties motivating

and retaining volunteers arguably undermines the extent to which the 'No

Spectators' ideal is practically realized. On an organizational level, the use of

voluntary labour is necessary to the continuation ofthe festival's characterizing

features, yet a lack of obligation on the part of the volunteers in the absence of

financial incentives does not guarantee high levels of commitment. Despite the

enshrinement of volunteering as 'orthopraxis',lOS volunteers themselves can be

problematically unreliable, and a diminishing of interest and 'no shows' are not

uncommon. Chen presents, for example, a report of one co-ordinator that recruited

150 volunteers, only to find that none of them turned up to fulfil their required

training.106 This was further exacerbated by the fact that 'without the

reinforcement of financial incentives', there was 'diminished authority to demand

accountability and ttmeliness'J''? Supported by the action research outcomes of

Chapter 6, occurrences like this undermine the ability to actualize collective

production, necessitating the traditional 'pyramid' structure of organization

retained by the BRCLLC.One of the organization's remedial measures is to

overcompensate for the numbers lost by multiplying the number recruited, and by

reinforcing their responsibilities through improved communications. loa

Elsewhere, some practical tasks have had to evolve into entertaining theme camps

in order to attract and to retain volunteers; the task of ice hauling. for example,

after suffering from considerable numbers of absentees, began to incorporate

theatrical qualities to make the work more attractive.P?

104Chen, Enabling Creative Chaos. pp. 80-81.
105Gilmore, Theater in a Crowded Fire, p. 91.
106Katherine K. Chen, 'Incendiary Incentives: How the Burning Man Organization Motivates and
Manages Volunteers', in Gilmore and Van Proyen,Afterburn: pp.l09-28 (p.lll).
1071bid.
108Ibid., p. 111.
109Chen, 'Incendiary Incentives', p. 122.
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Chen also claims that volunteer unreliability often forces BMinto a position

where financial incentives are employed to 'induce recipients to more highly

prioritize their contributions to the organization',110 The operation required to

create BMthus cannot succeed without the levels of commitment brought about

through traditional incentives that are integral to the external systems of

commodification the festival attempts to critique. This could be interpreted as a

significant crack in BM'svision: despite the enshrinement of a space free of

monetary transactions, it is largely the lack of money-for-work, stable exchanges

that threatens the smooth running of the festival. It is, furthermore, precisely this

situation that discourages conventional music festivals from depending on

volunteers for high-risk, highly skilled and essential work such as security and

sound engineering. These observations may, for some, compromise the image of

the social experiment operating outside of commercial exchange. Nonetheless,

remembering that it is ordinary, not ideal human beings that create BMought to

moderate this view. Event production via voluntary labour must allow the fact that

BMis efestival, constituting for many, a cathartic unleashing of hedonistic energy.

It is bound to be experienced as a 'time out' leisure activity, and crucially, as a

break from work With this in mind, it remains significant that roughly half of the

ticket-buying population volunteers at all. The impracticalities of realizing BM's

'do-ocracy' also stem from the fact that the festival is inevitably beholden to the

norms entrenched in its external social context. BMis, geographically speaking, a

sequestered space, yet participants will invariably bring with them behaviours and

assumptions conditioned by the world outside. It would be unrealistic, perhaps, to

expect participants to abandon acting in relation to the principles of exchange that

underpin their lives the remaining 360 days of the year.

So far, BRCLLChas been depicted as an organization geared towards the

realization of an egalitarian ethos of participation, captured under their favoured

slogan, 'No Spectators'. There is, of course, ample room for more cynical

interpretations. As Oakley notes of the British festival industry, the discourses that

emphasize the non-financial rewards of volunteering, particularly those emanating

from the organizational core of the festival, constitute a form of rhetoric -

110 Ibid., p. 123.
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'soften[ing] the reality of what is often hard, unpaid or low paid work'.111That the

impression of collective production masks, rather than erodes, the 'real'

distinctions between 'festival organisers, traders, performers and volunteers', is a

view worthy of consideration.112 Indeed, Chen claims that questions regarding the

morality of BM'sorganizational structure, have been voiced. Writing anonymously

in the New Mission News, a critic of the festival hinted at the way in which

maximized volunteer productivity helps maximize ticket sales.113 Stating that its

founder '[takes] advantage of volunteer's desire for self-actualization', the article

goes on to claim that 'Harvey has succeeded in convincing work-shy bohemians

that toiling in the desert can somehow lead to personal fulflllment'.u+ It is highly

significant that the former organizer John Law, who helped found BMthrough his

involvement in the Cacophony Society, later denigrated the event for profiting-

allegedly, by $8m a year through using the unpaid labour of the 'poor and less-

employed'A'! With less affluent volunteers often donating long stretches of time to

constructing the festival, while the rich 'dot com kids and hippies' make only

weekend visits, Law claimed that BMsubsidized the experience of the rich, via

extensive contributions from the poor.

Drawing from this a conclusion that exploitation exists should be

moderated, however, by the fact that BMdoes not enforce certain numbers of

hours on their volunteers, and by the conviviality characteristic of the volunteer

experience. Identifying key motivating factors for attendance, Chen's contact with

volunteers found that 'gifted' labour was not only essential to the company but

also constituted an experience treasured by the individual,116Respondents cited

the opportunity to work on creative projects, access to immediate feedback and a

sense of purpose as key motivators to volunteer.117 Some privileged their work at

BMto the extent that, when looking for work outside of the festival, they insisted

on employment contracts that granted them time off for its duration. Others

111 Kate Oakley, 'Better than Working for a Living? Skills and Labour in the Festivals Economy'.
m Ibid.
113 The creative outputs of volunteers add value to the event, allowing it to offer a value-for-money
package that is subsidized by their labour.
114 Silicon Satan (pseudonym), 'Burning Man: Avision of the future', New Mission News (1999),
anonymous writer quoted in Chen, Enabling Creative Chaos, p. 47.
115 John Law, quoted in Chen, Enabling Creative Chaos, p. 48.
116 Chen, 'Incendiary Incentives', p. 110.
117Ibid.
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claimed that if their employers refused to give them the necessary holiday, they

would seek alternative employment.t'"

There will always be room for Law's view that exploitation at BM

masquerades as personal fulfilment, yet it is also arguable that what occurs on the

level of experience, is what is most significant. BMintimates - rather than

manifests - a flat-structured organization, yet it is also true that idealizing

discourses rarely culminate in perfect applications. It is arguable that festivals

never constitute realized utopias; though BMpromotes a social vision, this is

beyond what can be realistically achieved and therefore suggests, rather than

offers, a cohesive society without spectators. It is worth noting here Reedy's

distinction between the fictional utopia and utopianism: the latter term describes

not fixed places but practices that are 'motivated by longing for a better future'A'?

BMdoes not act out finished and finite visions of utopia but offers instead dynamic

utopianism engaged in an ongoing negotiation with the practices and values of its

external environment Given these observations, and the complexity of BRCLLC's

use of labour, one might cogently question how far is it possible to argue that

performance and production at BMis 'democratized'. Creative contributions to the

event are widely divergent - one volunteer might spend months preparing a theme

camp or creating a costume, whereas others might donate little in terms of actual

labour - and yet, there is general consensus on the centrality of'No Spectators' at

BM,whatever the interpretation. Conspicuous denigrations of the 'spectator' have

resulted in broad and diverse contributions from a theatrical crowd - the majority

of which have either been involved in a theme camp, or have volunteered for the

festival in another capacity. Despite the hierarchical structure of BM,this event

offers a strong example of a festival where democratized production and extreme

participation have combined to form a socio-political praxis.

118 Chen, 'Incendiary Incentives', pp.llO-ll.
119 Reedy, p. 171.
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4.6 The Burner Diaspora

Claims regarding the uniqueness of BM must consider the 'scores of [...] spin-offs'

that comprise the BM Network.V? Emphasis placed on the quintessential event in

Nevada tends to sideline the enormity of the regional Network, which comprises

BM-styled events that take place across the globe. An examination of this Network

suggests that BMmight be better defined not by the parameters of its secluded

desert location, but as a social phenomenon with international reaches.

The official BMwebsite claims that the Network emerged to address

troublesome reinsertion into the 'default' world, often experienced by participants

post-burn.V! An historical narrative describes a Burner diaspora of attendees who

experienced difficulties 'reintegrating into "normal" society after experiencing an

event that had profoundly transformed them in so many ways'.122 The author's

direct observation of BM attests to the fact that reintegration is certainly

problematized in popular discourses; a talk precisely on that subject was hosted

there, with a panel discussion and contributions from the audience. How individual

participants could spread the ethos of BM outside of its desert location was a

leading question; that this ought to be done seemed, at least in the context

observed, a point of assumed consensus.

The cultural colonization of BM is actively encouraged through the

scheduling of talks that explore the vision of Larry Harvey. Sherry and Kozinets,

after interviewing him at length, concluded that Harvey wished to 'carry the

lesson' of the festival 'to the level of a cultural revitalization movement'.123

Avoiding the term 'franchisements', Harvey prefers to liken the Network to

Freemasonry - a comparison that presumably omits its systemic excluslvity.P!

Today, the Network successfully connects up seven different countries, exceeding

sixty 'communities' over four continents.125 These events reproduce the culture of

BM on a localized level- and since Network events happen sporadically (as

120 Dan Gigler, 'Frostburn: a Party, Concert, Art Show and Extreme Camping Adventure', Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette (2010) <http://www.post-gazette.com/pg/10038/1033779-
140.stm#ixzz1NAGbUUQO>[accessed 23 May 2011].
121 'Regionals Network History'.
lZ2lbid.
123 Sherry and Kozinets, p. 137.
124 Doherty, p. 263.
125 'Regionals Network History'.
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opposed to annually), it is comprised of year-round activity. Such being the case, it.
is interesting to revisit the discussions at Section 2.1 to 2.3, which placed festival

as a necessarily annual and cyclical event, allowing participants a cathartic release

before reinsertion into the hegemony of conventional social values. This activity

might be interpreted as an international attempt at resisting this process, for there

is an attempt to integrate the BMculture more permanently into everyday locales.

There is some ambiguity as to the exact number of international events that

have been incorporated into the BMproject. In 2007, Clupper cited seventy-five

participating cities, ninety regional contacts and sixty-five events.t= That a smaller

listing of twenty-two events on the official website signals a reduction in number is

less likely than an incomplete listing. Some events not listed on BM'swebsite

nonetheless advertise themselves conspicuously as proponents of the event's

enshrined tenets. AWikipedia listing details thirty-eight regional Burn events, yet

it states that not all are officially affiliated with the BMorgantzation.P? Ayearly

fluctuating number of regional Burns has most likely resulted in these

inconsistencies, though it is clear from the list of participating communities that

the phenomenon has spread internationally. The country that houses the most

regional activity is, unsurprisingly, the United States, as detailed by Figure 8.

Following that, the highlighted sections on the global map demonstrate a far-

reaching network, though one that is yet to incorporate the Middle East, Russia or

South America.

126 Clupper, 'The Performance Culture of Burning Man', pp. 66-67, p. 69.
127Various Authors. 'List of Regional Burning Man Events', Wikipedia
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_regionaI_Burning_Man_events> [accessed 25 May 2011].
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Figure 8: Burning Man Participating States
'Regional Network - North America', Burning Man
<http://regionals.burningman.com/na_index.html> [accessed 8 January 2012]

Figure 9: Burning Man Participating Countries
'Regional Network', Burning Man <http://regionals.burningman.com/> [accessed 8 January 2012]
NB: Participating countries are highlighted in the bolder colours.

There are nuanced accounts of how regional activity came about. Clupper claims

that it was already taking place prior to the launch of the official BMNetwork in

2003. Regional events described as 'decompressions', she states, began to occur in

the 1990s, which commonly included a celebration and the burning of a wooden
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effigy.12BBoth the BMwebsite and Clupper claim that the role of the

representatives appointed to each region has evolved from information provider

to 'community builder';129 the network has become less oriented around the

Nevada event and more geared towards replicating the culture at home. Regionals

are required to 'affirm and disseminate' BM'skey principles, including 'Radical

Inclusion', 'De-commodification', 'Radical Self-Reliance', 'Radical Self-Expression',

'Communal Effort', 'Civic Responsibility', 'Leave NoTrace', 'No Spectators' and

'Immedlacy'.P" These guidelines are enforced through a written and contractual

agreement between the BMorganization and the regional Burn co-ordinator,

establishing freedom from liability on the part of the central organizaton, while

stating explicitly the obligation to uphold the principles described. Co-ordinators

receive some guidance and support from the central organization, yet the principle

of self-reliance also translates to regional tndependence.t!' The BMNetwork

encourages adherence and uniformity insofar as the organising principles of the

event go, whereas financial distribution, location and programming remain under

the authority of regional representatives.

Ofthe regional Burns examined, the principles outlined above were clearly

listed either on the main home page of the event, or conspicuously elsewhere.

There is little to suggest that they offer watered-down or de-radicalized versions of

Nevada's vanguard, though they are a lot smaller (with attending numbers ranging,

in 2005, between less than 100 and 1000).132 There are clearly accessible routes to

production, with downloadable applications available for the creation of

installations and theme camps. BM's ideology also recurs frequently in festival

literature. AfrikaBurn, for example, claims to be a 'non-commercial environment',

promoting a 'gift-economy [...] about [the] giving of oneself without expecting

anything in return', while Spain's NoWhere festival claims to be 'inspired by the

Burning Man festival [...] a fuse to inspire creativity and participation [...] a blank

128 Clupper, 'The Performance Culture of Burning Man', p. 70.
129 Ibid., p. 74.
130 Sherry and Kozinets, p. 137.
131 Clupper, 'The Performance Culture of Burning Man', p. 67.
132 Ibid., p. 70.
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canvas for people like you to make something out ofnothing'.133 'No Spectators' is

a pervasive slogan throughout these texts. Of this, the website of Arizona's Saguaro

Man is an exemplar:

We are not a rave or rave-type event We create community through creative
interaction and a gift economy. We don't hire entertainment. You are the
entertainment! Participation is mandatory-No spectators! Beyourself or be
someone else! Saguaro Man is what the participants create within the customs
and courtesies of a gift economy and radical self expression.t>

The spatial layout ofthe Flipside regional in Texas, with the 2011 theme 'Bad Idea',

also demonstrates a similar approach to event design that fragments the use of

space through democratized programming and an absence of main stage

entertainment135 Events of the Network are not, however, as uniformly similar to

BM as these observations may suggest; neither can it be assumed that what is true

for the Nevada event is neatly transferable to its regional counterparts. Regional

activity includes many events that do not burn effigies, and are less 'festivalesque'.

Instead of operating within sequestered space, some events occupy the pubs and

clubs of the urban environment. The question of whether the regionals succeed, as

Harvey had hoped, in transforming rather than escaping the default world,136

might indeed rest on these smaller and lower key events.

The regional Burns and related events are in their very nature, always

alluding to something bigger, and rather more spectacular than themselves. The

way in which these events are inevitably 'lesser versions' of Nevada's vanguard is

perhaps responsible for Doherty's claim that in some senses, these events lack

their own 'awe and inspiration'.137 Adding to this, Doherty cites the absence of

danger provided by the harsh Nevada desert as an obstacle to achieving the same

kind of atmosphere of seclusion and experimentation. Given the ways in which the

133 'What is AfrikaBurn', AfrikaBurn <http://www.afrikaburn.com/> [accessed 25 May 2011]; 'What
is NoWhere festival?', About NoWhere <http://www.goingnowhere.org/en/whatisnowhere>
[accessed 23 May 2011].
134 'About Saguaro Man', Saguaro Man <http://saguaroman.azburners.org/about-saguaroman.htm>
[accessed 20 May 2011].
13S 'Theme Camp Zone Map 2011', Flipside <http://burningflipside.com/camp_map> [accessed 23
May 2011]. The Flipside site map can be found in Appendix A.3.
136 Doherty, p. 268.
137 lbid., p. 264.
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desert location engenders a sense of risk, which induces high levels of commitment

on the part of participants, discussed at Section 4.3, it is also arguable that the

regional Burns do not provide the sense of pilgrimage characteristic of the Nevada

event Nonetheless, Sherry and Kozinets depict an undiminished transference of

BM radicalism by crediting regional Burners with an 'anti-structural spark',

pointing to a level of dedication not unlike that associated with religious

cornmunltles.t-" Indeed, this is accentuated in their perspective of the regional

Burns as predominantly grass-roots phenomena, largely unmediated by BRCLLC

or the BM Network.

An inspection of the regional members' pack reveals, however, some careful

strategizing on the part of Harvey. Downloadable from the festival website, the

pack includes a letter from the founder; a lengthy document which details the

reasoning behind the BM Network's formation.P? It is clear from Harvey's

introduction that the letter was aimed at quelling the fears of those who

considered the Network a form of franchising and an attempt to deliver 'top down'

control on the spontaneous gatherings that were happening in its name - possibly

instigated too, by the disparaging comments made by former BM manager John

Law, as detailed in the previous section. Doherty has suggested that the Network

was created out of the hope to generate extra income from these subsidiary events,

yet Harvey claims, in this letter, to the contrary. He states that the Network intends

not to utilize regional events in order to defer the costs incurred by Nevada's BM;

instead, he recommends that profits are returned to the community the regional

event is serving. Despite the apparent altruism of this act, the BM Network does

serve certain purposes beneficial to BRCLLC.As he suggests in his letter, it

effectively demands that the co-option of BM adheres to certain criteria and

prevents 'co-opters' from commercializing. The attempt to address issues of

cultural property is exemplified by the fears expressed here:

As our movement spreads to include more people than will ever visit Black
Rock City,we are going to need your help. Already, we see instances of

138 Sherry and Kozinets, p. 133.
13CJLarryHarvey, 'The Burning Man Network Cover Letter', Burning Man
<http://regionals.burningman.com/network_coverletter.html> [accessed 25 October 2011]. A copy
of the fu1l1ctter can be found in Appendix A.2.
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exploitation on a local scale. Supposed 'Burning Man' parties are held, the
proceeds from which go unaccounted for. Vending is allowed at some of these
events, and people hold 'Burning Man' OJdance parties that are
indistinguishable from commercial entertainment. I don't wish to sound
paranoid. I'm sure that many of these efforts are inspired by naive enthusiasm
and are well intentioned. But, as the national cachet of Burning Man continues
to increase, it takes very little imagination to foresee how the core values of our
community could eventually be diluted and perverted in the larger world.
Indeed, if even one group organizing a 'Burning Man' event does so
unscrupulously or illegally, this could discredit and endanger the activities of
every other group.

Harvey sums up the logic of his thinking when he later states that, rather than

'passively fret about being co-opted by consumerism', Burners ought to realize

that 'we can co-opt it'. By encouraging those events inspired by BM to officially

incorporate, the organization has helped to protect its identity by allowing

representatives to enter in on an agreement that impresses the cardinal tenets

upon them. This has, so far, proved an effective strategy within the Network

Regional Burns have followed the example set in Nevada with a rejection of

commerce, and have adopted the militant stance of'No Spectators'. And yet,

Fortunati demonstrates an astute level of perception when she predicts that

the growing population and influence of the festival 'make it impossible for the

event to remain outside of pan-capitalist society'.140 Drawing parallels between

the characteristics of BM and shifts within British festival culture, the next

chapter demonstrates ample qualification for such a claim.

4,' A Paidian Culture

In many ways, it makes little sense to speak of an 'audience' at BM, because the

term is necessarily dependent on a distinction that separates viewers from an

object of attention; whether that object is a piece of art, music or film. Despite an

abundance of scheduled entertainments, a lack of spatial separations and an ethos

of extreme participation dissolve conventional distinctions, generating a site-wide

140 Fortunati, p. 163.
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performance culture.t+' Here, an idealized approach to event production directs

'radical scepticism' towards the distinctions maintained at the concert-model

event, which become loaded with ideological significance.H2

Revisiting the patterns of theatricality theorized in Section 2.7, it is clear

that Cremona's paidian participation describes a context very distinct from BM,

and while it is arguable that Clupper's 'performance culture' applies to both

celebrations, there are certain differences worth unpacking. For Cremona, paidian

participation necessarily hinges upon an absence of ostentation, which makes

performance accessible to audience members. BMoperates rather differently - as

the following excerpt bears witness, spectacle and elaborate display (particularly

that which surrounds the burning of the man) are conspicuous elements at the

event

Whatwas once a stark humanoid figure alive in the night sky is now elevated
on increasinglyelaborate platforms (initiallydevised primarily as a way to
increase visibilityfor the ever larger crowds) and accentuated with
increasinglyprofessional and ostentatious pyrotechnic displays.t+'

Concurrent is the claim that the 'scale of the Man is intended to "dwarf you",

"humble you", and to provide a conduit for a "great power that emerges and passes

through the thronging pilgrims'''.H4 It is true that this emphasis on the Burn

renders it comparable to the spectacle that unfolds on the main stage ofthe

concert-model festival, and yet, a solid entrenchment of the 'No Spectators' ethos

prevents the more participative aspects of the event from being sidelined for very

long. The architecture of BMalso moderates the centrality of these displays.

Whereas elsewhere the dramatization of the artist is supported by enlarged stages,

on which elevated spectacles unfold; the fragmentation of performance space into

a diverse and ground-level cityscape at BM,achieves something like the reverse.

Crucially, the audience at BMcan be considered paid ian because of their

enactment of the ideal promulgated by Bey: the audience has 'become the art that

141 Clupper, 'The Performance Culture of Burning Man'.
142Victor Turner, 'Liminality and the Performative Genres', p. 21.
14] Gilmore, 'OfOrdeals and Operas', pp. 218-19.
144 Larry Harvey, interviewed in Sherry and Kozinets, p. 135.
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it experlences'Js! Building upon Cremona's conceptualization, the paidian

audience here appropriates not only theatrical production, but also a spectrum of

practical, technical and administrative tasks. The difference between the extreme

participation exemplified in this chapter, and that which is engendered by the

concert-model event of Chapter 3, supports the claim that the broad description of

festival audiences as 'active' offers an inadequate representation of festival

cultures. The concert-model festival and BMcan be considered manifestations of

two oppositional approaches: the former implicitly supports a hierarchical model

of performance, whereby the prioritization of profile performances de-emphasizes

the creative contributions from the audience, whereas the latter offers an explicit

inversion of this mechanism. In this sense, the concert-model event and BM

parallel Cremona's ludic and paidian forms of carnival celebration.

It is arguable that the ludic approach to concert-model production cannot

be described as 'ideological' in the same way as BM,because the concert-model

event's organizer and audience do not explicitly engage in a critical discourse. The

attempt to collectivize production exemplified by BM,however, coincides with

calls for an 'art of participation' that are clearly allied to an egalitarian agenda.146

The 'performance culture' at BMis aligned to the socio-political idealism of a

relational approach to aesthetics in art; as Bishop states, there is a desire to create

'newly-emancipated subjects' who are 'empowered by the experience of physical

or symbolic participation', while spontaneous and unpredictable outcomes are

celebrated in a system of democratized control.n? The existence of BRCLLC's

hierarchy lies behind a powerful impression of non-hierarchical production and a

'collective elaboration ofmeaning'.148 BMexemplifies, therefore, a translation of

aesthetic rationales into festival praxes. This is not a phenomenon limited to BM,

though it is, perhaps, the most extreme example. As the following chapter reveals,

the transference of this ideal is also discernable within British festival culture.

145 Bey, p. 161.
146 Bishop, p. 12.
147 Clupper, 'The Performance Culture of Burning Man'; Bishop, p. 12.
148 Bishop, p. 12.
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5. 'No Spectators' and British Festival Culture

5.1lntroduction

The previous chapter presented an analysis of the extreme participation

idealized at Burning Man.With the rejection of the spectator at its centre,

audiences there are encouraged to reclaim the control of their cultural milieu

for the duration of the festival. Aligned with the conceptual tendencies outlined

in Sections 2.7 and 3.3, Burning Man (hereafter BM)diagnoses 'passivity' as a

modern malaise, while 'activity' is constructed as a cure. An ideological

antithesis lies at the heart of this critique, for the latter state is equated with

egalitarianism and empowerment, while the former is denigrated as

symptomatic of an outside dystopia. Extreme participation is thus transformed

into a mode of quasi-politicized action, emphasized by the militant repetition of

enshrined principles, while discourses that prioritize 'temporary community'

over the term 'festival' allow the event to take on the special status of the social

experiment Evidencing an event that has instigated cultural activity around the

world, Section 4.6 examines the founder's attempts at incorporating related,

regional events into an international Network in order to protect a set of

doctrinal positions, which include 'De-commodification', 'Immediacy' and, of

course, 'No Spectators'.

Utilizing the (albeit, often inconsistent) information available on the BM

Network, one quantification of cultural impact could tabulate the number of

regional events and the size of their respective audiences. This would, however,

present an incomplete picture. Focusing on Britain, this chapter aims to provide

a more penetrative analysis by exemplifying the reach of BMoutside of the

regional Burns that are officially recognized by its Network As the discussion of

early festivals at Beaulieu testified in Section 2.4, the 'imitative aspect' of British
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jazz and jazz festivals in the 1950s and '60s has not been disregarded.' Together

with the preceding chapter, the investigation of contemporary festivals here

builds upon this historical analysis by illuminating a comparable process of

cultural imitation, exchange and integration.

Two events occupy the mainstay of the investigations presented in

Chapters 4 and 5, and yet they also reference a much broader mechanism of

exchange. Evidence for the growth of extreme participation within British

festival culture occupies three 'spheres', which are presented here, in and

between Sections 5.2 to 5.4. The first sphere establishes the contemporary

festival market and its socio-economic environment. Two fundamental aspects

of this sphere are emphasized. Firstly, Section 5.2 examines the climactic

circumstances that have accelerated the competitive programming of festivals.

The decline of the recording industry, the rise in artist fees and the fierce

competition resulting from an expanding number of festival events are

presented as circumstances that have diversified programming and made

necessary the audience-centric features conducive to the paidian mode of

participation, detailed at Section 2.7. Following this wide contextualization,

Section 5.2.1 presents an analysis of a new category of small-medium events

described as boutique. Positioned as distinct from concert-model events, the

boutique festival sector marks a shift from spectatorship to the extreme

participation and 'experiential themes'2 analogous to the BMevent.

The second sphere of evidence comprises an in-depth analysis of

Cambridgeshire's Secret Garden Party (hereafter SGP),an event which

conspicuously adopts (and adapts) the participative mantra and collectivized

approach of BM.Following a brief summary of SGP's promotional discourses

and an introduction to its appropriation from BM,specific imitative milieu are

addressed via three attributes, though (as was the case regarding BM)they are

by no means isolated aspects of the event. The first, presented at Section 5.3.2,

examines SGP's fragmentation of space and its leveling of spectacles, as the

event takes on a curatorial function allied to the BMevent. As examined in

1George McKay,"Unsafe things like youth and jazz": Beaulieu Jazz Festivals (1956-61), and the
origins of pop festival culture in Britain', in Andy Bennett, ed., Remembering Woodstock
(Hampshire: Ashgate, 2004), pp. 90-110 (p. lOS).
2 Mintel Report, Music Concerts and Festivals, August 2008.
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Section 5.3.3, minutiae of diversified features also promote theatricality and

play, resulting in a comparable erosion of artist/audience distinction.

Addressing the question of de-radicalization, posited in Section 1.2, this

evidence is utilized to evaluate how far the event collectivizes production; as

Section 5.3.4 attests, the realization of'No Spectators' is moderated by the

strategic use of high-profile performances to garner press attention and sell

tickets. Consequently the participative discourse is examined as a form of

idealized positioning that, despite producing a broader posture of authenticity

that rejects commoditization and sponsorship, is undermined by commercial

necessity. SGPconstitutes the cultural dilution feared by the founder of its

desert counterpart, and yet, while de-radicalization is certainly an applicable

concept to this transformation of ideology, the participative praxis does remain.

On the level of experience, the utopian and egalitarian aspirations that shape

the event, also effect a successful subordination of spectatorship.

The third sphere of evidence forms a discussion of other British events

that might not openly credit the influence of BM,but have either appropriated

aspects of its programming and spatial design, or have become 'BM-like'

independently of conspicuous cultural exchange. An examination of the

integration of similarly oriented milieu outside of SGPserves to illuminate the

broader influence of'N 0 Spectators' and the generation of alternatives to the

presentational festival model. However, appropriation is presented as

transcending one-directional imitation, operating instead via an expanding

network of ideas propelled by economic and demographic circumstances.

It is worth pointing out that, despite the capaciousness of this task,

generalizations regarding uniform influences between events are not

appropriate here. The boutique festival has entered the media's vernacular as a

promotional label- but, despite the distillation of palpable characteristics

presented in the following sections, these nonetheless lack consistency with

some of the events that utilize the term. It is not the aim of this chapter,

therefore, to describe a concrete 'genre' of festivals that promote and enshrine

more direct modes of engagement; rather, it is to demonstrate the cultural shifts

that have created a set of conditions conducive to extreme participation in

Britain.
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5.2 Industry Analysis

That the recession had instigated a downturn in British festival ticket sales was

a claim that, in the summer of 2011, occupied radio shows, newspapers and

industry publications. And yet, taking a wider perspective, it is clear that the

music industry in Britain has seen an unprecedented rise in the number of

outdoor music festivals, during the last fifteen years. The parents of today's

average festivalgoer picked from only a handful of notable outdoor music

events: namely Glastonbury, the Isle ofWight Festival, and the rock festivals at

Reading and Leeds. They may have participated at a number of large unlicensed

festivals in the '70s and 'SOs,including the large, politicized gatherings at

Stonehenge and Windsor. Despite the conspicuousness of these events, they

remained, however, a niche activity of countercultural youth; festivals were

largely the provinces of hippies, new-agers and ravers.

Following the suppression of free festivals and rave, detailed in Section

2.4, they today constitute more clandestine, and usually smaller, scenes. The

post-1999 dissolution of large-scale free festivals and the similarly timed

explosion in the number of licensed outdoor events are strong indicators for the

commercial legitimation of festival culture. Representing the 'lynchpin of

marketing for many advertlsers'P festivals today are often supported by the

income generated by sponsorship and brands, at the same time as maintaining a

(arguably notional) connection to countercultural ideals. Particularly for the

smaller-scale, festivals are in themselves no easy money-spinners, and yet, the

fact that the festival industry has grown to some prosperity post-millennium is

exemplified by the steady increase in capacities and the annual contribution of

live music to the British economy+

It is not unlikely that the government's much-feared Licensing Act 2003

actually eased the process of inaugurating a festival. This act brought in a

simplified Temporary Events Notice for unlicensed events of 500 or fewer and

3 Nicola Clark, 'The Festival Experience', Marketing (8 September 2010), pp. 23-26.
4 KevinWatson, Steve Jenner and Chris McCormick, '2009 UKFestival Market Report', a report
compiled by Virtual Festivals, p. 1.
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allowed organizers to legalize the temporary sale of alcohol and live music.f Still

utilized today, this notice is structured to inform the police and the council of an

event, and requires strong justification from them for any objections.

Necessitating only two pages of form filling on the part of the festival organizer,

that its simplicity is likely to have supported the launch of new festivals is

deducible from their growth in number, despite the vehement criticism of the

Act.6 Reducing licensing bureaucracy most likely boosted start-up activity and

entrepreneurialism and, by 2008, an expanding sector of small to medium

music festivals in Britain was reported," According to the Performing Rights

Society (PRS), festivals in 2010 represented the largest growing segment ofthe

music industry," Consumer expenditure on tickets to outdoor festivals now

exceeds spending on tickets to stadium gigs; festivals were responsible for 19%

ofthe £1.45bn spent on live music in 2009, while stadium events only occupied

11%.9That year Virtual Festivals, a comprehensive online festival news and

listings forum, estimated festivalgoer spending at £945m.1o

Mintel's Music Concerts and Festivals report compares twelve listed

festivals on eFestivals at the turn of the millennium with 530 in 2008.11 It also

accounts for a sustained increase in audiences across all genres of music -

including classical, rock, jazz and pop - a phenomenon that has been fuelled by

supply, rather than demand: it is the greater availability of venues and outdoor

festivals that has expanded music audiences, rather than the reverse." Claims

that the number of British festivals has been reduced today to 400 logically

coincide with the likely impact ofthe post-2008 recession, as illustrated in the

figure overleaf.13 Nonetheless, as Oakley noted in her report on British festivals,

5 'Part 5 Permitted Temporary Activities', Licensing Act 2003
<http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2003/17 /contents> [accessed 28 May 2011].
6 See various criticisms of the Licensing Act 2003 in 'The UKLaw and Music', Keep Live Music
<http://www.c1edgriffin.fsnet.co.uk/indexmusic.html> [accessed 28 May 2011].
7 Mintel Report, Music Concerts and Festivals, August 2008.
S Christina Eccles, 'More Money in Live Music than in Recordings', The Main Event (Issue 40, June
2010), p. 1.
9 Eccles, 'More Money in Live Music than in Recordings', p.l.
10 Watson, Jenner and McCormick, p.4.
11 eFestivals is a popular source of information and discussion relating to music festivals
<http://www.efestivals.co.uk/>.
12 Mintel Report, Music Concerts and Festivals, August 2008.
l] Robert Ashton, 'Live: Festival Survey a Cause for Celebration', Music Week (12 June 2010), p.
1.
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there are no definitive numbers, largely to do with the fact that exactly what

counts as an outdoor festival remains undeflned.>

In the UK,it is the plethora of boutique events that are responsible for

the industry's growth, 'attracting much smaller audiences than their mass-

marketed counterparts'.'! The Association of Independent Festival Organizers

does not include even half of the festivals that could be described as

independent and/or boutique, yet the economic contribution of its twenty-four

member festivals in 2010 was calculated at £130m, while the average

festivalgoer questioned in the association's annual survey spent a total of £346

each (including ticket).16

The true impact ofthe recession is unclear, for there are decidedly mixed

reports on the subject Indeed, commentary on the state of the industry had,

until2011, remained decidedly optimistic. For example, in 2010 journalists

depicted an industry oddly exempt from the economic decline affecting other

businesses. As stated by Nicola Clark: 'The position of music festivals at the

heart of the UKsummer appears to have been unaffected [by the recession].

Indeed, the enthusiasm shown for outdoor music events seems to be growing'.17

An industry report published that year, conducted by Virtual Festivals, also

claimed that 'while total licensed capacity has fallen marginally, evidence

suggests that actual attendance at UKfestivals and average spend by attendees

have both remained strong in 2009'.18According to some commentators, the

summer of 2011 finally saw British austerity negatively impact the festivals

market. As stated in Chapter 3, following many consecutive years of immediate

sellout shows, tickets to Leeds and Reading did not sell out on release.t? As one

commentator for the Guardian noted, this was accompanied by Latitude's slow

ticket sales.20 Interestingly, it is these Festival-Republic-owned events that, in

2011, were reportedly suffering from the recession, while many independent

events - including SGP,Kendal Calling, Boomtown and Beatherder - sold out.

14 Oakley, 'Better than Working for a Living?'.
15 Mintel Report, Music Concerts and Festivals, August 2008.
16 Ashton, p. 1
17 Clark, 'The Festival Experience'.
18 Watson, Jenner and McCormick, p. 1.
19 Michaels, 'Michael Eavis: "Glastonbury is on its Way Out'",
20 Michaels, 'Michael Eavis: "Glastonbury is on its Way Out'",
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This inconsistency supports the claim that the recession has prompted a

'shakeout' of promoters that is typical of 'market maturtty'A' It is true that the

last three years have seen a number of festival organizers blame the economic

climate for the cancellation of their events. Both The Magic Loungeabouts? and

the inaugural festival by the northern promoters Wax: On,23which was set to

host a headline performance from Primal Scream in 2008, blamed the

cancellation of their events on the withdrawal of 'investors', whom in both cases

(and somewhat mysteriously) remained unnamed. It is not unlikely that the

proclaimed circumstances provided a cover for an entirely different reason

which lead to the cancellation of these events: poor ticket sales. Blaming the

withdrawal of investors both absolved the promoters of guilt in the eyes of the

ticket-buying public and avoided the damage to reputation that an admission of

poor ticket sales would have inevitably incurred. Poor ticket sales for some are

likely to be the consequence of improved ticket sales for others in a crowded

market; competition appears to be a source of perpetual anxiety to festival

organizers. The 'festival frenzy', as one organizer stated, has created 'brutal'

competition and, he feared, 'there is not room for everyone in this bustness'z+

This has been exacerbated by the entry of Europe into the 'festival orbit', with

cheap package ticket and travel deals forming a new stream of competition for

the British promoter.2S European festivals have proliferated at a speed

particularly high during the last five years, and as another organizer contends,

'we're now in the process of seeing how much this market can actually take'.26

In all quarters, there appears to be a significant fear of industry saturation. As

one interviewee put it, 'there are so many festivals popping up now and I'm

thinking God ... just don't do it'.27 Industry reports have been quick to conclude

that there is a 'saturation point in terms of supply', yet new events continue to

crop up, as Oakley noted: 'Every year seems to bring a new clutch to the

21 Ashton, p. 1.
22 Christina Eccles, 'Investor pulls out of Festival', The Main Event (April2010), p. 1.
23 'Wax: On Blamed on Credit Crunch', Virtual Festivals
<http://www.virtualfestivals.com/latest/news/ 4785 / -/WaxOn-cancellation-blamed-on-credit-
crunch> [16 February 2011].
24 Unknown Author, 'Market Focus: Finland',Audience (December 2010), pp.14-18.
25 Mintcl Report, Music Concerts and Festivals, August 2008.
26 'Market Focus: Finland',Audience, p. 18.
27 Comment made by Interviewee B.Please see Appendix B.2 for a breakdown of interview
respondents.
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festivals scene'.28Some succeed by establishing particular niches, such as Beach

Break Live, a festival exclusive to students. As the organizer of Finland's Pori

Jazz contended, as long as festivals are 'geared towards such specific genres that

they are not in competition with each other'j? there is room in the market for

everyone. Problematically though, the audience of the boutique festival (that

stands accused of driving saturation) typically enjoys a mixture of music genres

and thus is not as easy to segment in the way that is suggested here.

Despite the broad commercialization exemplified above, some marked

characteristics associated with the new age have been retained within

contemporary festival culture. Given the increasing ecological concerns of the

last decade and a half, it is unsurprising that there has been a 'general greening

of the festival scene'.30Most festivals have established 'environmentally friendly

themes' in order to 'ramp up their cool green credentials'P! others have been

fully branded around environmental ethics, such as Oxygen, 2000 Trees and

Sunrise, using green innovations such as solar-powered stages and compost

toilets. An accreditation scheme entitled 'AGreener Festival' has also been

introduced in order to reward, annually, those festivals that demonstrate

rigorous environmental policies. A recent agreement between ten 'leading' UK

festivals to lower their carbon footprints by 10% augments the process of

'greening' considered to characterize the festival market today.32

What is also recognized as a recent and far-reaching change in British

festivals is the age of their audiences, which appears to be rising in line with a

preference for events that provide an alternative to the 'shantytown squalor,

greasy noodles and the strewn sunburnt bodies of drug-addled revellers's" This

year, a total of 15,000 attendees over the age of fifty reportedly attended

Glastonbury.t+ This population was, suggested the BBC,the aged hippy culture

28 Watson, Jenner and McCormick, p. 1, Oakley, 'Better than Working for a Living?'.
29 Watson, Jenner and McCormick, p. 17.
30Mintel Report, Music Concerts and Festivals, August 2008.
31lbid.
32Ashton, p. 1.
33Ludovic Hunter-Tilney, 'The Changing Face of Rock Festivals', Financial Times (27 June 2009)
<http://www.ftcom/cms/s/0/e7689d4c-61de-llde-9e03-
00144feabdcO.html#axzzlj90KEENh> [accessed 10 March 2010].
34BBC News item, 'Older People Flock to Glastonbury'
<http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/entertainment-arts-13898486> [accessed 20 November 2011].
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ofthe '70S.35The maturation of festival cultures can also be attributable to a

number of broader social changes; demographically the number of forty-five to

fifty-nine-year-olds was forecasted to rise by one million between 2008 and

2013, while the most steady and dramatic increase in population by age is in the

over sixties.36It could be that the extension of average life span has instigated

an 'upward shift' in what is considered adult behaviour.t? An increasing number

of adults and middle-aged attendees, combined with a slightly smaller number

of teenagers, may be responsible for what has been met with skepticism from

media quarters. Michael Eavis, the organizer of Glastonbury, was widely

reported (with no small degree of incredulity) as having bemoaned the 'descent

of the middle-aged' upon his event, though his actual words were in fact mild.

'People say we're getting middle class, which is stretching it a bit far' stated

Eavis, 'but we're getting the thirty and forty year-olds in, which changes the

character ofit'.3BAs journalist Hunter-Tilney reports, 'for all its countercultural

rhetoric, Glastonbury is no different. At bottom it recognises that festival

demographics in the UKare, if not greying, then getting a paunch and a couple of

kids',39Eavis' apparent condemnation of the phenomenon is inconsistent with

the programming at Glastonbury - which included, that year, Bruce Springsteen

and NeilYoung.w

The inconsistency between Eavis' apparent desire for the return of a

youthful audience and the angle of his main stage programming can be

explained by fluctuations in the value of recordings and live performance; more

specifically, by the impact of weakened record labels on festivals. In 'today's

downloadable world',41 the failure of the recording industry to establish an

adequate number of affordable profile artists to supply the burgeoning festival

market has not only forced the shrewd festival organizer to invest in the non-

musical attractions that form the focus of this research, but has also increased

35lbid.
36'National Population Projections, 2008-based', Office/or National Statistics
<http://www.statistics.gov.uk/pdfdir/pproj1009.pdf> [accessed 16 June 2011].
37 David McWilliams, 'The Boutique Generation that Refuses to Grow Up',David McWilliams (3
September 2010) <http://www.davidmcwilliams.ie/2006/09 /03/the-boutique-generation-
that-refuses-to-grow-up> [accessed 2 February 2011].
38Hunter-Tilney, p. 13.
39lbid.
40 Ibid.
41 Mintel Report. Music Concerts and Festivals, August 2008.
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the demand for bands whose reputations were forged well before the average

festival attendee began purchasing music. The outdoor festival market, 'leading

a new trend which has seen revenue generated from live music over-take the

amount of money made from recordings' is increasingly the driving force

behind the commercial trajectory ofthe music it programmes.t- This scenario

has also bolstered the delivery of live music as nostalgia. The reunion of Blur

(2009), The Libertines (2010) and Pulp (2010) was a commercially attractive

option for the bands and their agents, given the large sums of money obtainable

from the Isle ofWight Festival, Glastonbury, and Leeds and Reading Festival.

The willingness amongst these promoters to pay what has been considered

extortionate fees, despite the non-commercial motivations cited by each of

these bands, ultimately provided the financial incentive for these reunions to

take place in the first instance.O It is the hunt for profile acts amongst an

inflated number of festival promoters that has helped to create a powerful

demand for bands whose golden eras were thought to be behind them, resulting

in 'the shortening of the feedback loop of a band breaking up, to a band

reforming for a visit to the festival trough'i+' The shortage of new profile artists

coupled with the rise in the number of music festivals, as well as an ageing

festival audience, has created the ideal commercial climate for the band reunion,

across many genres of music.

Despite a majority of jubilant and nostalgic media responses to the

reunion of bands including Blur and Pulp, the phenomenon has not been

universally accepted as positive. It is arguable that performances from reformed

bands, whether or not their commercial motivations are articulated, have

become something quite different to their original incarnations. In the words of

the NMEwriter Richard King: 'this is music as vintage - a weathered accessory

to a boutique lifestyle'.45Such a phenomenon can be accused of cultivating, as

quoted, 'a conservative streak in pop culture [...] a sense that the past is more

42Eccles, 'More Money in Live Music than in Recordings', p. 1.
43Richard King and Sam Wolfson, 'Is Live Music being Ruined by Endless Reunions?', Observer
(11 April2010) <http://www.guardian.co.uk/theobserver/2010/apr/ll/reunion-tours-
ruining-rack-libertines> [accessed May 232010].
44lbid.
4SKing and Wolfson, 'Is Live Music being Ruined by Endless Reunions?'.
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worth celebrating than the now'.46Anticipating The Libertines' reunion to play

at Leeds and Reading for £l.5m in 2010, King scathingly described their set as a

fake reproduction oftheir former selves, a 'download in human form'r'? The

perceived inauthenticity of reformed acts would be a relatively inoffensive

phenomenon if King did not also contend that they are shutting out new profile

acts, such as Vampire Weekend and Florence + the Machine, from headline

performances at large-scale festivals." Since the festival market has seen

substantial growth in Europe as well as across the British provinces, it is not

only reunited bands that are able to increase their fees. All acts are attempting

to maximize their live performance fees because of the need to create a

sustainable revenue stream, in the absence of sufficient profits from record

sales. Reports agree that the increase of large-scale festivals in Europe has

enabled international headliners to raise their fees and perform only for the

highest bldders.t? while substantial increases in fees demanded by much

smaller profile acts has also been bemoaned by the industry.so

Significant market conditions detailed in this section can be summarized

in terms of market saturation, an increased risk of slow ticket sales due to

audience austerity, rising artist fees and the limited availability of profile acts.

Together, these factors form a climate whereby promoters, particularly those of

small to medium events, cannot rely on line-ups to remain competitive. There

are, therefore, significant commercial benefits to emphasizing extra-musical

attractions. As the following sections suggest, BMhas provided the industry

with a demonstrative formula whereby brand loyalty is independent of profile

acts, encouraging, in consequence, the programming of features aligned to its

participative ideology.

5.2.1The Boutique

46Tom Ewing, 'How to do Band Reunions', Guardian (11 November 2010)
<http://www.gua rdian.co.u k/music/20 10Inov 111Ihow-to-do- band-reunions-pulp-take-that>
[accessed 18 February 2011].
47King and Wolfson, 'Is Live Music being Ruined by Endless Reunions?'.
48lbid.
49'Market Focus: Finland', Audience, p. 17.
so Ibid, p. 18.
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'Boutique' is a term that was first associated with independent shops, and then

with hotels. With similar emphases on individuality, independence and the

intimacy of smaller scales, it has also been appropriated for the purposes of

distinguishing some music festivals from others. Promoted as 'compact, stylish

and intimate', as described by the Observer in 2003, boutique events are defined

via their distinction from the concert-model festivals presented in Chapter 3.51

As reported in 2008, this new sector of often cheaper alternatives is a

'significant movement' largely responsible for driving the 'huge growth'

discussed in the previous section.V Despite the corporate nature of some

festivals described as boutique, this report also states that, 'as well as a rise in

corporate involvement with festivals there is a developing counter-trend,

namely the number of boutique festivals and back-to-roots, commerce free

events'J! It is true that these descriptions make no allusions to the shifting

modes of audience participation examined at Sections 5.3 and 5.4, yet in many

ways, these qualities are consistent with the subordination of concert-model

spectatorship at the centre of this investigation. Events that particularly

exemplify this include SGP(discussed in the following section), Shambala, Glade,

Standon Calling, Electric Picnic, Beatherder, Bestival and Boomtown, which are

discussed at Section 5.4. Revisiting the arguments set out in the previous

section, boutique festivals can be understood in terms of the challenging socio-

economic environment in which they operate; the industry is one that is fiercely

competitive, saturated and has to contend with a limited number of appropriate,

well-known acts in music, many of whom out-price smaller events. These are

conditions that have made necessary the deployment of 'experiential themes',

audience-centric features and non-musical activities to remain competitive,

aspects that are fast becoming characteristic of the boutique model.v Despite

remaining categorized as a music festival, the boutique event scores points with

51 Robin Knight, Vikki Miller, Dee O'Connell, Lucy Siegle, Ian Tucker and Polly Vernon, 'A-Z of
Summer (Part One)" the Observer (8 June 2003)
<http://www.guardian.co.uk/lifeandstyle/2003/jun/08/ethicallivingl> [accessed 20
November].
S2Mintel Report, Music Concerts and Festivals, August 2008.
S3lbid.
54 Mintel Report, Music Concerts and Festivals, August 2008.
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its audience not only via the inclusion of musical acts but also via the promotion

of extreme participation. Whether or not this can be allied to BMand thus

interpreted as an ideologically loaded ensemble of action remains open to

contention, and is discussed in Sections 5.3.4 and 5.4.

Festivals described as 'boutique' are principally a British phenomenon,

although Georgia Seffrin was the first to theoretically apply a 'boutique'

framework to a festival management model, in her research on Australian,

government-funded events. Her investigation does not consider the British

market and rather precedes the emergence of boutique festivals within it.

Nonetheless, presenting a pertinent investigation of the emergence of boutique

shops, she succeeds in distilling a number of attributes conducive to

'boutiqueness' that resonate with British boutique festivals. The desire to

'express oneself sartorially', and to identify with a likeminded aggregate of a

distinguished culture, is credited with the production of the very first boutique

retail outlets in the 1950s.55 Asimultaneous function of differentiation and

assimilation is exemplified when Seffrin argues that the new boutique shops

facilitated the expression of the individual and offered a means for group

Identlftcation.w These shops addressed the need for adolescents to distinguish

themselves stylistically, operating via a 'process of provision and consumption

[...] enacted as a conversation between designer, retailer and customer'_57Prior

to the 1950s, the clothing of young people was usually aligned to the culture of

their parents in ways that would clearly denote class, coinciding with the

general assumption that sons would follow the career paths of their fathers.

Conventional providers of clothing maintained what Seffrin describes as the

'department-store' business model, which conducted a somewhat top-down

system of supply. This operation functioned independently of any grass-roots

creativity in the determination of style; prior to the boutiques, 'the couturier

had determined what was tasteful, the garments were then purchased and

flaunted by the wealthy, and a highly watered down cheap version was

ss Georgia Seffrin, 'Emerging Trends in Contemporary Festival Practice, Exemplifying the
Modern Festival through the Praxis of Boutique Festival Initiation and Management at the
Queensland Performing Arts Centre' (unpublished doctoral thesis, Queensland University of
Technology, 2006), p.173.
56 Ibid., p. 175.
51 Ibid., p. 174.
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manufactured in mass versions for the rest of the population for sale in the

department store'.58 Described, here, is a systemic monologue of style that pre-

dated the fragmented and nuanced clothing industry that exists today. Seffrin

suggests that the clothing and festival boutique models of production are

inclined to succeed because they better supply cultural niches, and in many

cases, are better able to judge and adapt to consumer preferences. Seffrin's

interpretation crucially points to an erosion of producer and consumer roles;

boutique shops emerged when consumers took on the role of producers, and

importantly, sold to a target audience of which they were themselves part.

Retailers and designers that were allied to their target audience in age, culture

and demographic were better able to perceive their tastes. This proximity lent

itself to a dialogic relationship between producer and consumer, 'sharing

attitudes, values and practices with customers was an instrumental factor in the

successful development of boutique culture'J? Seffrin goes on to apply this

model to the organization of several art events in Australia, with the aim of

similarly establishing a model of co-production based upon continuous and

detailed consultation between producers and consumers.s?

This dialogic model of production is pertinent to the events central to

this investigation, yet boutique festivals in the UKinclude a number of

characteristics absent from Seffrin's conceptualization. Katrina Larkin, the

founder of the annual BigChill festival, not infrequently proclaims that her

event was the first British boutique Iestival.s! IfLarkin is to be believed, British

boutique festivals were born in 1995, with the 'innovation, experimentation,

creativity and escapism' she claims is unique to her brand.s- Given the

invariable transformation of festivals over time, that a particular event might be

cogently described as boutique during its early years, and later change so

dramatically as to undermine the applicability of the term, is not inconceivable.

Indeed, the BigChill substantially increased in capacity and line-up profile since

58 Seffrin, p. 17.
59 Marnie Fogg, Boutique: A 60s Cultural Phenomenon (London: Mitchell Beazley, 2003), p. 17, in
Seffrin, p. 186.
60 Seffrin, p. 8.
61 Katrina Larkin, quoted by unknown author, 'Festival', Live UK (December 2010), p. 3.
62 Ibid.
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its inception, and was, in 2009, purchased by the largest corporate festival

owner, Festival Republic.s!

Despite frequent inconsistencies in the application of the term, a number

of significant themes are identifiable. David McWilliams, in a perceptive article

regarding the association of the term with widely variant products, draws into

focus the distinguishing processes comparable to the taste markers of cultural

capital identified in Pierre Bourdieu's Distinctions» Like the boutique festival,

the boutique hotel is described as 'small, intimate and chichi [...] the cultured
punter's alternative to an upmarket but generic worldwide chain, such as the

Four Seasons or Ritz Carlton [my emphasis]'.65 The boutique experience, he

claims 'taps into the [...] need to be seen as unique and discerning'r= These

comments, made in 2006, allude to the fundamental difference between

boutique events and the handful of festivals that were attended by the parent

generation: size. Notwithstanding likely growth in capacities over time,

boutique festival audiences were estimated at 5000 in 2008.67 Adopting a broad

perspective, boutique events can be considered as a rejection of the 'bigger is

better' philosophies that fuelled capacity growth at Glastonbury, the Isle of

Wight Festival, and the Leeds and Reading Festival during the 1970s to 1990s.68

Industry commentators recognize that the preference for intimate scales may

be characteristic of the boutique ticket buyer.s? It is a sea change of consumer

feeling so significant that it is seen as responsible for the slow-down of interest

in the once heavily oversubscribed Glastonbury festival. As Ben Turner of the

Association of Independent Festivals stated:

63Alexandra Topping, 'Big Chill Sale sends Shiver through Festival Awards', Guardian (19
November 2009) <http://www.guardian.co.uk/music/2009 /nov /19 /big-chill-festival-awards>
[accessed 20 November 2011].
64Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction: a Social Critique a/the Judgement a/Taste [1984], trans. Richard
Nice (Harvard: Harvard University Press, 2000).
6SMcWilliams, 'The Boutique Generation that Refuses to Grow Up'.
66lbid.
67Mintel Report, Music Concerts and Festivals, August 2008.
68Many boutique events promote the intimacy of the smaller-scale event, yet recent evidence
suggests that this may not be clearly matched by conscious audience preference. The UK
Festival Census completed by 1963 respondents conducted by Virtual Festivals found that, when
asked about ideal festival size, the majority of respondents (27%) had no preference, though the
total percentage of respondents who preferred festivals between 1000 and 15,000 was 25%.
Nanette Brimble, 'UKFestival Census 2011', a report compiled by Virtual Festivals.
69Ben Turner, quoted by unknown author, 'It is time for festivals to help each other', Music Week
(28 June 2008), p. 6.
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The Glastonbury situation has surprised everybody. It has been the
benchmark. It is an example for the establishment not to rest on their
laurels. The market has changed. There is a shift of people wanting to be at
more intimate events.70

Far from being an inconsequential detail, reports regarding preferences for the

smaller-scale augment the broader positioning of the boutique as superior, and

alternative, to the 'mass-marketed counterparts' depicted in Chapter 3.71

The placement of these events in provincial areas has generated localized

music scenes, as stated by Mintel: live music is 'no longer the preserve of towns

and cities'.72 Contingent on spatial context, the determinism of place implicated

by this supports Dowd et al.'s premise that festivals resemble local scenes.P In

contrast to the cultural groupings based upon strong symmetries between style

and music, as discussed at Section 2.6, it is arguable that audiences are

motivated by basic geography over demarcated cultural membership; taking

place regionally, the boutique event is a more convenient option for many

festivalgoers. At the same time, some events within the sector frame specific

music cultures, for there are now sizeable British festivals devoted solely to dub

and reggae, to dance music, and even to the music of Latin America. More

significant for this study, is the diversification that has occurred intra-event, a

phenomenon that has been deduced from the broader festival market.t+ Aside

from music, contemporary British festivals are programming noticeably more

art installations, activities, homeopathies and non-musical performances.t! It is

true that the provision of ancillary attractions is no new phenomenon, and that

the danger of over-reliance on named bands in both drawing and entertaining

festivalgoers was reported in 1995.76 Responses to this have not, however, been

uniform. Music festivals have largely maintained act-centric approaches to

70 Ben Turner, p. 6.
71 Mintel Report, Music Concerts and Festivals, August 2008.
72lbid.
73 Dowd et al., 'Music Festivals as Scenes'.
74 Mintel Report, Music Concerts and Festivals, August 2008.
75 Ibid.
76 Heather E.Bowen and Margaret J. Daniels, 'Does the Music Matter? Motivations for Attending
a Music Festival', Event Management. 9 (1995). 155-64.
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programming, yet ancillary attractions have flourished, particularly within the

boutique sector. Events have not developed in isolation but rather are the

outcome of cultural exchange. Though this study emphasizes the significance of

BMto support this claim, it is worth noting that until boutique festivals

proliferated, the programming of multiple arts alongside prominent names in

music was conspicuously and successfully epitomized by Glastonbury, which

has for many years described itself as a Festival 0/Performing Arts. It is certainly
arguable that the contemporary boutique sector replicates the diversity of this

event; indeed some events describable as boutique are directly aggregated from

the festival. Glade, the first music festival devoted entirely to electronic music,

began as an area of Glastonbury, as did the former eco-festival, the BigGreen

Gathering. It is likely that the influence of Glastonbury's diversified approach to

production exceeds those events that retain a direct historical connection,

because many music festivals are now expected to offer more than music. It is

also arguable that diversification is not limited to boutique events but indicates

a new paradigm in festival production, as McWilliams states, 'The modern rock

festival prides itself on its cosmopolitan nature: organic food, theatre and

literature tents, child friendliness, and proper sanitation',77 The development of

consumer preferences has been so significant that Festival Republic, which also

owns the concert-model events discussed in Section 3.2, launched its own

boutique-styled festival, Latitude, in 2004. It is ironic that the same report that

credits the boutique sector with providing 'commerce-free platform[s]'

describes this corporate-owned event as the 'flag-bearer for the new [boutique]

genre'." Symptomatic ofthe now common 'multi-entertainment formats, where

music is part of a broader repertoire of arts and/or leisure billings',"? Latitude is

a 'music and arts event [...] a diverse mix of art, comedy and cabaret'J'? These

qualities are the outcome of a pervading attitude that a line-up of acts is not

enough. Competition has driven festival organizers to include standout

elements in order to promote differentiation from the burgeoning number of

77 Hunter-Tilney, p. 13.
78 Mintel Report, Music Concerts and Festivals, August 2008.
79lbid.
80 Ibid.
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events; an apt example of this would be the inclusion of the interactive

performance art installation, the 'Big Love Inflatable Church', pictured below.

Figure 10: The Big Love Inflatable Church

Features like this tend to be independently run; they are also unlikely to offer

their services to one event only, but rather, attempt to fill up their summer with

a touring schedule of different festivals. As one interviewee stated:

There are only so many different contractors and tent designs, there are
only so many stages, a festival can't be completely unique [...] that
contractor is not unique to your festival. They are in events, and they will be
going to dozens of other festivals whether you like it or not.8l

The extent to which festivals borrow from each other and share contractors, not

just in terms of basic infrastructure but also in terms of creative and non-

musical programming, accelerates cultural exchange and increases the need for

boutique festivals to reinvent themselves. This is intentionally embraced by

some events, such as Standon Calling and SGP, for their emphasis on creative

81 Interviewee A.
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themes rather increases expectations of reinvention, year upon year. Thematic

reinvention is one aspect of production not exemplified by the concert model,

which allows boutique events to successfully position themselves as an

alternative.

Despite the development of music festivals into multiple-arts festivals,

the role of these events in promoting the arts in Britain is not wholly

recognized. The British Arts Festival Association (BAFA),which provides a

listing of 'arts festivals' in the UK,appears to exclude many festivals that are not

Arts Council funded, as 'cornpetitive'Js Such a classification may underestimate

the extent to which the festival industry supports the arts, and rather disregards

the contributions from for-profit festival organizations that are independent of

government funding. Arts-heavy boutique festivals are largely excluded from

the BAFA.Instead, they continue to be classified as music festivals insofar as

they are included in the statistics compiled by the Association of Independent

Festivals and Virtual Festivals, and compete for audiences on the principal music

festival websites. Arts-heavy festivals can therefore be divided into the

orthodox and unorthodox models: the orthodox tend to be council funded, more

modest in size and in a town setting, while the unorthodox programme multiple

arts on green-field sites, alongside music, and may remain largely absent from

the 'official' arts festival listings.

Boutique festivals aim to supply that which is absent from their concert-

model counterparts: intimacy, uniqueness and multiple arts. Consequently the

bifurcation of the festival market into the concert and the boutique model

(notwithstanding the many overlapping and mixed manifestations) is analogous

to the development of boutiques within the hotel and retail industries, since the

1950s. Across all three industries, the impetus for the boutique product can be

similarly interpreted in terms of consumer ambivalence towards notions of the

'mass-produced' and the 'standardized' product. The popular book Fast Food
Nation and documentaries Food Inc and Super Size Me, all release during the last

fifteen years, are not wholly reducible to a critique of the fast food industries

82 Keith Allen and Phyllida Shaw, 'Festivals Mean Business, the Shape of Arts Festivals in the UK
- Summary', a report compiled by the British Arts Festivals Association (2000), p. 9.
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based upon the quality oftheir products.P The rise of the organic and fair-trade

markets indicates an increasingly discerning consumer base and a social system

of distinction that falls along ethical lines. In both cases, a much more

fundamental attitude of suspicion towards the outputs of factory-line models of

production, divorced from the traditional and (possibly, romanticized) notions

of 'proper' farming, is at work. Supporting this, these festivals attempt to revive

a traditional spirit and allude to ethical living, and thus display similar attitudes

by positioning themselves as the moral superior to the concert-model event.84

Deploying discourses of authenticity that allude to independence, intimacy and

ecology, they are able to benefit from the nostalgic mythologizing of pre-

modern festival experience. There are, consequently, meaningful ways in which

the boutique event resonates with those discussed in Section 2.2; as the festivals

theorized by Lavenda, MacLeod, Picard and Robinson similarly show, boutique

festival culture problematizes the concert-model event following the

postmodern de-legitimation of the modern world view.

It would be an inaccurate simplification of matters to claim that these

positionings are purely the result of cultural appropriation from the BMevent.

And yet, it is already possible to raise a number of meaningful consistencies. At

BM,disillusionment is addressed by turning a problematized 'mass' on its head;

despite its congregation of some SO,OOOattendees, the civic construction

discussed in Chapter 4 means that they rarely experience the event in a large

crowd. In Britain, this sensibility is instead signified by a pronounced shift

towards the intimate-sized event. As argued in the previous section, it is true

that the growth of this sector has been fuelled by the supply side, and that a

greater availability of events has generated its own demand. Nevertheless this

should not undermine the significance of the shift towards the intimate, for the

compliance of ticket buyers has been crucial to the success of the boutique

model. Audiences have been successfully sold intimacy as the 'alternative'

product. With this, festival participation has expanded to include many of the

activities that are idealized as praxes at the BMevent; there are burning

83 Eric Schlosser, Fast Food Nation: What the all-American Meal is Doing to the World (London:
Penguin, 2002); Robert Kenner, dir., Food Inc (Magnolia Pictures, 2008); Morgan Spurlock, dir.,
SuperSize Me (Samuel Goldwyn Films, 2004).
84 Mintel Report, Music Concerts and Festivals, August 2008.
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spectacles, fancy dress themes, profusions of art and participative activities.

Because of the low cost and added value generated by the inclusion of these

features, it is arguable that British events have moved in this direction

independently of transnational influences. This may be true in many cases, yet

the following sections establish a catalogue of evidence to demonstrate a

dynamic relationship between BMand British festival culture.

5.3 Secret Garden Party

Yourocked Babylonto its foundations,with Gardener alter egos exploring
the delights of raving,mud pit wrestling, foodfighting,Burningand stage
invading.si

Had 'Gardener' been replaced with 'Burner', the above statement, taken from

SGP's post-event newsletter, could have accurately described a festivalgoer's

experience at BM.This festival's allegiance is referenced by the capitalized

'Burning' mid-sentence, while the actions stated indicate a distancing from

spectatorship through the omission of profile bands. Consistent with BM,

'raving' is outweighed by emphases on forms of play that similarly imply

Bishop's paradigm of physical involvement, a clear divergence from the musical

connoisseurship of the concert-model event.86 The attempt to transform

idealized rhetoric into extreme participation, whether partially or wholly

achieved, demonstrates how fundamentally this British festival has co-opted the

characteristics of BM.How far its audience can be described as retaining the

locus of control Biocca requires ofthe 'active audience', discussed in Chapter 3,

is a question answerable only on understanding the nature of the relationship

between SGPand BM;more specifically, on the establishment of how, and with

what effects, the former has appropriated from the latter.

85 'Thank-you Gardeners.,', SGP Newsletter (28 August 2009).

86 Bishop, p. 11.
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Following a small gathering of 1000, SGP was first organized by 'four

friends' in 2004.87 Like many British festivals during this time, the event

maintained a steep trajectory of growth. By 2008 it was attracting 6000

attendees, which doubled the following year to 12,000.88 SGP is today a 26,000-

strong festival of performing arts in Cambridgeshire, held in the grounds of a

stately home. Despite a quintessentially English countryside setting, amid a lake

and wooded glades, an imitative quality is discernable on entry to the site.

Similarly to BM, space is fragmented into small features, structures and

installations, all of which are organized by a quantity of crews that blend into

the crowd, generating thus an atmosphere of co-production. There is a main

stage, yet this is not easy to locate at first, and is rather sidelined by the

fragmentation of spectacles that configure a surreal, 'playground-like' space. If

the audience at SGP can be described as theatrical, it is an inclination that is far

from spontaneous but is rather a consequence of what is carefully endorsed in

the promotional literature compiled by its organizing company, Secret

Productions. BM's praxes of extreme participation are co-opted by SGP and

provide the festival with an accentuated set of unique selling points. This is

openly acknowledged in conversations with SGP's organizers, and though their

festival was launched before they had experienced BM, SGP soon became

imbued with discourses and practices borrowed from it. A visit made by the

entire organizing team to BM, one year after the launch of their inaugural event,

was a formative experience:

We went to burning man first in 2005. The bulk of the Garden Party went,
after the Garden Party, it was a real eye-opener for most of them, its such a
completely different format and they came back with loads of ideas, Imean
the Garden Party's really changed as a shift towards that, you know very
performance based, we had this whole action camp situation where we kind
of you know, put small budgets to crews.s?

87'Secret Garden Party Tickets', Box Office <http://www.boxoffice.co.uk/Concert-
Tickets/Festivals/Secret-Garden-Party-Tickets.aspx> [accessed 20 November 2011]. NB:Most
reports of the launch appear taken from the Wikipedia entry for SGP,which is likely to have
been written by the organizers.
88Finbarr Bermingham, 'Secret Garden Party 2009', The Skinny (5 June 2009)
<http://www.theskinny.co.uk/article/45683-secret-garden-party-2009> [3 February 2011].
891nterviewee A.
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It is clear that cultural influence flows in a direction proceeding/rom BM to SGP,

rather than operating via mutual exchange, yet the relationship between the

two events remains somewhat confused in the latter's presentation to the ticket

buyer. BMdoes not recognize SGPas an affiliate; nonetheless, SGPreferences

BMfrequently as its 'cousin'. On SGP'swebsite, BMis described as the 'second
greatest gathering on earth [my emphasis]" and a claim is made that '[SGP's

organizers] travel to Burning Man to spread the word'.90 This is rather at odds

with the evidence that suggests that it is the appropriation of ideas that forms

the primary function of attendance. These small inconsistencies are not

inconsequential, for they help diffuse an impression of SGPas a lesser version of

BM;its presentation as superior is a sensible tactic that effectively de-

emphasizes the extent to which it appears as an imitative event.

Section 5.2.1 discussed the ethical, 'back to roots' discourse of

authenticity by which boutique festivals have cultivated a particular appeal

allied to the positioning of boutique hotels and shops. Such discourses

frequently make use of the terms 'independent', 'commerce-free' and

'alternative', and, certainly, all three of these claims are maintained by SGP.Of

the boutiques, Mintel reported a 'commerce-free positioning', yet 'positioning' is

certainly the operative word here: SGPis sustained via profits from bars,

traders, merchandise and, of course, ticket sales. As discussed previously,

'independence' is another habitually used yet ill-defined concept, which is

regularly deployed in the promotional literature of SGP,together with claims to

a 'not for profit' status,"! These aspects are not infrequently mentioned by

journalists with admiration, in their press coverage of the event.92Descriptions

of SGPas 'fiercely independent' must be moderated by the consideration that

though SGPis not owned by a sizeable corporate entity, it is likely to have

enjoyed something like the equivalent in terms of financial security and backing

through the 'landed' family wealth of organizer Freddie Fellowes; indeed, the

90'300 Tickets Left',SGP Newsletter (10 July 2009); 'What is The Secret Garden Party', At a
Glance <http://www.secretgardenparty.com/2010/html/>
[accessed 27 January 2011].
91'TheSecret Garden Party '10', Efestivals (20 July 2010)
<http://www.efestivals.co.uk/festivals/secretgarden/2010/> [accessed 3 February 2011].
92Was Yaqoob, 'The Best ofthe Fests', Varsity (28 June 2007)
<http://www.varsity.co.uk/arts/472> [1 February 2011].
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festival home at the Abbots Ripton Estate, near Huntingdon, is family owned.

Exemplifying the old connections that McKayattributes to Britain in the '60s

and '70s, between 'aristocratic privilege and pop music', 'private means and

mass entertainment', it is likely that Fellowes (the son ofthe fourth Baron de

Ramsey) has been granted the use of his father's land at either no or a reduced

charge, and has had his entrepreneurial endeavours supported through access

to a trust fund.93 That the festival is hosted on the land of the organizer's family

is information readily available in the public domain, though only if one actively

seeks to find it, and there is no mention of this detail on the festival's Wikipedia

listing, or on the official website. It is not only arguable that the commercial

advantage the festival has enjoyed in the subsidy created by aristocratic wealth

is rather at odds with popular connotations of independence, but also (and

rather ironically), that it is this commercial advantage that has, to some degree,

enabled the organizers to position themselves as not for profit and non-

commercial. The financial advantages of housing the festival on family-owned

land will have strengthened its independence and helped minimize the need for

corporate sponsorship that may, in the eyes of the ticket buyer, be confused

with corporate 'backing'. A scenario that sees capital enabling a notional

rebellion against capital is a necessary contradiction that is, interestingly,

common to these gatherings where the idealization of participation is taken to

an extreme: BMis subsidized by the plentiful voluntary contributions of its

audience, and thus in large part by the new money that flows from Silicon

Valley, while SGPis likely subsidized by old money in the form of aristocratic

land and funds. One subsidy is endowed by centuries-old, inherited wealth and

another by the new economies of California, yet it is the similar availability of

these sources that enables both festivals to partially opt out of collaboration

with corporate brands, without decreasing quality in the areas of innovation

that have led to the achievement of national and international status. Emphasis

upon financial advantage should not unfairly de-emphasize the expertise of

SGP's organizers; nevertheless it should be recognized as partly responsible for

allowing them to create the highly competitive package that instigated the

festival's exponential growth. This is supported on further consideration of

93 McKay, "Unsafe things like youth and [azz' ", p. 92.
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Secret Productions' company profile. SGPis its most well-established event, yet

the company organizes a number of smaller events throughout the year, and in

2011 launched a new festival, Wilderness, as a joint venture with Mama Group,

which is a multi-divisional company owned by HMVGroup PLC.94Detailed

further in Section 5.4, Secret Productions have, at the time of writing, recently

gone into partnership to produce Glade, the electronic music festival, and have

also inaugurated Escape to New York, a 'UKinspired' boutique festival.95 Secret

Productions is independent from corporate ownership, yet its collaboration

with large companies and the development of its portfolio of events indicate a

strategy of commercial growth. These new projects have all been subsequent to

the success of SGP;it is deducible, therefore, that it is the BM-inspired,

participative formula that has not only allowed this festival to succeed in a

crowded market, but has generated the skills, contacts and finances necessary

to launch and invest in other festivals.

5.3.1 Transatlantic Appropriation

It is true that SGP's reproduction of the 'No Spectators' ethos occurs through an

idealization of participation, rather than through the explicit use of this slogan.

Its discourses are nonetheless the outcome of transatlantic appropriation, and

allow the event to situate itself amid the territory of the social experiment. As

was similarly discernable of BM,this takes place through frequent descriptions

of SGPas a temporary community, rather than a festival.?" Hinting at

emancipating power, its website states that this community is 'founded on

participation [...) with the potential to change your life'."?Resonant of

Ranciere's allegories of inequality, participation is placed as a solution to the

alienated, problematized spectator; in line with Bishop's evaluation of

94Wilderness, <http://www.wildernessfestival.com/> [accessed 29 May 2011].
9S'Glade Festival Chat to I Like Music', I Like Music
<http://www.ilikemusic.net/festival_news/Glade_F estival_Organiser _Interview _2011-13151>
[accessed 29 May 2011]: 'UKInspired Music Festival "Escape to New York"Announces Initial
Lineup', Britscene (23 April2011) <http://www.britscene.com/2011/04/uk-inspired-music-
festival-escaped-york-announces-initial-Iineup/19533> [accessed 14 November 2011].
96'What is The Secret Garden Party', At a Glance.
97lbid.
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participative art, the physical, theatrical and creative acts ofthe audience are

aligned with an egalitarian principle that celebrates the democratization of

productlon/" That Secret Productions offers a diffuse and co-opted version of

BM's intransigence is evident in their wider roster of events; discussed in more

detail in Section 5.4, their new festival projects idealize participation while

omitting the radicalized doctrines ofBM. Of the smaller events, the May 2010

newsletter listed three events in Brighton, Bristol and London in the run-up to

the festival, and at each of these, this reconfiguration was similarly

discernable,"? Secret Productions regularly host a Christmas event that

indirectly pays homage to BM: its UK audience might not be aware that SGP's

description of their Christmas event as a 'decompression' is directly

appropriated from an American counterpart. The 2009 London and Bristol

events, entitled 'Who Wants to be a Gardenaire?', promoted SGP through its play

on 'Garden' and typified the ethos of BM through focusing on a participative and

humorous game, an orientation that is explicitly emphasized in their newsletter:

'remember this is about Participation, dress to impress, and keep your hat

on'.IOOFragmented space, immersive theatre and a diversity of attractions

constituted their Brighton Fringe Festival- advertised as an 'arts-laden

labyrinth' where participants could be 'led by our fauns down the secret tunnel

into a 500 capacity venue hidden at the back', which featured 'acrobats,

aerialists, live DIs, fire performance, karaoke rooms, secret rooms with fortune

tellers and laser star shows, silly games, theatrics and performers'Jv'

These smaller events anticipate SGP, where cultural appropriation

manifests itself in an even broader spectrum of ways. The climactic burn ofBM

is partially replicated with the annual burning of an art installation on a lake,

situated at the heart of the festival. Annual themes, like those discussed in

Section 4.5, also form the all-important aesthetic umbrellas under which

costume, installations and performance may find inspiration; ticket buyers are

encouraged to interpret them and organizers are expected to cultivate the

appropriate setting. SGP appropriates BM's use of theme by bringing it to the

98 Bishop, p. 11.
99 'Head Gardener's Event Diary', SGPNewsletter (21 May 2009).
100Ibid.
1011bid.
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forefront ofthe celebration. Its prioritization is evident on perusing the 2010

event programme: on the front cover is the indicatively conspicuous heading

'2010 Fact or Fiction'_102Its2011 theme, 'Origins and Frontiers', was similarly

ambiguous enough to leave open plenty of room for artistic interpretation.

Present in almost all references to the theme is an 'audience as animator'

philosophy that takes the shape of a clarion call:

The Secret Garden Party is a frontier of creative freedom, a world of
experiments and expression where anything goes. Its origin lies within you:
there is a chemistry to the place and you need to be the catalyst for it to
ignite.t03

The proclamation that the event will be exploring 'where we have come from

and where we are going' also suggests opportunities for interpretation similar

to BM's 2009 theme of evolution.w+ SGP's 2010 festival programme, published

in the year I attended, was a thick compendium listing an extended schedule of

activities. Individual art installations, workshops and family entertainments

were promoted as equals to the music performances. There was at least the

same quantity of DJsand bands programmed at SGPas would be included at

another similarly sized music festival, yet the volume of non-musical features

was extensive and their treatment in the programme naturally de-emphasized

the music. Scheduled talks and debates, alongside thought-provoking

quotations, evidenced a highbrow aspect of the event, alongside playful and

infantile connotations generated by its illustrative style.

Like BM,there is a focus on participating in the arts through the

inclusion of volunteer-led encampments. In 2011, these included the 'Bohemian

Artist Studio', while 'Wot's a Curling?' and 'Banjax Banditos' offered fancy dress

styling and makeovers.t'" In 2010, encampments were similarly situated

around a 'centre camp'. Imitating its Nevada counterpart, this identically

102 '2010 Fact or Fiction', Secret Garden Party Programme.
103 'Art Boats and Vehicles', Explore the Garden 2011
<http://www.secretgardenparty.com/2010/html/> [accessed 28 January 2011].
l04lbid.
105 'The Action Camps', Explore the Garden 2011
<http://www.secretgardenparty.com/2010/html/> [28 January 2011].
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labelled camp was open twenty-four hours a day serving beverages, with a stage

that featured an eclectic mixture of performances. It is true that the BMcentre

camp was a lot larger, enabling it to also house art installations, yet the adoption

of the same name and approach to programming the space demonstrated an

attempt to recreate this distinguishing feature.

That the idealization of participation is not unique to SGPbut is

frequently characteristic of many community-oriented events is a justifiable

claim. Nonetheless, SGP'sallegiances demonstrate thatthe type of participation

promoted there is the result of cultural appropriation. Indeed, whereas the

sexualized elements of BMare entirely absent elsewhere in British festival

culture, in 2010 SGPattempted a recreation of orgiastic space.

W~.trdw~~
lOM£ IN, ~) You" LOVE'll. 01'. ~NOTrlE", E"flO~E
yo." tlOOllS SlXVM NEEbS. LEAVE '(OU~ SHOES IINI>
(LOTltES AT Tl£ ENb Of THf TUNNEL. WE DO !'lOT ToLER-
liTE VIOlENT 0 FO~ HUl B£HAVloul\.

WE AAVE 2. INTIMATE SPliCES FOI\ THOSE IoIHo fl\EFfI\
pp.1~T£ L"-'lNf< To I\ESEtWE AN tNT/MIlTE DEN PLEASE
m.K To TIlE •

Figure 11: The Kissing Den
Author's Photograph.

This sexualized feature, together with an attempt to promote a gift culture,

supports the argument that SGPattempts to generate BM'sbrand of festival

participation. Without the extensive contributions from volunteers that BM

enjoys, SGPis unable to step outside of the commercial transactions that BM

succeeds in abandoning, in favour of a mass 'gift culture'. And yet, an attempt

was made: on the Sunday of the 2009 event, an organized 'gifting' was
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scheduled.Ps Prior to this event, it was promoted and ticket buyers were

advised to prepare gifts to swap with each other. Similarly, there is evidence for

an attempt at imitating BM's unique happy hours that provide participants with

free bars. SGP's inclusion of free drinks at their 'Club Tropicana'I07 in 2011 was

minor compared to BM's attempt to ensure that at any hour of the day,

participants have access to free food and beverages. Nonetheless, the inclusion

of gifting and free bars is interpretable as an attempt to add value to the event

programme, by adopting BM-inspired features. And yet, a reliance on profits

from bars and traders also prevents the transformation of these novelties from

added-value features to site-wide praxes.

Secret Productions are not wholly responsible for reproducing the 'No

Spectators' ethos, but can be credited more appropriately with amalgamating

subsidiary groups that already share the same outlook. One interviewee was

brought into the management circle primarily because his work, promoting a

Bournemouth event, Fish Seeks Bicycle,was much in the same vein as both BM

and SGP.These were carnivalesque indoor events: 'It was very interactive.

People felt like they were really involved [...] the idea was to be doing creative,

colourful, festivalesque events across the board',l08 Similarly, another

interviewee, responsible for providing the festival with a performance art

group, presented collectivized performance as a solution to the 'reduced' role of

the audience in the context of presentational performance:

It's not a show, it's not like hey, look at us.We're nowon stage.We're going
to do this, this and this.We're goingto do this becausewe've practised it
The show is the punters. That's the ethos [...] the entertainment comes from
the punters first and from us second.Wejust provide the commentary, and
the ideas for the games.Butthe actual main entertainments, the laughs,
come from these people doing really stupid things to each other.l09

106 '300 Tickets Left', SGP Newsletter (10 July 2009).
107 'The Action Camps', Explore the Garden 2011.
lo81nterviewee A.
109 Interviewee B.
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That 'the show is the punters' indicates a view of participation that idealizes the

audience as performers over observers. There is a rejection of presentational

performance and rehearsed display, and a collapse of conventional distinction

as 'the punters' are placed at the centre of'the entertainment'. Recalling the

cries of 'YOUare the entertainment, YOU are the performer' by the greeters at

BM, its British counterpart is similarly emphatic in its propagandizing of what

might be described as a form of extreme participation that appropriates, with

partial but not total success, focus from presentational performances. A

promoted metaphor that likens SGP to a canvas and the audience to its

animating paint hardly recognizes the true impact of spatial setting in the

determination of experience, in all its intricacy and complextty.t-'' This

metaphor offers instead a doctrinal declaration of what ought to be the case: the

audience as animator of art ideologically replaces the audience as observer of

art.

5.3.2 Fragmented Foci

The diversified programming that has become a marked characteristic of British

festivals, as reported in Section 5.2.1, has naturally lent itself to a fragmentation

of audience focus. The concert-model festival remains artist-driven, yet

elsewhere, no longer is audience attention directed at the action unfolding on a

main stage. The alignment of this phenomenon with the broader shift towards

'cosmopolitan' programming ought to be recognized; nonetheless, the

fragmentation of focus typical of the boutique festival reaches an extreme at

SGP.l11This approach precludes an entirely different spatial construction to that

discussed in Chapter 3. For SGP and BM, ideal experience has become a

necessarily fragmented one; as one interviewee suggested, attendees

individualize their experience through multiple encounters:

110 'Roll up, Roll up ... 5 Sleeps to go ...', SGPNewsletter (17 July 2009).
111 McWilliams, 'The Boutique Generation that Refuses to Grow Up'.
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I think a festival'sgot to have other things than just music.Andmake this
whole experiencewith the punters, something that they're never goingto
forget [so they go] 'wow I saw this murdering psychopath, and then I had
KamaSutra,and then I saw HotChiplive,got a lovelybeautiful gourmet
burger, and then finishedoff...mudwrestling'.

It is possible that, for an increasing number of festivalgoers, ideal experience

has shifted from one principally of music, to one that includes a whole host of

different practices that are 'festivalized' by the convivial frame. Section 5.4

provides a more detailed examination of how this shift relates to certain

consistencies between BMand the broader boutique sector of events. Crucial for

SGP,however, the fragmentation presented here is not only the result of a

general move towards cultural diversity at festivals but is enhanced by the

reproduction of the 'No Spectators' ethos.

The plethora of stalls, installations, performances and camps at SGPforge

fragmented milieu united by the thematic and fantastical positioning of the

event. The virtual portrayal of space as illustrated on its website is highly

revealing of the way in which the festival is intended to act as a land of

adventure: surreal and exciting, the profusion of attractions are set to be

navigated by small groups of friends. The illustrated idealization of space is a

fairly standard promotional technique; events such as Bestival, Kendal Calling

and Beacons refrain from using photography for the main artwork on their

respective website home pages, but instead prefer to use hyperreal illustrations

that exaggerate desirable aspects - such as sunshine, nature, bright colours and

music. Divorced from reality, organizers are also able to depict the ideal festival,

without worldly restraint. This is a common practice, yet in 2011 SGPtook the

fantastical to an extreme, with a scene resonant of the floating mountains in the

2010 blockbuster film,Avatar.
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Figure 12:Virtual Space
Screen shot ofSGP' website home page <http://uk.secretgardenparty.com/2011/sgp.php>
[accessed 28 January 2011]'

The connotations of this imagery augment the claim that changes to festival

culture correspond with an 'upward shift' in what counts as adult behaviour.t--

The similarities between the promotional presentation of theme parks and the

presentation above became increasingly apparent as features were added to

this illustration in stages, as the 2011 festival approached.

They may be ambiguous at best, yet themes offer inspiration for

costumes (discussed, in detail, in the following section), and provide a general

frame with which to contextualize art installations and non-musical

performances. SGPis rich in installations; and it is arguable, therefore, that BM

and SGPshare the same critique of the 'white cube' of artistic dissemination

favoured by the conventional world of high art. This is supported by various

texts, as the SGPwebsite states, 'the Burning Man Project showed us the way

when it comes to installation art: free it from the gallery and make it as

interactive as possible,.113The use of art at SGPis such that a mere comparison

to the gallery exhibition is insufficient, for the former actually constitutes what

one might call a 'festivalized' version of the latter. SGPmakes its appropriation

of BM-style in tallation art transparent in the following statement:

112 McWilliams, 'The Boutique Generation that Refuses to Grow Up'.
113 'Art at SGP',Explore the Garden 2011 <http://www.secretgardenparty.com/2010/htmlj>
[accessed 28 January 2011].
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The West Coast/Burning Man Connection - these artists are jumping over
the pond to bring a little USAmagic to the Garden this year, a collaboration
we're proud to be part Of.114

The promotion of visual installation art reconfigures the festival organizers as

curators, who negotiate exhibits that may be showcased in other spaces. The

way in which many installations function as touring pieces offers evidence for

BM's influence beyond SGP,as discussed later in Section 5.4. I observed a piece

entitled 'The Cubatron' at Ireland's Electric Picnic in 2008, and was not

surprised to find that it was originally exhibited at BM,and was also displayed

at SGPin 2010. In addition to the spread of BMart outside of its official network,

there is the observable cross-pollination of styles that exceeds the relational

paradigm. Reminiscent of the satirical treatment of Christianity, as described in

Section 4.4, SGP's 'Cartoon Confessional Box' similarly suggested themes of the

'spiritual farce', that were used to interpret installations at BM.11sUltimately,

the international programming of the same artists and similarly styled art

augments evidence for a transatlantic exchange that incorporates a broader

nexus of events.

What is significantly apparent through the direct observation of SGPand

the examination of its installation application procedures is how prominently

interactivity is promoted. On the website, the advice offered to artists is

revealing:

You need consider carefully how the piece will have an impact in this
challenging festival context - its colours, its size, its location, its illumination
and perhaps most importantly its interactive capacity [...] You need to
encourage the audience to explore, interact and become part ofthe work
Touching, climbing, entering - are all encouraged.u-

This installation policy demonstrates, once again, a reproduction of the

paradigm of physical involvement that characterizes participative art outside of

114 Secret Garden Party 2010 Programme, p. 103.
115 Jim Mason, interviewed in Doherty, pp. 164-65.
116 'Art Installations', Secret Garden Party <http://uk.secretgardenparty.com/forms/art/>
[accessed 1 February 2011].
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festival culture.W In allowing the audience member a deterministic role in

'becom[ing] part of the work', there is an attempt to erode and confuse the

traditional distinctions between spectators, artists, producers and consumers.

Biocca's notion of producers and consumers as collaborators, in the creation of

the cultural product, can be coherently applied here.llS Awholehearted attempt

to mimic the democratized and interactive approach to spatial construction is

also evident in the introduction of the 'art boat' at SGP.As argued in Chapter 4,

art cars at BMare not only a signature feature ofthe event, but they also realize

the 'No Spectators' doctrine; these are mobile pieces of art that were designed

and created by audience members, encouraging audience participation on the

level of production, and interactivity on the level of use. At BM,many of the art

cars were very large trucks, housing bars, sound systems and small dance floors.

To introduce these vehicles onto the Abbotts Farm Estate may have been

deemed impractical due to the dangers caused by space limitations and the

potential damage to this delicate, agricultural land. Nonetheless, the art boat is a

signature adaptation of the 'No Spectators' idiom that similarly attempts to

subordinate functionality in the transformation of boats into immersive works

of art. The encouragement to create art boats was conspicuously advertised on

the SGPwebsite:

Through the powers of Ebay, rowing boats can be purchased for amazingly
cheap prices. We own seven in various shapes and sizes. We would like you
all to bid and buy a few more. Then we want you to turn them into works of
art. Don't worry, we have cash at the ready to help you along.119

Art cars at BMhave been described as part of a subculture somewhat

independent of the festival, though BMprovides the 'ideal environment for art

cars to reach new heights of formal expression'.120 There were fewer than five

observable art boats upon the site's lake at SGP2010, yet an attempt to instigate

the same culture is apparent. The criticisms that have viewed the creation of

117 Bishop,p. 11.
118 Biocca, p. 61.
l1'1'Art Boats and Vehicles', Secret Garden Party.
120 Northrup, p. 131, p. 133.
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such pieces through the lens of audience exploitation can be similarly applied to

SGP's 'democratizing' policy: utilizing the audience's labour in this way creates

unique selling points for what remains a commercial organization. Like BM,

there are limited funds available, but creators are expected to share the burden

of some costs themselves.

The introduction of 'action camps' is also palpable evidence of an

attempt to appropriate the democratized structure of BM,which necessarily

relies upon the free labour and creative energies of a large portion of its

audience. Like the theme camps and art cars, SGP's action camps similarly

contribute to the manifestation of the 'No Spectators' idiom by encouraging

participation on the level of production, and interactivity on the level of use.

There are proportionately far less action camps at SGPthan there are theme

camps at BM;nonetheless, alongside other non-music attractions, they are

responsible for cultivating a brand loyalty partially dissociated from line-up

considerations. Routes to the creation of SGP's heterotopia are made accessible

to its audience; small grants are made available to groups for creating

imaginatively themed areas, and one may deduce from the size and stipulations

oftheir budgets, that such groups are sourced from established and prospective

clientele. This stands to reason, for action camp grants are only awarded to

cover expenses such as materials and travel expenses, and according to the

application information, camp organizers must keep their encampment open for

a minimum of six hours per day. The suggestion that volunteers can increase the

likelihood of an art installation proposal being accepted by subsidizing some

costs themselves is also included in the information on how to apply.121What

can be logically inferred is that though some costs are covered, the participants

behind SGP's action camps willingly labour on a voluntary basis, and sometimes

contribute their own funds to realizing projects. That there is a spectrum of

motivations for doing this is probable. It is likely that the findings in Section

4.4.3 are similarly applicable here: participants donate labour and funds

because it is considered to amount to an enjoyable exercise, and the outcomes

121 'Art Installations', Secret Garden Party.
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of these contributions together generate an atmosphere of collectivized

production.

Aswas the case for BM,the experiential and the atmospheric nature of

collectivized production should be emphasized here, because the majority of the

major decision-making is reducible to a small nucleus of organizers. With this in

mind, Oakley's observation that voluntary labour at the British festival masks

rather than erodes the real distinctions between event producers is applicable;

like BM,this culture of participation does rather sideline 'the reality of what is

often hard, unpaid or low paid work'.122Nonetheless, a comparison with civic

space is also apt; a basic event design is forged by SGP,yet traders, artists and

participants produce the minutiae of detail. Once the festival has accepted

action camp proposals, their implementation is within the remit of applicants.

This procedure makes the design and production of features accessible to

willing volunteers while reproducing, through them, an emphasis on the

importance of inter activity; action camps are not features to be observed, but

promote extreme participation on the part of the audience. SGP's 'Dance Off has

become a regular feature that may bypass this system, yet it nevertheless offers

an apt illustration. It consists of an elevated dance floor, decorated to look like a

boxing ring, upon which participants compete with improvised dance routines

in a space not larger than six metres squared. Made open to all festivalgoers, the

activity has become a celebrated feature of the event, despite its modesty in

scale and cost, successfully sidelining the exclusivity of the presentational

performance tradition by providing something humorous and newsworthy, yet

simple. So prominent did it become, that it was nominated for 'Best Festival

Moment' in the 2009 UKFestival Awards alongside Jay Z's rendition of

'Wonderwall'. One interview respondent, the artist liaison for Standon Calling,

emphasized the significance of such a nomination. She pointed out that it was

irregular, for up until then, the 'Best Festival Moment' had been largely

exclusive to staged music performances.123 It was Jay Zwho received the award,

yet the fact that an audience-produced attraction was elevated to sit alongside

one of Glastonbury's main stage acts in this category, was demonstrative of the

122 Oakley, 'Better than Working for a Living?'.
123 Interviewee C.
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incorporation of audience action into what legitimately counts as peak

performance.

SGP presents such a cosmopolitan abundance of stimulation that art

installations, stages and action camps are not easily distinguishable.

Consequently, the definition of art shifts to a more inclusive interpretation.

Observing the event in 2010, the festival-frame assimilated traders, shelters,

seating, installations, action camps and art boats, insofar as their inclusion

within the same context rendered them all aesthetic objects of play - a

phenomenon explored in greater depth, in the following section. Figures 14 and

15 testify to the way in which the boundaries between traders and installation

art were, in the context of the festival, made indistinct. It is deducible that the

structure on the left entered SGP through the procedures that admit art

installations, while the structure on the right, as a trader selling tea and coffee,

would have been processed via a different administrative channel. And yet, on

the level of experience, there is little essential difference between them. Both

perform a function, and both are conspicuously decorated, together

contributing to the festival's aesthetic display.

Figures 13-14: Installations and Traders
Author's photographs.

The mixed placement of aestheticized objects confuses, then, the distinction

between functionali ty and art. The identification of these features are not

prefabricated by being placed in an 'installation area' or 'action camp area', but
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appear haphazardly, which only augments the sense of individualized discovery.

In contrast to the mechanized aspects ofthe concert-model event, discussed in

Section 3.3, much of SGP's physical milieu is evidently mastered by hand.

Wandering across the festival site, it is easy to be struck by the realization that

extensive hours of labour, from many different groups of people, underpin its

spatial construction. Presenting craft as art and demystifying the artist, the

images below illustrate the way in which handmade and intricate items were

strewn across the site.

Figure 15-16: The Mad Hatter's Tea Party
Author' photograph .

So far it has become clear that SGPand the concert-model event are

dissociated festival models; while the latter places focus on a musical lineup of

performance unfolding at an elevated and stationary point, the former, like the

theme park, attempts to create an individualized sense of fluid adventure

through breaking down the spatial orientation of focus into much smaller

fragments. The shift from a single or small number of spatial foci, to a

multiplicity of smaller and diversified elements, generates the variation that

supports individualized over crowd experience. Depicting an A3 sign that was

placed alongside the entrance to the event, Figure 17 exemplifies one of the

many feature SGPhas borrowed from BM.It is true that a large proportion of

festivalgoers would have passed it, yet it was small and discrete enough to be

mis ed by many.
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Figure 17: Experiences for the Few
Author' photograph.

Significantly, the outcome of this approach embodies the 'solution' to the

problematiz d oncert-rnodel event. The inclusion of small details, to be

experienced by a relatively small number of festivalgoers, inverts the 'mass' and

uniform participation associated with the concert-model event. The

individuated mode of engagement can be interpreted as a challenge to the

domination of presentational performance in festival culture. The ways in which

SGP can be con idered a BM-inspired response to dissatisfactions with the

mode of participation engendered by the concert model are tellingly present in

the musings of one taff member. The comments below problematize crowd

experience and the uniform 'looking', typical of what is described as the

'traditional festival':

I mean we've all been to nightclubs where it's all about the music and
everybody's looking forward and it's a bit dark and you're in one room, you
know, it' a bit stale. It's the usual format of clubbing and what not. At a
traditional festival... you can fit this many people in this field, and you can fit
that many people in that field, and if you feel that there's too much of a
crowd surge for a certain event they'll close a segment, and all of that kind of
penned in feeling brings a certain atmosphere and experience.

At the burn you don't have any of that you know, and okay there are certain
events that will pull a crowd, but you will never, ever get a feeling like you
are in a crowd ... apart from the actual burn obviously, there's no big
spectacles in terms of a headliner, that is in one place, looking forward at
one thing, you know? Everything's very 360, you know, there's no like 'that's
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the way to look.and there is the entertainment to entertain you,who is
standing here'. That is the dynamic.Everythingis 360,124

Abelief that the 'traditional festival' is a negative antithesis of BMis

articulated through the use of two- and three-dimensionality in the

distinguishing of two event types. Fragmented over mass experience is

idealized as the respondent describes the way in which the focusing of

crowd perception at a certain object attention is, with the exception of the

two Burns, almost completely dispensed with at BM.The fact that all ofthe

SGPmanagement crew attend, and very likely support the event in the way

exemplified above, demonstrates that the fragmentation of space at their

event has come about through an ideal conceptualization of the '360 degree'

model of production. The attempt to move away from crowd experience to

individualized experience using a fragmented and 'micro' approach to

spatial design also resonates with the broader brand positioning of the

boutique in relation to 'mass marketed' products. The inclusion of multiple

features allows festivalgoers to navigate different pathways through the

festival- in ways that exceed watching performances that are uniformly

delivered to the festival crowd.

SGPis marked, then, by a fragmented approach to spatial design, affected

through implementing a range of application procedures by which members of

the public are able to creatively contribute to the festival. It is worth

remembering that action camps and art boats are less pervasive features at SGP

than their equivalents at BM,and that the successful utilization of volunteers is

less apparent in the 'behind the scenes' fields of production. However, the

introduction of these schemes, and the centrality of participation in the events'

discourses do indicate an alignment of politics between BMand SGP.Harnessing

innovation and labour freely offered up, the event comes to be spatially and

artistically shaped by a wide pool of creative contributors. SGPmay not achieve

the same proportion of volunteers as discussed ofBM (in Section 4.5.2), yet the

event does distribute some control to its audience, confusing the traditional role

ofthe audience member as consumer. Once this occurs, the dynamic produced

124 Interviewee A.
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inverts the 'total separation of artists from audience' critically attributed to the

concert-model event125

5.3.3 Theatricality and Play

As argued in the previous section, there is a fragmented, diversified and

democratized approach to spatial construction at SGP.Employing the

framework of Cremona, for whom the placement of carnival performers in close

proximity to their audiences promotes performative interaction, this section

provides a closer analysis of how SGP's democratization of theatricality

generates a mode of participation that can be similarly described as paidian.

Implicit to the engineering of this environment is, as shall be shown, the notion

of reclaimed performance. In many ways, this is achieved in the first instance by

programming a quantity of non-musical performance art and, in line with the

installations and encampments discussed in the previous section, by the

adherence of these performances to the relational paradigm. As Killand O'Grady

have suggested, these performances can be conceptualized thus as relational

performances.126

SGP's 2010 programme included three main theatre areas, the 'Never

Ever Land Theatre', the 'Artful Badger Woodland' and the 'Feast of Fools'

stage.127It is true that the theatre performances listed appear to have included a

mixture of the presentational and participative, though the latter was

underlined through various emphases on interactivity; theatre collective 'Tax

Deductible', for example, were described as 'an Imaginarium of interactive

performance'.12B 'The Artful Badger' was listed as theatre, yet evidence suggests

that the categorization was loosely applied. The breadth of what was described

as theatre lends itself to the blurring of distinction analogous to the other,

coalescent occupiers of space - the traders, action camps and installations.

125 Frith, p. 222.
126 Rebekka Killand Alice O'Grady, 'Exploring Festival Performance as a State of Encounter',
Beyond Text <http://projects.beyondtext.ac.uk/stateofencounter/index.php> [accessed 20
November 2011].
127 'Theatre and Performance', Secret Garden Party
<http://www.secretgardenparty.com/2010/html/> [accessed 28 January 2011].
128 'Newsflash: Headliners Announced', SGP Newsletter (25 February 2010).
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Performance, party and play are elements that converge in this context, and it is

arguable that through the creation of an 'anything goes' environment, the

audience becomes de-inhibited. Drawing upon Turner's musings on the

celebratory behaviour of crowds, this mixing up of performers and audience

members created a certain atmospheric 'effervescence' that encourages

theatrical participation.P? There was a house band that provided a degree of

focus to the area, yet it was this theatrical effervescence that was underlined by

one reviewer:

Everytime I enter the ArtfulBadgersstage, located in a pagan woodland
hideaway,I findan ecstatic disregard for convention,with feral beauty
contests, ancient badger theatre, and bands likeBadgerBadgerand the Egg
improvisingand experimenting andwhipping the crowd into one communal,
whirling flash-mob.P?

Similarly, the 'Collo-Silly-Um', organized by theatre company, Bearded Kitten,

blurred the distinctions between theatre and party, for this was essentially a

disco area that was produced and complemented with performance.

Significantly, the area was constructed so that the dancing audience faced each

other, rather than towards a DJbooth or stage.
In addition to the areas listed above, theatrical performances could be

found elsewhere. Commencing from the 'Feast of Fools' stage were two

processions that were, through their emphasis on audience engagement,

consistent with BMin adhering to the 'No Spectators' ethos. Their home at the

'Feast of Fools' recalled a celebration that once, for Bakhtin, occupied 'an

important place in the life of medieval man'.131Its use in this context referenced

the carnivalesque and suggested a nostalgic attempt to revert back to the folk

festival, also evident in the slogan for the area: 'One World! One Folk! One

129 Victor Turner, Celebration, p. 16.
130 LouisWeinstock. 'Festival Review: The Secret Garden Party', Independent Music Magazine
(30 July 2010) <http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/music/music-
magazine /festivals- 2010 /festival-review-the-secret-garden-party-203936 7.htrnl> [accessed 1
February 2011].
131 Bakhtin, p. 5.
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Love!'132The two main processions included 'The Firelighting Ceremony', which

is a clear appropriation of BM's 'Larnplighting Procession', and the 'Magnificent

Party Party Parade'. Both processions are made up of audience members, rather

than hired performers. Whereas BM deploys rehearsed performers in distinct

costume, the former procession advertises a slightly more spontaneous

variation, where audiences are invited to 'join us in celebration'A'" The

'Magnificent Party Party Parade' also encourages the audience to become part of

the performance through its preparatory description and instructions:

What starts with ten Gardeners and finishes with two thousand, The
Magnificent Party Party Parade brings the festival to a stand-still as it
weaves its way around the lake and between the stages. Visit the mask
creating, face painting, fancydress making Camps and then GET
INVOLVED.134

An appropriation of the 'No Spectators' doctrine manifests itself in this

conspicuous attempt to provide an opportunity for the audience to reclaim

performance. This procession typifies SGP's organizing principle to an extreme

for, unlike the others, it appears to lack a notable nucleus of scripted musicians

or performers. What is ignificant is the fact that there is no invitation to watch,

only a clarion call to participate.

132 'F a t of Fool 'i Secret Garden Party Programme, p. 25.
133 'Gam sSp ctacl and Events', Secret Garden Party
<http://www.ertgardenparty.com/2010/html/> [accessed 28 January 2011].
1341bid.
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Figure 18: Procession at SGP

What is demonstrable above is that the use of processions and immersive

theatre produces festival experiences that do not necessarily peak with the

reception of a particular music act, as is traditional of the outdoor festival, but

with heightened moments of collectivity, where prescribed performers are

either adhering to the participative ideal, or in absentia. The convivial mixture

of theatrical crowds and interactive performance may be interpreted, following

the work of Cremona, as an instigator of popular theatricality.

In line with the discussion presented in Section 4.5.1, the prominence of

costume at SGPis also worthy of close examination. In a way not limited to SGP,

but strongly characteristic of BM,fancy dress is perhaps the broadest type of

theatrical display observable at the event. It is difficult to argue that this is

wholly an audience-fueled activity, for fancy dress themes are heavily promoted

by the event prior to its happening. Costume is both conspicuously promoted

and realized through the inclusion of stalls and action camps dedicated to visual

transformation. These opportunities are markedly abundant and galvanize

further an attempt to encourage the participatory modes championed at BM.As

deduced from the use of costume examined in Section 4.5.1, bodily displays

have similarly become a method of earning status within an event-specific

system of distinction. This is a claim augmented by SGP's promotion of the

bespoke costume designers Pranksta, which sell clothes and run fashion shows

at the event. This is a very expensive, London-based costumier that creates

bespoke outfits that can cost thousands of pounds. Only a minority of '

festivalgoers would be willing to purchase costumes from this designer due to

their expense, yet SGP's prominent endorsement ofthe company confers an

elevated status upon those that do. In an environment that celebrates elaborate

display, the inclusion of high-end costumery in Pranksta's fashion show is

'aspirational', and advertises specific avenues to extreme participation.
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Figures 19-20: Stylized Dress at SGP

Emphases on display can be interpreted as a shift towards a play-oriented mode

of participation, promoting behaviours that are conventionally associated with

children. Perhaps the most conspicuous evidence for the 'upward shift' in what

counts a adult behaviour is the fact that many features and action camps,

comprising a large bulk of its space, actually double up as children's activities.P>

There are provi ion and activities specifically for children, yet SGP reminds its

family festivalgoer that much of the 'mainstream' entertainment there is also

suitable for children:

From starring in your own movie at Videopia to diving into the Junglerooms
Ball Pool, the Action Camps provide activities that are as engaging for
children a they are for adults (no surprise there). Be sure to explore them
all.136

Compared to BM, there is a restriction of sexual references and content, making

the environment more conducive to families. As previously suggested, many

activities are aimed at adults, rather than families or children, yet they are

appealing to both. This coincides, perhaps, with McWilliams' thesis: to argue

that adults are becoming infantile would be mistaken; it is the stereotypes of

adult behaviour that have shifted to make room for behaviours traditionally

135 McWilliams, 'Th Boutique Generation that Refuses to Grow Up'.
136 'Kids nd Famili s', Secret Garden Party <http://uksecretgardenparty.com/2011/html/>
[accessed3 F bruary 2011].
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associated with children. An idyllic escape to a childlike state of uninhibited

freedom pervades promotional literature and reviewer accounts of the event,

with one stating: 'unaffected, unpretentious playfulness and frivolity is what

makes the Secret Garden Party so edifying'.137 These qualities also describe the

tone of festival literature; incorporating a humorous quotation from AA Milne's

Winnie the Pooh, an SGP newsletter balances the intellectual quotes found

elsewhere with one that echoes childhood nostalgia.P'' The imagery used in

newsletters and programmes is also distinctly childlike in style, resembling that

which might appear in an adventure storybook for children.

Figure 21: Programme Illustration

The other-worldliness of this media presentation, supported also by the

website's virtual depiction of the idealized festival, is both childlike and

'bohemian-ized' through an interspersing of philosophical quotes amongst the

pages. In addition, SGP frequently presents escapism as losing inhibitions:

The Secret Garden Party brings people together by removing all barriers -
you will do things you never thought you had the nerve or bombast to do.

137 Weinstock, 'F tival Review: The Secret Garden Party'.
138 '300 Tick t L ft', SGP Newsletter (10 July 2009).
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We set a few rules and ask you to respect them. Then we ask you to let go
and do as you wish.P?

Perhaps what might be considered symptomatic of SGP's rejection of

politics, in favour of a resigned hedonism, is the following comment: 'death

smiles at us all. All a man can do is smile back (and be a little bit silly)'.140

The celebration of illiness is brought into being through the action camps

and games which are presented as the all-important opportunities by which

audience members can lose their inhibitions and experience the 'bombastic'

moments championed in SGP literature. These experiences are brought to

the forefront of the festival's programming, and there are numerous

features that would, in most other scenarios, only appear for the benefit of

children. In 2010, one such feature included a small petting zoo, as

illustrated below.

Figure 22: Petting Zoo
Author's photograph.

Extreme participation is promoted via the programming of various childlike

activities for adults; this is exemplified by features that include paint wars,

'group Howl' (at the full moon) and mud wrestling. Comments from the

organizer of the mud-wrestling pit reinforce the convergence of play and

performance when the terms 'game' and 'interactive performance' are used

139 'What is Th Secret Garden Party', At a Glance.
140 '300 Tick ts L ft', SGP Newsletter (10 July 2009).
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almost interchangeably, in the discussions of this feature.t+! Even activities that

promote gambling are presented in a light-hearted format consistent with the

childlike nostalgia that pervades the event. Through a comedic, satirical and

light-hearted presentation, a level of innocence is retained:

Deep in the backstreets of a surreal and twisted dystopian city lies a shady
and illicit gambling den where gardeners gamble away their last pennies on
giant African snail racing. A sweaty, heaving competition. 6 snails, the snail-
way track. choose your favorite, 3,2,1 BANG!They're off!142

As discussed in Section 5.4, the employment of Bearded Kitten at the London-

based festival Lovebox, and various other British boutique events, demonstrates

that the playful activities inherited from BM also radiate through the broader

festival culture. The illustration and text featured on Bearded Kitten's website

celebrates a prolonged experience of childhood; set out like a cartoon, their aim

is described as 'GET AS MANYPEOPLE HAVINGFUN AS POSSIBLE'.143The

positioning of these elements as mainstream attractions placed across the site,

rather than in a fabricated children's area, is consistent with the 'playground-

like' context discussed in Chapter 4, and suggests that in this experiential arena,

the notions of what is acceptable adult behaviour are reinvented.

As discussed in the previous chapter,little academic attention has been

paid to the adult use of costume and fancy dress in Western popular culture. As

noted by Fron et al; dressing up has been almost wholly neglected in the

established research on play conducted by Huizinga and Callols.t+' This

augments the notion that the costume observable at festivals today is evidence

of a cultural shift that is contemporary, for it is logical that Huizinga's and

Caillois' neglect was simply a product of the era in which they wrote. The

material presented here and in Section 4.5.1, as well as Fron et al/s

problematizing of the existing literature on play, suggests that scholarship is yet

141 Interviewee B.
142 'The Action Camps', Secret Garden Party.
143 Bearded Kitten <http://www.beardedkitten.com/> [3 February 2011].
144 Fron et al .•p. 2.
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to 'catch up' with the theatrical audiences that have, only recently, become

prominent within British music festival culture.

5.3.4 Presentational Performance

In his investigation of the colonial influence on Zimbabwe, Turino noted a

bifurcation of musical celebration into the participatory, marked by 'people

singing, dancing, clapping, ulutating, accompanied by loud drumming and

hosho' in a practice in which there were no artist/audience distinctions, and the

presentational, whereby audiences became 'still, polite, quiet, attentive, and

appreciative'.145 It is true that the latter description is hardly applicable to the

audience at SGP.Nonetheless, the presentational performance tradition remains

a significant, if not a rather sidelined, aspect of the event. Consistent with the

mechanisms described in Chapter 3, that drive both the Hollywood film and the

concert-model industries, SGPis an event that retains the commercial use of

stars as assets. So far, its examination has not deployed the word 'praxis' to

describe the participative practices observable there, for despite its cultural

alignment with the 'No Spectators' ethos, unlike BM,SGPhas incorporated the

performance conventions it opposes. Consequently this section presents

evidence with which to examine how far the processes of cultural appropriation

has effected a transformation of the 'No Spectators' ethos, into a de-radicalized

mode of extra-spectatorship.

The strategic use of line-ups is evident on examining festival promotion,

preview coverage of the event and from my interview discussion with a SGP

employee. Previews are particularly telling artefacts; they are important devices

for generating the kind of exposure that drives ticket sales, as they are

published prior to the event. They are also the stuff of press releases and tend to

be written by the festival or by their press company - offering these parties a

uniquely free and unrestrained opportunity to select and present desired pieces

of information, in a style likely to procure ticket sales. From my experience in

145 Turino, p. 140.
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disseminating festival press releases, content is edited surprisingly little at the

point of publication. Due to the general practice of copy and pasting releases

into website, magazine and blog articles, festival promoters have a surprisingly

strong degree of control over this process. Contrastingly, while good reviews

are important in terms of sustaining reputation and credibility, they are not

used in the same strategic capacity as the preview. This is because they are

published after the event and consequently do not have the same effect on

exposure-generated ticket sales, and because the festival organization has little

real control over the writings of independent journalists.

The controlled preview content of SGPilluminates, therefore, the

strategic way in which profile acts are deployed. The 2010 pre-festival media

coverage following SGP's line-up announcement, was almost entirely devoted to

the promotion of the standout acts, as an article in the Independent Music
Magazine exemplifies.146 In addition to previews, most other, lengthier articles

such as the review on Spinner UKdevote a majority of coverage to the live acts,

though this does not, as is later shown, seem to be matched by audience

experience of the event.l+? Bearing in mind the likelihood that all preview

material has come directly from SGPor their employees, the emphasis upon

standout acts, however necessary to their commercial success, does rather

throw into question how far the event can be credited with a 'No Spectators'

ethos. Festival founder Freddie Fellowes is, by all accounts, formatively inspired

by this doctrine, yet he deploys the commercial star system that his vanguard

rejects. Providing another indicator of a festival-produced preview, its author in
absentia, a Virtual Festivals article emphasizes comments from Fellowes during

a BBC6 Music interview, which focus entirely on the line-up:

It's really exciting this year, it has to be one of our most pant-wettingly
exciting lineups so far. We've got the Gorillaz Sound System as our Saturday

146 'The Secret Garden Party Announces Lineup', Independent Music Magazine (26 February
2010) <http://www .independent.co.uk/ arts-entertainment/music/music-magazine/festivals-
2010/the-secret-garden-party-announce-2010-line-up-1912042.html> [accessed 1 February
2011].
147 [ody Thompson, 'Mercury Rev Close Secret Garden Party after Four Days of Fun', Spinner UK
<http://www.spinnermusic.co.uk/2010/07 /26/mercury-rev-secret-garden-party-festival-
review/> [accessed 1 February 2011].
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night headliner, then my favourite cult band from my youth, Mercury Rev
and Marina and the Diamonds who I think is number two in the album
charts at the moment.w

Regardless ofSGP's authenticating discourses relating to 'independence' and

'not-far-profit' qualities, the selective appropriation of'No Spectators' has

allowed the festival to succeed commercially, through the successful cultivation

of media interest. This is conspicuously reinforced by comments from an SGP-

employed interviewee; during interview, the discontent caused by the decision

to book Grace Jones in 2008 was related:

You know we had like Grace Jones [perform] the year before last, where we
paid her fifty grand, which is like a huge chunk of a tiny boutique festival's
budget Which was a contentious issue, but it was done to put it on the map
in terms ofthe music industry. You know, to get companies involved, to get
Joe Bloggs music industry PR,you need those names to an extent, and you
need them at a certain point in the event's evolution anyway.t+?

It is not surprising that such a move was contentious because, to some

extent, excessive spending on acts makes the realization of a participative

ideal more difficult to achieve, in terms of the finances, media and audience

attention absorbed by such an act. Nevertheless, SGP has successfully

retained a brand formula that competes both via an emphasized

programme of acts, and via its emphases on participative features.

Exponential growth in SGP's capacity offers substantial proof that such a

strategy has proven highly successful. Interestingly, the comments above

suggest that booking profile performers offered the organization a strategy

for commercial growth, rather than something that organizers actually felt

was necessary to the quality of their production. SGP continues to

emphasize a line-up of popular acts, and the fact that the profile of Grace

Jones has not been matched since 2008 augments the claim that this

148 'Gorillaz Sound System and more for Secret Garden Party', Virtual Festivals (24 February
2010) <http://www.virtualfestivals.com/latest/news/7311/ -/Gorillaz-Sound-System-and-
more-for-Secret-Garden-Party> [accessed 1 February 2011].
149 Interviewee A.
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booking was used strategically, for the purposes of generating commercial

awareness. This is a highly irregular programming trajectory for a festival

experiencing upward growth. It is unusual for an increase in scale and

popularity to correlate with the diminishing of profile acts, and offers

perhaps the best evidence for an ethos of extra-spectatorship that blends

together an ideal of participation with the partial subordination of the

antithetical model, exemplified in Chapter 3. This combined approach is

deployed in the courting of the media, representing again a key divergence

from the media ambivalence characteristic of BM.

This oppositional mixture of spectatorship and its rejection is

reinforced by evidence compiled by the Association of Independent

Festivals, demonstrating that the audience at SGPspends less than half of

its time watching bands.P? This combination of elements was observable in

2010 - despite all the rhetoric against spectatorship, the festival moment

that was best attended was a headline performance from Gorillaz Sound

System. And yet, crowds were much more dispersed the rest of the time

and, unlike most British festivals, the few opportunities for 'mass' reception

seemed rather unpopular. What has resulted from SGP's incorporation of

spectatorship and its rejection was succinctly summarized by Louis

Weinstock's festival review: 'the music line-up at Secret Garden Party feels

like a sub-plot to the spontaneous creation and moments of mass

participation that sprout up like beanstalks over the site'.lS1The article

goes on to imply that the best entertainment was to be found away from the

stages:

Whilst the muchanticipated headline act,CaravanPalace,deliver their hip-
shuddering electro-swingwith some gusto on the Saturdaynight, their
performance lacksthe recklessness found elsewhere. OnSundayafternoon,
for example,just as the crowd is beginningto flag,the BeardedKittens step
onto the GreatStageand promptly fire hundreds ofbags of fluorescent paint
dust into the crowd,starting a mass paint fight.The result was spectacular,

150AIFchairman Alison Wenham claimed that 73.8% of the survey participants at SGPspent less
than half of their time on live acts. This was reported by Gordon Masson, in 'Cash tills ring at
UK'sindie festivals'. Music Week (12 June 2010), p. 8.
151Weinstock, 'Festival Review: The Secret Garden Party'.
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washing away any thoughts of the 9-5 in a fluorescent downpour, bringing
huge miles and a rainbow synergy to the crowd.152

Tellingly, images taken of this moment, instead of images of headliners,

have been used to represent the festival online. As illustrated on the left

hand side of the image in Figure 23, they can be found as thumbnails for

SGP's event listing on eFestivals, a major website dedicated to festivals

coverage.

en Party 2010

2010 - 25 J 2010
ocatio i East

Uft_roe. Gorillaz Soundsystem, Merouty Rev,
anna And the Diamonds

~elcret G en Party 2011
2011 - 24 12011

East Anglia, GB

Buy Tic ets

Figure 23: Audience-Centric Representation
Th thumbnails on th left d pict a paint fight erupting in a crowd at SGP. The screen shot is
taken from eFestival <http://www.efestiva!s.eo.uk/festiva!s/festiva!s.php> [accessed 10 March
2011].

The moments of 'collective elaboration' that have come to represent SGP on

media sites such as this coexist with the conventional promotion of acts.153

Despite the festival's extensive cultural appropriation from an event that rejects

the traditional line-up as hierarchical, it necessarily retains the traditional

prioritization of performers for the purposes of commercial survival. As a result,

1521bid.
153Bishop, p. 12.
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a duality of discourse and practices sees paidian participation converge with a

conventional treatment of standout names. My interviewee's comments

regarding the booking of Grace Jones illuminate the fact that, despite attempts

to cultivate a performance culture similar to that characteristic of BM,the

festival find itself ubject to the conventional motivating factors that govern

audience attendance. The approaching saturation of the outdoor festival

industry in Britain, a presented in Section 5.2, has created a highly competitive

environment whereby SGPcannot allow the more act-centric events to appear

superior, although the illustration in Figure 24 evidences the continuing

significance of impressive headliners to most festivalgoers. As such, the

presentational tradition of the concert-model event in Britain, remains crucial

to ticket ales.
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Figure 24: Motivating Factors
Virtual Festivals Annual C nsu 2009

It is true that GPis, in many ways, a de-radicalized imitation of the events that

are formally incorporated into the BMNetwork. Certainly, despite its generation

of di cour es that reject spectatorship, the posture of this doctrine is

undermin d by the presentational performance system it reproduces. However,

it is also the ea e that SGPrepresents a necessary convergence of spectatorship

and it r j cti n, f r the socio-economic conditions that have allowed BMto
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succeed are unique to the event. It makes logical sense that the cultural nuances

generated by a country the size of the USA,with its simultaneously large

population, will be more substantial than smaller countries. Since festival

cultures rely on ticket sales, the size of the market is enormously significant. BM

is a niche product; not only will the festival appeal to a certain type of person,

but only a minority will have the surplus of time, finances and motivation

needed to attend. Operating in the USA,BMis better able to establish a highly

individual cultural event, accessible only to a nuanced minority, while achieving

the substantial ticket sales necessary to produce and develop the event

sustainably. Due to its British location, it is highly unlikely that SGPwould be

able to attract a similarly large crowd willing to pay over one hundred pounds

for a music and arts festival without impressive headliners.

Overseas, the individuality of the BMproduct has largely allowed it to

sell itself. Acrucial difference between BMand SGPis that the former has not

needed to ally itself with the press to become a commercially sustainable event,

for its notoriety has generated sufficient numbers of attendees through word of

mouth. Contrastingly, survival in Britain requires considerable exposure, and

high profile acts allow the festival to generate media attention. Without an

emphasis on profile performances, a large portion of SGP's newsworthy content

would be lost. The inclusion ofSGP's 'Dance Off at the UKFestival Awards, as

discussed in the previous section, may demonstrate an occasional shift towards

valuing audience-centric features alongside main stage acts. Nonetheless,

festival coverage remains dedicated to those performances that are obviously

recognizable, and of interest to, the majority. It stands to reason that the most

frequent media mentions of Glastonbury will emphasize their choice in

headliners, for these are undoubtedly acts that the media's audience have

watched on MTVor seen pictured in magazines. Such coverage not only

presents a rather distorted view of the true festival experience, but also it

perpetuates reliance on headliners in festival programmes. These restrictions

result in SGPhaving to address the same top three motivating factors illustrated

overleaf, as the promoter of the concert-model event.

However, what has occurred is a conceptual shift away from the

centricity of the presentational performance in the festival experience, towards
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an incorporation of paid ian play, interaction and encounters.P+ Asmentioned

earlier, once the audience have responded to the employment of the star system

and have felt sufficiently compelled to purchase their ticket, they spend, along

with Camp Bestival, less than half of their time watching bands,155Dedicating no

small portion of their press release advertising to the coverage of standout

names in order to guarantee ticket sales, SGPalso 'advertise themselves as

being less about the bands', It is true that the arguments above present strong

evidence to affirm the hypothesis, levelled in Section 1.2, that the extra-

spectatorship promoted at SGPis a de-radicalized version of BM's 'No

Spectators' philosophy and praxis. Such a conclusion must, however, consider

the fact that almost every contemporary music festival will appear de-

radicalized, when juxtaposed with the uniquely sustained ideals of BM.There is

no doubt that Secret Productions have, to a large extent, commercialized BM's

model of production. And yet, as Section 4.5.2 underlined, that BMitself is

organized by a profit-making company accused of selling exploitation as

emancipation is also a moot point. Since this investigation is concerned

primarily with participation, rather than with the authenticity of the anti-

capitalist discourses presented by festival organizations, the conclusion that

what occurs on the level of experience remains crucial can be similarly applied

here. Evidence supports the conclusion that via a mechanism of cultural

appropriation, SGPhas reinvented festivalgoing through an idealization of

extreme participation, and through a (albeit partially undermined) critique of

the spectator. Despite its divorce from the repertoire of radicalized doctrines

that mark BM,the championing of participant immersion and creativity retains

an alignment with the aesthetic and ideological agenda of participative art

Reproducing a discourse that offers a rejection of sponsorship and commerce,

SGPplaces itself within a Marxist tradition whereby alienation is resolved

through the collective elaboration of meaning.156As detailed in Section 5.3,

Secret Productions remain one of the few independent festival promoters that

have resisted the impacts of the recession, following a trajectory of growth both

in terms of SGP's capacity, and in terms of the introduction of new festival

154 Cremona, p. 71, p. 76.
155 Masson, p. 8.
156 Bishop, p. 12.
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projects. Taking place within a crowded market desperate to add value to

programmes of entertainment, this activity has contributed to the radiation of

the 'No Spectators' ethos outside of SGP,and through a number of events within

the boutique sector.

5.4 Beyond SGP: 'Life is Not a Spectator Sport'

The previous section examined an event that exists outside of the BMNetwork.

Organized by an expanding, independent company, SGPis not required to

uphold the principles discussed in Chapter 4. And yet, the cultural relationship

between BMand SGPilluminates an aligned politics of participation. At both

events, organizers fashion a surreal space with event themes, promoting

contemporaneous audience display through costume; they programme

performance spaces and art installations that. in line with the rationale of

participative art, idealize physical and immersive involvement, and there is an

attempt to democratize creative production. This transpires mainly by making

available routes to the creation of themed encampments. installations, vehicles

and boats, in a visible presentation of the audience-produced event. It is

impossible to neatly transfer this assemblage of indicators to other events that

may not be obviously mimetic in their co-option of discourses and praxes, and

are each contingent upon a unique set of cultural, commercial and geographic

factors. That is not to say, however, that similar themes are not Significantly at

work elsewhere; neither should the inability to generalize in a uniform manner

undermine the possibility oflocating a shift in what is constructed as ideal

participation, within British festival culture.

So far, this chapter has provided evidence to support the hypothesis that

the 'Burner Diaspora', discussed in Section 4.6, is not limited to the repertoire of

regional Burns that fall within the BMNetwork. That SGPrepresents a clear

attempt at building an independent, though allied culture of participation in the

UK,is supported by ample data, yet the influence of 'No Spectators' does not end

there. BMdoes not advertise itself, and is unknown to many. Nonetheless its

status as cultural vanguard acts as a broadcast, cultivating similar attributes
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within the British festivals scene. Appropriation outside of this festival is not

always demonstrative of an entrenched politics that conspicuously reproduces

an idealized discourse. This is probably because the need to integrate novelty is

more powerful a force than any genuine sympathies with the politics of 'No

Spectators'. Nonetheless, it is this necessity, coupled with the fact that the

industry is disposed to a high degree of cross-pollination (and consequently,

assimilation), which has allowed the 'No Spectators' ethos to advance in the UK.

The industry saturation problematized in Section 5.2, coupled with ultimately

limited audiences, has created a highly competitive environment where festivals

must find the means, outside of their line-ups of music, to attract attention and

to create memorable and unique experiences during the live event. Often, this

entails booking a feature that has been showcased elsewhere. For example,

festival promoters all over Britain, from the Isle ofWight's Bestival, to

Scotland's RockNess, have deployed the 'Big Love Inflatable Church', as

illustrated by Figure 10, to enhance event content and to procure media

attention. Also fuelling the cross-pollination of festival programmes is the

industry of contractors that has grown to meet the demands of the proliferating

festival sector; the creators of successful audience-centric features are not likely

to limit their activities to a single event, but will tour their project where

posstble.P? As one interviewee suggested in Section 5.2.1, promoters have to

accept the fact that creative features will also, like the stages, generators and PA

equipment, appear elsewhere on the festival circuit. The localized scale and

reach of the smaller festivals, which might attract audiences principally from

two or three of its nearest cities, also means that cross-pollination can occur

without too much damage to neighbouring competitors. Provided there is not

too much overlap in terms of target audiences, festival promoters are able to

minimize the commercial risks of borrowing and adapting creative novelties

from each other.

157 Examples of British, novelty features include 'Grannies Gaff, a colourful space that provides
refreshments, interactive games and a crew dressed as OAPS,featuring at Glade, SGPand others;
the 'Dance Off (described in Section 5.3) features at SGPand Boomtown; 'Poo-topia' provides a
luxury toilet and discoteque area for Kendal Calling and SGP;and Happy Slap provides makeup,
performance and interactive games for both Beatherder and Kendal Calling.
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Anumber of British festivals reproduce a discourse of participation less

potent than that which is engendered by BM,which is nevertheless aligned with

the same critique of spectatorship, and finds expression via the same set of

indicators deduced via this chapter and Chapter 4. It seems logical to comment

first upon a new festival launched by SGP's owner, Secret Productions.

Launched on the Shinnecock Reservation in Southampton, New York, on 5

August 2011, Escape to New York epitomizes a BM-inspired discourse with

emphases on interaction, participation and expression throughout its

promotional texts. Particularly revealing, is a passage placed in the 'Manifesto'

section featured on the event's website:

What makes a good party?
What you do, not what you see
Who you meet, not who you see
What you make happen, not what you watch happen
Life is not a spectator SpOrt.158

Discernable here are the 'allegories of inequality' Ranciere illuminates, as

discussed in Chapter 3; seeing is associated with passivity, while 'doing',

'meeting' and 'happening' are words that describe an elevated mode of festival

engagement. There is also a partial rejection of concert-model spectatorship;

like SGP,Escape to New York promotes a central line-up of acts, yet the second

and third line of the event's manifesto implies a subordination of reception, and

a prioritization of the participative encounter. Based upon the cultural

relationship evidenced in this chapter, it is clear that the problematized

spectatorship exemplified by the fifth line of the passage is an appropriated

ideology from America's BM.Press coverage, however, depicts something like

the reverse. Most likely utilizing information released by Secret Productions,

articles present the project as an attempt to introduce a quintessentially 'British

boutique party vibe' to the US;one article in the Guardian states that 'surrealism

is Freddie Fellowes's signature stamp', expressing concern that this British

158 'Manifesto ofthe Party', Escape to New York <http://www.escape2ny.com/manifesto>
[accessed 1 November 2011].
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blueprint will be 'lost in translation', while another describes Escape to New

York as a 'UK inspired music festival'.159 Supporting an interpretation of cultural

exchange, as opposed to one-directional appropriation, it is true that the British

boutique market has probably influenced the emphasis on high-end camping

and gourmet food at this event. Nonetheless, an idealizing discourse of

participation dominates this brand in a style that is directly analogous to SGP

and BM; it is arguable, therefore, that these media interpretations confuse the

true directions of cultural influence exemplified by Escape to New York.

In Britain, a number of boutique festivals independent of Secret

Productions are also demonstrative of BM's transatlantic reach. Most festivals

prefer to present themselves as unique cultural forms, without obvious

allegiances elsewhere, yet Glade has, like SGP, conspicuously introduced

discourses and praxes borrowed from the BM event. Glade 2010 did not, in fact,

take place - it was cancelled due to rising costs and slow ticket sales.

Nonetheless, that year a scheme was introduced with explicit reference to the

participant-produced approach observable at BM. In March 2010, a number of

industry websites and publications quoted the following information that was

no doubt disseminated to them via press release:

Nick Ladd, Glade Festival Creative Director said, 'We've been going to
Burning Man for the last few years and the show there is 100% generated by
the people that attend the festival. As a result, the creative diversity is mind
boggling, so we are bringing a bit of that vibe to the UK to see what ideas
people have got buried in the surrealist depths of their minds. We can't wait
to see what people come up with!'160

Following the founder's claim that 'we have always seen Glade as an

interactive experience', the article goes on to detail a grant scheme available

for audiences wishing to create an area or installation at the event.161

159 Suzi Boyle, 'The Secret Garden Party Escapes to New York', Guardian (9 August 2011)
<http://www.guardian.co.uk/traveI/2011/aug/09 /escape-to-new-york-music-festival>
[accessed 14 November 2011]; 'UKInspired Music Festival "Escape to New York"Announces
Initial Lineup', Britscene (23 April2011) <http://www.britscene.com/2011/04/uk-inspired-
music-festival-escaped-york-announces-initial-lineup/19533> [accessed 10 September 2011].
160'Glade Offers Fans the Chance to Create an Arena or Propose Site Art', eFestivals.
161 Ibid.
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Despite the cancellation of this event in the year these features were

introduced, there was an attempt to introduce and promote the

democratizing schemes examined in Section 4.5.2 and Section 5.3.2. It is also

significant that in 2011, Secret Productions bought Glade. Consequently the

realization of these schemes at Glade may yet occur, though it is likely that

Secret Productions will be under some pressure to retain some brand

distinction between the festival and SGP.

Whereas Glade had begun to incorporate a discourse of participation

just prior to the financial challenges that led to its cancellation in 2010,

elsewhere the same discourse is more broadly deployed in a way that is

powerfully aligned to both BM and SGP. Taking place at a different, secret

location every summer, Shambala is a festival that does not openly

reference BM - though it is, as the below text makes clear, conspicuously

oriented around a set of aligned ideals and unique selling points.

We welcome ideas from inspiring, innovative, ethical and silly artists,
musicians, performers and traders. We love new venue ideas, site art,
participatory projects, striking sculpture, traditional festival fun and strange
goings on.162

Alluding to reclaimed participation, the event's web page states that 'there are

many ways to get involved with the People's Republic of Shambala'Jst

Elsewhere, decided resistance of the concert-model star system is apparent -

according to one article, Shambala is the only notable festival that 'notoriously

avoid[s] pre-announcing their entertainment line-up each year'.164 This article

erroneously singles out the lineup as the 'entertainment' - yet the participative

features of the programme are openly advertised, and include processions,

crazy golf and the 'wacky Olympics'. Significantly, this event refuses to divulge

the line-up of music performances in its main advertising pre-event; some

lineup information is disclosed to mailing list members, though the inclusion of

162 'Applications', Shambala <http://www.shambalafestival.org/applications/> [accessed 1 May
2011].
163 Ibid.
164 'Shambala Festival '10', eFestivals (24 August 2010)
<http://www.efestivals.co.uk/festivals/shambala/2010/> [accessed 30 May 2011].
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significant names is largely absent from promotion, despite a sizeable 10,000

capacity. This could be interpreted as a promotional tactic to help generate

curiosity, coinciding with the conspicuous omission ofthe event's location.

From another perspective, Shambala's refusal to deploy acts for promotional

purposes as conspicuously as, for example, SGP,discourages audiences from

basing their ticket purchase on those acts. Existing outside of the competitive

sphere of events that all deploy an acts-as-assets approach to generating sales,

Shambala achieves two things: firstly, they are able to programme cheaper

music acts than those selected by their competitors, freeing up funding for

alternative entertainment and for making awards to the audience in the form of

small grants. And secondly, excluding stars from their main promotional

advertising allows them to promote, with greater ease and effect, the participant

as star.165

5.4.1 Fashioning the Surreal

Clothing is a communicative genre.166 If costume has become a marked aspect of

British festival culture, as the evidence suggests, it is justifiable to claim that a

trend has emerged in the 'signalling system' of festival participants.w? Indeed,

perhaps the most significant consistency between SGPand other music festivals

in Britain is the attempt to fashion surreal, collectively performed space through

the promotion of themes and costume. Use of theme varies between those that

articulate ideas principally for costumes, and those that are deployed as an all-

round frame for visual and promotional presentation. Perhaps the most

165 Shambala has been, perhaps, the most conspicuous in its promotion of the 'participant star':
an'S Factor' competition was prominently displayed on its 2011 website, declaring; 'so, you
wanna be a STAR?Allyou have to do is come to the SFactor and get your talents outl', 'The
Social Club Proudly Presents ...The S Factor', Shambala
<http://www.shambalafestival.org/applications/> [accessed 31 May 2011].
Elsewhere, brands have also instigated activities to promote similarly themed products. To
promote Sony Computer Entertainment's new computer game, a 'Cocktails and Dreams SingStar
Bar' was constructed at Glastonbury, which allowed audiences to have their own 'SingStar
moment' in specially designed booths (Clark, 'The Festival Experience') Also, Guitar Hero
produced an area for Leeds Festival in 2009, where friends could perform songs through the
game.
166 Enninger, p. 218-19.
167 Ibid., p. 219.
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prominent adoption of the first approach can be seen at Bestival. Curated by

BBCRadio l's Rob DaBank, the Isle ofWight's Bestival was first categorized in

2004 as a 7000-capacity, small festival. The event remains at the same location,

but rather relinquished its 'boutique' status when it reached a 30,000 capacity

in 2007.168 Since then it has entered the UKFestival Awards category as a

'major', and now attracts (at the time of writing) an audience of 40,000. Despite

rapid growth, its emphasis on costume has led journalists to credit the event

with a personalized, idiosyncratic status:

With its annual fancydress theme leading to more than half of the sun-
drenched crowd stumbling across the Isle ofWight's rollinghills dressed as
pirates, wizards or superheroes, there is little danger of it succumbingto
corporate anonymityanytime soon.169

Past themes, including '20,000 Freaks Under the Sea' and 'Rock Stars and Divas',

incites costume wearing en masse, and has become such a prominent aspect of

the event that Bestival rather classifies itself as a fancy dress party. At Bestival,

the focus on fancy dress collectivizes display and, occasionally, subordinates the

promotion of profile acts. One NME.comarticle, for example, places the headline

'Bestival2011 fancy dress theme announced' in text triple the size as that

placed beneath it, as something of an afterthought: 'plus Public Enemy to appear

at the bash'J?"

Elsewhere, a thematic approach has provided an aesthetic 'hook' on

which to hang performance art, decor, installations and costume, in a way that

coincides with SGPand BM.Such is the case at Standon Calling,which in 2010

adopted a 'Murder on the Standon Express' theme, and in 2011, 'Gods and

Monsters'. Whereas themes have played a central role in the brand positioning

of Standon Calling,SGPand Bestival for some years, a thematic approach was

introduced in 2011 to Blissfields, after it had been running for a period of ten

168 Ian Gittins, 'Bestival', Guardian (11 September 2007)
<http://www.guardian.co.uk/music/2007 /sep/ll/popandrockJestivals?INTCMP=ILCNETTXT
3487> [accessed 1 June 2011].
169 Gittins, 'Bestival',
170 'Bestival2011 Theme Announced', NME.com (3 March 2011)
<http://www.nme.com/news/public-enemy/55258> [accessed 30 May].
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years, and to Kendal Calling, after a period of six years. That this occurred late in

their trajectories is further evidence for a recent cross-pollination of cultures.

Demonstrably, a thematic approach was not considered essential to the Kendal

Calling and Blissfields brand until it became popular elsewhere in the festivals

market. Since the primary motivation of the festival is to succeed, like any other

commercial operation, this only serves to underline the value added through the

deployment of themes in the boutique sector.

Blissfields and Standon Calling, in particular, share with SGP and BM the

broad emphasi on theme. Themes are not presented as small SUbplots to the

main, star-studded entertainment; rather, they utilize aesthetic narratives to

create an overarching, surreal dimension. On the website of Standon Calling, for

example, the 2011 theme was categorized as a prominent feature next to the

line-up and other information categories. Within this category, images and texts

animate 'Gods and Monsters', which was accompanied by the image below.

Figure 25: Gods and Monsters
Thor Battering the Midgard Serpent (1790) by Henry Fuseli.

The 'Gods and Monsters' theme was used to generate a narrative in the loosest

possible sense. A set of impressions alluding to the mythological are elaborated

with enough ambiguity and scope to allow for diverse interpretations: 'dress
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divine. Or as disgustingly as you can conceivc'J"! Whereas SGP's 'Origins and

Frontiers' theme coincided with BM's theme of 'Evolution', these references to

the divine resonate with the religious interpretations made possible by BM's

2011 theme, 'Rites of Passage'. The way in which Standon Calling collaborates

with the audience in the animation of 'Gods and Monsters' was evidenced by the

transformation of the site:

The on-site nightclub is being transformed into The Monster's Lair [...] All
sorts of monsters will be in attendance [ ...] We're constructing a giant
obelisk in the middle of the festival, pagan symbols will adorn the stalls and
stages, and altars to Gods and Goddesses will be scattered all over the
place.m

That these aesthetic impressions are consistent with the angling of

choreographed features was evident on the event's website, which on the front

page pictured two performers in angel and devil costume, advertising an

appropriately themed interactive parade.F"

Figure 26: Thematic Approach

These artefacts demonstrate that Standon Calling does not rely on its audience

to animate its theme; instead it takes an active role in constructing the visual

171 'Gods and Mon ter " Standon Calling <http://www.standon-calling.com/2011/02/09/gods-
monst ts]> [ace ed 31 May 20111. For the full 'Gods and Monsters' text, see Appendix B.l.
172 'Gods and Monsters', Standon Calling.
173 Standon Calling <http://www.standon-calling.com/> [accessed 1 June 2011].
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stage and milieu that will facilitate a reciprocal performance of 'Gods and

Monsters'. Significantly, in 2011 Blissfields similarly alluded to the surreal with

their chosen theme, 'Out ofthis World'. Consistent with SGP,BMand Standon

Calling, this theme was employed as an aesthetic frame: featured in a

newsletter, 'it's only five weeks before the spaceships start arriving' and 'we're

ready for blast off are phrases that make reference to the theme in the building

of anticipation.174 The role of the audience as principal performers of the theme

is also expressed:

In case you hadn't twigged yet our theme at Blissfields this year is 'Out of
this World' so make sure you come dressed up on the Saturday evening to
the traditional end of festival party in the Bradley Bubble [...] aliens,
spacemen, cyberpunks, clones, body-snatchers, robots, superheroes, blobs,
and mutants of all types will be welcome throughout the weekendlvs

It is worth re-emphasizing the point that Blissfields did not employ a theme in

this way prior to 2009; the year which saw the introduction of 'Decades', a

theme introduced to commemorate its tenth birthday. The new introduction of

themes to a decade-old festival is a likely outcome of the successful cultivation

of such practices at other music festivals, which has invariably influenced the

direction of this event because of its competitive drive.

It is true that only a handful of festivals have been detailed above, and

yet it is a point of some consensus that fancy dress is increasingly observable at

UKfestivals. This might owe, in one sense, to the suggestibility of festival

crowds. Certainly one interviewee, who had worked in the industry for several

years, saw the increase in fancy dress as a proliferating phenornenon.r's Since

there are no precise quantifications of this behaviour it is impossible to

illuminate this shift with firm statistical evidence. Nonetheless it seems likely

that dressing up at festivals has spiralled through viral adoption:

174 'Blissfields - the Highly Acclaimed Small Festival with Big Lineup and Affordable Tickets',
eFestivals Newletter (30 May 2011).
175Ibid.
1761nterviewee B.
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I think as it grows it makes other people, like one year there'll be a thousand
people doing it and the followingyear there's be two thousand people doing
it,because they saw the other thousand people doing it last year. Iknow
that's massivelypart of it177

Despite reported growth in costume sales, it is an under-recognized

phenomenon that costume wearing has become a popularized form of display at

the festivals mentioned and beyond. According to industry sources, sales for

fancy dress have steeply increased in recent years; one article cited an

'unprecedented level of business', while another has described the market as

'continually doing well', despite the recesston.t?" An increase in using costume

for events such as freshers week at universities, alongside traditional festivities

such as Christmas and Halloween, are credited with this rise without

mentioning the potential impact of summer festivals. This omission might

neglect a key driver of sales; indeed, the performance of characters and the

embellishment of dress through the use of costume has become a markedly

noticeable attribute of many contemporary festival participants.

There are two ways in which costume relates to social distinction; as

deduced from both BMand SGP,in the egalitarian context of festivals, theatrical

display confers a kind of status onto the festivalgoer. Since festivalgoers

leverage this distinction, this mechanism can be located on the side of demand.

However, evidence suggests that different types of theme also reveal a broader

mechanism of cultural distinction at work on an industry level. The particular

thematic approach at SGPis, like that of BM,convoluted and ambiguous enough

to inspire a spectrum of interpretations, allowing it to appear as an intellectual

'cut above' thematic approaches employed elsewhere. This is supported by one

respondent's comparison between Bestival and SGP:

1771bid.
178'AIl Fancy Dress in the New 2011 Trend', All Fancy Dress (28 January 2011)
<http://uk.prweb.com/releases/2011/01/prweb4979944.htm> [accessed 30 May 2011];
'Starting A Fancy Dress Business', Small Business Family Resources <http://www.small-business-
family-resources.co.uk/starting-a-fancy-dress-business.html>[ accessed 30 May2011].
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Bestival does [theming] in quite a commercial way, where it's more, 'I'm
going to hire a costume from down the road' kind of festival. Although lots of
people make their own costumes which is great, but it's a little bit more
commercial, with very sort of simple themes like 'Space', or 'underwater',
which is great because everyone understands it and it's really accessible.
Secret Garden party go for 'fact or fiction' or really weird revolutions [...]
Themes. Which is more complicated but it's more intelligent.179

Such an observation suggests that British festival culture, as a social

phenomenon, supports the findings of Bourdieu by revealing an expanding and

dynamic process of distinction also operating on the side of supply. The

boutique event positions itself in terms of a rejection of the concert-model

festival, though these comments suggest subsequent mechanisms of social

distinction at play within the boutiques. The splitting off and proliferation of

cultures produces relative nuances and levels of intensity - as evidenced by one

description ofShambala as 'the most boutique-ey'.t'" Despite variation between

events the increasing prominence of fancy dress, as the outcome of a

collaboration of action between supply and demand, is apparent.

That a cross-pollination of practices between events fuelled by the

mimetic nature of crowds solely accounts for the spread of costume at festivals

may be an incomplete representation of affairs, for there are additional factors

worthy of consideration. A number of drivers might account for this shift

towards theatrical display, from counter-balancing the 'doom and gloom' of the

recession, to the 'upward shift' in what counts as adult behaviour, as previously

discussed. lSI The latter point is particularly worth re-emphasizing. Costume,

which (as examined in Section 4.5.1 and 5.3.3) has been theoretically relegated

to the realm of children, is adopted by adults in a convivial context that

engenders childlike play. This corresponds with changes to the festival

demographic: as detailed in Section 5.2, boutique events have broadened their

appeal to families, which has no doubt supported the promotion of costume as

an activity that appeals to all ages.

179 Interviewee B.
180 Interviewee H.
181 'All Fancy Dress in the New 2011 Trend'; McWilliams, 'The Boutique Generation that Refuses
to Grow Up'.
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It is also possible that costume coincides with the broad utilization of

social networking sites, in emphasizing elaborate spaces and visual display.

With ubiquitous use amongst the Western festivalgoer demographic, sociality is

increasingly performed in the virtual world because users are provided with the

opportunity to be seen within scenes. The publishing of identity online has

increased the social value attached to the surface image; one such as that shown

in Figure 27, for example, constitutes a type of virtual asset both for the festival

organizer and festivalgoer. In this digitalized system of sociality, whereby most

captured images will soon be shared, participants may be keener to optimize

the theatricality of their appearance. Indeed, whereas the festivalgoers of the

1960s have been compared to vagrants,182the post-millennial are supplied with

make-up boutiques, hair-straightening salons and fancy dress parlours.

Costume and display are not limited to the domain of direct experience, or even

to the private photo album occasionally dusted off; today they perform

extroversion more broadly and more permanently, through the virtual

immortalization of images.

Figure 27: Performance Culture at Boomtown

182 Richmond N wspaper (1965), quoted in Michael Clarke, p. 23.
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However tempting it might be to interpret this as a recent phenomenon unique

to the milieu under investigation, stylized audience dress during festivities is

not unusual. Traditionally, it offers a conspicuous way of marking an occasion as

'time out oftime'.183 There is, of course, a constellation of ways in which the

costume of celebration is discernable within societies across the globe. It is,

nonetheless, worth articulating a particular distinction between the costume

wearing diffuse within British festival culture and the 'inverted' roles signified

by dress, discussed in Section 2.3. The dress adopted by participants at the

events described in this chapter do not 'invert', in the Bakhtinian sense, by

creating direct oppositions to systemic social laws, but rather are prompted to

play with the parameters of fantasy and reality by aptly ambiguous, thematic

motifs. Cross-dressing remains prominent, yet this kind of inversion in part

loses its carnivalesque, semiotic power because conceptualizations of

masculinity and femininity are less polarized than those habitually reversed

during the medieval carnival. It is arguable then, that social evolution reinvents

symbolic inversion, for the reversal of clearly delineated social norms is

replaced with a broader 'principle of juxtaposition' with the rational and

material world,184 As such, the costume wearing within British festival culture

rather allies itself with Stoeltje's depiction of carnival costume:

[Carnival participants) draw upon both the familiar and the strange but
distinctly transform the human inside into a message bearer - carrying
information that may be supernatural, exotic, condensed, bizarre, or
mysterious in nature.18S

As discussed in Section 2.7, Mesnil claimed that with the post-industrial

disappearance of the 'self-centred, autonomous community', the 'decisional

centres' for social organization became distant, and thus, undermined the

potential for the symbolic rupture engendered by the traditional carnival

form.186 Considering the deployment of costume detailed here, one might

183 Falassl, Time out a/Time: Essays on the Festival.
184 Stoeltje, p. 269.
18S Ibid. p. 270.
186 Mensil, p. 185.
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instead suppose that rupture is not impossible. Rather, the fashioning of surreal

space by the boutique festival offers a diversified and fragmented inversion,

relative to the postmodern world outside.

5.4.2 Festival Milieu

Whether or not the diversification of programming discussed in Section 5.2 can

be considered an outcome of the cultural impact of BM, must be moderated by

the number of factors considered in this chapter. Nevertheless, though the

articulated allegiances of Section 5.3 are not always clear elsewhere, similarly

civic and diverse approaches to spatial construction are observable at

Shambala, Boomtown, Beatherder, Electric Picnic, Bestival, Camp Bestival and

others. Promotional illustrations of festival space are often more revealing than

the spaces themselves. Analogous to SGP's virtual depiction, Boomtown deploys

a similar imagery of hyperreal space.

Figure 28: Boomtown Fair
Screen shot of Boomtown's website home page <http://www.boomtownfair.co.uk/> [accessed
22 November 2011].

Like SGP, this image moves beyond reality. Encompassing a planet, the festival

is depicted as another world entirely, alluding to a seclusion and detachment

resonant of BM. Both SGP and Boomtown mix together elements of the real and

the unreal; SGP's imagery (at Section 5.3) references the lake and greenery of
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the Abbotts Farm Estate, while train tracks, a pirate boat and the suspension of

the site in the air incorporate the surreal. Boomtown offers an allied, though

contrasting mix. Similarly suspended in the air, an impression of a town is

central to the image (and the festival's spatial construction); however, whereas

the 'town square' at the centre of the illustration is accurate, nowhere on the

festival site can be found a rollercoaster or a Mayan style temple.l''? The content

of these depictions parallels the extreme diversity of BM,yet the depictions are

themselves a British transformation. Likely to have been influenced by family

festivalgoing, which is not popular at BM,these images suggest adventure

playgrounds and theme parks, and utilize an animated, cartoon style. Evident

upon examining the illustrated representations of those festivals specifically

aimed at families, it is clear that the need to appeal to multiple generations has

coincided with the diversifying influence of BM.As the below image testifies, for

example, there is little difference between the branding of the family-centric

Camp Bestival, and the image at Figure 28.

Figure 29: Camp Bestival
Screen shot taken from Bestival's website homepage <http://www.bestival.net/> [accessed 4
May 2011].

These depiction do not stand alone as promotional tactics, but rather, bolster

the angling of fe tival milieu towards the realization of play: relational

installations have become popular at many events, including Beatherder,

187 The author art nd d this festival on 13 August 2011.
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Electric Picnic, Bestival, The Big Chill, Sharnbala, Standon Calling and Kendal

Calling. Electric Picnic's cultural relationship with BM finds expression

particularly in this area; a focal stadium, hosting acts as notorious as the Sex

Pistols, is accompanied by profusions of art installations - so many, in fact, that

there is little demarcation between them.1BBOffering a clear demonstration of

transatlantic cultural exchange, in 2008 Electric Picnic burnt a temple

constructed by the San Franciscan David Best, who is widely viewed as BM's

quintessential artist, as discussed in Chapter 4. In his contribution to Electric

Picnic, Best adopted a similar, filigree-style wooden design regularly employed

in the annual con truction of temples for BM (see Figure 30).

Figure 30: Burning Sculpture at Electric Picnic, Ireland.
Author's Photograph.

Subordinating functionality, this was a highly stylized art installation, and allied

with the paradigm of physical involvement, also a dwelling.l''? This temple

lacked the embellished shrines and photography ofloved ones lost detailed in

Section 4.4, though the audience was invited to write inscriptions on pieces of

wood, and place them within the temple, prior to its burn on the final night.

188 The author worked at Electric Picnic in 2008.
189 Bishop, p. 11.
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There is no doubt that this practice is interpretable as an imitative attempt to

introduce a ritualistic and spectacular dimension to this Irish festival, yet the

quasi-spiritual posture of this practice (also discussed in Section 4.4) was lost in

translation; divorced from the idealized militancy of BM, Electric Picnic

transformed the temple burn from ritual into novelty, offering an elaborate

show that diffused the solemnity observed in the previous chapter.

The British music festivals that reproduce burning spectacles imitate the

aesthetic style of BM; this practice has not only been co-opted by Electric Picnic,

but also flavours the programmes at Green Man and SGP. There is also a

significantly comparable blend of spectacle, art, architecture and functionality,

observable within the extended festival industry. Appearing at various British

festivals that include Glastonbury, Glade, Boomtown and Electric Picnic, the

convergence of pyrotechnics and performance by the Bristol-based company

Arcadia also exemplifies the aesthetics of BM.As depicted in Figure 31, Arcadia

build immersive installations that function as performance spaces, eroding the

distinction between conceptions of art, stage and performance in the formation

of an integrated piece, purpose-built for the festival circuit. The art cars

photographed in Figures 32-33 also reference a signature feature of BM,

appearing at Glastonbury and Boomtown in 2011.

Figure 31: Arcadia Staging Installation
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Figure 32-33: Arcadia Art Cars

These images testify to an evolving emphasis on spectacle and drama. The

bizarre structure in Figure 31 is a stage, yet the creations ofArcadia are

evidently distinct from the performance and performance spaces constructed

by the concert-model event.
Further indicative of the incorporation of installation aesthetics with

objects of functionality is the 'Craftitecture' scheme advertised by Electric Picnic

in 2011. The scheme, it was claimed, 'aim[ed] to highlight the synergies between

the fields of architecture and craft', and it is not insignificant that David Best's

temple is used to advertise it. Figure 34 demonstrates the placement of the

image to the right of the text relating the scheme.

Arts &Theatri(s
Design iIhYilian for Electric Pimic zen
AllCHfTECTSood"",_ho .. _In_tojoin_1n
• uniqut dM4gn compebton to buld • pilVliOn for Ch. year'.__ .

TM COfT1petQ)n. 10 mlrkV .. rOfDlft 2011, .lJmed 81
_ ,""wily."" '-bonbOn _. ,.... "".top
_Ind aaftIIpooj>Ia

The caf..out II tor u. dnlgn of. r.uubtt p.tVIIiOn caP8l* of
....aang up to 4C preopIe thIIIt wi house .mal, Intimllte events for
V.... of Craft. 2011 dunng the a.ctr~ POJIc annual music Ind arts
_ hold II 5ndl>IIV, CO loolS

TlIa __ "'" - NO by tho C<o1I1 Coo"" of ,.... nd and Iho
__ " Fou""'tiof1 lIallOc:lotJon __ ocPlcnIc,
GrIIenc;n;ftI Ind CuIUvala ... in. to ~_ ren.u and htghlght
Iho eynorgiat -. Iho ftalds 01.,_ ""crall. TlIa
.....'*'8 .. mmutt bien ~uat fepr...n"-OO of Irdlllectand
~ II1d the ~ must lnepWII. och and Innow:t.

Figure 34: Craftitecture
Screen shot taken from the website of Electric Picnic <http://electricpicnic.ie/craftitecture>
[accessed 8 January 2012].
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The promotion of'Craftitecture', conspicuously placed alongside an installation

created by BM'squintessential artist, may reveal a partial attempt to introduce a

similar culture of democratized production of the kind examined in Sections

4.5.2, and 5.3. And yet, the festival remains somewhat divorced from the

idealizing discourses that reverberate between SGPand BM.Indeed, that

Electric Picnic has commercialized BM's aesthetic values is a claim supported by

the creation of immersive art and performance spaces for the festival by

corporations. In 2008, this included the 'Nokia Information Basket': an

enormous, building-sized picnic basket housing a 'wonkaland', complete with a

brown 'chocolate' river, DJbooth, mushroom stools and candy trees. Utilizing

props from the Charlie and the Chocolate Factory theatre production, this piece

was one of the most prominent and impressive features of the festival. The

visual branding of Nokia was extremely subtle and was restricted to a small,

rosette style label affixed to the outer shell of the 'basket', Managing to catch an

interview with its creator, I was informed that Nokia had not only covered the

huge cost of producing the area in its entirety, but had also paid Electric Picnic

for their pitch at the event Similarly, the '02 Blueroom' created a stunning piece

of performance art that involved giant spheres, bubbles and blue light, while

omitting any obvious association with the brand from the piece itself. These

pieces of subtle experiential marketing, created with the financial backing of

corporations as prolific as 02 and Nokia, mark a crucial divergence from the

organizational structure of BM:in addition to the added value provided by the

features themselves, extra funding flows into the festival from these companies,

through their purchase of pitches. For BM,prominent installations must be

funded, instead, either by the festival or by the artist, and no direct income

results from their inclusion. It is possible to claim, therefore, that the relational

aspects of Electric Picnic are commercialized through their divorce from BM's

broader repertoire of principles, in particular, 'de-commodification' - yet they

may remain, nevertheless, equally pertinent on the level of experience. It is

possible to similarly apply this deduction more generally to the cross-pollinated

milieu that exists beyond SGP;even when unattached to conspicuous ideals,

they often contribute to the generation of a paidian mode of participation

through the embodiment of an egalitarian function that subordinates
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spectatorship. That such milieu retain, therefore, a practical alliance to the

doctrines of BM,is a defendable claim.

5.4.3 'No Spectators' and Cultural Exchange

Deploying micro and macro perspectives, this chapter has illuminated the

incorporation of extreme participation in contemporary British festival culture,

and its embodiment of a politics that challenges the role of the spectator. When

this is considered against the claims problematized in Chapter 3, it appears

likely that scholarly attention to festivals has in the past utilized some rather

generalized interpretations ofthe active audience. The encounters,

performances, display and immersive spectacles falling under the author's

conceptualization of'extreme participation', form both direct and indirect

allegiances to BM,which reverberate across the industry. It is true that much of

this chapter has been devoted to examining the features and discourses directly

borrowed from Nevada, in an imitative fashion. Nonetheless, the way in which

circumstances unique to Britain have reconfigured these elements to form an

entirely different festival model should not be disregarded.

It is not surprising that the cultural exchange of participative milieu

occurs most conspicuously between the festivals described as boutique;

inheriting the dialogic model of production outlined in Section 5.2.1, these

milieux coincide with emphases on uniqueness, independence, luxury and the

family-friendly. Their integration is, in many ways, the outcome of a synergy of

socio-economic circumstances that have increased the necessity of cultural

appropriation. The proliferation of licensed festivals between 1990 and 2010

promoted competitive programming, creating a demand that has helped grow

an industry of creative crews and contributors. With a shortfall of affordable

and appropriate acts in music, the added value generated through the

diversified programme has become highly important and has encouraged the

incorporation of increasingly elaborate and nuanced features - as the images of

Arcadia in the previous section testify.
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This investigation has illuminated the transatlantic influences at work

within British festival culture, while considering also the coinciding forces on

home soil. With diversified programmes that retain a concert-model system,

line-ups of music continue to feature prominently, though they have not

undermined the development of extreme participation and an increased

emphasis upon the performing audience. With this crucial difference between

BMand British festivals in mind, it is clear that the paidian milieu at the centre

of this study is not the outcome of a linear flow of cultural influence. Despite the

efforts to contain 'No Spectators' within the BMNetwork, detailed in Section 4.6;

BMis a 'palette for certain art forms', attracting attendees (and organizers) from

across the globe.t?? The discourses, praxes and features that germinate there

travel through international festival cultures, where they combine with local

environs. The international influence of BMmust be considered, therefore, with

respect to the ways in which the event also acts as a stimulus to activity taking

place outside the official Network.

Despite the authenticating discourses of the boutique event, which allude

to an independent and not-for-profit status, this activity does take place within

a framework that relies upon the commercial transactions and the

presentational system of performance that BMseeks to reject. Consequently the

'Burner Diaspora' can be conceptualized in terms of two spheres of operation;

the regional Burns ofthe BMNetwork are located in a direct sphere, retaining a

close allegiance to each principle expounded by the event, whereas the British,

boutique events occupy an indirect sphere in which they reject the incompatible

and appropriate only those milieux that offer commercial enhancement in a

competitive industry. With regard to the points of enquiry set out in Section 1.2,

the question of de-radicalization hinges upon a relativist premise. Relative to

BM,SGPappears as a de-radicalized form; relative to other British festivals,

SGP's schemes and principles maintain a posture of powerful idealism.

Affirming Fortunatl's hypothesis, SGP,and the other events described in this

chapter, illustrate the predicted infusion of BMinto 'pan-capitalist society'.t"!

There are many ways that this transference of practices can be interpreted

190 Doherty, p. 177.
191 Fortunati, p. 163.
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cynically, but this would rather undervalue the role of the audience in

generating these cultures of participation. This investigation has paid sizeable

attention to the appropriations, schemes, positionings and programmes

instigated on the supply side, yet these must also be considered expressions of

audience preference. Regardless of the success of BM,its features would not be

introduced in Britain without the corresponding audience inclination to

experience them. And since BMis unknown to the majority of this audience, it is

the features themselves, and the modes of participation they imply, that are

attractive: not their connection to BM.Allied with Walter Benjamin's evaluation

of the letters page in a newspaper, mentioned at the outset of the investigation,

ultimately these events are attractive because they allow consumers to

influence, in a spectrum of direct ways, the content of their cultural product.
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6. Raisetheroof

6.1lntroduction

Taken as a whole, the previous two chapters illuminate a transatlantic and

cross-regional nexus of festivals allied with a participative ideal; one that is

demonstrably embedded in the culture of Burning Man. In Britain, the 'No

Spectators' ethos may be augmented by installations that encourage physical

immersion within fragmented milieu, or articulated by democratizing schemes

and the promotion of the participant star. With several significantly sized

British festivals openly expressing their allegiance to Burning Man (BM

hereafter), it is clear that its influence has exceeded the limitations of the BM

Network, despite the efforts of founder Larry Harvey. Many features once

unique to BMhave become incorporated into festival programmes, as they

struggle to maximize and retain ticket sales in a crowded market. This

elementary drive explains much of the phenomena discussed in Chapter 5.

Revisiting the arguments in Sections 2.7 and 3.4, this appropriation has

generated a markedly paidian audience where a convivial erosion of

performance distinction takes place.

It is also true that attributes of the ludic celebration, which (as discussed

at Section 2.7) is ordered around the separation of artists from audiences within

a presentational performance model, have not been dispensed with entirely. For

almost all of the events discussed in Section 5.4, extreme participation coexists

with a conventional treatment of performances, which are utilized as assets to

procure ticket sales. This reconfiguration transforms the 'No Spectators' ethos

of BMinto extra-spectatorship, whereby music reception becomes one of a

multiplicity of playful actions, spectacles, schemes and theatrical behaviours

broadly characteristic ofthe boutique event. Utilizing the researcher's own

festival for the research, it is this reconfiguration, and the tensions created by it,

that are explored in this chapter. Reproducing a hybridity of attributes
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comparable to those discussed in Chapter 5, the event manager's perspective is

deployed to generate unique insights concerning Raisetheroof 2010 (hereafter

RTR),and its exemplifying processes and attributes. RTRalso presented

valuable opportunities to gain telling perspectives from event contributors that

had played a role in diversifying other festivals.

It was the pre-existing synergy between RTRand the events central to

this investigation, as argued in Section 1.5.5,which made possible this exercise

in action research. Marketed as an indoor, boutique festival, the most significant

difference between RTRand the case study events is the venue: RTRtakes place

in an urban, inner-city location.' Nonetheless the brand of the event is not

dissimilar to SGPand, though far smaller, operates within a comparable market,

attracting a similar profile of attendees. Reflecting on event production

provided, therefore, fruitful insights into the politics of participation that are

theorized in terms of the broader festival culture. In addition to bringing the

dynamics of theatricality into closer view, this chapter examines the practical

outcomes of democratized production, the tensions created by integrating

presentational performances with such an approach, and the ways in which new

festival cultures are shaped by the voluntary labour economy in Britain.

As mentioned briefly in Section 1.5.5, these outcomes followed the

implementation of some practical optimizations, and several strategies for data

collection. The methodologies of the latter are detailed in Section 1.5.8, yet some

elaboration of the former is necessary. There were three areas of optimization;

firstly, an extended area made possible the programming of more features

typical ofthe case study events. Secondly, efforts to democratize production

were made with a volunteer recruitment drive, and thirdly, in line with the

events discussed in Section 5.4, a nationally acclaimed act was included on the

billing. It is true that several incidental circumstances made these adaptations

possible. The year 2010 marked five years of RTRin Leeds; this provided a

rationale for physically extending the event beyond its usual format, and for

including the higher profile act, Dreadzone.s As such these developments were

1Please view the Raisetheroofvideo in Appendix C.1 for a four-minute presentation utilizing
footage from the 2009. 2010 and 2011 events.
2 Despite the multiple bands and DIs that would regularly appear at RTR,for the seven years
prior to the 2010 event, there were no nationally recognized acts included in the line-up.
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not wholly motivated by the aims of the research, yet they produced revealing

transformations that were nonetheless relevant.

Figure 35: Outdoor Floor Plan, RTR2010

Following several applications to different funding bodies, finance was secured

for creating the temporary extension. This generated, as illustrated by the floor

plan in Figure 35, extra space by fencing off a large car park to the right-hand

side of the venue. Allowing RTRto spread across a larger area, the extension

provided what was advertised as an 'immersive zone', featuring non-musical

performances, art installations and chill out spaces.' From an organizational

perspective, this space represented commercial value; it enhanced audience

experience, and provided a newsworthy addition to the basic programme. At

the same time, the extension placed the event at closer proximity to the objects

of this investigation, both in terms of content and arts-to-music ratio, making

3 Th full adv rtis ment can be found in Appendix C.5.
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room for milieux consistent with the participative praxis characteristic of both

BMand SGP.Physical interaction was, like the case study events, the paradigm

on which a variety of features hinged; and importantly, the majority of these

attractions featured at other boutique events (most of which are mentioned in

Section 5.4).4 This created an environment with some degree of representative

power. As indicated by the diagram below, a range of features were included in

the space, created by crews made up of a combination of volunteers and paid

contributors. In summation, this area provided a fragmented landscape of

relational features, away from the performances of live bands and DJs.

As was the case with the extended area, maximizing the number of

volunteers involved in the production of RTRwas set to explore the aims of the

research and meet a funding requirement, for the procured grant was based on

the condition that over one hundred volunteers would be able to use RTRas a

skills-providing opportunity. In line with the democratizing schemes discussed

in Sections 4.5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, a system for attracting volunteers was set up. It is

true that RTRhas always utilized a large pool of voluntary support; however in

2010 this was developed into a more efficient, tripartite system. This

constituted a promotional campaign to raise awareness of the opportunities

available, the creation and administration of a basic procedure for placing

volunteers with roles, and ongoing mentoring and guidance. In order to best

match volunteers with areas suited to their interests and skills, a range of 'fields

of production' were streamlined with tasks and activities for potential

volunteers. This included marketing and publicity, arts and decor, technical

production and performance.

The programming of Dreadzone, a live dub act, also constituted a

development pertinent to the research focus. Prior to their booking, unsigned

and local acts made up the entire programme. This was not an incidental aspect

of the event, but was conspicuously idealized in two ways. Firstly, RTRwas

positioned as showcase of local creative outputs; it was intended to form a

cultural representation of, as one review put it, 'the community of LS6that

4 Abreakdown of RTRparticipants and their connections with the broader cultural nexus of
participative events can be found at Appendix C.2.
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many of us hold dear'f Secondly, there was a 'no headliners' policy that sought

to reject performance hierarchies of music by presenting a number of little-

known, high-quality live acts without emphasizing anyone in particular;

namely, as equals. This was undertaken prior to my familiarity with the

programming approach of BM,yet there was a strong degree of alignment in

terms of the quasi-politicized rejection of the star system theorized in Chapter

3.6 RTRdid promote the unsigned performers, yet the principle of cultivating

audience loyalty independent of recognized names, prior to 2010, was central to

both events. The booking of Dreadzone marked a key departure from this

approach, reconfiguring RTRto resemble, more closely, SGP.In many ways, the

researcher's own motivations behind this booking reinforced the analyses of

SGP,in Section 5.3.4. RTRwas successful prior to the Dreadzone booking

because of the added value in scheduling a large selection of acts with the

addition of extra features, decor and art installations for a very cheap entry

price," Despite this, it was felt that the night could not grow and garner more

attention, particularly in terms of press coverage, without a national booking.

Coinciding with improvements in the artwork design, the booking induced

frequent comments that the night had risen to occupy a different league,

underlining the way in which the star system can shift emphasis and alter the

prospects of an event The introduction of this element provided the means to

reflect directly on how the participative ideal and its corresponding milieu are

affected, when an acclaimed act is introduced to the billing.

The account and analysis of RTRis, in this chapter, divided into four

broad sections. The first, Section 6.2, reflects on the limitations of democratizing

production. Section 6.3 discusses three categories regarding the creation of

paidian space; Section 6.3.1 concentrates on specific installations, Section 6.3.2

looks at the theatricality of the audience and Section 6.3.3 examines the

programming of particular types of audience-centric performance. Section 6.4

5 Quotation taken from a review by Duncan Evans in Sandman Magazine. Further press cuttings
regarding Raisetheroofcan be found at Appendix C.6.
6 As discussed in Chapter 1, the relationship between the researcher's event and the foci ofthis
study precede its explicit articulation here. The centrality of participation that made RTR
comparable to BMwas characteristic in the early days of the event, in 2005.
7 Funded by The Scarman Trust and the European Social Fund, the first RTRevents in Leeds
were free. Tickets were then priced at five pounds upon moving to the Leeds West Indian Centre
in 2007. Following the booking of Dreadzone, tickets were priced at fifteen pounds.
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examines the tensions created by integrating presentational performance with a

participative ideal, and Section 6.5 utilizes interviews with RTRparticipants to

consider the role of the labour economy in shaping the British milieu analogous

toBM.

6.2 Democratizing Production

Allied to the premise of Biocca,who conceptualized the active audience as one

that exerts influence over the cultural products it consumes, Sections 4.5.2, 5.3

and 5.4 reveal conspicuous and varied attempts to transform festival spectators

into the creators of spectacle.s These emanate from legitimate companies that,

behind the scenes, reproduce the conventional systems of hierarchy necessary

to sustainable and profitable production. For each of these events, the result is a

blend of coJJectivist and bureaucratic practices comparable to BM;9of broad

creative activity juxtaposed with small nuclei of organizational control. One of

the key differences between the case study events is that, while over 50% of

attendees at BMvolunteer.l? they are still required to pay a substantial entrance

fee, whereas labouring at a UKfestival tends to be (at least) exchanged for a free

ticket. Significantly, BM'sdeployment of voluntary labour extends to some

highly specialized, technical work, whereas British festivals tend to limit

volunteer involvement to creative or lower-skilled work. At RTR,it was not

possible to charge volunteers for their tickets, and for various reasons that will

become clearer as this section unfolds, the problematic integration of

volunteers at RTRwas comparable to the events discussed in Sections 5.3 and

5.4.

Asmentioned in the previous section, a tripartite system of volunteer

recruitment included advertising, the streamlining of tasks, mentoring and

support. The promotional phase of RTRbegan in the spring of 2010, and the

opportunity to volunteer was made more explicit than in previous years. A

campaign entitled 'Get Involved' was launched in March with a twofold aim:

8 Biocca, p. 61.
9 Chen, Enabling Creative Chaos. p. 80.
10 Fortunati, p. 159.
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firstly it was intended to generate some initial interest in the event; and

secondly, it aimed to make accessible fields of production by raising awareness

of the opportunity to contribute. The 'Get Involved' campaign disseminated

synergized multimedia, which included print (magazine advertising, press

releases, flyers and posters) and online promotion (MySpace, Facebook and

electronic mailing lists). Ten thousand flyers featuring the artwork below were

printed and distributed throughout March and April.

Figure 36: Spring Promotion Flyer Front

Figure 37: Spring Promotion Flyer Back

Figures 36 and 37 depict the first promotional message associated with the

event. As can be deduced from the simplicity of the flyer design, the exclusion of

any programme details, with the exception of the date, venue and location,
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enhanced the centrality of the message. This campaign was intended to open

out fields of production at the first stages of organization, to instigate creative

thinking and to act as a broadcast to attract those with preformed projects. It

was hoped that this would generate suggestions from the public, which would

then, depending on their suitability, materialize in the event's programming.

Following the spring promotion, the invitation to volunteer was also included in

the flyer designs that were used in the main printed publicity for the event,

consisting of 45,000 printed flyers and posters.

Initially, this campaign culminated in a low level of volunteer retention,

an outcome that supported the limitations ofthe democratized model, discussed

at 4.5.2. An apt example was the pairing up of two volunteers to create a

fanzine-Iike programme for the event. This was a task that had not been

undertaken by the volunteers before but, rather, was agreed between the

volunteers and the researcher after many enthusiastic emails back and forth.

This conversation identified the desires and skills of the volunteers, after which

the task was collaboratively decided upon. During the summer of 2010, both of

these volunteers lost contact. This was not an isolated incident, but coincided

with several other failed attempts to place volunteers. At this stage, the

advertising, administration and mentoring undertaken to facilitate the

recruitment process was not compensated by the benefits that volunteers

brought to the event. Supporting the observations made in Section 4.5.2,

without financial incentives, a lack of accountability encouraged a lack of

commitment. Ofcourse, had a far greater pool of volunteers been reached

through the campaign, it is likely that the responses would have included a

larger portion of dedicated participants. This supports the geographic

contingency emphasized in Section 5.3.4; a democratized approach is niche and

therefore requires a large pool of potential participants from which to attract

sufficient numbers, for its realization.

There was better success with recruiting volunteers as the event neared,

although there were few volunteers who were matched up with promotion and

co-ordination roles. The advertising succeeded in attracting those who had

already participated on the festival circuit, compared to a smaller number of

individual volunteers without a preconceived project to contribute to the event.
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The former category included a fire performance collective, 'Surefire Circus' and

the creation of a bike-powered 'Pacman' game. Unsurprisingly perhaps, these

contributors played a more significant role in shaping the event than those who

'chipped in' with other activities. This outcome supports the findings ofthe

previous two chapters: the democratization at BMand SGPis most powerfully

apparent in terms of the 'gifting' of creative features, which generate

atmospheres of co-production. The idealizing discourses of participation

reproduced by these events may be, therefore, less significant than the broad

availability and willingness of volunteers to gift projects.

The initiative to move volunteers into streamlined areas of production

largely failed with the exception of decor-making, which as a single activity

received interest from the largest number of new volunteers.l! The group ran

weekly at different members' homes, and after it became clear that more space

was needed, two sessions took place in a large studio. The decor sessions at

members' homes attracted new members principally via existing social

networks, yet the studio sessions succeeded in using publicity to attract new

volunteers who had no prior connections to members of the group. This group

opened up the shaping of RTRfestival space to volunteers by creating a forum

where ideas were both discussed and brought to life, but importantly, this was a

social experience.P Reflecting on an early session (11 August 2010), the

informality of the group was considered key. That the sessions were not

restricted to RTRdecor-making also contextualized the group as a wider

creative activity rather than one principally exploited by a single event; non-

RTRrelated projects, including a giant geometric snowflake and hand-painted

exhibition flyers, were also undertaken by participants. Unexpectedly, several

group members took over organizing the sessions during the last two weeks

prior to the event, independently of the author. The studio sessions were

llA previous housemate and the researcher founded the decor group in 2007. It grew into a
regular activity that was available to friends, acquaintances and strangers that heard about the
group 'on the grapevine'. It continues to phase in and out of existence depending on whether
there is an upcoming gig or festival that members have decided to make decor for - during those
times, meetings are held every week. Usually sessions are attended by between four to seven
members and hosted in a member's home, which tends to be alternated amongst different
members.
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intended to be the final prior to the event, yet members took the responsibility

of continuing them without invitation or request. Evidently, they felt that the

smaller meetings in the lounges of members' houses were still an important

happening in their social calendars, and there were several sessions at which I

was absent. The disproportionate success of this activity both reinforces and

deviates from the scholarship discussed at Section 4.5.2. Its social aspects

support Chen's findings that volunteers at BMdo not consider their

contributions work in a traditional sense, but rather, life-enhancing

experiences.P In this respect, Oakley's suggestion that these aspects are utilized

as a form of rhetoric for the purposes of masking the realities of hard labour is

not supported here. Without denying the applicability of this interpretation to

other areas of labour, this activity was neither arduous nor unpleasant; at least

for this field of production, work was successfully transformed into leisure.

In many ways, this integration generated as many problems as it solved.

The sociality of the decor group was paradoxically functional and dysfunctional:

it appeared key to its continued success, yet the strength of the friendships

formed within served to discourage new members from returning. At a studio

session on the 11 September, there was a clear separation between what had

developed as a core group of participants, and the new volunteers. There was

some interaction, yet there seemed to be a clear pecking order. With the regular

volunteers sharing experiences and anecdotes unfamiliar to the others, it is

likely to have been a moderately threatening environment to the newcomers.

Since volunteer retention depended on their satisfaction, it was the

responsibility of the researcher to encourage positive interaction.

Problematically, this duty of care rather conflicted with the practical needs of

organizing the event: mentoring and accommodating new participants diverted

the researcher from focusing on the tasks at hand. This scenario revealed two

obstacles that a democratized approach may present to a festival organization:

firstly, as previously acknowledged, the contributions of the volunteer might not

always outweigh their cost to the organization; and secondly, encouraging a

participatory culture can paradoxically permit insularity and the formation of

volunteer cliques and hierarchies. As Chen noted, despite the establishment of

13Chen, 'Incendiary Incentives'. p. 110.
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egalitarian principles at BM, there have been stages in its organization whereby

recruitment through networking acted as a 'force of exclusion' and acted as a

deterrent to other potential volunteers.t+ Supporting this observation, despite

attempts to make the newcomers feel at ease with the group regulars, who had

become firm friends, the following session was badly attended across the board

- and none of the newcomers repeated their visit. This marked a failure in the

attempt to democratize; yet it actually allowed the researcher to complete tasks

more quickly, without the extra necessity oflooking after the group. As reflected

in the research diary, a low degree of participation actually proved to be a

better environment for the completion of monotonous and yet crucial tasks. The

reflections below maintain that often, the practical needs of the event were

better served in the absence of a collective praxis.

Ifelt relieved to have the space to work on my own preparing lengths of
fabric and treating them with fireproofing spray. Igot a lot of work done in
the time Iwas there and Irealized that it takes time and effort to play host at
these gatherings. Their informality is great at attracting people, but this can
compromise productivity [...J The nature of the tasks close to the event date
were boring - this time it was ironing bunting, fabrics and spraying vast
quantities of fabric with fireproofing spray that needed to be done - again
necessity seems rather at odds with a fun, informal group.w

Despite the difficulties exemplified above, in the main, creative features donated

to RTR substantially raised the quality of the event. It is likely that despite an

absence of financial reward, the persons responsible did not see themselves as

volunteers, but rather, as artists or project directors. In line with the rationale

for participative art described by Bishop, there was a keenness to 'bring art

closer to everyday life' by contributing installations to convivial spaces.is

Aligned to the egalitarian treatment of art at BM, conversations that transpired

at one particular decor session implied a general cynicism towards the art

institutions; voiced were criticisms regarding the constructed distinctions

between art, craft and design. One participant claimed that universities

14 Chen.Enabling Creative Chaos, p. 67.
15 Research diary entry. dated 5 October 2010.
16 Bishop, p. 10.
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recommended superior students for fine art degrees, and the rest for design-

orientated degrees. As she engaged others in her conversation, there was

animosity towards what was argued to be the exclusion of craft and design from

the definition of 'art' by the art academy. Dubious commercial influences that

determine what is labeled 'art' were highlighted, and with this, a critique of the

gallery system and contemporary art. In some ways, this conversation only

made explicit what was a previously expressed attitude within the group. For

the members of the group who actually cared about the 'art world', which

certainly did not include everyone, there were often comments and discussions

oriented around a general cynicism towards it. During one session, members

expressed dissatisfaction with the way that institutions seemed to dictate

artistic authenticity. These dissatisfactions resonated with the critique

associated with Playa-art, as examined in Chapter 4: BMart is 'profoundly

populist' and rejects the high and academic art systems as commercial and

corrupt.t? It is possible, then, that the examination of diversified programmes,

which in Section 5.2 and 5.2.1 emphasized the commercial drive to add value,

must also consider perhaps a more general, conceptual widening of what counts

as a legitimate space for art.

As this section attests, the outcome of democratizing production through

the recruitment of volunteers was analogous to BMand SGPin a number of

significant ways; the limitations of their involvement necessitated a

conventional nucleus of organization, though the attractiveness of contributing

creatively to the event resulted in a number of successful features and the

continued success of the decor group. Ultimately, these outcomes affirm that an

integration of audience creativity within a necessarily profit-making event

model enhances its offerings, while generating a number of obstacles. The ease

with which RTRattracted volunteers with particular proposals, rather than

volunteers willing to be given any task, may be a particularly illuminating

outcome deserving of greater attention: perhaps this voluntary sector largely

accounts for the diversification utilized as evidence for a participative ideal, in

the previous two chapters. This possibility is examined in greater depth at

Section 6.5, before which an examination of paidian space is presented.

17 Northrup, p. 137.
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6.3 Paidian Space

The implementation ofthe democratizing strategies outlined in the previous

section created a fragmented arena comparable to the milieu examined in

Section 5.3.2. This section provides an analysis of how the recruitment of

volunteers contributed to a varied programme that coincided with audience

theatricality to generate an atmosphere of co-production. Figure 35 shows the

way in which RTRincluded a number of features in addition to the

performances scheduled for the main stage. As the right-hand side of the ground

plan shows, there were fifteen features placed outside in a spread of non-

musical installations and activities. The event's theme was 'Myths and Legends',

though the outside space was roughly divided into two areas based on seasons

(spring and winter), with thematic decor placed accordingly. As had been the

case at both BMand SGP,varied entertainments contributed to an atmosphere

of co-production in two ways. Firstly it meant that there were a sizeable number

of producers occupying the crowd at the live event, and secondly, the features

encouraged 'production as participation' on the part of the ticket-buying

audlence.P The outside area at RTRreinforced the argument, that an event's

use of space can decrease the distinction between producers and consumers by

implementing a relational praxis. Initial post-event reflections also emphasized

the importance of its speakeasy nature. During the planning stage, the organizer

of'The Ladybird Project' had planned to place sound systems in each of the

geodesic domes.i? In the end it was decided against, partly because it was felt

that the area functioned better in the absence of music, better facilitating

interpersonal communication. Significantly, these qualities each combined to

create a space where the audience was not encouraged to shift their focus to a

18 For example, the 'Pimp MyClothes' stall allowed participants to embellish clothes, 'The
Ladybird Project' encouraged participants to make dreamcatchers and animal masks, while the
'Sue Me' and 'Parman' games were also participative. Please refer to Appendix C.1.1for more
details.
19 Geodesic domes are semicircular structures comprised of smaller geometric components.
These are indicated on the ground plan at Figure 35 by the circles on the right of the drawing.
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stage or a single performer. Against this backdrop, the theatricality of the

audience was accentuated.

Figure 38: Inside the Winter Dome

This explains, in simple terms, how the spatial settings examined in the previous

two chapters also accentuate the theatricality ofthe audience. When costume is

worn, as illustrated by the images above, the surreal scenes away from the main

performance foci serve as an alternative stage upon which the audience may

perform. For these reasons, the outside area made possible a mode of

participation comparable to Cremona's paidian, and crucially, supported her

basic premise that audience engagement hinges upon the physical shaping of•
space. Particularly consistent with the milieu at SGP,the provision of space

away from the main acts provided a climate that allowed audience members to

reverberate between spectatorship and theatricality. The facilitation of this

phenomenon by costume is examined in greater depth, in Section 6.3.2.

6.3.1Installations

Not every feature included in the outside area at RTRis worthy of analysis.

Some observations are, nonetheless, pertinent to the insights presented in

Chapters 4 and 5. Significantly, during interview installation producers

continually referenced the experiential in describing their aims, indicating that
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audience encounter completed their installation, performance or feature.s" The

term 'interactivity', with its connotations of two separate entities engaging in a

dialogic activity, was frequently replaced with looser terms, pointing to a

prioritization of sharing and collaboration. During interview, the ability to

provide relational experience over and above an experience of spectatorship

was an idealized theme. It is true that this was a predictable outcome, since

these contributions were programmed because of their relational capacity.

However, it is significant that they explicitly articulated an allegiance to an ideal

of participation. Supporting the analyses of SGP,the realization of 'No

Spectators' via democratized space came about at RTRthrough an

amalgamation of groups with shared sensibilities. One might expect the

structural occupiers of event space to be the result of culturally disinterested,

commercial exchanges, yet this was not the case: if RTRis representative, the

creative producers of festival features similarly idealize the mode of

participation enshrined by the organization.

Despite this shared outlook, it became clear that each installation

actually emerged from the entirely different professional and academic

backgrounds of their creators. This was not a result of the researcher's intent;

diverse approaches were naturally the result of a varied programme. Most

projects were not isolated but rather were attached to long-standing activities

outside of the event. The 'Pimp MyClothes' stall, for example, was a touring stall

run by the owner of an independent store in Leeds, 25 Spaces, which promotes

the use of reclaimed materials in clothing design throughout the year. Similarly,

the 'Madame Fantasiste' performance piece was spearheaded by an

organization called The Urban Angel's Circus, which works with a range of

corporate and arts events. 'Snow Zone', the snowboarding simulator

installation, was brought to the event from an indoor ski slope in Castleford run

by a large multi-regional company, Xscape. Consistent with the observations

made in 5.3.2, despite the fact these features emerged from variant

backgrounds, their inclusion within the space diffused aspects of distinction. It

is true that this is, in part, a speculative observation. De-emphasized conceptual

20 Abreakdown of interviews can be found at Appendix B.2;RTRparticipants include
Interviewees E-H.
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nuance was nevertheless evident, particularly through the inclusion of'Sue Me

Sumo', a feature that can be described as both a game and a performance art

installation. Following an earlier execution of this piece as part of a highbrow

arts event on the same night, its contrasting reception at RTR underlined both

the contingency of art and the power of festival space to transform art into play.

The installation was originally intended as a piece of satire, in an effort to

parody the legislative battles of a courtroom by recreating a wrestling match,

complete with stretches of symbolic red tape. The participating public, both in

the gallery space and at RTR, were permitted to wear large padded Sumo suits

to engage in some playful wrestling. While the wrestling transpired, installation

organizers handed out leaflets, articulating the socio-political message behind

the feature. At RTR, the volunteer running the activity reported that people

were only interested in the game-like quality of the activity and were not at all

responsive to the flyers. It is possible to deduce from this that 'Sue Me Sumo'

was transformed from the artistic medium its creator intended into a

depoliticized form of play.

A de-emphasis of nuance was an issue that arose from the comments

made by the creator of the bike-powered 'Pacman' installation, which was

prominently featured in the outside area. This was a hand-built game that

invited audience members to power a computer game by using a bicycle

connected to a generator, which emerged from the creator's interest in

sustainable energy and the wish to educate potential users. This orientation

was, however, somewhat compromised by the conviviality of the festival

context:

To be honest, although we're trying to push the sort of renewable energy
thing, you know, what can a human generate [...] a lot of the people aren't
bothered about that and just are interested in the sort of novelty of [...] well,
or that experience of sitting on a bike and playing a computer game.
Probably ne-one's ever done that before in their lives, and it's quite an
interesting experience, it's quite fun, and so I think it's quite universal. And
that, like at Raisetheroof, there was quite a range of people there, who were
really enjoying it21

21 Interviewee H.
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The comments above suggest an outcome similar to 'Sue Me Sumo'; Interviewee

H suggests that quasi-political messages are diffused in the convivial space of

the festival, for an engagement with conceptual meaning is abandoned in favour

of play. The highly diverse milieu characteristic of BM and SGP similarly effected

a disappearance of demarcation between those features that did not exceed the

realm of a game, and those that were intended to be art. At RTR their placement

side by side supported jubilant, as opposed to contemplative, reception. There is

consistency between this outcome and the milieu at BM and SGP; one piece of

scholarship on diversified festival space is, however, rather contradicted. Of

course, it must be conceded that St John's investigation of Con Fest examines an

event entirely different to those investigated here. This may explain his view

that ConFest was comprised of a polyphonic and opposing mix of neo-tribal

groups.22 Contrastingly, a homogenizing of the political, the aesthetic and the

playful into the last categorization, rather weakened the competitive tensions

between installations at RTR.

6.3.2 Audience Theatricality

Indicators for a performing audience have, at Sections 4.5.1 and 5.3.3, been

presented both in terms of observable costume, and in terms of a theatrical

'effervescence' that comes about through mixing together and eroding the

boundaries between performers and audience mernbers.P For ease of

reference, the former is discussed here and the latter is presented in relation to

three performances, in Section 6.3.3.

Unlike BM, theme and costume at SGP were carefully promoted aspects

of the event, disseminated through press releases and newsletters. Paidian

participation at RTR was similarly lnduced.s+ In 2010, this was undertaken

22 St John, 'Alternative Cultural Heterotopia and the Liminoid Body'.
23 Victor Turner, Celebration, p. 16.
24 Athematic approach to RTRwas introduced in 2008. Past themes have included 'Alice in
Wonderland', 'Wonkaland', 'Twisted Ballroom' and 'Mermaids and Indians'. Supporting the
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through various means of conspicuously presenting the audience member as

star. Emphasis on costume was supported by a promotional strategy that

included a campaign entitled 'Pimp MyHead', an agreement with a local fancy

dress shop and the dissemination of a press release focused entirely around

theme and costume. Employing the comedic tones of BMand SGP,'Pimp My

Head' involved the researcher approaching participants at other festivals.sf

Most of the participants approached were targeted because they were already

wearing fancy dress, though the researcher also carried an arsenal of costume

items with which to dress (specifically the heads) of participants. They were

asked to hold a flyer for RTRwhile posing for a photograph, after which they

were told to look up the RTRFacebook page to find their photo.

Figure 39-40: The Participant Star
Author's photographs

This campaign engendered the participative ideal by placing the theatricality of

the audience as focal. Each image was uploaded onto Facebook with a humorous

caption, generating likes and comments on the images." Many of those who

were photographed anticipated seeing their image online, and as illustrated by

Figure 41, several displayed their images as their profile pictures in the run up

notion of festival and festivalgoers as collaborators in popular theatricality, it was not until the
introduction of these themes that the audience began attending the event in costume.
25 The title of the campaign was inspired by the 'Pimp My Clothes' stall, which was brought to
RTR (itself inspired by the Pimp My Ride programme on Sky TV).
26 Some further examples are included at Appendix C.3.
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to the event. Their profile images were viewable by the hundreds that made up

their own lists of friends, giving the campaign a viral quality.

facebook

Figure 41: Scenes and Being Seen

Coinciding with the observations made in Section 5.4.1, the utilization of the

above image by the participant demonstrates the role of the social network in

allowing a participant to be seen within a scene. It was captured by the

researcher at Leeds Festival, and then placed on the RTRFacebook page where

the participant tagged it. Aswas discussed in relation to the image at Figure 27,

the use of this picture suggests that the performance of theatricality

investigated in this thesis may be accompanied by the performance of a

'theatricalized' self online.

Two further actions were implemented in order to galvanize the

impression of the audience member as performer. One was the collaboration

with a local costume outlet in creating an incentive to participate in fancy

dress." The outlet stocked tickets to RTR,which could be purchased without a

27 This agreement was made on Wednesday 25 August with the manager of 'Best Kept Secret',
the largest fancy dress shop in Leeds, which was also usefully situated in between the two
residential areas most heavily populated by students and young people (Headingley and Hyde
Park).
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booking fee. This was intended to pull traffic into the shop, and the outlet also

offered 10% off purchasing fancy dress items on the purchase of a ticket. The

second action relates to the aforementioned press release. Prior to announcing

the full musical lineup, a press release was compiled that focused solely on

promoting the fancy dress aspect of the event, in a mock journalistic style, as

illustrated by the excerpt below:

BIGGESTFANCYDRESSPARTYIN LEEDS

Leeds CityCouncil is gearing up for what may be Leeds' biggest congregation
of freaks on Friday the 8th of October. With a fully licensed extended area
at Leeds West Indian Centre, Raisetheroofhas asked the public to add to the
entertainments by choosing a character that best represents their alter-ego.
The festival's chosen theme, Myths and Legends, is hoped to induce
imaginative costumes en masse. Attendance will automatically enter them into
a competition to win lifetime VIPadmission to Raisetheroof. Costume Master-
general and Judge Miss Fleur Windebank commented; 'I'm going to be looking
for a creative and original approach to looking ridiculous. We're expecting the
standard to be very high'.28

This release was dispatched to a list of press contacts, both local and national,

with the intention of encouraging the reproduction of theatrical focus via the

press coverage of the event. This release was also included on promotional

stalls at both Moor Music Festival and Unity Day, and taped onto portable toilets

across both festival sites. On the promotional stalls, the costume-orientated

newsletter was available to pick up alongside a release that focused on the

musical programming. Tellingly, it was the costume-orientated newsletter that

was the most popular, and at Moor Music Festival, these ran out. This may have

been down to its entertaining mock-journalistic style, yet it is equally possible

that the popularity of this newsletter evidenced the fact that the audience had

become a central attraction.

Indeed, the latter analysis is supported by the theatrical dress of

attendees at RTR. Following an examination of footage and images taken from

the live event, audience appearance can be divided into three categories.s? The

28 Roxanne Yeganegy. 'Biggest Fancy Dress Party in Leeds', Raisetheroof Press Release (20 June
2010).
29 Supporting images can be found in Appendix C.4.
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first category relates to standard clothing; there were sizeable number of

attendees who wore ordinary, casual attire. When the crowd was photographed

together, as pictured below, there were only a marginal number of costumed

participants visible to the eye.

Figure 42: Crowd at Raisetheroof

The clothing of the first category included jeans, T-shirts and casual dresses that

would be appropriate for attending most bars and venues. On closer inspection,

however, there was a second category of dress that was somewhere in between

full costume and ordinary clothing. Common was what may be described as a

'festivalized' embellishment of dress, which included flower wreaths placed in

hair, glow bracelets and necklaces, glittery make-up, fake eyelashes, novelty

hats and glasses, etc. This mode of dress incorporated stylized clothing and

makeup over the specific and comprehensible costumes that denote the

fabrication of a specific character. Despite a less ostentatious form, this category

embodied a particular mode of display that would have been out of place in

most city-centre clubbing and gig environments. It is likely that some of the

'festivalized' attendees had visited the 'Happy Slap Make-up Boutique' that was

offering facial and hair transformations. Consistent with the case study events,

theatricality was facilitated through the inclusion of specifically placed stalls

and features.
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The last kind of dress distinguishes from the first and second categories,

those that did attend RTRin full, conspicuous costume. The ambiguity of the

thematic approach succeeded in inviting a spectrum of interpretations, from

fictional characters such as Alice from Alice in Wonderland and Rogue, a

character from X-Men, to the seemingly ironic: possibly referencing 'Myths and

Legends', one guest was dressed up as God.As the images in Appendix C.4

testify, there were many costumes that seemingly bore no relation to the event

theme, and the same would occur in 2011 with 'The Twisted Ballroom'.

Costumes were an audience response to the promotions outlined; yet variation

within the theme and the success of the scheme itself was accountable to the

audience. This again points to the collaborative relationship between festival

organizer and festivalgoer; the responsive nature of the crowd may be therefore

considered, following Biocca, as 'reactive' over 'active' participation.w

The three categories of dress identified support the system of social

distinction discussed in Section 4.5.1 and 5.3.3. This system was not leveraged

by audience and organizer alone, but was reinforced by the emphases of other

parties. For example, without much control over who came into the view of

their cameras, the raw footage taken by the videographers at RTR2010 depicts

a crowd of participants mostly occupying the first and second category of dress.

Contrastingly, through their selectivity, the images submitted by an enlisted

team of photographers placed more emphasis on the third category of

appearance. Underlining the way in which theatrical dress garners attention,

costumed participants received more attention from photographers than those

without costume. These observations can be usefully related to Cohen's

description of the bifurcated audience, considered in Section 2.7.31 Significantly,

Cohen recognized that an audience could split into performing participants and

spectators. Indeed, RTRhas supported this by demonstrating different

intensities in participation and the audience's ability to generate their own

spectators through visual display. Interestingly though, RTRhoused a far more

fluid bifurcation than Cohen's depiction; while Cohen described two distinct

cultural groups, the audience at RTRwas essentially one audience, able to move

30 Biocca, p. 74.
31 Erik Cohen, p. 13.
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between spectatorship and theatricality. As illustrated below, this flexibility was

supported by the use of make-up services at the event.

Figure 43: Festivalized Style

Participants within the first category were able to move into the second

category within the duration of the night. The image on the left depicts one male

participant utilizing the transformative services of the 'Happy Slap Make-up

Boutique'. The same participant is featured on the right with his make-up

complete; this evidences the way in which the bifurcations of the audience at

RTRwere essentially dynamic.
In line with the analyses of BMand SGP,theatrical dress at RTRboth

supports and deviates from conceptualizations of the paidian participant,

presented first in Section 2.7. Placing ostentation as characteristic ofthe ludic

carnival, whereby visual display was a mark of separation between performers

and audience, Cremona's paidian carnival depicted participative celebration as

minimal in visual ostentation, and amateur in appearance and in nature. It is the

latter point that actually allies the observations made here with the paidian

representation; costume at RTRvaried from the elaborate to the casually

'festivalized', yet it crucially remained an audience poise that did not visually

articulate rigid, performance distinctions.
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6.3.3 Participative Performances

The case study events supported a participative ideal through the programming

of particular, and rather unconventional, types of performance. Allied to the

'paradigm of physical involvement'F referenced throughout this study, these

performances might be described as 'relational', 'interactive' or 'immersive'.

Whichever nuanced conceptualization is favoured, the performances logically

demand a mode of participation distinct from the spectatorship problematized

by the event. BM,SGPand the events discussed in Section 5.4 maximize direct

participation, through parades, theatre, games and flash-mobs. This section

provides a micro perspective of three similarly positioned performances at RTR:

'The Human Doodle', 'The Heavenly Court of Madame Fantasiste' and

'Honeydrurn',

The first of these was a simple ensemble created by the organizer of the

'Happy Slap Make-up Boutique'. The nature of this performance is expressed in

the name; the piece consisted of two girls, enticing the audience to doodle all

over their skin. Given the fluidity of movement between the categories of

stylized of dress outlined in the previous section, together with the broad

atmosphere of co-production, it is likely that the audience would not have

known whether 'The Human Doodle' was a prescribed performance or simply

the playful (if not rather extreme) behaviour of audience members.

Figure 44: The Human Doodle

32 Bishop, p. 11.
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This uncertainty underlined how types of performance in this context break

down the conventional distinctions between performers and non-performers:

this was not only the result of direct interaction, but also transpired on the basic

level of visual appearance. Augmenting an image of co-production, 'The Human

Doodle' was simple; it was performed by young women and was therefore not

obviously distinguishable from the theatrical outputs of members of the

audience. It was precisely this ambiguity that heightened the impact of the

piece. David Shearing's interpretation of audience incongruence resonates

powerfully with this outcorne.P He emphasizes the way in which performance

can purposively confuse the audience member, and by doing so, heighten their

attention; the cognitive disorientation caused by the performance triggers an

attempt to work out how much of an event is part of a design or is an

unplanned, spontaneous happening. This incongruent quality implicates many

of the performances discussed in the previous chapters. For example, Standon

Calling had scheduled an interactive performance art parade inspired by the

'Gods and Monsters' theme for 2011. Considering the attire ofthe audience, that

will have likely consisted of some elaborate interpretations of the theme, it is

likely that audience members would not have been able to easily decipher

which individuals were the prescribed actors and which individuals were

participating audience members. Contrary to the negative associations of the

term 'incongruence', these performances are programmed because they are

memorable and because conviviality arises from this confusion of roles.

There were two further performances at RTRthat, though considerably

distinct, intended to engage the audience in a performance. In addition to

appearing at RTR,the 'Madame Fantisiste' piece, consisting of a small group of

performers and a small, decorated aerial rig, was also taken to Kendal Calling

and Bestival in 2010.34 Pictured in Figure 45, the piece took place in the outside

area at various intervals throughout the night. The thematic nature of the

performance took the form of a semi-spontaneous mock search of an ephemeral

and imaginary character, 'Madame Fantasiste', operating within a courtly scene

33 'Making Sense of Immersive Performance', paper presented by David Shearing at the
University of Leeds (Monday 29 November).
34 The piece was also part of an AHRC-funded collaborative research project for 'Beyond Text' by
Alice O'Grady of the University of Leeds and Rebekkah Kill from Leeds Metropolitan University.
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animated by scenographic elements and flamboyant costume. Often audience

members were, wittingly or unwittingly, placed at the centre of the

performance. If the performers had decided that the audience member might be

'Madame Fantasiste', they were asked to pass a test. This they would always fail,

necessitating a new search.

The execution of the piece evidenced the way in which a participative

praxis might be realized, in the first instance, via closing the proximal gap

between performers and audience. This enabled spontaneous action on the part

of the audience that fulfilled the 'relational' aims driving the performance.

Figure 45: The Heavenly Court of Madame Fantasiste

Despite the inclusion of the aerial rig, which was intended to achieve visual

impact because of its three-dimensionality and height, aerial performance was

executed sparingly to reduce the presentational aspects of the piece. Such an

adaptation was intended to induce a theatrical audience: that the full utilization

of the rig would encourage spectatorship, and thus divert the performance away

from its intended goal, limited its use. During my interview with a principal

performer, these adjustments followed a conscious separation of aerial into

presentational and participative models analogous to Turino's performance

distinctions.P As suggested by the comments below, distance was seen as

characteristic of the type of performance that the piece was positioned to invert.

3S Turiuo, pp. 122-54.
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If you think of circus, the aerialist is usually some pretty young skinny
person who comes in, and they're all ethereal, and distant, a kind of angel in
the sky [...J almost this kind of heavenly being. Almost slightly beyond
human, and that's what a lot of circus is, because a lot of the skills, and I
don't just mean aerial I mean trampolining and things like that, are beyond
the normal human capacity, that's the whole idea of thern."

In actuality, 'Madame Fantisiste' retained the spectacle and ephemeral nature of

the performance described above, altering instead the role of the audience

through the use of space. The visual separation of the performers from the

audience, engendered by particularly ostentatious costume, was inverted by

purposive interactions that were enabled by the blending of performance and

audience space. Despite the expense and delicacy of the rig and costumes,

participants were allowed to touch, lie and sit upon the aerial staging, in order

to facilitate this communication. As illustrated by Figures 46-47, there was no

physical crowd barrier demarcating performance space and audience space.

Figures 46-47: Proximal Performance

The image on the left evidences a number of participants comfortably sitting in

and around the rig, and in close proximity to performers, even during the

36 IntervieweeG.
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execution of aerial performances. Video footage of the same area evidences

performative bifurcations comparable to those earlier discussed. Some audience

members were engaged in theatrical interactions with the performers, while

others would be photographing the entire scene at a distance. Allowing the

audience to inhabit performance space made possible their incorporation into

the semi-rehearsed happenings that transpired there. Audience members could

playa role in the generation of theatrical scenes that were augmented by their

own theatrical dress and expressions.t? One performer described the audience

at RTRas particularly prone to understanding the nature of these micro-

performances and engaging with them in a convivial manner, providing several

individual accounts:

At Raisetheroof one of the most amazing ones was talking to this woman for
a while and suddenly we decided that she was dead, so we covered her up,
and we held a funeral for her. And she was completely buying into this [...]
she's buying into the idea of being the naughty corpse. She was the clown
corpse, so occasionally she'd wave like this, and we'd go 'no! she's dead!' I
mean, some really, really extraordinary things happened. And so the three or
four of us were conspiring going 'do you think you're in heaven or in hell?'
Then of course along comes this guy who's got this big, red devil mask on.
And we're going 'come here', and we fixed it so that when we pulled the
sheet back there's this devil in her faceP8

This anecdote illuminates the theatrical outputs that came about through

intersecting audience costume, behaviour and the 'Madame Fantasiste' troupe.

It also supports the necessity of spontaneity and flexibility over a scripted

approach, as there was a marked deviation from the original performance

theme. This spontaneity, argued Interviewee G,challenged the linearity of

37 Aparticular example of the co-production of a theatrical ensemble was found on the live
event footage, at 23:57. Notes taken of the scene are included here: The aerial performer Boes up
onto the aerial hoop. Beneath her in very close proximity are costumed audience members - there
is a moustached wench, an 'Alice in Wonderland' character with a man dressed as a rabbit Alice
sits while the rabbit and a Birl dressed as a wench are lyinB down, all on the riB. The wench has her
head lyinB on the curve of the riB. There are other non-costumed audience members sat on the riB
and the majority of them don't move when the performer mounts the aerial. There is a man
literally nestled in the curve of the riB, resting his head on the pillows. All of the sitters on the back
of the riB are also nestled amongst the blankets. The imaqe is sumptuous and surreal- the fancy
dressed becomes a part of the dramatic scene.
38 Interviewee G.
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narrative and text-based conceptions of performance. The unscripted

incorporation of audience members was also conducive to the obscuring of

roles not dissimilar to that effected by 'The Human Doodle'. Incongruous

moments similarly arose from the inability to ascertain, in any concrete sense,

how much ofthe theatrical assemblage was planned or spontaneous, and

importantly, who the prescribed performers were. Such a moment is aptly

illustrated in another account. Recalling the incorporation of one participant

into a performance, who was dressed as Alice from Alice in Wonderland, the
following was stated:

Wehad one youngwomanwhowas so in to the whole idea ofthe fantasy
she was so completelyengagedwith it that somebody that was watching
thought that she was one ofus but she couldn't work out why she was in a
different costume.Becauseshe was totally involved,to the extent that she
was havinga fullon improvisation [witha performer]. Becausethe woman
who came inwas dressed as Alice[inWonderland).39

Interestingly, footage evidence revealed moments of performance

incongruence independent of audience costume. At one recorded

encounter, it was impossible for onlookers to determine whether the

participation of a man in ordinary clothes was planned or unplanned. Two

members of'Madame Fantasiste' affix a beauty spot to him; as this

happens, there are several camera flashes. It is the flashes of the camera,

rather than the action itself, that gives this moment an appearance of

performance. The role of the man, and how far this moment was staged,

remained ambiguous to the spectators. It is true that an observation of this

particular moment first-hand might have made clearer the role of this

particular participant. Nonetheless, that an erosion of distinction was

often the result of close performer-to-audience proximities and

interactions is a supportable deduction. Indeed, the account of one

participant's inability to determine whether another participant was a

performer or an audience member suggests a cognitive attempt to order

39 Interviewee G.
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the theatrical scene by ascertaining the roles within it. As was similarly the

case with the participant in the devil's mask, described by Interviewee G,

costume provided a gateway by which audience members could pose as

performers, while bemused spectators would attempt to delineate the

actors involved. The inducement of such a condition on the part of the

spectator was not incidental but central to 'Madame Fantasiste's raison
d'etre:

Ithink part of our reason for being is confusion. You know [...] you can see a
million shows where you can walk in and you know exactly what you're
supposed to do. You get your ticket, you transfer your wine from a glass into
a plastic cup, you walk into the theatre and you sit down and you're really
well behaved! You know, your job is to absorb. Yes to think, and be cerebral
and make judgements on it. But you know your role is to go in there and to
sit down and it'll go dark and you watch. And you know, like for instance, in
opera, there's very very fixed points where you can clap. And you can't clap
at any other point Whereas with ours, a lot of the rules are broken. People
will walk up and stand there, and they're waiting for something to happen.
And Idare say there's a percentage of people who will walk off and go 'well
that was a load of rubbish. They weren't very good'.40

There are two underlying speculations deducible from the incongruence

detailed above. Audience confusion evidenced a rejection of the 'horizons of

expectation' induced by the traditional theatre setting+! The performance also

delivered new horizons that asserted intimacy as well as immediacy;

significantly, 'Madame Fantasiste' privileged the micro over the macro audience

experience. Performance was often confined to the audience members who

were sitting on the rig; at times, it was completely individualized to the

audience members who maintained interactions. Interviewee G revealed the

motivating concept behind the piece when she claimed that the piece was, in her

words 'an experience for the few'. Regarding the touring of the piece, she

pointed out that out of a set of two hours, they could have a direct interaction

with only six individuals.O The rejection of presentational performance in

favour of a micro model of interaction compromised, as discussed in the

40 Interviewee G.
41 Kershaw,p. 24.
42 Interviewee G.
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following section, its reach. Out of a crowd of almost 1000, fewer than 100

would have had the intimate and immediate experiences the piece afforded. The

inclusion of 'Madame Fantasiste' does not uniformly represent what is taking

place elsewhere; what can be deduced, nevertheless, is that where a

participative ideal is central to a festival, there is a contemporaneous emphasis

on the unique experience. The participative ideal also makes necessary the use

of spontaneity in performance, over the use of a rehearsed script+t The

flexibility of 'Madame Fantasiste' permitted adaptations based upon both the

festival context and the responses of individual audience members. Evidently,

engagement with an audience necessitates spontaneity because the audience

forms an unpredictable and unscripted part of the interaction.

Revisiting again Turino's distinctions, spontaneity is here largely aligned

with participative performance, whereas premeditation and rehearsal is aligned

with presentational modes. Considering together the work of Cremona and

Turino, despite the alignment of this performance with the 'paidian

participative', in opposition to the 'ludic presentational', it retained a strong

element of display, which rather points to a cross-pollination of the two

polarities. Unlike the 'The Human Doodle', Figure 45 makes clear that a

powerful element of display articulated the theatrical scene necessary to the

piece. Without the scenographic forms, there would have been no dramatic

assemblage with which to communicate the setting of the courtly search. Its

ostentatious qualities were consistent with the 'materiality of place' that has

been viewed as key to the immersive performance and to the audience's

adoption of roles+' Cremona maintained that the spectacular costume of

prescribed performers diminished audience theatrlcality.r'' yet this piece

demonstrated that when participation is an articulated aim out the outset, it is

possible to deploy visual splendour to actually facilitate the type of interaction

desired, for it is moderated by the eradication of communicative and spatial

distance between performer and audience. Ultimately, the encounters that this

performance generated resonate powerfully with the varied and individualized

43 Cremona, p. 71, p. 76.
44 'Researching Audience Experience in Immersive Theatre', paper presented by Joslin
McKinney at the University of Leeds (22 November 2010).
4S Cremona, p. 72.
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moments made possible by the case study events. The 'Madame Fantasiste'

piece sugge t that when a participative ideal comes to be expressed through

the programming of unconventional performance art, themes of spontaneity,

'experiences for the few', uniqueness, close proximities and audience-centrality

emerge. Qualitatively opposite to the distance, uniformity, detachment and act-

centrality examined in Chapter 3, it is clear that performances like this help

realize the critical discourses reproduced by BM, SGP and the events discussed

in Section 5.4.

The 'Honeydrurn' performance differed to the previous executions as it

was principally a performance of music and dance rather than what one might

call 'performance art', consisting of a group of females dancing a 'folkloric

Samba' to the rhythmic sounds of a percussion collective.w Unlike the previous

two performan es, 'Honeydrurn' was rehearsed, though audience participation

was an intentional element of the performance.

Figure 48: Folkloric Samba

Footag r v al performance dynamism as the piece shifted between alternate

form f d liv ry.47 The percussion, which provided rhythmic backing for the

dan e, wa d by a ingle conductor. In this sense a hierarchy of performance

contr Iw ucibl . A illustrated by the base level of the triangle below,
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audience interaction was achieved on the lowest part ofthe performance

hierarchy:

Frontman
Controlling and leading the percussion

Percussionists (20+)
Providing rhythm for the dancers

Dancers
Integrating spectators into an accessible
dance. Fluid bifurcation of audience into

spectators and performers.

Figure 49: Honeydrum Performance Hierarchy

Two 'Honeydrurn' performances were staged throughout the evening. During

the first, executed at the beginning of the event, audience inhibitions appeared

to dissolve through participating in the dance. Performed only a quarter of an

hour after the doors opened, using the ample space of the dance floor, its pace

was initially slow, but picked up as the room slowly filled. The pace ofthe dance

gradually increased as the number of unscripted participants grew. Audience

participation appeared to have been instigated by the event compere and an

RTRvolunteer; these members of the RTRproduction team, however, looked

indistinguishable from audience members, and the video and images of this

performance suggest that their initial participation prepared onlookers to join

the dance. Once the pace had picked up, more audience members were

absorbed into the dance, forming a concentric circle in the middle of the dance

floor. Visible was a transformation of roles as the dance unfolded. Allied with

the deployment of costume discussed in the previous section, this performance

bifurcated the crowd into two fluid groupings of performers and observers. All-

white costume differentiated the rehearsed dancers from the audience, though
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spectator and performer roles were visibly confused when there were high

levels of participation. Following comments from direct observers of the dance;

it seems the case that the dance was principally significant in speedily lowering

inhibitions and commencing the night with an exemplifying interactive

performance. Consistent with the deductions thus far, the proximal mixing of

performers and audience created an atmosphere of co-production.

The second performance was just prior to the headline band at midnight,

and was spatially restricted because of the number of people in the room. This

meant that there was little spatial separation between the dance troupe and the

audience, though the dancers were lined up in a row in front of the stage, facing

the crowd. The proximal gap between dancers and audience was very small, a

fluctuating space of around a metre. Despite less performer-to-audience

distinction than the previous execution, from the footage it appears relatively

clear to the audience that there is a choreographed dance, taking place in front

of them. During this performance, some audience members took photos of the

dancers, while others mimicked their movements. At one point this movement

ceased to resemble mimicking and instead looked like the dancers and audience

were dancing with each other; their timing matched as they danced in unison. It

is significant that it was the dancers, on the lowest level of the control hierarchy

illustrated in Figure 49, who interacted directly with the audience. This

intended element of the performance made necessary the amateur nature of the

dance: interaction occurred at the lowest level of skill required, because it was

at the level of audience access. Despite the existence of a sizeable portion of

spectators unwilling to enter the dancing spectacle, preferring to watch from

the outer sphere, the visibility of this access had some value in qualifying the

performing audience, even if it did not induce universal participation.

This particular combination of dance, percussion and audience

interaction was unique to RTR.The function, aesthetic and impact of

'Honeydrum' are, nonetheless, relevant to the case study events. As Similarly

deduced from the first two performances, the third supported the deduction

that paidian participation does not require an abandonment of the

presentational, within a performance. In fact, a degree of display and rehearsed

posture must occur to garner attention in the first instance, which may be
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augmented by the incongruent and participatory elements. Indeed, this

deduction is true of the amalgamation of dance and percussion that forms SGP's

'Badger Badger Band'.48 This live band makes the addition of theatre, dressing

its dancers in animal costumes that interact on 'ground level' with audience

members. The confusing blend of rehearsed performance and spontaneity

creates memorable experiences and a conspicuous selling point for the festival.

Revisiting the observations made in Chapter 4, this was highlighted in a

journalistic review that credited the 'Badger Badger' area at SGP with an

'ecstatic disregard for convention [...] improvising and experimenting and

whipping the crowd into one communal, whirling flash-mob'.« Similarly, the

volunteers who were set the task of filming and editing the RTR footage into a

promotional video featured, without direction from the researcher, the

'Honeydrum' performance most conspicuously. Despite the fact that all of the

staged bands were better known, two (out of four) were omitted in favour of

dedicating more coverage to this performance. The impact that performances

like 'Honeydrum' and the 'Badger Badger Band' make on photographers,

reviewers and videographers as well as audience members, suggests that the

heightened awareness they create helps draw attention to a defining

characteristic, which feeds into the festival's promotional presentation.

Extrapolating these findings to the cultural cachet of boutique festivals, these

performances offer something unconventional and consequently, enhance their

competitive standing.

6.4 Balancing the Participative with the Presentational

Throughout Chapter 4, the examination of BM revealed a successful rejection of

performance hierarchy; despite their abundance, bands and DJs were de-

emphasized in favour of promoting the participant star. Despite a conspicuous

and open cultural allegiance, the case study event discussed in Chapter 5 could

48 The 'Badger Badger Band' can be considered a 'signature band' for SGP;not only do the band
create an area oftheatre at the event, but have also been booked to perform at other events
organized by Secret Productions.
49 Weinstock, 'Festival Review: The Secret Garden Party'.
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not, due to the socio-economic conditions outlined in Section 5.3.4, dispense

with the presentational system its vanguard rejects. Integrating a traditional

treatment of programmed music with extreme participation is a result not

uniformly reproduced elsewhere, though as Section 5.4 attests, this

combination characterizes a significant number of British boutique festivals.

Using the insider perspective afforded by the researcher's position as

festival organizer, this section examines the tensions created by balancing the

participative with the presentational. The participative relates to both

programmed features and the attempt to democratize production through

volunteer recruitment, while the presentational refers more specifically to the

booking and emphasized promotion of Dreadzone. As outlined at the outset of

this chapter, and usefully for the research, the tensions between these aspects

were particularly exacerbated in 2010; the mobilization of volunteers and the

programming of participative features were maximized at the same time as the

line-up of music which, for the first time in seven years, included a performance

from an internationally known act. Whereas democratized production was

detailed at length in Section 6.2, this booking requires some elaboration, for it

was particularly significant in altering the focus of the event. Passing from a

festival that emphasized all acts equally, to one that prioritized a particular

performance, the transformation of RTRprovided a unique insight into

resulting responses from the audience, the media and other performers. As a

reputable band, the cost of Dreadzone's performance was not insignificant. In

order to maximize the return on this investment, the band was logically placed

to garner attention in the promotional materials for the event. Figure 50 depicts

the advertisement for the 2009 festival pictured on the right, and the 2010

advertisement pictured on the left. As the text sizes illustrate, there was a

marked shift of emphasis onto the headline act.
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Figure 50: Presentation of Acts

In addition t numb r of stalls and installations, RTR always included a line-up

of acts in mu i . A ex mplified by the advertisement on the right, bands were

featur d with m prominence; there, Salsa Como Loco, Honeydrum and China

Shop Bull ar liv a t 11ted in dark purple, while the non-musical features

wer li t din th mailer print. The departure from programming local and

unsign d act that w re, a the image testifies, promoted more or less as equals,

chang d th nature of the event. Amongst friends and fans, there was a general

feeling that thi hift was an evolution, and it often seemed that Dreadzone

domin t dui n e anticipation. The attention that this headliner brought to

the v nt w r pr du ed by the other acts on the billing; unsurprisingly

m made a point of emphasizing the fact that they were

supporting r dz ne, in order to confer some of the headliner's status onto

th m Iv

Th attracted attention from new quarters, and provided

y v hi h RTR could be promoted more broadly. As demonstrated inth m an

r vi w in r

C ntr .Thi

tions ince operating in the Leeds West Indian

w ,non theless, significantly dwarfed by attention from
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the local radio stations, East Leeds FMand BBCRadio Leeds, in 2010. The

inclusion of Dreadzone, as an act broadly recognizable to the target audience of

dub, reggae and dance music fans, also created more promotional opportunity

outside the festival's home in Leeds. Previously, distributing flyers at a festival

in Sheffield, for example, or listing the event on a national music forum, would

have been a pointless endeavour. The inclusion of Dreadzone pushed RTRinto a

broader market sphere whereby its potential audience was far larger and more

disparate. That this made unnecessary the other aspects of the event would be

an inaccurate deduction; it was the combination of Dreadzone with the non-

musical programme that was, in the opinion ofthe researcher, responsible for

the event selling out This albeit somewhat intuitive observation supports the

interpretation that SGP's co-opted praxes constitute 'added value'; as discussed

in Section 5.3.4, the event omits a rejection of spectatorship in favour of a

combination that achieves in both the presentational and the participative areas

of appeal. SGP's integration reveals its positioning as a brand, it employs profile

acts as a safety mechanism for ticket sales, at the same time as heavily

promoting the participative ideal.

It would be inaccurate to state that prior to Dreadzone's performance,

there were no climactic moments at RTR;most of the unsigned acts occupying

the line-up had a significant local fan base that meant that a sizeable portion of

audience attention was already directed at the live acts. It is also true that the

broader familiarity of Dreadzone added something different to the atmosphere;

whereas previous RTRevents had refrained from billing any acts as 'supports'

or 'headliners', with Dreadzone came an inevitable hierarchy reinforced by the

behaviour of participants on the night. Unsurprisingly, their performance saw

the majority of attendees squeeze into the main room with the photographers

and videographers, who had similarly prioritized this performance. The added

excitement, kudos and ticket sales that Dreadzone brought to the researcher's

event underlined why almost every aspect of BMhas been appropriated by

British festival culture, apart from its treatment of acts. The booking propelled

RTRinto a more powerful category of events, which enjoyed greater levels of

attention from the media and audience alike.
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With the significant changes this brought to RTRcame a number of

pressures and tensions well worth elaborating, in terms of their impact on the

realization of a democratized approach to production. Several incidents

suggested that this approach is largely incompatible with a hierarchical

treatment of acts. There was, for example, a serious objection to the Dreadzone

booking from long-standing participants who had performed every year at the

event since its move to Leeds West Indian Centre, in 2007.50 Recollecting their

words, they approached me with a number of objections that were oriented

around a fear that RTRhad grown too 'big'; they viewed the headline booking as

responsible for inflating the ticket price, and crucially, claimed that RTRhad

changed from being 'multi-focal' to 'all about Dreadzone'. They argued that this

change had brought with it a narrowing of audience focus and intent. According

to these participants, most of the audience had only attended RTRbecause of

Dreadzone, and thus, had little interest in its participative aspects.

Credence must be given to this valuable feedback; nonetheless, my own

observations together with the available video footage and photographic

evidence are not entirely consistent with this interpretation of events. As the

extended area in Figure 35 makes clear, there were, in fact, more opportunities

to participate in non-musical activities than had ever before appeared at RTR.

Photographs attest to their widespread use. It was also the increase in both

band profile and peripheral activities that had inflated the ticket price up to a

cost of fifteen pounds, rather than the former alone. The cause for this

discontent was most likely connected to the fact that the 'participative' had

indeed become peripheral: this was not marked by any physical reductions or

displacements of activities, but rather was signified by the ordering and

presentation of promotional literature. There was an increase in non-musical

features, yet Figure SOdemonstrates that the enlarged listing of Dreadzone

dwarfed their presentation. Given these observations, it is likely that the

perceived shift from a multi to a single-focus event came from its constructed

image, rather than what actually transpired at the event itself. That their

complaints were influenced by a hierarchical presentation of acts does not

render them insignificant; indeed, their objection principally meant that the

50 These participants shall remain anonymous.
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inclusion of Dreadzone had undermined the way in which RTRhad been

idealized in the past. Supporting the observations made by Interviewee A

regarding SGP,discussed at Section 5.3.4, such a treatment of acts can

awkwardly moderate the 'No Spectators' ideal. Grace Jones was strategically

booked to put SGP'on the map', yet this was a controversial move within the

SGPteam. That this was due to reasons that coincide with some of the

objections to booking Dreadzone at RTRseems likely.

The most basic and defining obstacle to achieving the combination of the

presentational and participative relates principally to cost. Promoting both in

the way exemplified here adds various financial pressures and, through this,

risk. These aspects form a package that is costly and complex to produce; it

relies on offering an experience of co-production and a genuine opportunity to

co-produce, alongside expensive profile acts. Such a combination invariably

damages ticket sales on several scores. Firstly, the programming of features and

installations that adhere to a relational principle does not offer the promoter

the value for money, safety-net mechanism that a music performance may of

equal cost. For example, the cost of Dreadzone and 'Madame Fantasiste' was

exactly the same; the former was a performance from a well-known band, and

the latter, as discussed in the previous section, was an unconventional,

interactive performance piece. The former generated value for money for the

promoter: it was an experience for the many, providing an important ticket-

selling feature for use in the promotion of the event. Conversely, 'Madame

Fantasiste' was an experience for the few. Despite its similarity in cost, unlike

Dreadzone, this performance existed on the margins of the celebration.

Undoubtedly enhancing the profile of the event experience, its inclusion did not

lend itself to the same promotional mechanisms that significantly generated

ticket sales; 'Madame Fantasiste' compromised, therefore, bottom-line

considerations. Despite only costing around 10% of the event's total budget, it

was the equivalent of over one third of the event's total profit. Consequently had

it been excluded from the programming, the end profit would have totalled one

third more. The same cannot be similarly said for Dreadzone, because they

generated ticket sales.
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As a small, indoor festival, these budgetary proportions are unlikely to be

identically matched elsewhere, yet the general point that performances such as

'Madame Fantasiste' can cost something simil,ar to musical acts, without offering

the festival the same degree of value for money, is broadly relevant. Supporting

the observation made in Section S.2 and S.2.1, unconventional performances are

generally added to festival programmes to create a competitive package;

however, the outcomes of maximizing this at RTRunderline the financial risks

this also brings to the event. Despite the contribution such features make to

event experience, Figure 24 illustrated that audiences still make their ticket

purchases based on musical line-ups. To compromise the profile of the musical

line-up in favour of high-end performance and art installations adds creative

value, but presents a greater degree of risk. Such a scenario unpacks the

selective co-option of praxes highlighted in this study: boutique events are

competitively fragmenting the focus that was once concentrated upon the main

stage, yet they maintain a reliance on expensive line-ups. Diversified

programmes may add, therefore, a considerable financial burden on top of that

already generated by the necessary, ticket-selling artists.

That a democratized approach also meant recruiting from would-be

ticket buyers was an additional limitation to combining the participative with

the presentational. As problematized in Section 6.2, time and resources were

spent on facilitating volunteers, who were often unreliable. It is also true that

success in mobilization also translated into very real losses at RTR;while the

headline act was performing, the venue became full to capacity, and there was a

long queue outside from the door to the road. I was required to declare the

event sold out, and turn away some fifty guests, while roughly one quarter of

the audience in the main room, principally comprised of volunteers, had not

paid for a ticket. Consequently, non-essential performers, their guests and

volunteers added up to an estimated £2,17S loss. The contingency of event

capacity will determine the seriousness of this issue elsewhere, yet

problematically for RTR,maximizing the proportion of volunteers to non-

volunteers lowered the saleable capacity of the venue, which ultimately

undermines commercial sustainability by eating into the profits. Since many of

the volunteers were the producers of features and attractions, diversification
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correlated with the proportion of volunteers: the more features included in the

programme, the greater the reduction of saleable tickets. The volunteer-run

features of course helped to generate ticket-sales, yet their participation also

came at a cost This tension supports the key difference between SGPand BM,

delineated in Section 5.3.4. BMis unique in generating a culture of gifted labour

from ticket-buying volunteers. More conventionally, volunteers at British

festivals see their labour as a form of capital for exchange; if they co-produce an

event, in return they expect a free ticket. This means that there will always be a

strict limit to how far it is actually possible to engage a broad number of

volunteers in production, before democratization begins to harm the event

financially. If it requires, for example, 655 ticket buyers to break even, and the

event must turn a profit in order to grow; with a capacity limited to 900, the

number of volunteers must necessarily remain under 10% ofthe overall

audience.

Such being the case, a democratized approach to festival production in

Britain engages two participant categories within the broader frame of extreme

participation theorized in this study. First, it is possible to discern the category

of 'experiential consumers' responsible for purchasing tickets in large numbers,

which is key to the commercial sustainability of the boutique event. These

consumers engage in extreme participation on an informal and experiential

level; for example, through costume and interactions with installations and

performers. Secondly, potential consumers may be transformed into formalized

producers by becoming the creators of installations, performances, theme

camps and art boats. These participants are crucial to creating an atmosphere of

co-production via the shaping of fragmented, diversified space; they are also

crucial to facilitating unique and individuated experience for other festivalgoers.

This democratized approach to festival organization engenders experiential co-

production and tangible co-production; however, the number of participants

engaged in the latter categorization must never outweigh the former. With this

in mind, the key difference between BMand the BM-inspired relates to the

difference between the systemic and the experiential; whereas the majority of

BMattendees engage in volunteering and camp co-ordination, the majority of

SGPand RTRattendees participate in an atmosphere of co-production confined
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to the live event, and are somewhat detached from the labour on which it is

based.

6.4 Beyond Raisetheroof

Adopting a constructionist over an experiential framework, this study has not

endeavoured to examine the participant view of the phenomena identified, in

depth. However, by bringing together a number of festival contributors, RTR

provided a unique opportunity to cross reference their experiences with the

deductions made throughout this investigation. Making use of this opportunity

to enhance the research findings, exploratory interviews with key participants

were deployed, generating material with which to reflect upon the issues in

question. Despite the inability to generalize too ambitiously from a small

sample, the interviewees provided insights relevant to the broader industry, an

outcome enhanced by their involvement with other boutique festivals. Indeed,

the festivals at which interviewees had either worked or expressed a desire to

work, confirmed the shape of the cultural nexus identified in Section 5.4. This is

because key contributors at RTRmaintained a preference for events that

reproduced similar participative milieu; namely SGPand Shambala, though

Kendal Calling, Glastonbury, Beatherder and Moor Music Festival were also

mentioned. Tellingly, when the creator of the 'Pacman' game was asked where

else he would like to take the installation, the response was:

Glastonbury, obviously. Iwent for the first time this summer and I had an
amazing time. I heard positive and negative things about it, but it was great.
I think this would be quite well received there. And Secret Garden Party,
people would love it. I think I'm going to apply to them this year, cos that's
what they're all about really, like that sort of interactive element, so [...] I
think we probably be there next year, and Shambala and Bestival.n

51 Interviewee H.
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For these contributors, RTRwas positioned within a nexus of festivals that were

grouped in terms of their emphasis on audience participation and, for this

reason, bracketed the events they had attended, and wanted to attend. That

interviewees gravitated towards a participative ideal was sometimes evidenced

through direct comments, though this was also discernible simply because

certain events were constructed as superior. Interview responses proved, then,

a valuable source for illuminating the role of the festival workforce in enabling

the cultural appropriation at the heart of this study. So far, supply-side

incentives and co-opted practices have largely been depicted as responsible for

the diversified festival programme; contrastingly the responses from these

participants reinforce the significance of underlying social drivers relating to

the availability and motivation of volunteers. In this section, the examination of

festival contributors is broken into three inter-related parts: skill sets,

preferences and gender.

All interviews revealed that contributions to RTRemerged from the

academic and/or professional backgrounds of their creators. Project leaders

also gathered similarly qualified participants to help them with their projects.

Interviewee E from the 'Happy Slap Make-up Boutique', for example, claimed

that she always tried to recruit face-painters who had at least a fine art degree

in order to ensure a high level of skill. Touring the project at various events,

including Kendal Calling and Beatherder as well as RTR,this participant viewed

the project not in terms of the face-painting tradition that has been a long-

standing feature of festivals and fetes, but rather as something distinctly

professionalized:

I think people even from the beginninghave been impressed with the
standard that HappySlapis, evenwhen they just get their facepainted, they
are always quite impressed. It's not your average facepaintingstall, I think
that's partly because most of the people involvedare makeup artists. Not
just peoplewho like painting faces.52

S2 Interviewee E.
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This project helped Interviewee E to experiment with the skills she had

acquired from her Make-up and Prosthetics degree at the London School of

Fashion, as well as acquire and practise new techniques that she was able to

transfer to alternate contexts. Similarly, half of those involved in the 'Pimp My

Clothes' project were studying related subjects, two of whom were studying

sustainable fashion design at PhD level. Similarly, the creator of the

environmentally conscious, bike-powered 'Pacman' game had completed a

dissertation in environmental activism and carnival, while the performers of

'The Human Doodle' were trained actresses and members of a theatre company.

As participants were all between the ages of 21 and 27, their projects acted as

practical extensions of those skills and interests newly acquired in academic

settings. The organizers of 'Madame Fantasiste' were not volunteers, yet

comments made by Interviewee Gmaintained the relationship theorized here.

Speaking broadly, this interviewee linked up the increase in circus skills at

festivals to the increase in related training:

I think there's several factors, I think there are a lot more performers being
trained. There are two main ones in Britain,that's Circa-mediain Bristol and
CircusSpacein London.AndCircusSpacehavemassively increased their
number of students, they do quite a lot ofundergraduate stuff.And I think
it's likewith anything [...] it's then self-perpetuating.Youknow, the more
aerialists there are, the more people see aerial, the more it becomes popular.
Sothat's one strand of the regeneration ofaerial activity.

It is true that a festival programme includes many commercial traders and

established companies as well as the smaller projects run by volunteers.

Nonetheless, the fact that the contributions of each interviewee emerged from

long-term, academic orientations suggests that one driver of diversification

relates to the numbers of people trained in particular disciplines, who are

willing to take such projects to festivals, often as the recipients of a little or no

fee at all. Kate Oakley, in her extensive report on festival volunteers in Britain,

does not relate the diversification of degrees directly to the diversification of the

festival programme, as is suggested here.53 She does note, however, the

S3 Oakley, 'Better than Working for a Living?'.
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important connection between the growth of education in the cultural

industries and events management, and the willingness and availability of

volunteers to put education into practice. Despite the increase in vocational

training in the cultural industries, Oakley argues, there remains a 'culture of

skepticism' regarding degrees amongst employers and consequent pressure on

graduates to volunteer+' This emphasis on 'learning-via-working' legitimizes

the 'long-term unpaid work' utilized by the British festivals econorny.w

Awillingness to participate could also be connected to an excess of

graduates and a lack of graduate jobs following the recession, which was

certainly the case for one RTR interviewee. Describing her initial motivations in

launching the project, she commented that 'it was a recession and stuff, and I

couldn't get any work at myoId job',56 Deductions regarding a relationship

between the recession and the music festival programme must consider the

2008 Mintel Report, which suggests that diversification was occurring prior to

the financial crisis.s7 Despite the costs often involved in volunteering, it is

nonetheless likely that the post-2008 stall in the careers of many young people

has generated numbers of individuals interested in volunteer work and the

creation of projects to take to festivals. It is also likely that this includes current

students as well as graduates, who have their summers free: art students, for

example, may use festivals as a way of seeing academic interests materialize in

practical projects. It is certainly the case that some festivals have purposively

attempted to attract such students; as discussed in Section 5.4, art students

were specifically targeted by Glade festival to formulate proposals for creating

areas comparable to BM's theme camps. This initiative did aim to award grants,

though it is unlikely that any wage would have been included. It may not be far-

fetched to interpret, therefore, the artistic diversification of festivals as a 'using

up' of excess skill created by a burgeoning number of students coupled to a

shrinking number of jobs, and the systemic failure to employ the creative skills

of graduates in Britain.

54 Oakley, 'Better than Working for a Living?'.
ss Ibid.
56 Interviewee E.
51 Mintel Report, Music Concerts and Festivals, August 2008.
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Evidence gleaned from interviews suggests that the desire to transform

academic endeavours into practical applications is only one aspect of volunteer

motivation. Interviews made clear that contributions to RTR were in no small

part, a strategy for engaging with the event, as fans. All interviewees made clear

that their contribution granted entrance to those events that they would

otherwise have liked to attend as members ofthe ticket-buying audience. When

one interviewee was asked how he selected which events to take his project to,

he commented:

Well they're the ones that we think would like what we're doing, and that we
would like to go to. Because there's some that might like what we're doing,
but that we're not that bothered about going to. And because it's voluntary,
because we do it voluntarily, like we weren't getting paid at Raisetheroof or
at Bestival or at Shambala, we just did it in exchange for some tickets and
some expenses. We go and do it at places where we want to gO.58

That consumers here double up as producers is analogous to Hetherington's

description of free festival culture, discussed in Section 2.4, for performers were

often unpaid members of the audience.s? The motivation expressed above, if

similarly applicable elsewhere, makes possible the claim that boutique events

have 'outsourced' production to their fans; these features are not micro-

managed by festival management but are designed and implemented by would-

be audience members. They might be considered more appropriately, therefore,

as audience expressions as opposed to commercial traders, which they are often

stationed beside. This interpretation is supported by the interviews with other

contributors, for they also considered their broad participation to incorporate

both enjoyment and labour. The organizer of the 'Happy Slap Make-up

Boutique', for example, valued the experience at RTR and at other festivals in

terms of both pleasure and teambuilding:

We've had Happy Slap reunions from that weekend, because we had such a
good time. And we brought all these people together, hardly anyone knew
each other, and everyone got on so well and had such a good time [...] like

58 Interviewee H.
59 Hetherington, p. 61.
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Surefirewho comeand do the circuswith us, they are a professional
company,they get paid to do a lot ofjobs.Turns out they just reallywanted
to cometo a festivaland I think,weill know they had an amazingtime, they
loved it, and they lovedhavingthat chance to perform in front of all those
people.w

Boutique events are, therefore, characterised by the audiences they attract: fans

significantly shape their spatial milieu. The festival as curatorial space might be

a limited analogy when the true operations of the art gallery are considered, for

gallery exhibits may transpire in contexts geographically and culturally

detached from the social spheres of featured artists. Something entirely

different appears to be occurring here. The evidence suggests a kind of mutual

gravitation at play; the creators of relational installations are attracted to

certain types of event, and certain types of events welcome and seek out

relational installations, particularly those that are subsidized by voluntary

labour. This mutual attraction is accelerated by the collaborations between

festival and contributor, which negotiate a mutually beneficial exchange.

Despite the often low, or complete absence of, pay, this collaboration meets

organizational and individual needs, enabling it to take place with few economic

incentives. This cultural phenomenon is, perhaps, owing to a social propensity

to gather, or tribalize, with others sharing similar sensibilities. Maffesoli's

account of neo-tribes, based around shared social and political attitudes, did not

consider that neo-tribes may be plugged into broader spheres of shared

understanding. That the contributors at RTRendured the travel and costs

necessitated by contributing to boutique events not local to them, may suggest

that such events represent the crystallization of cultures on an extended social

plane.

This interpretation is reinforced by the fact that, at least for the

respondents interviewed, making money was not at all prioritized. Despite the

fact that a profit could have been made with various alterations to their

projects, two interviewees stated that this would have undermined its aesthetic

and experiential purpose, and they were therefore discouraged. As one

respondent claimed, she could have imported cheap, mass-produced clothing to

60 Interviewee E.
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sell on her 'Pimp MyClothes' stall. Importantly for her, this would have been

inconsistent with her interest in sustainable design and the participative

objective of her project: she instead opted for embellishment that could be

undertaken by the audience. Similarly, when the organizer of the 'Happy Slap

Make-up Boutique' set up her project first as a conventional face-painting stall,

her costs were much lower, which enabled her, occasionally, to make a profit.s!

Due to a desire to experiment by combining interactive performance with a

make-up service, she provides instead an enhanced project at greater cost to

herself:

When I just do the stall on my own, and I'm just doing makeup, facepainting
on people ... I'll make more money or more profit [...] but that's not my
passion. I never set out to do that, I never set out to do facepainting.62

Despite the necessarily commercial structure of the boutique festival, features

like this are independent projects motivated by extra-commercial interests. In

this sense it is possible to argue that these activities ought to be added to the

itinerary headed by 'DIYculture' in music, together with the independent

practices of making music, releasing music, and hosting gigs and raves outside

of the corporate realm of operations.

In relation to the third category considered in this section, the

enrichment of research findings through participant interviews was

supplemented by considering, more broadly, how gender imbalances in areas of

production at RTRmay also relate to productivity at the case study events. At

RTR,areas of production were identified as all actions conducive to the specific

creation of the event, excluding those who regularly work at the venue, such as

security and venue staff. 'Production' is a term used here as an umbrella for all

actions relating to areas of performance, technical engineering, build,

installations and featured attractions. There were sixty-four men compared to

fifty-eight women involved in these areas, demonstrating a marginal male

61These contributors were volunteers at RTR,though their role does overlap with that of the
'trader' at other events, because they charge audience members to participate - however. due to
the low profits involved. they are not generally charged for their pitches.
621nterviewee E.
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majority overall. Despite the near even balance of men and women, areas of

production were sharply divided according to gender. As Figure 51 illustrates,

men heavily dominated technical construction, with only three women to

eighteen men. This most likely reflects the broader festival industry, with stage

builders, managers, sound and lighting technicians almost exclusively male.

These areas oflabour are also oriented around the main stage; interestingly,

men also dominated the main stage performances at RTR.63Despite a female

compere and a female organizer, both Figures 51 and 53 make clear the fact that

RTR'smain stage was largely a male space, while its technical control was also

maintainedexcJusively by men.
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In addition to the main stage performances, these figures illuminate the fact that

the technical and physically intensive operations were heavily male dominated,

whereas the ancillary attractions (performance art and interactive installations)

were either female dominated or mixed. It was the female-dominated

performance that chiefly generated moments of performance incongruence at

RTR, while male-dominated performance was largely presentational, occupying

the focal stage. Therefore, it can be deduced that there was a clear dominance of

Figure 52: Female-Dominated Areas of Production
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males over what might, in the context of the music festival, might be identified

as conventional, and a dominance of females over the unconventional.

Significantly, if these imbalances are characteristic elsewhere, the

diversified festival programme theorized throughout this study might be

understood in terms of an influx of women into new areas of production and

performance. The inaccessibility of 'main stage' production, in terms of both the

technical and performance spheres, may have contributed to channelling

women into areas related to ancillary performances and attractions. On the part

of the festival organizer, the desire to programme innovative features, whether

rooted in a participatory ideal or the need to add value, may have created more

openings for women to participate. If this is the case, the theatricality that is the

outcome of such programming articulates a redressing of gender imbalances

within the spheres of festival production. Certainly, the ancillary attractions at

RTRawarded some very feminine activities a new kind of credibility. The stalls

that emphasized audience transformation through make-up, costume and

clothing embellishments were run by women. Participants included men as well

as women, yet these stalls celebrated feminine stereotypes, and reconfigured

related activities as fashionably avant garde. Revisiting once again the contrast

between the concert-model event and the boutique festival, it is certainly

arguable that the diversification of the arts, relational programming and

popular theatricality is not only connected to the entering ofwomen into fields

of production, but to a conceptual legitimization of feminine creativity.

This illumination is one of a number presented throughout this chapter.

Together, they suggest that the appropriation of 'No Spectators' within British

festival culture is both sustained and limited by a number of key factors. Section

6.2 maintained that utilizing volunteers in a democratized approach to

production is limited by the expectations of British volunteers, despite their

crucial additions to a festival's profile. Aligned with the case study events,

allowing participants to contribute to an event with their own projects was

largely responsible for creating an atmosphere of co-production at RTR,which

confused the traditional distinctions between consumers, producers, audience

and artists. This was also supported by the tactical promotion of the participant

as star. As detailed in Section 6.3.2, audience response to this presentation
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occupied three spheres that together articulated a fluid system of social

distinction, supported by the emphases of third parties - particularly at RTR,by

the festival photographers. Extreme participation was also encouraged by

installations and performances; the festival acted as a homogenizing frame,

which transformed features into objects of play, yet their relational capacity

also enabled individuated and unique experience. Byunpacking the tensions

created by cross-festival appropriation, this chapter evaluates the coexistence of

the participative and the presentational within boutique festival production.

Despite the retention of the presentational, the extra-financial motivations of

those who are behind shaping festival space also reveal a DIYculture that

expresses the aesthetics of the audience.
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7. Conclusion

7.1 Lost in Translation

This study has provided manifold evidence for the transatlantic influence of

Burning Man in Britain. Excavating the discourses and practices used in the

enshrinement of participation, as distinct from spectatorship, the identification

of a cultural nexus of festivals inspired by Burning Man (BMhereafter) is a

principal outcome to the research project. This should not imply that the politics

identified in Chapter 4 is uniformly symptomatic of the events discussed in

Chapters 5 and 6; indeed, how far the dominance of spectatorship in audience

experience is assumed, rejected or resisted by each BM-inspired event,

determines to a large extent its individual characteristics.

The sensitivity towards spectatorship evidenced here is, in many ways,

analogous to the scholarly associations between spectatorship and the

inauthentic; in Section 2.7, Mesnil, for example, associated passivity and

observation with the commercialized event.! The same assumptions that exist in

the realms of academic discourses are, in this study, revealed as intentionally

constructed, contested and transformed into experiential praxis. The evidence

presented here, therefore, makes possible the claim that the scholarly debate

regarding spectatorship is contemporaneous to the politics of participation that

has come to be influential in event design, programming and promotion within

British festival culture. Such claims may erroneously imply that the issue of

spectatorship is clearly articulated by the preferences and experiences of the

festivalgoer. Indeed, while an experiential framework may be adopted for

subsequent investigations, this suggestion cannot be concretely validated here.

Nevertheless, in the absence of broadly collected participant responses, the

growth of Secret Productions and the cross-festival appropriation of

participative milieux, logically suggests that the democratized approach has

1Mesnil, p. 185.
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'struck a chord' with thousands of British festivalgoers. How far this is driven by

supply-side idealism or the need to add value remains contentious, yet the latter

is, in the opinion of the researcher, a more likely explanation. The militancy of

BM's 'No Spectators' idiom may indeed have been lost in translation, yet the

paidian mode of engagement generated by its appropriated milieu still evidences

an intriguing legacy.

At the outset of this study, how far BM's ideology of spectatorship was

responsible for the extreme modes of participation at a number of festivals in

Britain was identified as crucial to the investigation. Subsequently, the evidence

put forth in Chapters 4 to 6 attempted to understand the influence of the 'No

Spectators' idiom in terms of theatrical participation, the move towards

diversified programmes to include relational features and installations, and the

conspicuous emergence of democratizing schemes, at a selection of boutique

festivals. Exemplifying a paradigmatic ideology, this study investigated BMas a

keystone event and as a cultural vanguard, broadcasting innovations to the

British festival organizer. Yet this study has also limited the extent to which a

singular line of influence can be held responsible for the milieu investigated,

given both the socio-economic factors identified in Section 5.2 and the

underlying mechanics of distinction responsible for the emergence of the

boutique event in Britain. The study confirms the hypothetical position of

Section 1.2,which placed BMas an authorial model instrumental to the co-option

of extreme participation, yet the exposure of broader, underlying drivers depicts

a more complex picture of cultural production. Following the brief synthesis

provided here, a chapter-by-chapter summary is presented below, prior to a

discussion of a research legacy, the questions generated by this study and the

potential augmentation of research findings with further investigations.

7.2 Sociocultural Synergy

Chapter 1 outlined the methodologies utilized in this study, which integrated

observations, data collection, practice and ethnography within a constructionist

research design. The theoretical 'scene setting' of Chapter 2 then excavates the
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inter-disciplinary attempts to understand festival culture, revealing festivals as

sites of utopian possibility, their temporal, experiential and immediate nature

allowing them to offer visible demonstrations of ideologically loaded practices as

praxes. Underpinning much ofthe discussion was a concern with the ways in

which the festival form related to hegemonic and counter-hegemonic forces. As

the illuminating example of the festival of San Juan attested in Section 2.3, they

can engender both by offering a legitimate front at the same time as allowing

participants to engage in behaviour that might be politically resistive, or

contrary to what would normally prevail outside of carnival time. In this sense,

festival was presented as a liminal space with the power to effect a temporary

transcendence of social structure. And yet, festivals may also reproduce social

structure and division. As the work of Cremona, Turino and Mesnil makes clear,

the presentational format of many festive events restricts audience participation

to the role of the spectator.s Ultimately, this chapter evidenced the fact that there

are few concrete rules when it comes to interpreting festival culture. Theorizing

on the subject articulates only a domain of possibilities: forms of interpretation

are, then, most usefully deployed in conjunction with a direct examination of the

cultural form in question.

The audience engagement characteristic of the concert-model event

established in Chapter 3 is powerfully implicated by the authenticating discourse

later presented, insofar as it exemplifies the constructed 'inauthentic', and,

therefore, that which the participative ideal rejects. Thus Chapter 3 lays

groundwork for the analysis of BMand the BM-Inspired by presenting what

these cultural forms ultimately resist: the centrality and dominance of the

presentational performance, the restriction of experiential diversity, and the

exclusive use ofthe 'star formula' to sell tickets. Chapter 3 serves a dual purpose

for providing an illustrative contrast to the modes of engagement observable in

Chapters 4 to 6, and a critical review of the suitability of passivity and activity as

concepts for interpreting the nature of festival participation. The examination of

scholarship relating to 'traditional' festival forms uncovered some distinctions

between modes of engagement according to degrees of spectatorship; yet the

assumed 'active participation' of the modern pop/rock festival audience was

2 Cremona, p. 74; Turino, p. 140; Mesnil, p. 18S.
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found to cloud the discussion, employing expressivism and subjectivity as

universalized evidence for the audience that creates.' Whereas indeed there is a

greater degree of expression and bodily activity on the part of the concert-model

attendee than, for example, somebody watching television, the activeness

credited to both audiences is, as argued in Chapter 3, based upon a similar

retreat into subjectivity. Equating the 'action' of the cerebrum with the 'active'

audience reinstates the audience member with choice; problematically, though,

this theoretical act renders all behaviour active, and the active audience

unfalsiflable+ This has more to do with re-establishing the rational choice of the

democratic citizen, than usefully explaining the ways in which audiences

engage.t Despite the intentionality, choice and expressivism credited to the pop

festival audience, Chapter 3 argues that the audience of the concert-model event

is, generally speaking, separated from the fields of production that shape its

content This claim matters because using subjectivity and expressivism to

qualify an active audience blunts the ability to distinguish modes of

spectatorship (however expressive they might be) from the participation that

allows festivalgoers to contribute to the fabric of an event in more direct,

discernible ways.

It is arguable that the summation of this project supersedes the positions

critiqued in Chapter 3,when issues of temporal and cultural contingency are

considered. Taking an historical view, these positions are logically justifiable

given the available examples upon which they are based, how these examples

appear when compared with other platforms for music, and their prominence

within the expressive revolution in the West. The industry of licensed pop and

rock festivals in 1980s Britain, for example, contained within it far less,

conspicuous variation than what has prompted the distinctions theorized in this

study. Furthermore, the links between the free festival scene and licensed

festivals in Britain naturally subsumed festival under the heading of 'the

counterculture', the very term implying deterministic force. The expressivism,

alternative lifestyles and oppositional atmospheres credited to the first, large-

scale pop and rock festivals, particularly when compared with the more muted

3 Botstein, p. 483.
4 Biocca, p. 59.
5 Ibid.
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arenas for the reception of music, constituted radical, defining features," The

inference that festival audiences are essentially 'active' undoubtedly would have

been an intuitive and logical one, emerging from an historical contingency that

coincides with the conspicuous availability of certain festivals for analysis, and

their role in accelerating the spread of alternative cultures. Building upon this

school of thought, this study first allows us to see, from Chapters 3 to 6, that pop

and rock festivals encourage some fundamentally different types of audience

activity; and ultimately, that there is a difference between expressive-subjective

action, and action that impacts, visibly and tangibly, on event space. Chapter 3 is,

therefore, a crucial proviso for the claim that the festival industry in Britain now

contains within it such divergent approaches to participation, as to necessitate a

refreshed discussion of the role of the audience. As culture proliferates, so must

scholarly interpretations correspondingly increase in sensitivity to its

heterogeneity.

Prioritizing a mode of participation markedly distinct from that which is

engendered by the concert-model event, Chapter 4 constitutes case study

evidence for the argument outlined in Chapter 3: the 'active audience', loosely

based upon the expressive-subjective, inadequately accounts for the audience at

both Nevada's BM,and the concert-model event. Demonstrated in Chapter 4 is a

mode of participation that exceeds the bounds of the expressive and plays a

fundamental role in the shaping of festival space. The audience at BMis the

animator of space through theatrical and expressive means, yet the physical

build and production of the festival is also as collectivized as far as it is

realistically achievable. This case study demonstrates more acutely that the

cerebral creativity implied by the scholars critiqued in Chapter 3 is but one kind

of action which is, in this case, encouraged alongside other strategies that

specifically attempt to mobilize the audience to become conspicuous performers

and producers. This evidence further augments the proposal that degrees of

audience control can more usefully identify participatory types, made in the

conclusions of Section 3.4.

6As discussed in Chapter 3, Botstein, for example, contrasts the rock concert audience with the
audience of the concert hall (p. 481).
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Exemplifying the enshrinement of the extreme participant forms the

fundamental project of Chapter 4. The way in which BM's founder, Larry Harvey,

situates the event ideologically (despite his own avoidance of the term), and the

militancy of the 'Five Principles' that emerge from this positioning, underlines

the way in which a festival can be political not only for the campaign slogans that

might confront external realities," but for the intra-event demonstrations of

principle as praxis. BMis undoubtedly a unique event, yet its posture as a social

experiment makes possible an interpretative alignment with the communitarian

free festivals identified in Section 2.5, and can be considered a 'festivalized'

articulation of the authenticating discourses found in Section 2.7; in this context,

'doing' is meaningful by virtue of its distinction from 'watching'. This orienting

position credits voluntary contribution with a form of emancipation that is not

confined to intra-event activity, but relates instead to a broader critique of

external realities. Lacking cohesiveness, it does not articulate a conclusive,

existential monologue. And yet, audience participation at BMexpresses a

pregnant socio-political critique, because it is constructed as that which is denied

by the imposing limitations of the outside world.

It is important to add to these considerations the observation that the

audience is crucially responsible for the aesthetics and visual display of the

event. This politics of participation specifically attempts, therefore, to

democratize the role of the artist, as well the elementary roles of the performer

and producer. Explicitly stated by Harvey, and referenced in the scholarly

analyses of the event, is the claim that such a move also rejects the art institution,

by operating in such a way that is contrary to its qualifying and legitimizing

systems. The similar, democratized aestheticization of space described in

Chapters 5 and 6 can therefore be usefully interpreted as a lateral shift towards a

production model that contradicts the logic of the art institution. This suggests

that Bakhtin's carnivalesque, which sees the celebratory form as crucial to a

social rejuvenation based upon its ability to mock and corrode institutions, is not

an outdated notion but one that remains pertinent here - depending upon how

far one might credit the influence of BMwith this, arguably utopian, claim.

Chapters 4 and 5 do not conclude with claims to social rejuvenation per se (with

7As per, for example, the Rock Against Racism shows identified in Chapter 2.
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all the romantic connotations such a phrase invites), yet they provide evidence

for a transnational co-option, that has transported the politics of extreme

participation far beyond the Nevada desert.

In Doherty's 2004 book, Larry Harvey allegedly stated that it was 'too

soon' to grasp the influence of BM.BWhereas the influence of BMoutside its

official networks has, since this statement, been an ambiguous and unelaborated

aspect of the festival, Chapter 5 extends existing scholarship by illuminating

clear examples of cultural appropriation in Britain. Section 5.2 discussed the

contextual circumstances, which have synergized to create an optimal

environment for the processes of appropriation later identified. Documenting

the most prominent changes between 1995 and 2010, what is repeatedly

reinforced by market reports and industry publications is the rapid expansion of

the industry. Augmenting this observation, the perspectives in Sections 5.2 and

5.2.1 provide an academic sequel to the identification of the boutique festival, in

the August 2008 Mintel Report that is frequently cited throughout this study.

Taking a wide view of the commercial shifts and pressures within the industry as

a whole, this report was geared towards a readership of industry professionals.

Its findings, however, suggested that the idealizing politics at the centre of this

study is interpretable not only in terms of an authorial influence of BM,but also

in terms of a synergy of socio-economic circumstances that have accelerated

cultural appropriation. The report demonstrated the fact that the proliferation of

licensed festivals had created product diversity; crucial, was the identification of

a new festival category, which had entered the media vernacular. Contradicting

the 'bigger is better' philosophy accountable for the programming and scale of

the high-profile rock and pop festivals, the small, boutique festivals were

identified as significant competitors. With this categorization, the report

identified a tendency towards authenticating discourses and a brand positioning

aligned with the countercultural ideals of anti-commerce and independence. Also

reported, was the broad development of the music festival into a multiple-arts

platform. The non-academic nature of the report, which addressed a wide range

of commercial issues, meant that these two shifts were not elaborated in any

kind of depth. Resolving this scarcity of analysis, Chapter 5 fleshes out the points

8 Doherty. p. 265.
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superficially raised by Mintel. Whereas previous literature identified festival

utopianism in Britain as principally operating within the domain of Glastonbury

and the communitarian formations of free festival culture, this investigation has

provided a sociocultural analysis of the reproduction of quasi-utopian discourses

by boutique events, as a sector that has been held as responsible for the steep

growth in the broader industry. The idealization of participation has, for the

events described, been added to a repertoire of claims to authenticity in a

discourse that allows the boutique event to adopt a superior, utopian

positioning. The diversification of the festival programme drawn from the report

identified a key theme, which was interpreted as a boon to the appropriation of

participative praxes, through creating a demand for unconventional and

multiple-art forms and performances. The shift towards diversified

programming in Britain was compared with the curatorial nature of BM,

evidencing a move towards an approach to production reminiscent of the 'petri-

dish' of aesthetic experimentation described in Chapter 4.9

Expanding on the boutique market sector identified by Mintel reveals that

its emergence and success has been a necessary precursor to the appropriation

at the focus of this study. It is probable that a certain, inherent consistency

between the boutique and the BMmodel has naturally lent itselfto the co-option

of discourses and praxes. As Section 5.2.1 reveals, the boutique event has

succeeded by appealing to concepts strongly comparable to the boutique retail

outlets and the boutique hotel industry. As is the case with these parallel sectors,

the boutique festival communicates distinction and uniqueness; one of the ways

in which this is actually achievable in practice is by increasing participation and

by diversifying programming, because this will naturally produce experiential

variation. Underneath its presentation the boutique festival is generally

commercial, yet it is also part of an industry sector that engenders a rejection of

the perceived 'mass' and alienated commodity; offering a form of cultural capital

that is, as a festival experience, significantly positioned in terms of what it

rejects, as well as the programme it provides. Augmenting the logic of Bourdieu,

these events distinguish themselves from the 'festival establishment', by

marketing the boutique festival as an alternative for the discerning consumer.

9 Northrup. p. 133. p. 146.
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Consequently, those festivals that were previously associated with a youthful

counterculture, are reconstructed as mass produced, anonymous and

establishmentarian. Despite the impossibility of creating rigid definitions for the

'boutique festival', its entry into the media vernacular makes visible the system

of distinction operating within music festival culture. The impact of this may be

as significant as eventually rendering some festivals obsolete; in July 2011 the

Guardian reported Michael Eavis remarking that 'Glastonbury is on its way out',

while Leeds and Reading Festival were reported to have only sold 60% of the

available tickets, just one month prior to the 2011 event.t?

In addition to the promotion of the boutique event as an intimate

alternative, Section 5.2.1 maintains that allusions to counter-hegernony,u

'occulture', and the discourses and practices oriented around environmental

issues, are firmly established in this sector.P This would suggest that such

discourses do not operate only within the domains of certain events, such as

Glastonbury and Womad, but are instead part and parcel of what the average

festivalgoer expects from their weekend break These circumstances have

naturally encouraged the adoption of a festival model that departs from that

which is described in Chapter 3; as such, the extent to which BMcan be fully held

responsible for the idealization of participation must be limited by recognizing

the broad reproductions of an authenticating discourse and the parallel shift

towards 'experiential themes' reported in 2008.13The installations,

democratizing schemes and encouragement of paidian participation that fall

under the 'experiential' umbrella have all been presented as evidence for a co-

opted approach to festival production. This is certainly true of SGP,yet how far

10 Michaels, 'Michael Eavis: "Glastonbury is on its Way Out",
11 The promotional discourse of Glade, for example, frequently describes a 'strong aversion to all
things corporate and mainstream and with a great love of all things alternative, underground and
interesting'. Note the way in which they do not claim to be non-commercial, only to maintain an
aversion to the 'corporate'. This way, the festival can engage in commercial activity (such as
profiting from bars and ticket sales) while maintaining what has been described as a 'free party
ethos' by rejecting other types of commercial activity (such as accepting funding from brand
sponsors). While Glade maintains stronger associations with the free party scene than other
boutique festivals, alluding to the alternative and the non-commercial in the way outlined above
is frequently characteristic. See Glade Music Festival,
<http://www.solarnavigator.net/music/glade_alternative_music_festival_berkshire.htm>
[accessed BJuly 2011].
12 For good examples, see the Sunrise Summer Solstice Celebration and The Croissant Neuf
Summer Party.
13Mintel Report, Music Concerts and Festivals, August 2008.
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these features can be universalized as evidence of a broader participative ideal,

must consider also the force of competitive pressure. As Sections 5.2 and 5.2.1

maintain, the drive to stand out from, as well as keep up with, the crowded

market, has triggered the introduction of creative and extra-musical ways to

draw and capture the audience. The contextualizing exercise in Chapter 5 also

recognizes the role of Glastonbury in making popular the diverse programme of

festival entertainment; despite the occasional reports regarding slow ticket sales

in recent years, it is likely that the oversubscription more commonly enjoyed by

the festival has fuelled demand for the 'mini Glastonbury' experience. From a

macro perspective, such considerations generate a view of extreme participation

as a synergy of audience preference, systems of distinction, cultural

appropriation and specific socio-economic circumstances.

An investigation of specific, BM-inspired events in Sections 5.3 and 5.4

considers more directly, the meaningful connections between BMand specific

festivals in Britain. The antecedent question ofthe research project, which asked

how far the idealizing politics of BMhas been co-opted in Britain, is addressed

with an in-depth focus upon the connections between BMand SGP,at Section 5.3.

This exercise, which was largely informed by material in the public domain,

demonstrated clearly the ways in which SGPhas adopted, and transformed, the

'No Spectators' ethos of BM.The number of ways this is evidenced are not

repeated in detail here, though they may be summarized to include the

conspicuous promotion of schemes oriented towards the democratization of

production, the fragmentation of festival space into an otherworldly collection of

relational and immersive installations and performances, and a

contemporaneous emphasis upon theme and costume. The audience at this

event is, like that of BM,aligned with the Bioccan revision of the 'active

audience', which is defined according to the ability to control content. And yet,

Chapter 5 does not confirm the idealizing discourses of its case study as valid, by

supporting claims to the authentic. Neither does the chapter claim that emphasis

on costume and thematic approaches automatically count as a more

deterministic, expressive or autonomous audience. This is because, as discussed

in relation to BMin Section 4.5.1, there is a certain amount of pressure to

perform in this way; particularly at SGP,costume wearing has become an intra-
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event etiquette within a system of social distinction. These phenomena are

better understood as attributes of SGP's particular celebratory frame, which

reproduces a system of discourse that, generally speaking, influences both the

kind of festivalgoers attracted to such an event, and the ways in which they

engage. Within this system, display marks the development of an intra-event

social norm.

Each of the features described above relate to SGP's general

enshrinement of participation, albeit in a way less militant than BM.The

appropriation of the 'No Spectators' ethos and contemporaneous milieu is a

cultural transference marked, then, by de-radicalization. The case study

investigation in Chapter 5 demonstrates, in clear terms, how the appropriation of

'No Spectators' by SGPforces this precept to sit alongside an orthodox system

that prioritizes the presentational performance. SGP,in all its attempts to

recreate BM,cannot help but dilute its meaning as a consequence of finding

necessary the promotion of specific music acts, and thus, reproduces the

performance hierarchy that BMrejects.

Paradoxically, SGP's reconfiguration of'No Spectators' has created a

successful festival built upon a high-risk business model that is remarkably

stretched. The alignment ofSGP's non-musical programming with BM

substantially raises costs without lessening the cost of artists by similarly

rejecting their use as commercial assets. Whereas BMreplaces funding an

expensive line-up of recognized acts with the funding of multiple-art forms,

SGP's brand relies on providing both, as described in Section 5.3.4. Because this

event (and many ofthose mentioned in Section 5.4) utilizes both the

participative and the presentational forms as promotional assets, it is likely that

their organizational task is highly complex and their breakeven point is much

higher than would be the case if only one of these aspects were delivered. As far

as the organizers are concerned, the difficulty inherent in such a model may be,

as Interviewee Ahas suggested, a moot point: SGPmust compete in both of these

areas, because the brand depends upon their mutual achievement. It is therefore

possible to claim that the 'No Spectators' idiom has been incorporated merely to

add value to a business model inclusive of a fundamental element of

spectatorship, which, due to essential differences between the socio-economic
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environments of BMand SGP,cannot be abandoned. Both SGPand BMare, then,

characterized by their negotiation with external elements, reinforcing Martin et

al.'s premise that the environmental context is must be included any

interpretation of the theatrical event.t+ Whereas the socio-economic

circumstances highlighted in Section 5.3.4 make possible BM's sequestered,

highly democratized model, the need to compete commercially impacts the

programming and presentation of SGP,with far greater force. This ought not

undermine the clear attempt to deviate from spectatorship as the dominant

mode of performance, exemplified by the latter. For this reason, that BMoffers a

rejection of the star system, whereas SGPis merely conducive to its resistance, is

a logical claim.

Section 5.4 provides evidence for the fact that BMhas not only

unwittingly broadcast a politics of participation outside its official international

Network, but has also influenced British festivals beyond the one that claims an

allegiance most conspicuously (SGP). It is true that an idealizing discourse of

participation is not neatly generalizable to all the events mentioned in this

section. However, it is evidently the case that such a discourse is particularly

characteristic of Shambala, Glade and the new festivals brought about by Secret

Productions in 2011. Each of these events, and several of those mentioned in

Section 5.4 that are not mentioned here, employ a comparable discourse to

varying degrees. At each, there is an attempt to maximize the extra-musical

experience of their audiences; this attempt is not a 'behind the scenes' shift, but

is often lauded in the promotional fabric of their presentation, and bears witness

to the conspicuous idealization of participation. It is clear, then, that there exists

a cultural nexus of festivals that borrow from BM;some openly credit this

influence (such as SGPand Glade), while others do not articulate an open

allegiance, despite their appropriation of powerfully comparable milieux. It is

also worth considering the fact that SGP's success as an award-winning festival

means that the diversity, thematic approach and aesthetic richness it models

invariably 'ups the ante' for the industry as a whole.t" Such a scenario is

responsible, then, for creating an impetus for other, similarly positioned festivals

14 Martin et al.•Theatrical Events, p.l 00.
15 SGP won the Best Small Festival Award in 2005 and 2008.
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(such as Blissfields and Standon CaJJing)to incorporate similar aspects in order

to remain equaJly competitive. As argued previously, the creation of a more

commerciaJJy attractive package is the fundamental incentive for the

appropriation of these features. Consequently, whether or not the influence is

direct or indirect, the success of this co-option must also count as evidence for a

formula that meets consumer demand. There must be, therefore, a readiness and

wiJJingness to experience the BM-inspired, on the part of the ticket-buying

audience.

It also is important to remember that the British appropriation of'No

Spectators' has occurred within the cultural realm of the music, as opposed to the

'arts' festival industry, despite the apparent convergence of these two forms in

the examples discussed. It is certainly the case that the content of the festivals

examined in Chapter 5 qualifies them as festivals of art, yet they are deeply

embedded in the music, as opposed to the art, scene. Furthermore, the inclusion

ofSGP and the events of Section 5.4 in the conferences and awards ceremonies

relating to the music festival industry, demonstrate the centrality oftheir

position within this sector. In terms of the organization of industries, the British

events examined in this study are categorized alongside the concert-model

festivals and not, despite the multiplicity of arts hosted, with the traditional art

spaces of exhibitions, gaJJeries and arts festivals. This is further evidenced by the

online communities and promotional mechanisms these events deploy; Virtual

Festivals and eFestivals, for example, are crucial to awareness-raising and

community-building, and despite the breadth and diversity of the events

included on these sites, coverage is oriented around a core of music

performances. The British, BM-inspired festivals remain very much embedded

within a 'music festival' categorization. Indeed, despite the discourses that resist

spectatorship, what results is not at all an actual rejection of music. The

enjoyment of particular bands and DJs remain orienting foci within these

celebrations, and the finding that SGP's audience spend less than half oftheir

time watching bands, may not be applicable to other events (including Shambala,

Glade and Standon CaJJing,for example). What has significantly changed,

however, is the exclusivity of music; inverting the centrality of the artist at the

concert-model event, music is placed alongside various foci that pertain to the
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immersive, the relational, the immediate and the intimate, while avenues to

production are conspicuously held open.

Considering the earlier positions discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, although

Botstein presents the participation implied by the rock and classical

performance as antithetical, this study demonstrates a more complex picture.

Interestingly, Chapter 5 depicts a bifurcation of festival participation that is

comparable to Cremona's reassertion of the paidian, following the domination of

the ludic, in carnival cultures (discussed in Section 2.7). Boutique events,

particularly the selection discussed in this study, are certainly interpretable as

evidence for a similar cultural pattern at play. Indeed, the politics of participation

revealed in this study provides a catalogue of evidence supporting the

underlying premises of her work. What has proven particularly transferable

from her investigation is the way in which degrees of display, spatial proximity

and interaction between performers and participants relate to the dynamics of

audience theatricality. As previously argued, the collaboration between

organization and audience could not occur without audience willingness towards

a mode of participation that is theatrical and able to influence event content. If

these modes of participation are at play in Britain, as this study has attempted to

show, it is possible to draw a conclusion analogous to the conclusions of

Cremona: collectivized performance has a tendency to reassert itself as an

alternative to the spectatorship demanded by the ludic event, within celebratory

cultures.

Reflections on the organization of my own festival in Chapter 6, generated

a number of insights regarding the practicalities of democratizing festival

production, closer perspectives on the mechanics of audience theatricality,

relational features, and a number of findings relating to the volunteer labour

economy responsible for implementing diversified festival programmes in

Britain. Reflecting on a comparable attempt at optimizing the participative while

incorporating the presentational, a number of limitations presented themselves,

yet they did not diminish the blur between producers and consumers and the

audience theatricality that was discernable at the event. Supporting the findings

of Chapter 5: democratized activity mostly related to the live event experience,

while other areas of production remained necessarily centralized. Boutique
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events such as this sell, therefore, paidian experiences that are not, for all the

reasons outlined in Sections 6.2 and 6.4, necessarily evidence for a comparable

degree of systemic audience labour as that which underpins the BMevent,

despite their similar promotion of democratizing schemes. These observations

ought not undermine the fact that extreme participation allows the boutique

event to distinguish itself from the concert-model event of Chapter 3. Indeed, the

egalitarian connotations of the participative discourse and its expression within

the social milieu of these events remains powerful, though the extent to which

they might be ascribed the status of the social experiment, as was applied to BM

in Section 4.3, is rather undermined.

Whereas Chapters 4 and 5 assumed the immersive and interactive nature

of programmed performances at SGPand BM,based largely upon how they were

marketed and the accounts of others, Chapter 6 takes a closer view of typifying

examples that featured at RTR,examining in closer perspective the relationships

between theatricality, spontaneity and audience/performer proximities.

Emerging from this project, the significance of incongruence was common to

each nuanced realization of the participative praxis, and was similarly

characteristic ofthe events described in Chapter 5. The convivial confusion that

arises from the dissolution of recognized boundaries might be considered, then,

a characterizing product of the boutique movement.

In addition to providing the means to reflect upon performance, the

inclusion of a range of installations at RTRunderlined their role in encouraging

extreme participation. Deviating from the work of St John, whose depiction of

intra-event diversity was based upon neo-tribal competition and tension, here

the celebratory 'frame' rendered each feature conducive to play, as the reception

of the Sumo game in Section 6.3.1 revealed. This finding was consistent with the

speculations of Chapter 5: diversity results in the venue-like forum of activity

comparable to BM,yet features are also operating within a homogenizing frame

in terms of how they are met by the audience. Considering the' playful clambering

upon sculptures that is permitted at BM,this observation does not, in fact,

deviate from the presentation of features at BMbut falls in line with it: diversity
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in both cases does not necessarily induce a noticeably diverse response.w Items

that may invite observation in a gallery here invite playful and convivial

engagement: as cultural forms, then, the boutique event might be defined as a

gallery that abandons the cerebral connoisseurship of art for playful

participation. This supports the significant thread running throughout the study,

regarding the 'upward shift' in what counts as adult behaviour.t?

The introduction of a profile act to the billing, which had since 2004

previously included unknown bands, produced tensions in certain quarters; an

outcome similarly acknowledged by the SGPrepresentative in Chapter 5, with

regard to the addition of Grace Jones to the lineup in 2008. At RTR2010 there

was a far greater number of stalls and participative features in the outside area,

yet two participants who had been involved in RTRfor several years, claimed

that Dreadzone absorbed all of the audience's attention and prevented it from

being the 'multi-focal' event it once was. Supporting again the dynamics set forth

by Cremona is the notion that the benefits brought to a festival by headline

presentational performances amounts to a trade-off that inevitably undermines

the prominence of other performances and features. As discussed in Section 6.4,

these participants told me that 'all anyone wanted to do was watch Dreadzone';

and it is likely that this adapted hilling did, to some extent, influence audience

engagement through directing attention away from peripheral features, to a

pinnacle performance on the main stage. Despite the objections to this, including

a profile name in music at what was essentially a music event with art (as

opposed to a strictly 'arts' event) was also crucial to the development of RTRand

underlined, with greater force, the reason why SGPcan only partially adopt the

'No Spectators' ethos. Without the social, geographic and economic environment

able to produce enough ticket buyers that are not dependent on notable lineups,

festivals must rely on the orthodox promotion of the artist-centric model in

order to safeguard ticket sales. It is possible then, that the socio-economic

environment in Britain constitutes an unbeatable barrier to the successful co-

option of BM'spolitics of participation.

16There are some exceptions - the temple burn described in Section 4.4, Chapter 4, for example,
produces a sombre response. However. this response is an etiquette that has to be culturally
acquired by participants.
11 McWilliams. 'The Boutique Generation that Refuses to Grow Up',
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That the realization of the participative ideal is governed by economic

considerations is also supported by the findings of Chapter 6; there is

commercial sense in promoting the paid ian without actually maximizing the

extent to which the audience contributes to production, because it is impossible

to mobilize volunteers without waiving their ticket fee. Chapter 6 underlines the

way in which voluntary involvement creates subsidized attractions that add

value, yet a proportionately large number of volunteers is costly in ways that can

be particularly harmful to limited capacity events. Extreme participation was

promoted through a diversified programme that supported the interactive praxis

identified in Chapters 4 and 5; yet, as Section 6.4 maintains, it was necessary to

limit democratizing schemes due to their impact on the number of saleable

tickets.

The final section in Chapter 6, Section 6.5, deployed a selection of

participant data and perspectives in order to reflect on both the research

questions, and findings. Building upon Oakley's investigation of festival

volunteering in Britain, the persons responsible for executing the diverse

programmes discussed throughout this study, created projects to practically

realize interests previously formed through academic experiences. Relating

these findings to the diversification of training in the arts and events

management, and to the high unemployment rate in Britain (particularly

amongst the young), this study suggests that the appropriation of BM's

fragmented, curatorial model has been made possible by the excess of graduate

skill and the shortfall of graduate employment. While this finding would suggest

volunteering is primarily a route to acquiring skills, it was significant that each

interviewee also considered themselves festival fans. Following this it stands to

reason that, to some extents at least, the events discussed are co-produced by

festivalgoers and festival organizers. Without the systemic militancy of 'No

Spectators', this suggests that the boutique event nevertheless articulates the

creativity of its audience, in line with BM's participative ideal. With unique

access to the complete data relating to gender and areas of production at RTR,

this chapter also revealed that the main stage and its construction was a male-

dominated arena, while the peripheral entertainments and relational features

were either female dominated or mixed. Recognizing the limitations of
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extrapolating from a single sample, the conspicuous contrast between gender

roles at RTRsuggests, an the same, that the drive to diversify has opened up

more opportunities for women to shift from the position of festival consumer to

festival producer.

7.3 Further Research

This study employed a 'deep slice' investigation of three festivals, including the

researchers own event as action research. The extreme participation at the focus

of the study was contextualized with evidence for its operation within a cultural

nexus of events, and with an examination of the economic drivers responsible for

its co-option. The methodologies employed here therefore used micro and macro

perspectives to reveal the cultural relationship central to the investigation. The

illumination ofthis relationship has, however, generated a number of further

questions. Taking a broad view, how far the transformation of'No Spectators' is a

quintessentially British phenomenon is yet to be decided, for the potential

impact of BMon other festival cultures remains unknown. This study has

theorized a transatlantic, linear connection, with influence flowing principally

from America to Britain; and yet, if similar influences are at play in Europe, for

example, the phenomena identified may have much wider ramifications than

those theorized here. Other questions relate to the validation of premises; this

study has discussed David Best's participation at Electric Picnic to exemplify the

de-radicalization of BM'spraxes, yet neither this artist's perspective, nor the

perspective of the organizers of this festival inform the study. Similarly, the

theoretical positions regarding the deployment of BM-inspired features to add

value now require feedback from more industry professionals than those utilized

here. Prominent figures in the festival industry, Rob Da Bank (Bestival), Katrina

Larkin (The BigChili),Melvin Benn (Leeds Festival) and Freddie Fellowes

(SGP/Escape to New York), and indeed, Larry Harvey himself, are key figures

who would be most likely to disseminate important feedback regarding the

issues raised in this investigation.
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Asan exploratory project, this study revealed phenomena deductively;

theorizing largely on meanings communicated via promotion and programming,

supported with a range of images, industry evidence and a limited number of

insider perspectives. This approach was necessary to locating and examining the

relationship between BMand boutique festival culture, as a previously

unexamined area of scholarship. Further studies would, however, enrich this

vein of scholarship by taking up a more systematic approach of the phenomena

identified. One way in which this may be done is by employing a research sample

that lies in between the micro and macro perspectives adopted here. Using the

events that were flagged up in 5.4, a constructionist methodology could be

applied to each event in order to achieve a greater comparability in event data,

with the addition of organizer interviews. This would no doubt achieve an

increased understanding of how the phenomena identified can be interpreted in

terms of a supply-side participative ideal, or in terms of the commercial drivers

outlined in Section 5.2 and 5.2.1. Building upon the issues raised in this study,

such an approach would also support the issues raised here with a greater

quantity of evidence with which to interrogate the authorial influence of BMon

British festival culture.

For reasons outlined in Chapter 1, an attempt at comprehensively

capturing audience experience was not made; nonetheless, incidents throughout

the research project have made evident the benefit of adopting an experiential

framework to explore how audience experience coincides with the participative

ideal. It was felt at the outset that relying on participants to address the research

question would have provided an inadequate interpretation of the ideologies at

work However, a number of conversations with festivalgoers outside of the

intended research project suggested that the questioning of attendees on their

experiences might help determine how far the programming of participative

milieux affects the social actors involved. This was supported by one anecdote, in

particular. On arrival at Lancashire's Beatherder on the Sunday night of the

event, the researcher encountered a couple that had been at the festival for

almost four days. In response to asking them whether they had enjoyed

themselves, the only specific event they recalled, with animation, was their

involvement in an incident that had left them mystified. With a strong emphasis
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on immersive art installations, in 2011 Beatherder had built a small promenade

of tiny, stylized shops in the woods that lay at the centre of the site, one of which

included an Oxfam bookshop. While the couple was in the bookshop, an

'organized robbery' (in their words) appeared to take place: they could not,

however, work out whether or not the robbery was a staged performance. It is

important to note that their confusion was not of an anxious kind; it was related

as a humorously mysterious, peak experience. Given the evidence presented in

this study, which demonstrates a move towards generating moments of

performance incongruence through various means, it is not unlikely that this

incident was indeed staged and that this couple were unwittingly immersed in a

performance purposely designed to induce their confusion. Incorporating

insights from social and consumer psychology, a systematic investigation of

encounters such as this might reveal how far these are emphasized in

comparison to the performances of bands and DIs, in the festivalgoer experience.

Acomparison of audience responses would help reveal how far a resistance of

spectatorship translates into the experiential realm, helping to gauge how far the

politics of participation co-opted by these events has actually been successful in

promoting audience-centric encounters and diverting attention from the

traditional pinnacles of the music festival experience. Section 6.5 also puts forth

a number of speculations that could be usefully developed through further

research. Links between the diversification of festival programming and the

diversification of university degrees and training in the cultural industries, as

well as issues connected to gender could also be further explored through

adopting a broader sample of participants. Such an investigation would provide a

fuller account of the synergizing circumstances responsible for the milieu central

to this investigation.

7.4 The Nexus

In summation, this study documents the relationship between Burning Man and

British festival culture, exploring the emergence of a transatlantic politics of

participation. Supported by in-depth case studies, the transformation of 'No
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Spectators' into extra-spectatorship is maintained as a principal outcome of

cultural appropriation. Engaging these findings with the broader industry, the

research also considers a wider process of exchange. Sketching the shape ofwhat

is described as a 'cultural nexus' within the boutique festivals categorization, the

study has examined participation at Bestival, Shambala, Boomtown, Beatherder,

Electric Picnic and Standon Calling, alongside SGP,whose audiences well exceed

100,000 festivalgoers. Cataloguing their allegiances to Burning Man, the findings

ofthis investigation reveal that this interrelated selection of events has

approached the design of festival space, programming and production in ways

that are significantly allied to the politics of Burning Man; this is largely an

obscure event for those 'in the know', yet its industry status as cultural vanguard

acts as a broadcast, cultivating similar attributes elsewhere. Appropriation

within this nexus is not always demonstrative of an entrenched politics of

participation, because the need to integrate novelty is more powerful a force

than any genuine sympathies with the 'No Spectators' philosophy. Nevertheless,

it is this necessity, coupled with the industry disposition towards high degrees of

cross-pollination, which is emphasized as responsible for the advancement of a

participatory ethos in Britain. Consequently the influence of Burning Man is

reconceptualized as operating within two spheres: the regional Burns of the

Burning Man Network are located within a direct sphere, retaining a close

allegiance to each principle expounded by the event; whereas the events that

occupy the nexus described, share an indirect sphere of influence, appropriating

only those milieux that offer commercial enhancement in a competitive industry.

This might suggest the de-radicalization of'No Spectators', yet this question rests

with a relativist premise: compared with Burning Man, SGPresembles a de-

radicalized form; held against other British festivals, its schemes and principles

maintain a posture of powerful idealism. In either case, the varied forms of

evidence presented throughout this study ultimately support the hypothesis that

the international reach of BMand its politics are not limited to the Burning Man

Network, but have significantly shaped festival cultures in Britain.
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A.2 Letter from Larry Harvey

Dear Regional Contact,

Contained in this packet you'll find a brief introductory letter from Andie Grace
and Steven Raspa, both of whom I think you know. They have been working very
hard with Marian Goodell and myself to create our Regional Network Program.
Youwill also find a Letter of Understanding that describes the various kinds of
assistance that we intend to provide to you as a Regional Contact. A second
document describes the role and the responsibilities of Regional Contacts within
the Burning Man Network. The third document is a legal agreement that
translates all ofthis into an actual contract. I'll talk about the contract near the
end of this letter. The last document is a Statement of Principles that attempts to
capture aspects of the Burning Man ethos, the basic spirit of our culture, in a few
simple statements. Mytask here is to explain the greater picture into which all of
this fits.

The obvious question is: why form a network at all? The dissemination of our
culture has happened quite naturally. Burning Man is about spontaneity and
radical-self reliance, and people all across the country have taken the initiative to
recreate aspects of the Burning Man experience in their regions. Why impose an
organized structure, especially one that involves contracts, upon this
spontaneous process? Since I wrote my open letter (available on the
B1ackrockcity.org extranet),lively debate has sprung up on this subject.
Sometimes, it's incited people's fears. It's like those nightmares some
participants have: when they arrive at Burning Man it's being held in a K-Mart
parking lot or a shopping mall. There are those who are afraid that the "org" or
the "BMorg"or (my favorite) the "Borg" intends to impose some form of cultural
imperialism: a top-down system designed to rigidly control the content of local
activities. Others have suggested that we're trying to establish profit-based
franchises on the model of McDonalds or Kentucky Fried Chicken. Presumably,
this would involve hefty licensing fees and cookie cutter replicas of a pre-
packaged product In reality, of course, these people have simply imagined
the reverse of what Burning Man means to them and imputed a bad motive. They
are afraid that someone wants to take what they most value away from them.

It's pretty easy to rebut these rumors. This sort of cynicism is not unlike the kind
of talk a lot of us hear when people who have never been to the event assert that
it is "too big", that it has "sold out" and "gone commercial". I guess it's only
natural they would think so. They reason from experience. Nearly everything
they ever felt to be authentic that succeeded in the larger world became
commodified. Butyou have experienced the event firsthand and know just how
far wide of the mark their fears have led them. Likewise, when people imagine
that the Burning Man organization - the Project, as we call it - harbors sinister
designs to control or oppress our community, this too flies in the face of
experience. Mymany colleagues and I have worked for years to create Burning
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Man - the very event that has spawned so much independence and initiative. If
it were our intention to suppress these values, we would have acted on this
motive long ago. Having said that the increasing size of Burning Man has not
corrupted the event, I think it's only fair to assume that we, the organizers who
have nurtured it, have also managed to resist corruption. Start by reading the
enclosed Statement of Principles. It represents ideas that have become a way of
life for us.

The third principle in this list of core values will begin to explain one of our key
reasons for wanting to form the Regional Network. It states, "In order to
preserve the spirit of gifting, our community seeks to create social environments
that are unmediated by commercial sponsorships, transactions, and advertising.
We stand ready to protect our culture from such exploitation. We resist
substituting consumption for participatory experience." This is precisely what
the Burning Man Project has endeavored to do since the founding of Black Rock
City. We have refused commercial sponsorship. We have instituted a ban on
vending. In the world outside of the event, we have prevented entrepreneurs
from branding their goods with Burning Man's name, its image and its logo. We
have sued and succeeded in stopping the sale of pornographic videos exploiting
participants, and we have halted MTVin its tracks. We have refrained from
selling trinkets and branded goods in the mass market. Among those products
that we do sell via our Internet Marketplace, we have chosen to offer goods that
are content rich; 'Occulture bearing' items such as books and videos that produce
a context that expresses our community's values. In addition to these measures,
we have also adopted open accounting. Every year we publish a financial report
that states our annual income and describes our spending. We have succeeded,
in other words, in keeping Burning Man from being commodified - extracted
from its context in immediate experience and marketed to the world as merely
an image, a style, a product whose governing purpose is profit. I think we've
proven that when a cultural movement increases in scale it needn't sell out or
passively allow itself to be consumed by market forces.

Now, however, as our community begins to grow even larger, we face new
challenges. Burning Man is currently known in the media as a weeklong event in
the Nevada desert, but it will soon become a bigger story. As regional activities
proliferate, the culture we have all evolved will increasingly affect the
mainstream ofAmerican life. This, I fervently believe, is a very good thing.
Rather than passively fret about being co-opted by consumerism, I think it's time
we realize we can co-opt it. In order to succeed at this, we must work together.
Until now, the Burning Man Project has been able to combat the grosser
depredations of those economic interests that have sought to exploit us. This is
why, as stated in the Regional Contact Description, we have trademarked the
words "Burning Man", "Decompression''i'Flambe Lounge" and "Black Rock City".

However, as our movement spreads to include more people than will ever visit
Black Rock City,we are going to need your help. Already, we see instances of
exploitation on a local scale. Supposed "Burning Man" parties are held, the
proceeds from which go unaccounted for. Vending is allowed at some of these
events, and people hold "Burning Man" OJdance parties that are
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indistinguishable from commercial entertainment. I don't wish to sound
paranoid. I'm sure that many of these efforts are inspired by naive enthusiasm
and are well-intentioned. But, as the national cachet of Burning Man continues to
increase, it takes very little imagination to foresee how the core values of our
community could eventually be diluted and perverted in the larger world.
Indeed, if even one group organizing a "Burning Man" event does so
unscrupulously or illegally, this could discredit and endanger the activities of
every other group.

This is why it is important that you, as an official Regional Contact in our
Network, be ready to act as a leader. What is needed are Regional Contacts who
are willing to help ensure that the core values of our culture are respected. Your
primary role as a Regional Contact is to promote communication and facilitate
interaction within your community. We do not expect you to become a
policeman or undertake legal action - but it is in your power as a representative
of the Network to monitor events that happen locally. The Regional Contact Role
Description states, HAnevent that wishes to be designated an Oofficial' regional
gathering may be designated so only if the RCis actively involved - especially as
concerns proceeds gained from charging an admission fee. Funds from such
events should be routed to the benefit of the local community and the
community at large." The Burning Man Project has no intention of suppressing
the many hundreds of small gatherings and fundraisers that participants stage
annually to defray the cost of their efforts in the desert. These are community-
building activities. Nor do we necessarily mind if organizers oflarger-scaled
events defray some of the costs they personally incur in producing an event. But
we do believe that any large event that is held in our name and publicized
through our Network should honor our ethos. Any such event should benefit our
community, be lawfully constituted, produce real social interaction, avoid
commodification and practice some form of open accounting.

Let me also plainly state here that the Project has no designs on proceeds gained
from such events. Unless our staff members are asked to aid in organizing an
event - and this has happened recently in the case of large-scale events in Los
Angeles and New York City - the Project will not levy fees on such activities: we
will not use our licensing rights to parasitize locally initiated efforts. We've
trademarked "Burning Man" in order to protect the integrity of our culture, not
discourage its dissemination. We will, however, encourage donations to the
Regional Program and the Black RockArts Foundation. This is a critical moment
of trust for all of us. The gifts that you and others give to aid us in our organizing
efforts will help to generate a greater Burning Man community.

Indeed, the most significant reason for banding together is that the whole of
Burning Man as constituted by a network will be much stronger and more
creative than its separate parts. The Burning Man Project can use its centralized
resources to provide regional groups with valuable services and tools, as
outlined in the Regional Contact Role Description. Among these are the Regional
Discussion List and our Regional Extranet. Though still in its infancy, the
Extranet holds extraordinary promise. In my hometown of San Francisco, and
during my travels across the country, I have visited many art studios. Some of
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these facilities form colonies, places where artists can collaborate, sharing tools
and information. The Extranet will form just such an environment for
community organizers as they work together to solve problems.

The Letter of Understanding also mentions, "access to a variety of helpful
information from Burning Man staff members." Our Project has evolved over a
period of almost 18 years. During this time we have dealt with many of the
challenges that you and other groups in your area may eventually encounter.
Our regional communities range from very modest groups that meet in
member's homes to much larger groups that organize ambitious gatherings and
programs. Jlaving passed through several stages of development, starting with a
handful of participants on a beach, we are familiar with the kinds of problems
groups may face at every phase of their development. The Project's Regional
Coordinators can advise you and put you in touch with other Project staff
members who understand consensus decision-making and have gained a special
expertise in their fields.

The Project will also create fundraising programs. We are now ready to launch
the long-promised "Burning Man Film Festival in a Box". This and similar
programs will allow you to raise money, and proceeds can be apportioned
between you, as a Regional Contact and the organizer of such an event, and the
Regional Program. The rationale for doing this is very simple. Currently,
revenues produced by our desert event are funding all of our efforts aimed at
creating the Network. Whenever a staff member labors to produce new
software, administers our Extranet, consults with a Regional Contact or travels to
regional gatherings, his or her efforts are funded by event-generated dollars.
However, as our Regional Program grows, we foresee that we will no longer be
able to afford a double mission. The fundraising tools we are creating will begin
to defray a part of these extra costs.

Likewise, as the responsibilities of Regional Contacts increase, many of you will
confront a very similar dilemma. How will it be possible to fulfill your duties in
your local community and within the greater Network, while attempting,
simultaneously, to earn a living? Income earned from organizing a Regional
Program fundraising event can begin to help you accomplish both of these goals.
As a full-time organizer of Burning Man, I am necessarily paid a salary. As a part-
time organizer within the Network, you can also qualify, if you so choose, to
receive a monetary return for your efforts. Aswith those items that we currently
sell through our Internet Marketplace, the content of projects such as the Film
Festival in a Boxwill be Oculture bearing'. It will embody and communicate the
values of the Burning Man community. No commercial sponsorships will be
allowed. All that is required of you is direct participation. What you do with
your share of any proceeds earned from your involvement in such programs is
entirely up to you. Youmay contribute it back to our Regional Program or
donate it to local projects within your community. But, if you are among those
who cannot afford to accomplish more as a Regional Contact, we hope that this
will help you to better achieve your mission.

This portrait of our Network, however, is only half of the picture. The Black Rock
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Arts Foundation forms the other half. It has been founded with the intent of
promoting interactive art in public environments. We envision this as working
in tandem with the Burning Man Network. The Foundation is specifically
dedicated to funding art and educational efforts created by participant groups
throughout the country. Regional Contacts who significantly aid in organizing
such activities may also be eligible to receive grants for this purpose. This is
funding that is independent of the grants the Project gives to artists who create
work at the Burning Man event. As a Regional Contact, you will be automatically
enrolled as a "Regional" Foundation member. This means that you'll receive
reports of the Foundation's activities, but, more importantly, it means that you
may be eligible to serve on its Grant Advisory Committee. This committee will be
responsible for advising the Foundation about regional needs and local
initiatives. Its membership will be apportioned geographically. In our present
plan, which we can discuss in our upcoming online Regional question and
answer session, members of the Network would be grouped by geographic area.
These areas would correspond to members' ability to conveniently gather and
meet face-to-face. This is how a culture is best generated. In particular, it is our
aim to encourage larger and more evolved Regional Contact groups to serve as
mentors and advisors to smaller groups. For our part, we will also endeavor,
whenever it is possible, to send Burning Man Project representatives to these
gatherings. The purpose is to nurture personal relationships that unite people
across the entire spectrum of our Network, and it is from these groups that
representative Regional Contacts will be selected to serve on the Foundation's
Grant Advisory Committee. By this means, we hope to ensure that aid dispersed
by the Foundation will go where it's most needed and that it will be fairly
distributed to large and small groups alike.

Another aspect of this program will make it possible for interactive art to move
across the country. Increasingly, the Project is supporting art at the event that is
designed to be conveniently transportable. Todd Dworman's large-scale
"Labyrinth", which stood before the Great Temple of the Man in 2003, is a good
example. It can be rolled up, compactly stored and readily installed in any space
that's large enough to accommodate it. Charlie Smith's "Nausts" - large metal
perambulators designed to artfully house fire - are another example. The
Foundation has already provided money so that one of these pieces can be
transported between regions. In addition, we are sure that many local works
that might not ever make it to the desert will emerge amid the regions. These,
too, could eventually become part of a circuit of artwork that passes through
communities. We envision this swelling to a continuous flow as the
achievements of each inspire all.

The Black Rock Arts Foundation is still in its formative stages. However, we have
distributed a modest number of art grants during the last two years, and
recently, at the end of 2003, we received a grant from another non-profit, the Rex
Foundation. In December of 2003, the Black RockArts Foundation received a
donation of more than $6,200, all of the profit from a Seattle Decompression
event! It came complete with an enormous thank you card signed by the event's
organizers. In addition, during the course of last year, articles on the art of
Burning Man have appeared in a number of prestigious art publications. Using
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this newly acquired status, we hope to seek more widespread contributions, as
well as larger individual donations, to the Foundation's programs. Iwill
personally work to achieve this, and I hope that all of you, as leaders in your
community, will join me in this effort. I believe that when local communities
witness what is possible, participants will come forward to offer many different
kinds of assistance.

Lastly, let me comment on the contract that is contained in Schedule Bof this
package. It is meant to accomplish several things. It protects all information that
a Regional Contact might acquire through working with the Network from being
exploited for personal or commercial use. It makes clear that as an affiliated
member of the Network you are not an employee of Burning Man and assume
independent responsibility for your actions. As part of our assistance to you, we
are ready to advise you and others concerning ways to obtain insurance for
events and activities, and we will assist those groups who are interested in
becoming a Limited Liability Company, like the Burning Man Project. We'll also
work in many other ways to help and guide you in your mission, but, in the spirit
of radical self-reliance, we cannot assume liability for actions that we do not
directly control. The language used in this particular document is necessarily
couched in legal parlance, and I will admit that when I read a sentence stating,
"Regional Contact agrees to indemnify Burning Man and its successors, agents,
employees, insurers and representatives, of and from any all liability, claims,
demands, damages, punitive damages, disputes, suits, actions, claims for relief
and causes of action, arising out of or relating to Regional activities" -- it seems
like a lot to swallow. Legal contracts, by their nature, are designed to account for
every possible contingency that might arise in our litigious society, but if you
read this text slowly and carefully, I think you'll find that it contains no hidden
snares.

What I have tried to describe to you in this letter is a vision of how our culture
can sustain itself upon a larger scale. I believe the Network we propose holds
very close to the Burning Man ethos. It does not dictate the content of "radical
self-expression- - that can only come from you and other members of your
community. It does not exploit you economically or infringe upon your freedom
or the freedom of others to create and organize. But it does protect the way of
life that Burning Man has come to represent. In the spirit of collaboration and
communal effort that lies at the heart of Burning Man, the Network will allow us
all to use our gifts to give an even greater gift to the world. Marian, Andie, Steven
and myself look forward to discussing both the Burning Man Network and the
Black RockArts Foundation with all of you at the upcoming online Regional
question and answer session, and I hope to meet and greet each one of you in
First Camp at Burning Man in 2004.

Sincerely, Larry Harvey
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A.3 Flipside Regional Burn
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AppendixB

The Boutique Festival

B.l Thematic Approach at Standon Calling

GODS& MONSTERS

Something strange is stirring in the Standon countryside. Ancients are starting to
walk the land. Deities are descending to earth. Abominations are rising up from
the ground. And they're all set to collide at the biggest party Hertfordshire has
ever witnessed. Expect chanting circles, voodoo rites, mind-bending potions and
the banging of drums. Lots and lots of banging drums.

Dress divine. Or as disgustingly as you can conceive. In terms of imagination,
anything goes and no monsters will be turned away. All deities are welcome and
everyone from Buddha to Bacchus to Baron Samedi is invited.
The on-site nightclub is being transformed into The Monster's Lair and we're
extending it so it'll be even more labyrinthine than usual. All sorts of monsters
will be in attendance. It'll be the kind of place where you might encounter one
of Cthulhu's minions dancing with Margaret Thatcher. Or discover
the Sandman selling dreams in the shadows to eager punters. Or even spot a
Scandinavian she-devil getting it on with the Gelatinous Blobbehind the decks.

We're constructing a giant obelisk in the middle ofthe festival, pagan symbols
will adorn the stalls and stages, and altars to gods and goddesses will be
scattered all over the place. The main lawn, meanwhile, will be something of a
chill-out place for celestial beings. Think Nirvana with a swimming pool and
some nice portaloos nearby.
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B.2 Interviewee Breakdown

Interviewee Role Notes
A Member of the Background in events

Creative Production promotion; former
Team atSGP organizer of an indoor

festival event in
Bournemouth with focus on

audience participation.
B Bearded Kitten is a

Organizer and performance collective that
performer for appears at SGP,Lovebox,
Bearded Kitten and various events in the

UK.

C Interviewee Chad travelled
Artist Liaison for to Burning Man in order to
Standon Calling gather inspiration for

feeding into Standon
Callin_g.

D Manager for the The 'Nokia Information
'Nokia Information Basket' was an experiential,
Basket', Electric interactive marketing
Picnic 2008 installation built specially

for Electric Picnic.

E Interviewee also runs a
Creator of Happy make-up and performance

Slap space at Kendal Calling and
Raisetheroof.

Creator of Pimp My Pimp MyClothes runs
F Clothes workshops based around

the embellishment of
clothes at festivals.

G Performer and Interviewee Ghad also
Creator of the performed at previous RTR

Heavenly Court of events, for four years
Madame Fantasiste consecutively.

Creator and co- Interviewee had also taken
H ordinator of Bicycle installation to Bestival and

Powered Pacman Shambala.
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Appendix C

Raisetheroof

C.l Ratsetheroof vldeo CD
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C.2Contributor Breakdown

Feature Nature of Activity Participation at Other
Festivals

The Happy Group of performers and Outside RTR,Happy Slap is
Slap Make- make-up artists. Make-up taken to Kendal Calling and
up services included face paints Beatherder. At the former, the
Boutique with fake eyelashes and project is much extended -

glitter, with hair styling the crew occupies a small
available. At RTR, dance tent with DIs,which
performance was restricted also hosts a range of
to 'The Human Doodle' - see performance art and
Chapter 6. interactive games, with make-

up services available
throughout the day. The
Happy Slap team are
currently trying to book more
boutique festivals to take the
project to.

The Group of performers, artists This project is taken to a
Ladybird and workshop organizers. At number of British boutique
Project RTR,The Ladybird Project festivals each summer,

housed a cafe and workshop including SGP,Sunrise,
space. Beacons and Waveform.

Pimp My Stall offering clothing This stall has previously
Clothes embellishments and appeared at SGP,Beatherder,

workshops. Kendal Calling and various
other small community
events.

The Immersive performance with As part of a research project,
Heavenly aerial. this performance was taken
Court of to Bestival, Kendal Calling
Madame and Cactus (Belgium).
Fantasiste

Snow Zone Snowboarding simulator, The same company has also
owned by an indoor ski slope provided a snow slope
company. feature/game for Kendal

Calling, in 2009.
Surefire A collective of fire and poi This collective have
Circus performers participated at a number of

outdoor festivals, including
Glastonbury and Kendal
Calling.

SueMe Agame created by Together for Peace does not
community organization participate significantly on
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Together for Peace, consisting the outdoor festival circuit,
of giant wrestling suits, a though they run networking
makeshift fighting arena and and activist events in Leeds.
some printed media about
'red tape' in the courtroom.

Pacman Acomputer game powered by This installation had been
a bicycle connected to a cycle- taken to Shambala and
powered generator. Bestival, and was (at the time

of interview) intended to go
to Glastonbury and SGP.
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C.3 The Participant Star

'Saved by the Bell'

'Looking fly - but where's his eye?' 'Not only have I seen the light - I AM the light'
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C.4 Festival Dress CD
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C.S 2010 Advert

FANCY DRESS THEME: MvtHi ARmtEsENml
FIND US ON FACEBOOK: IRAISETHEROOF'

CHECK OUT MYSPACE.COM/RAISETHEROOFEVENTS
PROJECTRAISETHEROOF.WORDPRESS.COM
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Interview
Roxanne Yeganegy
This issue we speak to Roxanne Yeganegy, the woman
behind Raisetheroof festival, which is taking place at
Leeds West Indian Centre on 7th October

Tell la about _ of the muliical
<ICts playing at Raisetheroof' this
year.
this year we ......... ram-packed lineup
of live bands and OJs which are all LeedIs
acts bar our headliner. Dub Pistols. Dub
Pi$tols are a $CYCO PIece 0IJtfit 0<1 Rob
D. Bank's label Sunday Best. and will
make a perlect addition to the sup-
portS which Include a neo-Balkan arcus
band c:alled Slamboree, a hillbilly outf~
Dexter o...trous and the F1nger>miths,
the latin group Salsa Como Loco and
the funk and Afro-beat group, the Soul
Clf'Cie Gong. JolnIOg them .... the Utah
SaInts - who we're really exc~ed about
- and there will be OJ sets from various
IoaJ acts. Our backroom ~ once again
host.d by Wombeatz, alocall.eeds col-
IectIwo that aim to encourage women In
DJlng and producing eIec1J'onlc music.
They will be pumping out dubstep,
jungle, breaks and drum 'n'boso.

What other entortainrroont wMI
there bel
Probably too much to listhere! Oriented
around our decadent. ballroom theme,
there wiU be • perfOl1T1allCeart pteee
by FIoo<space, art nstall.tions from
various folks, • lucky dip for Oxfam, a
heoilna area, • cupcake SIal and loads
more

The event ha. been called other-
worldly and ....,..,.1 in the past
how I, this achieved and how will

it be done this year!
We pr<>if3mme unwitting perform-

anc", that keep people guessing - last
year • performance piece entided The
Heavenly Court of Madame Fantaslste,
a joint project by performance academ-
jcs from LeedIs University and LeedIs
Met, kept people bemused for hours.
We also worl< closely with a com-
pany c:aIIed Umbrella VIsuals whose
clients includ. Glastonbury, latitude
and Kendal Calling. A lot of the other-
worldliness comes from m. way dley
transform the !MInt with their hand-
made installations.

'1 the.... a typical Rai.ethel'OOf
crowd?
funnily enough, th..... seems to be
far more girls at my nlgl'c: than the
omer nights at the venue. The whole
padoIge seems to be attractive to the
ladles, and pemaps the femaJe-onIy OJ
room Is encouraging. Ptenty of boys
too though. just not me same (ahem)
'sausage fest' often seen elsewhere with
ra~ evenl$l We ........ f1<M!r once had
any V'" at Raisetheroof and we have
been runrwng nights In LeedIs for C1VfIt'

rIVe years - I think all me silly hat-weal"
109 must diffuse any bad vibes!

Why choose Leeds West Indian
Centre for the_I
I was attracted to the venue for a
number of reasons; ~ ~e as the
home of Subdub made It a good spot
for filling a niche by proyidIng similar
music but with a live focus. It might
sound ct-sy but Ialso get satJsfaction
from promorlng music thai: Is culwr-

ally oonnected to the COITUTU'I~ that
use me venu. 0<1 a day to d2y basis.
What not many people know, is thai:
me money made on the bar at me
Centre is actually fed directly back Into
the community canore In really posIdve
ways. For example, profus from events
like Ralsetheroofhelp them to subsidise
the ....."ue for "'" by cornmun~ aroups
thai: work with children and vulnerable
people.

What makes Raisethevof a festNaI,
rather than just another nightlife
_1
We have always describEd ourselves as
• festival and rn... """"" really con5Id-
ened the fact thai: we operate indoors
as a reason for not doing so. Ihave been
goil18 to festMJs since I was IS, my
Phd ~ Is on festival cuitu", and
Ihave also worked at • lot of festivals
thfou&hout my 20s. I guess I try and
bring the 'camivalesque' indoors by cre-
ating something exnvag;w. but also
by making it pattldpatory and allowing
people In the ..... to get more I~
man dley would at a dubnight, whether
by aeatiI1g art for the event or by lTlIU-
forming themselves Into me art through
crary costumes.

7 October, Leeds West Indian
Cent ...., 10 Laywck Place, LS7 lAj,
0113 262 949, 9pm-Sam, £16.50-
£17
SjTS
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Raise The Roof Festival;
Raise The Roof doesn't just

organise a few bands and declare
a 'festival'.- they go all out.
Decorations, stalls and a great
atmosphere. Leeds West Indian
Centre, Oct 10. 0113 262 9496.

w.

debU1
eers, J

Plug,
4030.
15.01
Hull, ~

time ~

01904 62060'2.
freakin.org. uk

Raise The Roof Autumn
~ 20CMt hel,t;I atThe
West Indian CeJifI& in Leeds
tomorrow, has a pirates
and mannalds theme. The
indoor
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Metro

Entertainment

No- TiTLE Music Magazine

Critically acclaimed by the NME, Sandman Magazine and The
Yorkshire Post, the 'multimedia festival' raisetheroof is set to take
place on Friday the 6th of March at Leeds West Indian Centre.

In celebration ot the dawn of Spring, the restlval
will combIne a 'Psychedelic Circus' and a surrealist
'A.Hc~ In Wonderl.nd' theme, complete with In
outdoor Mad Hatters Tea Party. The Queen's
'nIirts, a perform.nee art collective from Leeds
Metropolitan University, will delight with a MIg!c
Shurt'le and Hunt 'The W~'tlte Rabbit festival game.
whilst the DlrtyFltGrannles read patrns and the
Urban Anotts Circus acts amuse and Inspire,

Budding artist, will be pleased to know that a
run range of 'InteNldivitles', from Rite II Riddle
drawing boards to Frilspray Virtual Graffiti, will
be Dv,lIable, The musical lineup Includes eongo
Chilli and the Root One Ilond, Chino Shop Bull
(the former fullbulbus), beatboxing trio Crew
82, Salsa Como lOCO.Honeydrum, Speculum,
Kldkane~il, Exodus. OJM, High Pressure and
Moonstomp. "dvanee tickets for r61.etheroof
a,.. now on sale from Jumbo and Cra.h
Record., .t £7 (+"').
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